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A b s t r a c t

The Euchee language is an American Indian language isolate. It is the 

language of the Euchee people, who originally lived in the North American 

Southeast and now live in the state of Oklahoma. This is the first comprehensive 

gram m ar of their language. It includes a  description of the phonology, the 

morphology, and the syntax. The data is presented so that it is immediately 

accessible to linguists o f any theoretical persuasion. The presentation should also 

m ake the information accessible to lay readers, in particular to interested 

members of the Euchee Tribe. It is written in the proposed Euchee orthography. 

The data used for this grammar were gathered primarily through elicitation of 

grammatical forms and texts with native speakers.

Euchee has a  large inventory of sounds. There are 38 consonants and 11 

vowels. The consonants include a  series o f glottalized stops, fricatives, and 

resonants. The vowels include nasal contrasts. The syllable structure is a fairly 

rigid CV, but the phonology is distinguished by contraction of syllables. There 

are two major dialects o f Euchee today.

Euchee is largely a polysynthetic language. However, the morphemes are 

not as bound as formerly thought. Instead, m any affixes are independent 

particles which cliticize to their host in unstressed contexts. Euchee recognizes 

four main parts of speech, the noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. However, the 

formal criteria for these are difficult to establish. Euchee has basic SOV word 

order and is head-marking, and so the morphology is largely made up of suffixes 

and post-clitics. The exception is pronominal agreem ent, which are all prefixes 

on noun and verbs. Particles, including postpositions, follow the head.
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Euchee is a  stative-active language. Verbs that are  states (stative) are 

distinguished from verb that are  events (active). The pronominal agreem ent 

reflects the semantic role of the core participants. State verb require a  patient 

pronominal as their sole participant. Event verbs require actor pronominal 

prefixes as their sole participant, and an actor and patient pronominal for two- 

place verbs. Adding participants or reducing the number of participants is shown 

by valence prefixes on the verb. Since participant information is encoded on the 

verb, the nouns may be freely dropped in discourse. Euchee also has a  rich 

mood system, where mood particles are  highly combinatorial for subtle nuances 

in meaning.

This dissertation includes two texts. One is an example of formal, 

ceremonial speech. The other is a  short sermon ending in a prayer. There is 

also a  small collection of proverbs.

iii
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D e d ic a t io n

K’asosoci Y uciha h6no hodowa, Y uciha h6no kele hofede,

nade howaele khehe ’abe. Y uciha ’ahe hgga ’ya, k’asosoci desa hddowa.

I dedicate this book to the Euchee people, to the Euchee who are here 

now, and those who have gone before. To the Euchee who will come 

here, I give this book to you as well.
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A b b r e v ia t io n s  in  I n t e r l in e a r  T r a n s l a t io n s

The following is the list o f abbreviations found in the interlinear translations, 

verb paradigm charts, and notes in parentheses. W hen there is only one or two 

morphemes associated with each term, they are given under ‘Form.’ If there are 

multiple morphemes or changing forms, the forms are  not indicated.

Abbreviation Meaning Form

1 Is' person

2 2nd person

3 ^rd3 person

(A) alienable possession

ABLE ability mode te

ACT actor

ACTIVE verbalizer, active verbs e

AFFIRM affirmation mode ho

(BPD) Big Pond Dialect

BEN beneficiary (benefactive Case)

CL noun class

COM accompaniment (comitative Case) k'a-

COMP comparative

CPLT completive -de

DET determiner

DIM diminutive -ne

DIR direction particle

DUAL dual inclusive

(EF) Euchee female

(EFH) Euchee female honorific

(EH) Euchee honorific

xiii
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(EM) Euchee male

EMPH emphatic -:le

ENC encouragement, empathetic -l(E

(EXCL) exclusive Is* person plural no-, ne-

EXPECT expectation mode 'ya

FOC focus wa

FREQ frequent action -he

FUT future

HAB habitual action -ne

HEAR auditory evidential -ke

INTENT intentive mode -no

(0 inalienable possession

(INCL) inclusive 1st person plural 0-

(INAN) inanimate

(IMP) impersonal human go-

(LIE) lying position -e

LOC location particle

m.s. men’s speech

(NE) non-Euchee

NEG negative ne-

NOM nominalizer -ne

PAST past imperfective je

PAT patient

PERF past perfective -fa

PL plural (person, noun, stem)

PLUS [+ participant] valence prefix *yo

POSS possessive pronominal

POT potential go

0 Yes/No question 'le
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REC recipient (dative Case)

RECIP reciprocal k'a-

REDUP reduplicated morpheme

REPEAT repeated aspect -le

SG singular (person)

(SIT) sitting position -ci

(STAND) standing position -fa

STATIVE verbalizer, stative verbs -le

SUB subordinator -ci.

SUP superlative

[UN] unanalyzed morpheme

H’.S . women’s speech

’YU V/< stem \ ’l(

XV
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S t a n d a r d iz a t io n s

The following is a  list of standardizations used in examples.

In Euchee:

/  unpredictable variation

In interlinear translation:

separates morphemes

separates multiple meanings of one morpheme

( ) provides additional pronominal information

/ shows fused morphemes

r stem boundaries in compounds

In English gloss:

separates multiple word-level meanings 

/ separates multiple sentence level meanings

a  more natural English translation 

( ) information left out the given utterance

Example

gohane/gahane

1 SG.ACT-sew-HAB

lSG.ACT
be.located

3 sg ( e f ).pat

2 s g ( i ) .po ss

ACT/PLUS

yaste+bado

‘cut. cut o ff 

‘I go/I'm going’

‘He got (it)’
I know (I was here)’
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S o u r c e s

Speakers of Euchee, those who are  with us and those who have gone on, whose 
words are in these pages:

Mrs. M axine W ildcat Barnett 

Mrs. Josephine W ildcat Bigler 

Mr. James Brown, Sr.

Mr. Madison Bucktrot 

Mr. Mose Cahwee 

Mr. William Cahwee 

Mr. Semour Frank 

Mr. Neddie Frank 

Mrs. Lochar Green 

Mrs. Nancy Harry

Mrs. Josephine Barnett Keith

Mrs. Maggie Cumpsey Marsey

Mrs. Ida Clinton Riley

Mr. Jimmie Skeeter

Mrs. Sadie Greene Skeeter

Mr. John Snow

Mrs. M artha Fox Squire

Mr. Waxin Tiger

Mr. Henry Washburn

Mrs. Nancy Wildcat

Sources other than my Field notes are given in parentheses and abbreviated as 
follows. Unless otherwise noted, the phonemic transcriptions and interlinear 
analyses are mine, not from the source. In all instances, the data have been 
checked with current speakers.

GW Gunter W agner (1934), Sketch

AG Albert Gatschet (1885), Field Notebook

JC Jam es Crawford, unpublished notebooks and rough sheets

roman numerals refer to his notebook numbers ex: (JC IV: 45) 

unmarked references refer to rough sheets 

GB Gregory Bigler (in prep)

FS Frank Speck (1904), A Sketch of Yuchi

LB William Lewis Ballard (ca. 1970-75)

letters refer to his notebook numbers ex: (LB C: 21)
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C h a p t e r  1: I n t r o d u c t io n

The Euchee language is the ancestral language o f the Euchee (Yuchi) 

people. The Euchee were removed from their original homeland in the 

Southeast of the United States to Indian Territory (Oklahoma) in 1832-34, and 

most still live in eastern Oklahoma, in and around the municipalities o f Sapulpa 

and Kellyville, Hectorville and Mounds, and Bristow and Depew. There are 

appioximately 1,500 Euchee people today. The Euchee are not federally 

recognized, so most are enrolled in the Muscogee (Creek) Nation or the 

Absentee Shawnee Nation.

1. T h e  N a m e s  o f  t h e  E u c h e e

The Euchee call them selves Eucheeha (Yuchiha or 'Yuchiha in the 

orthography used in this work) in their language. The plural suffix /-ha/ is used 

on the names of many tribes, and refers to both the group and the individual.

The glottalized form is not prevalent today although it can still be heard. The 

meaning of the name is not clear. Ethnographer Frank Speck stated that yuchi, 

meaning ‘far away’ or ‘from over there,’ could be an answer to the common 

Southeastern greeting ‘W here are you coming from?’ and then becam e mistaken 

as the name of the tribe (Speckl909: 13). According to Speck, speakers at the 

turn of the century felt that this was a  legitimate explanation, although it is 

apparently his derivation and not one given by the speakers. The word \u  does 

mean ‘over there, yonder,’ and it is also the word for ‘house’ and ‘town.’ In 

addition, ci means “to sit or live somewhere.’ Then, the word could mean 

‘[people who/we] live over there.’ Yet, speakers today do not agree that this, or 

Speck’s version, is an accurate translation. Swanton, too, rejected the ‘over there'
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definition, and instead claimed the name to be o f Hitchiti origin, from Ochese, 

meaning ‘people of another language’ (Swanton 1946).

The Euchee people also refer to themselves as Tsoyaha, which is 

translated as ‘Children of the Sun.’ The word iso means ‘sun,’ and -ha is the 

plural suffix used for peoples, but ya  does not have any apparent synchronic or 

diachronic connection with seed, offspring, or origination. W hether the word 

yields to this analysis or not, the Euchee people see themselves as the Children 

o f the Sun, attested in their creation mythology and rituals. Although Tsoyaha is 

sometimes used to refer to the tribe as a  whole, it is more likely that Tsoyaha 

originally referred to a  band, town, or family within the tribe. In a  migration 

legend told by Ekilame Cahwee (EkH’ane, or Mr. Lewis Long) and collected by 

Frank Speck (Speck 1904), the tribe split, with one group going “west over the 

mountains’ and the other remaining. The group which rem ained were the 

Tsoyaha, and according to Ekilame, the Tsoyaha were the Euchee removed to 

Indian Territory. Thus, all the Euchee known today would be Tsoyaha.

However, many other elders refer to some Euchee, but not all, today as being 

Tsoyaha (Mrs. Phoebe Bucktrot Jones, Mr. Henry Washburn, personal 

communication).

The Euchee first becam e known to Europeans under the name Chisca. and 

were known as such consistently throughout the Spanish period.1. In 1540, 

Hernando de Soto becam e the first European to penetrate North America in his 

brutal search for gold and slaves. The accompanying chroniclers indicate that 

the expedition heard o f the Chisca, a  tribe living in the Upper Tennessee Valley. 

The Chisca aroused considerable interest in de Soto because it was reported that 

they had gold. De Soto sent two men to go ahead of the expedition to 

investigate. Although the two may have stayed in a  small Chisca town, they did 

not succeed in reaching the heart of the tribe, and de Soto made no further 

attempts to reach the Chisca (Hudson, 1997: 203-7). First contact came in 1567 

under Sergeant Hernando Moyaho de Morales, who burned two villages after
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finding no gold. Such a  violent encounter, o f course, precluded any attempt to 

record any of the Chisca language, which could have verified that they were 

Euchee.

Another historical name that has been associated with the Euchee is 

Westo. Around 1670, this tribe was located on the Savannah River around 

present day Augusta, Georgia. Swanton (1946: 213-14) states the Westo were a 

band o f Euchee. Although there was a  Euchee town on the Savannah River in 

present day South Carolina by 1707 (Crane 1918), it is unlikely that the Westo 

were Euchee. Instead, the W esto were most likely an  Iroquoian band (Crane 

1918) or a  loose confederacy of culturally differing tribes including Iroquoian and 

Timucuan, as convincingly argued by Juricek (1964). It is interesting to note that 

Gatschet (1885: 36-38, 42) attem pted to see if the name Westo, and other tribes 

around the Westo, such as Edisto (Timucuan), had any meaning to his Euchee 

consultant. Mr. David Barnett. However, Mr. Barnett had no recognition of these 

names as tribes, and one can see in the notes his struggle to assign any meaning 

to the names in Euchee.

Early documentation o f the tribe and their language included the spellings 

Yuchi, Uchi. Uche. Utchee and Uchee.2 Published historical, anthropological, 

and linguistic literature settled on the spelling Yuchi by the early 20th century. 

Yet today, most, though not all, Euchee identify with the ‘eu’ spelling. The first 

appearance of this spelling is found in the 1832 Tribal Census Rolls of the ‘High 

Log (Euchee)’ Town. This spelling does not appear again until the Presbyterian 

Church opened a  mission and boarding school in Sapulpa, Oklahoma, in 1894. 

and named it Euchee M ission.3 The Euchee Mission played a  central role in the 

modem history of the Tribe. The school remained open as a  boys school through 

the 1947-48 school year, with nearly every Euchee family having some memories 

or association with the school. In addition, the first director o f the school, Mr. 

Noah Gregory, was Euchee and also the first Euchee Christian preacher. He 

helped found Pickett Chapel (Pickett Indian United Methodist Church), which has
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been a  continuous influence in the lives o f m any Euchee families and the greater 

Euchee community. Pickett Chapel has had a  consistent use of the ‘eu ’ spelling.

When considering which spelling to use in this grammar, I decided on the 

popular spelling over the more academ ic spelling precisely because o f the 

academ ic feeling associated with the ‘yu’ spelling. This grammar is, after all, a 

gram m ar by and for the Euchee people, as much as for linguistic community.

2 . P e r t in e n t  H is t o r y  o f  E u c h e e

2.1 B rief H isto ry  o f  t h e  E u c h e e  T r ib e  In  R e la tio n  t o  T heir La n g u a g e

Very little will be mentioned here about the Euchee culture as there are 

two extensive ethnographies of the Euchee Tribe. Frank Speck (Speck 1909) 

published an account of Euchee life and culture as it was in the early part of this 

century. At that point, the tribe was still relatively insulated from the influences 

of white culture, and Euchee was still the dominant language. More recently. 

Jason Jackson (Jackson 1998) has provided a particularly insightful account of 

modem Euchee culture and belief systems, and the enduring oral traditions which 

connect everyday Euchee life to the past.

The Euchee belong to the Southeastern culture area, and more broadly to 

the Eastern Woodland culture area. Their culture and economy revolved around 

the production of com and other crops, supplem ented with hunting and trade: 

identification with a  town as the primary social unit beyond the family unit: 

social stratification with hereditary chiefs; and shared cosmological, ritual, 

medicinal and gender role beliefs and practices with other Woodland peoples, 

among others (Jackson 1998).

The Euchee homeland at the time of European contact in the mid-1500's 

was in the southeast o f the United States, primarily in the mountainous region 

now comprising eastern Tennessee and the Upper Tennessee Valley. Their 

neighbors included various Muskogear. speaking peoples, the Cherokee
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(Iroquoian), various small eastern Siouan tribes, and the Shawnee (Algonquian), 

with whom they have had a  long-standing alliance and friendship (Jackson 1998). 

The Euchee also had a  high degree of multi-lingualism common in the Southeast 

(Booker 1992). One artifact of this is that they share the common Southeastern 

word for interpreter, the Euchee variant being 'yalike. From the late 1600’s, 

bands or towns em erged throughout the Southeast, and the accounts are often 

inscrutable and sporadic. Jackson (1998:34-47) provides the first readable 

account of the locations and movements of the Euchee towns, along with the 

political climate of the times.

By the mid 1700’s, the Euchee were politically allied with the emerging 

Creek Confederacy, but it must be emphasized that they rem ained culturally 

autonomous. Benjamin Hawkins, the American Indian Agent to the Southern 

Tribes from 1796 to 1816, remarked of the Euchee on the Chattahoochee, “They 

retain all o f their original customs and laws and have adopted none o f the 

Creeks" (quoted in Swanton 1922). During this time, there were at least three 

main Euchee towns, with smaller satellite villages and others scattered 

throughout the territory of the Creek Confederacy. Perhaps the largest, known as 

Euchee Town, was on the Chattahoochee River, Georgia, in Lower Creek 

country. This town had ties with the Cussetah as it was formed when the 

Cussetah chief, Captian Ellick, married three Euchee women. Several towns are 

recorded among the Upper Creek. On the Tallapoosie River, Alabama, many 

Euchee lived in the Shawnee-Euchee town of Sauwanogee. There was also a 

Euchee town on the Savannah River in South Carolina. In addition, there were 

Euchee among the Seminole in peninsular Florida.

The Euchee were forcibly removed to Indian Territory in the 1832-34 

along with the other tribes o f the Creek (Muskogee) Confederacy. They settled 

in the northwestern part of Creek (Muskogee) Nation, throughout what are now 

Tulsa. Creek, Oklmulgee, and W agoner counties. Most likely, the early Euchee 

settlements corresponded directly to towns in the Southeast, but these links are
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not known today. In 1884, linguist Albert Gatchset recorded at least eight 

Euchee towns and settlements: Snake Creek, Polecat Creek, Deep Fork Creek, 

Black Jack Town, W ialaka, Duck Creek Town, Big Pond Town, Red Fork, and 

the ‘Shawnee-Yuchis’ living west o f the other settlem ents (p. 80). Most Euchee 

continue to live in the original settlem ent area. Today, there are three distinct 

areas, each with a  ceremonial ground and/or church as its heart. These are 

Polecat Ceremonial Ground and Pickett Chapel Indian United Methodist Church, 

near the municipalities of Kellyville and Sapulpa; Duck Creek Ceremonial 

Ground, close to Hectorsville and Mounds; and Sand Creek Ceremonial Ground 

and Muttoloke Indian United Methodist Church, near Bristow and Depew.

Residing inside of the Creek (Muscogee) Nation, the Euchee remained 

isolated from white culture, and indeed from complete absorption into Creek 

culture, as they remained aloof from their neighbors (Jackson 1998: 49-50). 

Enrollment of Indians, and the allotment of Indian lands began in 1895, and 

many Euchee men were actively involved in Fighting against federal troops 

enforcing allotment. The fragmentation o f the Euchee settlements through 

allotment, followed by the influx of white settlers when Oklahoma was given 

statehood in 1907, was the first step in language loss. The mission school system 

was established in the Muscogee (Creek) Nation during the nineteenth century, 

but after allotment increasing numbers o f Euchee attended these boarding 

schools. Many young Euchee were enrolled in the Euchee Mission Boarding 

School in Sapulpa, Oklahoma, but many others were sent to schools throughout 

the state, including Sequoyah (in Tahlequah), Chilocco (in north central 

Oklahoma), Dwight Mission (near Vian), W ialaka (now spelled W eleetka. in 

Leonard), and Eufala Girls School (Eufala). Although students of Euchee 

Mission Boarding School did not tell of the kinds of beatings associated with 

native language use reported at other schools, the school required English and 

the boarding school system itself took students outside of the home for extended 

periods of time. Later the public schools demanded knowledge of English. Mrs.
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Josephine Keith, like most speakers today, remembers not understanding her 

classes during the first year o f public school, and being embarrassed because she 

could not participate in the sam e ways as the other children. In many families, 

the older siblings actively taught English a t home to their younger brothers and 

sisters in order to keep them from repeating their humiliating experience, and 

many of these younger children never fully socialized in Euchee.

Still, by the 1930’s, while English became the language o f the market, 

work, and school, Euchee rem ained the dominant language of most Euchee 

homes. Yet, World W ar II brought with it an end to Euchee-English bilingualism. 

Although the many Euchee had participated in the Civil W ar and World W ar I, it 

was their active involvement in World W ar II that ushered in the rapid decline of 

the language. Nearly every able bodied Euchee man enlisted, and many Euchee 

women went into Tulsa and as far aw ay as Los Angeles to participate in the war 

effort. Mrs. Josephine W ildcat Bigler was a ‘Rosie the Riveter' in Tulsa during 

the war. Many of these women met men from outside of their tribe, married, 

and moved away from the community. Among those remaining in Euchee 

country, many remained in the work force after the war and were thus away 

from their families and community during much of their everyday lives. The 

men, too, returned to take jobs as truck drivers or laborers outside of their 

immediate communities. The traditional agricultural economy that bound them 

together was broken. The fragmentation of their economy after World W ar II 

was devastating to the coherence of earlier patterns of community life. Many 

also returned to find that they were no longer thinking in Euchee. Mr. William 

Cahwee often spoke of the fact that he returned from the war in the Pacific 

unable to speak fluently with his father Ekilame. He vowed then to never forget 

his language, but many others did not make this conscious and continuing effort.

Finally, some parents, having themselves endured hard economic and 

social conditions in dustbowl Oklahoma before the war, and saw the economic 

opportunities in white society, actively suppressed Euchee in their homes. Many
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middle-aged Euchee today report that their parents spoke the language only 

among themselves and spoke English with their children. To these young people. 

Euchee became a  code language, something that adults used when they did not 

want their children to understand them.

Awareness of the necessity to keep their language began about 

this same time. There has been a  continuing effort o f dedicated people to 

teach the language for many years. Chief Madison Bucktrot. Sr.. Chief of 

Sand Creek Ceremonial Ground, taught Euchee in the public school at 

Gypsy. Oklahoma, in 1953. Mr. John Snow held community language 

classes in October through January o f 1975-6. About the same time. Mrs.

Sadie Skeeter began holding classes for her grandchildren and other 

interested children. The classes met at Liberty Mounds school for several 

years. Mrs. Addie George also taught classes through the 1970-80*s. 

primarily for her family but open to anyone. Mr. Larry Cahwee has 

incorporated Euchee into his classes in Kellyville public schools for many 

years now. Finally, Mrs. Linda Harjo has incorporated Euchee curriculum 

into her Title 9 program in Sapulpa Public Schools.

Around 1990, two classes began for adults which have been 

particularly influential in the current movements to revive the language 

and maintain its use in ceremonies. Mr. William Cahw ee began classes 

in Glenpool. The classes met once a  week for several years and included 

tapes made by Mr. Cahw ee on the material covered in class. In Sapulpa.

Mrs. Maggie Marsey began classes with the help of Mr. Gregory Bigler, 

an active learner of the language. The two classes merged and becam e 

known as the Euchee Language Class of Sapulpa. At first they decided 

on a consistent w riting system for the class and using this system, they 

generated much vocabulary. They quickly realized that words were 

useless without knowing how to put them into sentences. Consequently, 

the class developed several books filled with words, sentences, analyzed
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parts o f sentences, small dialogues, and texts. The class also grew into a  

m uch-needed social occasion for Euchee speakers to get together and 

speak the language. For many of them, it was the only time during a 

w eek that they got a  chance to speak their language, and for some who 

had not spoken in years it gave them the opportunity to become fluent 

again.

The class took on other projects as well. They sponsored their first 

Language Camp in 1993. The two-day camp was well-attended and 

spurred an active interest in language revival in the community. One of 

the most significant outcomes of the camp was a  beginning class for 

children. This class, too. combines speakers, primarily Mr. Henry 

W ashburn, Mr. Mose Cahwee and the late Chief Jim Brown Sr., and Mr. 

Dimmie Washburn, with younger and more active teachers, Mr. Richard 

Grounds and Mrs. Linda Harjo. The classes have been successful and 

have included frequent camps, fieldtrips, classes during the ceremonial 

cycle on the Ceremonial Grounds, and garden projects. In addition to the 

language camps, ihe Euchee Language Class o f Sapulpa began a Master- 

Apprentice program for the young teachers.

In the spring of 1997,1 conducted a  Language Status Survey of the 

Euchee language. This survey was initiated by the Euchee (Yuchi) Tribe 

o f Indians, Inc., as partial fulfillment of their Administration for Native 

Americans Planning Grant. At that time, there were fifteen fluent 

speakers, all over the age of 65. Today there are thirteen. Six speakers 

are male; two of these are too elderly to do language work; two are out 

o f state and have little communication with other Euchee. This is 

important since Euchee makes grammatical distinctions based on the 

gender of the speaker. The health of each of the speakers, and thus their 

ability to participate in data collection, varies from day to day. 

Fortunately, the remaining speakers of Euchee are highly committed to
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reviving and preserving their language. They participate as actively as 

possible in community efforts to m aintain the language. There are more 

semi-speakers, people in their middle years who understand the language 

but have little to no speaking ability.

Like other moribund languages, the environments in which the 

language is used has diminished over the years. There is still one 

household in which Euchee is the primary language of daily 

communication. This household consists of two adults over 60. Outside 

of events specifically designed for language use, everyday Euchee is still 

heard whenever two or more speakers are together. This may be at 

funerals, in the kitchen at Pickett Chapel, one family camp at Polecat 

Ceremonial Ground, or other community events. Prayers at any 

community or family meal are preferred in Euchee if a speaker is in 

attendance. Story-telling, whether traditional animal tales, ghost stories, 

or personal narratives is rare now. The legends and mythology remain in 

oral tradition but only in English. Speech giving in Euchee at public 

events does not appear to be common today, although it was as late as 

1996. Extended ceremonial oratory at the ceremonial grounds and formal 

preaching in Euchee no longer exists. Preaching in Euchee took place on 

a regular basis as late as 1978. At the Ceremonial Grounds, danct calls, 

dance encouragements, leader announcements and other shorter ritual 

genres continue to be conducted in Euchee. However, these tend to be 

highly ritualized or memorized text today, with the notable exception of 

two men who are actively learning the language (Jackson and Linn 2000).

Although there is not a community-wide effort to revive Euchee as 

a  daily language, there is a  great appreciation for Euchee as the 

community’s ancestral language. Euchee is felt to be the preferred 

language for ritual at the ceremonial grounds, for prayer and song in the 

United Methodist Church services, and for blessings in family and
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community contexts. Mrs. Maxine W ildcat Barnett attests that to sing and 

pray in Euchee is the best way for her to communicate with God.

Speakers are vocal in belief that if the language is lost, then their identity 

is lost. As Mr. W illiam Chawee stated, “W e will just be Indians, not 

Euchee."

2.2  G e netic  A ffil ia t io n  o f  E uch ee

The Euchee language is not demonstrably related to any known 

language. Thus, Euchee is classified genetically as an isolate language. 

However, there is continuing debate over its possible affiliation with the 

Siouan language family. Sapir (1921) proposed the genetic connection 

between Euchee and the Siouan language family. Although he did not 

give any evidence for this classification, it has stuck with Euchee as a 

classification to either prove or disprove. Few linguists have gone beyond 

this in search for other possible relationships.

Haas (1951), in her pursuit of a larger Gulf family, investigated 

Sapir’s Siouan-Yuchi classification, but did not find adequate evidence to 

support the claim. Haas (1951; 1964) also suggested ties with Proto- 

Athabaskan, through its connection to Siouan, but dropped this as well. In 

both cases, she limited her work to phonological comparisons of cognate 

sets. Elmendorf (1963. 1964) began research into a  possible connection 

with the Yukian family (using Yuki and Wappo data) in California. Once 

again, the link relied on the connection between Siouan and Euchee. 

Elmendorf also looked at lexical resemblances, and then used what he 

called 'item sets.’ which were morphemes with broad phonological and 

semantic similarities. In the end Elmendorf made no firm commitment to 

any Yuchi-Yukian relationship. More recently Rankin (1996; 1997) has 

renewed the interest in proving the Siouan-Yuchi hypothesis, this time
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searching for grammatical evidence betw een Euchee and improved Proto- 

Siouan data. The search in this direction continues to yield interesting 

information into shared history, w hether the shared history is genetic or 

sheds light on the nature of contact betw een two unrelated peoples.

However, no hypothesis has generated sufficient data to place Euchee 

firmly into any language family (Crawford 1979; Linn 1997a), and the 

question of the classification of the Euchee language is far from being 

resolved.

To give an idea of the time depth for genetic relatedness o f Euchee to 

any other language family, we can look a t the time depth of the Siouan language 

family and its proposed relationship to Euchee. Proto-Siouan is estimated to be 

2-4.000 years from the present. This m eans that 2-4,000 years ago, all the tribes 

comprising the Siouan language family were together speaking one common 

language--the proto-language, or the predecessor language. The demonstrated 

Catawban branch is distantly related to Proto-Siouan at a  time depth significantly 

previous to this 4,000 years (Rankin to appear). If Euchee is related to Proto- 

Siouan-Catawban, then the relationship must predate the Catawban split by a 

time depth great enough to obscure its obvious relationship to Proto-Siouan.

Thus, we are looking at a  time depth of a t least 8,000 to 10,000 years for a 

possible relationship to Proto-Siouan-Catawban, and probably an equal amount 

for any other potential relationship.

With only very deep genetic relationships possible, there will never be an 

abundance of evidence, and it is clear that evidence o f deep genetic relationship 

can not come only from phonology and cognate sets but must also rely on 

morphological and syntactic evidence. One of the goals of this grammar is to 

provide a thorough Euchee description that can aid comparative linguists in 

teasing out shared grammatical paradigms. Hopefully, Sapir's Siouan-Yuchi 

connection can be firmly established or be safely put aside so that comparative 

linguists can look for other connections.
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2.3 V aria tio n s  o f  E u ch ee

The Euchee language shows variations due to region and gender. 

There are also formal and informal registers. These are noted throughout 

the grammar, but are introduced briefly here.

Two regional dialects are spoken today, and there is some 

evidence to suggest that a  third existed during the nineteenth century in 

Oklahoma. One dialect corresponds directly to the Big Pond Town. This 

Tribal Town was the farthest west of the Euchee towns/ceremonial 

grounds, around present day Depew. Big Pond ceased to be an active 

ceremonial ground in the first decade of the 20th century. Most of the Big 

Pond people became part o f the Sand Creek Ceremonial Ground. Thus, 

most speakers who come (or whose parents came from) from Big Pond or 

Sand Creek speak what is called the Big Pond Dialect. The Big Pond 

Dialect is marked by regular phonological (vowel heightening) and 

morphological variation from what is spoken at Polecat (Sapulpa- 

Kellyville) and Duck Creek (Hectorville-Mounds). See Chapter 2 for a 

description of these variations. The differences are minimal, and speakers 

from the different regions can completely understand each other. Some 

speakers are fluent in both dialects.

Speakers carry no judgements of which dialect is better or worse.

In fact, they stress that both are good Euchee. I use the Euchee spoken at 

Polecat and Duck Creek communities throughout this grammar. I do this 

only because the differences are easily described in terms of variation 

from what is spoken in Polecat and Duck Creek. In addition, the Big 

Pond Dialect represents few er speakers (and a  sm aller community) today 

in comparison with the speakers who come from Polecat and Duck Creek.

I use the abbreviation BPD for examples which are given in the Big Pond 

Dialect: otherwise, the Euchee spoken in Polecat and Duck Creek will be 

given in all examples.
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There is a  good possibility that during Gatchet’s time there was 

another regional dialect. Gatschet worked in the southernmost area 

Euchee habitation, and his notebooks reveal consistent phonological 

variations from either the Big Pond Dialect or the Polecat/Duck Creek 

Euchee in the speech of his first (probably three) consultants. The most 

consistent variation is the raising of /of to /u/ in several morphemes. For 

example, Gatschet consistently records leu- for the human, 3rd impersonal 

pronominal. In both dialects today this is pronounced ko-lgo- Although 

there is not an abundance of evidence for a  third dialect, the likelihood of 

a third exists as there were at least three distinct and geographically 

dispersed Euchee areas at the time of the Tribe’s removal to Indian 

Territory.

The language also contains lexical variation, especially in new 

words, such ‘car,’ ‘curtain,’ and ‘television.’ W hereas some of the variation 

in lexical items is systematic between the two dialects, many instances 

are not. They are better attributed to family variations. One reason for 

the differences is due to shortening words. Nouns in particular can 

become extremely long, and some parts may be dropped off (See Chapter 

5). In some cases, a  shortened form has become the standard form in one 

area/family, but has remained long in others. In addition, there may be 

several ways to shorten a word. Some families have shortened a word in 

one way and others in another way, and these shortened forms became 

the norm. This is not a  new occurrence but has been happening 

throughout the history of the language. Another source for the difference 

is that many of these newer items appeared in everyday use after the 

tribal members were dislocated from each other due to allotment. When 

a new cultural item was introduced, they would describe it one way, and 

another family described it another way. In most of these cases, they are
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sim ilar enough, or accurate enough in their descriptions that speakers can 

understand the different words.

The question o f regional dialects was examined in a master’s thesis 

by Abla (Abla 1994). She concluded that there was no dialect variation 

in Euchee. Instead, all variation was confined to lexical variation, which 

in turn was due to language loss. However, Abla worked with only three 

speakers, two of whom are  speakers o f one dialect. The other is quite 

fluent in both dialects. Furthermore, she concentrated on lexical items 

which are variable in the ways mentioned above.

In addition to regional dialects and variation, Euchee varies 

according to the gender of the speaker, known within the community as 

‘m en’s and women’s speech.’ In brief, women use different 3rd person 

pronouns than men. However, the distinction based strictly on gender is 

not so clear cut. but is better described in terms of formal and informal 

speech styles, where women are more formal when referring to men.

This is fully explored in Chapter 6 , The Noun and Noun Phrase.

Formal and informal speech styles, or register, can also be seen in 

different speech genres in the Euchee repertoire. Informal speech genres 

such as conversation, instruction, personal narrative, and telling ghost 

stories will make liberal use of shortened forms and contractions (see 

Chapter 2 Phonology). However, too much contraction, or the inability to 

recall or use full forms, is not considered good Euchee. Fluent speakers 

called this “slanging the language.” This is becoming more common 

today, as some speakers use shortened forms exclusively and are no 

longer able to easily reconstruct full forms.

Formal oratory, such as public speech giving and public prayers, is 

noted by the use of full forms. Ceremonial speech is the highest register 

and in addition to the use of full forms, it is marked by differences in 

phonology. One example of cerem onial speech, the Dance Call, is given
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in Appendix I and is analyzed in Chapter 2 (see also Jackson and Linn 

2000). Formal genres include ceremonial speech at the ceremonial 

grounds, public speech giving, prayers, and sermons. Skillful oratory has 

long been a  prized quality for the Euchee, and speakers are noted for 

their ability to speak formally.

3 . E a r l ie r  D o c u m e n t a t io n  o f  t h e  E u c h e e  L a n g u a g e

The Euchee language was first recorded in 1736 by Philip Georg 

Friedrich von Reck. The young von Reck led a group of Lutheran 

Salzburgers, forcibly expelled from the Catholic Salzburg, to begin a  new 

colony in Georgia. The colony was funded by the England’s Georgia 

Trustees, who had funded the New Charles colony under General James 

Oglethorpe, who later becam e the first Governor of South Carolina. The 

Salzburgers founded the town of Ebenezer on Ebenezer Creek, a tributary 

of the Savannah River, but were later forced to move their settlem ent to 

the head of Ebenezer Creek and the Savannah River. It was here at New 

Ebenzer that von Reck m ade several trips up the Savannah to visit a 

Euchee town. He kept a sketchbook of the voyage, the new settlement, 

the new flora and fauna he encountered, and the faces, customs, clothing 

and implements of the Euchee he visited. Most drawings in his 

sketchbook are accom panied by a  description, and then words in Euchee 

(spelled Uche), Creek, German, and a few with the French or English 

words as well. In all von Reck wrote down twenty-two Euchee words and 

names. Most o f the words are recognizable today .4

The first vocabulary was taken down around 1820 by Nathaniel 

W are. This is apparently the vocabulary that was sent to Peter 

Deponceau at the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. Deponceau recorded his having received a  vocabulary ot
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the Euchee language, which he rem arked looked like no other language 

he had seen before. A copy in W are’s vocabulary in Albert Gastchet’s 

hand states that the vocabulary was collected ‘east o f Coosa River’ in 

Georgia. In 1826, John Ridge, a  Cherokee linguist, collected another 

vocabulary. Ridge reportedly collected the vocabulary from a Euchee 

chief who was visiting Washington (Gallatin, 1836: 97)5. However,

Ridge’s manuscript of the Euchee (Uchee) and Natchez vocabularies 

includes a  note from John Ridge to Albert Gallatin in which he gives the 

location of the tribe:

The lichees reside on both sides of the Chatoochie [sic] 
river below Fort Mitchell and betw een said river and 
Flint River and are supposed to be upwards o f 1000 
souls. (Ridge 1826)

It is safe to assume, then, that the chief was from the Euchee on the 

Chattahoochee River. Ridge collected around 244 words, short phrases 

and conjugations and numerals. He noted that the sounds in Cherokee 

and Euchee were similar, so he was fam iliar with most of the sounds he 

heard in Euchee that stumped others. Unfortunately, some of the 

distinction he probably heard were lost because he used, sometimes 

inconsistently, the English orthography to record the Euchee. The Ridge 

and W are vocabularies were published together by Gallatin (1836: 301- 

367) as part of a comparative vocabulary of Indian languages.

Several other short vocabularies were recorded in the nineteenth 

century after the Euchee were removed to Indian Territory. Around 1861. 

the missionary Mrs. Alice E.W. Robertson was asked to collect Euchee 

vocabulary by General Albert Pike, who was interested in comparing 

Euchee and Natchez. She collected some 1300 words. This collection, on 

slips at the National Anthropological Archives, is attributed to General 

Pike.* in i 9 0 i , a t the end of his Euchee field notebook, Albert Gatschet
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recopied around 150 of Pike’s vocabulary and m ade additions and notes. 

Mrs. Robertson also recorded three transliterated passages from the Bible 

in Euchee. Later in the nineteenth, John W esley Powell collected 26 

separate lexical items. The entries consist solely of the name of the tribe, 

generic human terms, such as ‘m an’ and woman,’ and body parts. He 

included plural variations for some words and the ‘my’ ‘your (singular)’ and 

'his' possessive prefixes for each o f the body parts, for a  total o f fifty 

entries. He recorded some aspiration and nasalization but no 

glottalization (Powell ca. 1896). L.F. Hadley recorded cardinal numbers 

from 1-1,000, 16 verbs, 10 adjectives, and 46 nouns, mainly animal 

names. He uses, for the most part, the standard phonetic writing system 

of the day, and accurately recorded nasalization, but no glottalization or 

aspiration. There is also a  page-long list o f bird names in Euchee from an 

unidentified collector. The Euchee names appear alongside a number 

which the collector identifies as coming from the ‘Bird Book’.7

The Swiss linguist Albert Gatschet collected the first significant 

body of data on the Euchee language. He worked in Concharty district, 

Indian Territory, from November 1884 to March 1885.8 Concharty. 

mainly a Lower Creek settlem ent, is the southeastern limit of Euchee 

habitation. Gatschet worked with three young boys at a mission school, 

most probably W ialaka at Leonard . 9 However, after a few days he 

began work with Mr. David Barnett ‘of Kantchati,’ and had much contact, 

if not linguistic consulting, with Sam Brown, Sr., who ran a trading store 

in Leonard. This field notebook contains 89 pages of words, sentences, 

and paradigms, several transcribed song texts, and three transcribed 

legend texts: Tsa'htsa: Crawfish (Origin o f  the Earth), Origin o f  the Yuchis. 

and an untitled text on the origin of cedar as medicine. In addition to its 

obvious value for grammatical analysis, for the first time, a linguist had 

accurately recorded nasalization, glottalization, and to a  lesser extent.
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aspiration throughout the language. In 1888, Gatschet published a  brief 

synopsis of characteristics o f the Euchee language in Science. Despite its 

rather old-fashioned rhetoric and terminology, every word o f it is accurate.

In addition to Gatschet’s field notes, the National Anthropological 

Archives also house several documents on Euchee that he prepared later. 

One is a vocabulary collected during his fieldwork in 1885 (MS# 1440- 

NAA). The vocabulary follows John W esley Powell’s schedule for the 

Introduction to the Study o f  Indian Languages. The schedule is not 

completed, but does contain 552 words which he pulled from his field 

notes. The other is entitled ‘Some Grammatic Elements of the Yuchi 

Language’ (MS# 1594-NAA) and dated 1901. In this manuscript, he lists 

numerous examples under headings such as reduplication, substantive 

plural, personal pronouns, possessive positions, and so on. In most cases, 

there is not a complete set of examples, and there is no discussion or 

analysis. However, the document is valuable for its organized data. 

Gatschet also recopied the Origin o f  the Earth text under the title Origin o f  

Dry Land (published in Gatschet 1893).

Frank Speck began work with the Euchee in 1904. He worked 

mainly in the western Euchee settlements of Sand Creek and Big Pond.

He did not record who his primary linguistic consultants were for his 

vocabulary and grammatical analyses. However, he collected tales in 

Euchee from EkiTane (Ekilame Cahwee, or Mr. Lewis Long), Mr. 

Washington Holder, and Mr. Joe Allen. He collected nineteen tales, a 

migration legend, several proverbs and lore, and one narration entitled 

‘Regarding God’ (NAA MS# 1278 and MS# 3133). His text notebooks 

comprise a major contribution to the record of the Euchee language. 

However, each needs extensive work with a  current speaker, to the point 

of being re-elicited, as Speck was not consistent in recording nasalization, 

aspiration, and glottalization.
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Speck later prepared several manuscripts: ‘Verb Conjugations, 

Pronouns, sentences, noun declensions’ (NAA MS# 1595),10 a  ‘Vocabulary’ 

(in NAA MS# 1278), and a  ‘Sketch of the Yuchi Language’ (NAA MS# 

1776). While Speck’s ethnographic work with the Euchee was 

impeccable, his linguistic work falls short. Besides the aforementioned 

problems with the phonology, the gram m atical sketch contains major 

omissions and faulty analyses. For exam ple, he describes the pronoun 

system as ‘exceedingly simple’ (p. 12), and he gives only two noun classes 

(p. 34). the rest he calls ‘frequent modifiers.’ Unfortunately, Speck’s 

Euchee language data and analysis is not reliable and can not be used 

extensively.

Speck was Franz Boas’ student a t Columbia University, and Speck 

apparently did not fulfill the Boas mission in terms of linguistics. Thus. 

Boas sent his student Gunter W agner into the Euchee community in the 

late 1920’s. W agner spent a total of five months with the Euchee. He did 

much of his work with the preacher at Pickett Chapel. Mr. Maxey Simms, 

who. like many people o f his time in Indian Territory, was trilingual. Mr. 

Simms was half Creek, and he grew up speaking Euchee and Creek 

(Muskogee). He learned English later. There is no evidence in any of 

his texts that Mr. Simms’ fluency in Creek or English affected his ability 

to speak Euchee. In fact, those who rem em ber him do not recall his 

Euchee as anything but excellent, and he was considered a good Euchee 

orator in his preaching style. W agner also worked with Mr. Larry Brown, 

and the Clinton family from Sand Creek, including the young Ida Clinton 

(Riley). When I met Mrs. Riley at the age o f 92, she clearly remembered 

'the German’ who had come around and collected stories from her and her 

parents.

The amount W agner collected and transcribed in five months, 

without the benefit of modem equipment, is truly phenomenal. He
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published a monumental collection of myths, legends, animal tales, and 

personal narratives entitled Yuchi Tales (1930). The collection is 

invaluable today for their linguistic, historical, and cultural content.

A sketch o f the language followed in 1934. This work has been 

the most complete published documentation of the language to date 

although the sketch is primarily an inventory o f phonetic sounds, 

morphemes, and morphological paradigms. Some aspect and mood 

morphemes are omitted or the description of their placement is incorrect.

W agner describes the phonetic inventory but does not include a phonemic 

analysis. Throughout the following chapters, I will highlight discrepancies 

between Wagner’s analyses and my own.

World W ar II prevented W agner from publishing a planned Euchee 

dictionary. He had sent his English-Euchee manuscript to Boas for 

editing. This manuscript survives in the American Philosophical Society 

Library in Philadelphia. However, the Euchee-English manuscript was 

lost with Wagner’s other unpublished work and notes."

Research on Euchee after W agner was again sporadic and incomplete. 

While working on Creek, Mary Haas collected some Euchee data over several 

days in 1940. Her notes remain unpublished. Carl Vogelin sent his student Hans 

W olff to do work on Euchee in 1947. From Wolffs correspondence with Frank 

Speck, he was interested in collecting information on the pronominal prefixes for 

comparison with Siouan languages. W olff collected material in Sapulpa for a 

few months in 1947, from which he published a brief analysis of the phonemes 

and pronominal inventory, which focused mainly on gender variation (1950), and 

an instructional narration text with analysis (1951). In 1950, Emil Benveniste 

reinterpreted W agner’s analysis of the two negative preclitics in Euchee using 

W agner’s Tales as data.

James M. Crawford and William Lewis Ballard both worked on the 

language in the 1970s. Ballard began his work on Euchee in Georgia with Mrs.
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Addie George, but betw een 1970 and 1975 he completed more extensive 

fieldwork in Oklahoma with a variety of speakers. He collected texts from Chief 

John Brown, Mrs. Louanna Barnett, Mrs. Segie Bighead, Mr. and Mrs. Nellie and 

Ekilame Cahwee, Mrs. Salo Felix, Mr. Seymour Frank, Mrs. Liza George, Mrs. 

Louchar Green, Mrs. Ada Harry, Mrs. Nancy Harry, Mrs. Goldie Littlehead, Mr. 

and Mrs. Acey and John Snow, Mr. Bill Staley, Mr. John Tiger, and Mr. Waxin 

Tiger. Ballard’s recordings are especially valuable as he had the opportunity to 

record monolingual Euchee speakers. He has graciously allowed me access to 

all of his field tapes and their transcriptions.

Ballard published two articles on the bound pronominal affixes (1975; 

1978). The first contains his phonemic analysis and describes some Euchee 

morphophonemics; the second is a further description of the pronominal 

inventories and suggests a  classificatory scheme for the five sets of pronominal 

prefixes. Unfortunately, his transcriptions and analyses show reliance on a  non

fluent speaker. His phonological and morphological analyses depart significantly 

from all other analyses, including my own. So, although the 1970's saw a 

renewed interest in studying Euchee, there were conflicting reports from the 

field, which caused even the phonemic inventory to be in question.

Crawford worked intensively in and around Sapulpa with Mrs. Nancy 

Wildcat and with Mr. Seymour Frank and Mr. Neddie Frank in the summers of 

1970 and 1971 and briefly in 1973. He published a phonemic inventory (1973). 

Regrettably, Crawford died before he was able to complete the dictionary he was 

preparing. The American Philosophical Society Library houses his collection of 

notebook, notes, manuscripts, and the thousands of cards he was compiling for 

the dictionary. His notebooks and rough sheets of sporadic sorted data with their 

brief comments have been extremely valuable to me. Most importantly, they 

have been significant in completing a  picture o f the continuity and changes in 

two centuries of Euchee, from Ridge in the early 1800’s. Gatschet in I880's. 

W agner in the 1930’s, Crawford in the 1970’s to what I have collected in the
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1990’s. In some ways, Crawford has been an advisor in absentia to me, as his 

questions scribbled in comers have often led me into a  new (and correct) 

direction or confirmed my own suspicions.

One such note written on a  rough sheet is worthy o f reproduction here. 

Crawford m anaged to capture the obstacles that have clearly plagued all the 

linguists who have worked with Euchee:

Features that make Yuchi difficult to analyze
1. contractions
2 . homonymy
3. what appears to be arbitrary nasalization of vowels of some 

morphemes (they do not appear to be contractions nor operations 
of a morphological process)

4. no formal distinctions betw een noun and verb, or any word class
5. vowel harmony?

Upon finding this note I was imm ediately relieved to know that I was not the 

only one with these problems, but frustrated by the problems that none seem ed to 

have overcome.

More recently there has been renew ed interest in Euchee for historical 

and comparative purposes. Dale Nicklas re-exam ined the pronominal classes 

(Nicklas 1994). He took a  phonological approach to the history of the 

pronominal classes instead o f the classificatory approach proposed by Ballard. 

Nicklas worked on data from W agner (1930; 1934). And recently, Robert Rankin 

(1996. 1997) has reopened investigation into the genetic affiliation of Euchee and 

Siouan using W agner (1934) and Ballard (1973; 1978).

In summary, although quality data exist on Euchee in manuscript and 

notebook form, previous research has not produced a  full documentation of any 

level of the grammar, and there has been no significant work on the syntax.

Most attention has been paid to the genetic classification of the language, but 

this, too, has been limited by insufficient grammatical data.
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4. G o a l s  an d  C h a r a c t e r is t ic s  o f  t h is  G r a m m a r

This is the first comprehensive grammar of the Euchee language. I have 

tried to include all family and dialect variations whenever possible, but some 

unintentional oversights are inevitable in such a  work. All languages are 

complex and changing, and so there will always be a  need for more work into 

the subtleties and richness o f the Euchee language. It is my hope that this 

grammar can be a  starting point from which more work on the phonology, syntax, 

and pragmatics of the language can be explored.

The extensive coverage of aspects of the language in this grammar is due 

to several factors. First, I have been able to compare my findings and draw on 

the work o f all those before me. The work o f Gatschet, Wagner. Ballard, and 

Crawford have been particularly invaluable to me in this endeavor. Second, I 

have tried whenever possible to include not only what is possible in the 

language, but also what is not possible in the language. This has meant untold 

hours of grammatical elicitation, and much patience and expertise on the part of 

the speakers. It has created some humorous times as well. When testing the 

limits of certain morphemes, speakers have laughingly admonished me. ’That is 

just plain bad Euchee!’ Which of course is what I wanted to know. In addition 

to the direct elicitation of forms, I have relied heavily on data from texts. I have 

endeavored to use both historical and contemporary textual information, and both 

formal and informal narrative styles. Some of these texts are found in Appendix 

I.

Most importantly, I have had continuous interaction with the speakers of 

Euchee for six years. This continuity has given me a  depth and breadth into the 

language and its use. I have not only been allowed into the Euchee community, 

but blessed with the generosity of the people. Many families have lent me their 

personal family recordings. Mrs. Phoebe Bucktrot Jones let me use recordings of 

her father, the late Chief Madison Bucktrot; Mrs. Sarah Skeeter McNac let me 

use a recording of her mother, the late Mrs. Sadie Green Skeeter with her
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mother; The Euchee (Yuchi) Tribe of Indian, Inc. and the family of the late Chief 

Jim Brown, Sr., graciously allowed me access to a  video tape of Chief Brown; 

and Mr. Gregory Bigler has generously let me use hours of video taped 

storytelling, along with extensive use of the m aterials collected by the Euchee 

Class o f Sapulpa. In addition, Ballard’s recordings and transcriptions 

substantially increased my base o f recorded Euchee speakers, and I have enjoyed 

many hours with current speakers reviewing these tapes, as it has brought back 

memories for them to hear these voices again.

I have been fortunate to work with speakers, both male and female, and 

their families from all three Euchee geographical areas. This has enabled me to 

have a  better understanding of the variations that occur within the language. I 

had the opportunity to work with the late Mrs. Louanna Barnett, the late Mrs. 

Mae Tulsa, and the late Mr. Dimmie Washburn. I have gained many insights 

from Mr. Gregory Bigler and Mr. Richard Grounds, who are actively learning the 

language. I owe my understanding of the Euchee language to the dedication of 

those that have worked closely with me over these years: Mrs. Josephine Wildcat 

Bigler, Mrs. M axine W ildcat Barnett, Mrs. Maggie Cumsey Marsey, Mrs. Martha 

Fox Squire. Mrs. Josephine Barnett Keith, and Mr. Mose Cahwee. 1 could not 

have begun this project without the guidance of the very talented and eloquent 

speaker, the late Mr. William Cahwee. His gifts as a natural linguist, and his 

willingness to help others, were extraordinary. Finally. Mr. Henry Washburn has 

been a most dedicated teacher. His keen ability to sort out the impossible and 

his patience, often stopping to ‘kick that around,’ made it possible for me to finish 

this work.

There may be skeptics who do not believe that there could be 

fluent speakers of Euchee at the end of the twentieth century. However. I 

must stress that not only are all the speakers superb speakers of the 

Euchee language, they do not vary significantly either lexically or 

grammatically from monolingual speakers recorded by Gatschet in 1885,
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W agner in 1928-9, or the monolingual and bilingual speakers recorded in 

the 1970’s Crawford and Ballard. In fact, upon seeing Gatschet’s field 

notes for the first time, I was struck by how sim ilar his entries are to 

mine: I could easily read his entries and found forms in his that I had not 

found any other descriptions about in the language .12 Ridge’s 1826 

vocabulary shows inflectional morphemes not published by Wagner, but 

certainly appear in my work (and a  few were being noted by Crawford as 

well). Additionally, the language has not bee affected by neighboring 

languages. There has been remarkably very little borrowing of English 

words, nor of Muscogee or Shawnee, the Euchee preferring to create their 

own words instead.

There are some phonological shifts as are noted in Chapter 2, but 

even these are remarkably small for the intense contact with English since 

allotm ent in 1895 and Oklahoma statehood in 1907. There is also some 

loss in the honorific and familial classification system, which are 

commonly susceptible to cultural and language shift. However, it should 

be noted that even these changes occur almost solely in the speech of 

men. implying that Euchee women are more conservative in their speech 

than Euchee men. This phenomenon is well documented in other 

languages throughout the world.

It is my hope that this gram m ar will be used within as well as 

outside of the Euchee community. Since Euchee is not like any other 

language spoken today, there is ample data here for testing linguistic 

theories for many years to come. In addition, a  better understanding of 

Euchee can aid in typological studies o f the languages o f the Americas 

and of all human language. And again, perhaps a  more complete 

gram m ar can shed light on the history o f the Euchee people. In addition 

to these, it is my sincere hope that the Euchee people will be able to use 

the gram m ar in the preparation of language class materials. I hope adult
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language learners can use it as a  resource, and all Euchee can pick it up 

and feel pride in their heritage language.

The aim to serve the needs o f two distinct communities has made 

the presentation o f this gram m ar a  hybrid. I have followed the descriptive 

tradition as closely as possible. In this way, the data can be useful to 

linguists working in any theoretical persuasion. It is not, however, strictly 

in keeping with formal descriptive grammars. In attempting to make the 

grammar accessible to the members of the Euchee Tribe, I have chosen to 

use terms more likely to be found in a  teaching grammar. Linguistic 

terminology is placed in parentheses. I have also found the traditional 

categories unwieldy for describing Euchee. The separate designations 

'morphology’ and ‘syntax’ simply do not work, and so I have organized the 

grammar by building words (derivational morphology) into phrases 

(inflectional morphology and syntax) and then into clauses (syntax). It is 

my hope that this gram m ar will aid the trained linguist, the Euchee 

language teachers, and the interested lay reader in understanding how the 

Euchee language works.

5 . T h e  W r it in g  S y s t e m

There is no standardized orthography for Euchee. Yet, there is a 

practical and accurate way of writing the language. The orthography used 

throughout this work was developed by the participants of the Euchee 

Language Class of Sapulpa. This included Mrs. Maggie Marsey, Mr. 

William Cahwee, Mrs. Jospehine Bigler, Mrs. Maxine Barnett, Mrs. 

Martha Squire, Mrs. M ae Tulsa, Mr. Henry Cahwee, Mr. Gregory Bigler, 

and Mr. Richard Grounds. They collaborated with Akira Yamamoto of 

the University o f Kansas and m yself over a  series o f classes and meetings 

in 1994-95. After several years o f use, I have made one slight change to
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the original inventory o f vowel symbols. In the end, it is essentially the 

sam e as the orthography developed by Jam es Crawford in collaboration 

with speakers (Mrs. Addie George, Mr. Mose Cahwee, and Mrs. Nancy 

W ildcat) in the 1970’s.

W hile developing this orthography, the speakers had several 

concerns which we wanted to meet. First, the writing system needed to 

include all the sounds necessary in Euchee. As these are quite a few, the 

second concern was that there would be as few multiple symbols as 

possible and no hyphens between syllable. This cuts down on the written 

length of words considerably. Third, the symbols would be as close to the 

English equivalents as possible to help learners. The fourth consideration 

was the overall ease of writing and typing the language in this way.

Fifth, the speakers wanted a system that they could be proud of in 

looks— it needed to look like other Indian languages but also be distinctly 

Euchee. Overall, this way of writing Euchee fulfills all these need. It is 

accurate in addition to being easy to read, write, and learn.
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N o t e s  

C h a p t e r  1

1 There is some archeological evidence that the Chisca may not have been 
Euchee but Shawnee (Bauxar 1957).
2 In a  1942 letter to Mr. Grant Foreman of Muscogee, Chief Sam W. Brown, Jr. 
gave several other local spellings and versions of the name Euchee:

(i) ‘Euchee name was Euchitows put a  Muskokee accent on the
later [sic]. Some time the nam e spelled Yuchi choyuha [tsoyaha] 
vdji youchia and Euchitou.’ (Brown 1942)

Like the first one attributed to the Creek/M uscogee language, the last one, 
‘Euchitou,’ is apparently from the Creek. The -a on the name *youchia’ is 
apparently corruption of -ha. And *vdji’ shows influence from the Creek alphabet, 
with the V ’ as the mid-central vowel.
3 None of the early Indian Territory records of the Euchee language, or Creek 
Nation records give this spelling. Although there was no standardized spelling 
for the tribe at that time, it is interesting to speculate on the different spelling 
adopted by the missionaries. The ‘eu’ spelling may have been adopted as it 
reflects the spelling in ‘Eucharist’. However, it is also probable that it comes 
from the glottalized pronunciation 'yuciha, the Euchee name for the tribe. In the 
latter part of the 20th century, Mrs. Sadie Skeeter and Mr. William Cahwee, both 
talented native speakers and teachers of the language, used an ‘e ’ before glides 
to differentiate the glottalized from the non-glottalized glides (Skeeter 1976; 
Cahw ee no date). This is a  logical way to represent the glottalized glides 
because they are preglottalized, resulting in a  vowel-like initiation. It is not 
impossible that the missionaries heard this difference and noted it in the same 
way, with the spelling ‘eu’.
4 The sketchbook is available in a  modem version with notes on the Indian 
words (Hvidt 1990). James Crawford helped William Sturtevant with the Euchee 
translations; Mary Haas participated in the Creek translations.
5 Gallatin’s copy of Ridge’s vocabulary includes corrections from Ridge and the 
note only that the vocabulary was collected by Ridge from “a  Uchee chief 
(Gallatin, ca. 1826: 7v).
6 I learned about the true authorship o f the Pike vocabulary from personal 
communication with Jack Martin.
7 In 1999 ,1 worked with faculty and students in the Division of Ornithology, 
Natural History Museum at the University of Kansas, but we were unable to 
determine the name or date of the ‘Bird Book’ which is used as a reference for 
the Euchee bird names. W illiam Sturtevant states that the author of this short 
iist o f bird names may be Jerem iah Curtain (personal communcation).
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8 The NAA has erroneously dated his field notebook 1901. This is apparently 
due to the fact that the front pages are  gone, and Gatschet added the note at the 
end concerning the accuracy of the data, which he dated 1901 at the time he 
m ade the amendment.
9 One of the boys m ay be a  W illiam Frederick, as this name appears a t the top 
of the third page o f his field notebook. This name is not in the memory of elders 
today, and I was not able to find it in either the 1890 or 1895 census rolls. In 
1901, he am ended the end of his field notebook with the statem ent that the first 
twenty pages, or those pages taken down while working with the boys, were not 
reliable. Those pages contain m arginalia where he notes variation betw een the 
boys and Mr. Barnett and more accurate transcriptions.
10 The author of this manuscript is listed in the NAA as anonymous. However, 
it is in Speck’s printed handwriting. The NAA is in the process of changing the 
authorship to credit Speck.
11 This information comes from personal communication with Jason Jackson, 
reporting his communication with William Sturtevant.
12 James Crawford’s notebooks also reveal some of these patterns and forms. 
W agner’s field notes no longer exist.
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Chapter 2: The Sound System

1. In v e n t o r y  o f  S o u n d s  (P h o n e m e s )

Euchee has 38 distinctive (phonemic) consonants, 6 distinctive oral 

vowels, and 5 distinctive nasal vowels. The vowels do not contrast by length.

The language distinguishes plain (unaspirated), aspirated, ejective, and voiced 

stops and affricates. The rest of the consonant inventory is notable for its 

contrasts by glottalization. There is a full series of voiceless and glottalized 

fricatives, including labio-dental fricatives /f/ and / f /  which are rare in the 

Southeast. In addition, there are four resonants (nasal stop /n/. lateral /l/. and 

glides /w/ and /y/) which also contrast by glottalization.

The inventory o f Euchee consonant and vowels is not uncommonly large 

in comparison to several other Native American languages, such as those in the 

Salish and Athapaskan families. Yet, it is notably larger than the inventories in 

the languages surrounding the Euchee in the Southeast, which range from a small 

12 consonants (Shawnee, Southern Algonquian) and 16 (Eastern Muskogean 

languages) to 17 (Tutelo, Ohio Valley Siouan1) and 19 (Cherokee, Southern 

Iroquoian). Most have 5-vowel systems which contrast by length (Tutelo has an 

additional 3 nasal vowels), and Cherokee has a  6-vowel system contrasting by 

nasality and length. None come close to rivaling Euchee in the richness of 

distinctive sounds.

It is unfortunate that many equate a large inventory of distinctive sounds 

with complexity. The earliest writings about the Euchee give an almost fearful 

account o f their language having ‘clicks o f the Hottentots' and ‘the warbling of 

prairie-chickens’ (reported in Gatschet 1884). Euchee, of course, has neither 

clicks nor clucks. Despite its full inventory of sounds, Euchee phonology is 

considerably straight forward.
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The orthography used here was developed in the mid-1990’s by the 

Euchee Language Class o f Sapulpa. It is essentially phonemic, meaning there is 

one symbol (or combination) for every distinctive sound. Because of this, it is 

well-suited for representing the underlying forms and most surface forms. 

Therefore, it is used throughout this work for all phonemic representations.

W hen surface phonetic forms are not available in the orthography, standard 

Americanist phonetic symbols are used. In the phonetic forms, the nasal hook

(4 ) is used instead of the orthographic tilde (a) in order to use the space over the 

vowels for stress and pitch information. See Section 5 in Chapter 1 for a  history 

o f this writing system, and Appendix II for a  Pronunciation Guide based on 

English equivalents.

l . l  C o n s o n a n t s

Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the distinctive sounds (phonemes) in 

Euchee. The distinctive sounds are described in this section.
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Figure 2.1 Phoneme Inventory: Consonants

Labial Alveolar Alveo-Palatal Velar Glottal

Stops:
voiceless P t k
aspirated ph th kh
glottalized P’ t’ k’
voiced b d g

Affricates:
voiceless ts c
aspirated tsh ch
glottalized ts’ c’
voiced dz j

Fricatives
voiceless f s sh h
glottalized f s’ sh’

Lateral Fricatives:
voiceless thl
glottalized thl’

Laterals:
voiced 1
glottalized

Nasals:
plain n
glottalized ’n

Glides:
plain w y
glottalized ’w ’y

Stops and Affricates (Obstruents)

The stops and affricates contrast in place of articulation (bilabial, 

alveolar, alveo-palatal, and velar) and in laryngeal action (unaspirated, aspirated, 

glottalized. and voiced). The contrasts are illustrated with minimal and near 

minimal pairs below.

( 1) /pi pa 
/ph/ pha 
/b/ ba 
/p’a / gop’a

36
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N gota *to set a  da te’ ti ‘rock’
Ah/ gotha *to pick’
/d/ goda ‘face’ di- ‘I’
A’/ t’i ‘urine, bile’

M kyafa ‘behind’
/kh/ khyaka ‘crane’ gokho ‘neck’

/&/ go- [go-]2 ‘hum an’
Ik'/ gok’o ‘throat’

/c/ cu ‘boat’
/ch / chu ‘bed’

H I gokhaju ‘arm pit’
/c'l c’u ‘drown’

/ts/ tsa ‘sleep’ tse ‘water’
/tsh/ tshyathla ‘red’
/dz/ dze ‘me’
/ts 7 ts’e [ts’?] ‘blue jay'

Glottalized stops are true ejectives. Speakers maintain their oral closures 

while the glottis is raised. The oral closure is released when the glottal closure 

is released. The glottalized stops and affricates which occur between vowels 

(i.e. not word initially) may be slightly voiced as the glottal release can occur 

immediately before the oral release and begin voicing. Ballard (1975: 164) 

stated that the glottalized stops are not ejectives but stop plus glottal stop 

sequences. However, in a consonant cluster made up o f a  stop plus glottal stop, 

the glottis would be released after the oral closure. This sequence does not 

occur with fluent Euchee speakers. In addition to this evidence, it is telling that 

the speakers consistently refer to the glottalized consonants as a  single sound, 

while recognizing the glottal stop as a  separate sound they hear it between 

vowels.

Aspiration has very little friction. In some speakers, the voiceless 

unaspirated alveolar stop /t/ is dental [tj. Unaspirated stops are often voiced in 

initial position, and may be voiced betw een vowels as well.
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tsoshi [dzoshi] ‘sofki (com drink)’
tse [dzs] ‘water’
tidifa [didifa] Tm  wearing’
tatane [datane] ‘plate’
tapi [dapi] -  [dabi] ‘salt’
kegok’one [gegogone]3 ‘hired hand, sharecropper, slave'
wikae [wigae] ‘what’
gok’ene [gog’t-nej ‘livestock’

There is much discrepancy between the linguists who have recorded Euchee as to 

the occurrences of the voiced and voiceless unaspirated stops; where some record 

a  voiced stop, others a  voiceless unaspirated stop and vice versa. In addition, 

some voiceless unaspirated stops recorded by Gatschet (1885) are fully voiced 

today, suggesting change over time. For exam ple, Gatschet recorded the 3rd 

person impersonal pronominal prefix as voiceless unaspirated [ku-J, and he gave 

the 1st person singular pronominal prefix as [ti-] (actor) and [tse-J (patient).

Today these morphemes are voiced [go-], [di-j and [dze-], and are given above 

as minimal pairs with voiceless unaspirated stops. These voiced phones today 

are probably due to their initial position. It should be noted that while W agner 

(1934) gave phonemic status to voiced phones, Mary Haas (Haas 1940) did not. 

For synchronic descriptive purposes, and for teaching, voiced stops in Euchee are 

distinctive. For historical purposes, their status is not secure.

Glottal Stop

The glottal stop / '  /  is a  phoneme.

(3) / ’ / we’a [we’a] ‘They (non-Euchee) cry.’
/h/  weha [weha] ‘They (non-Euchee) are there.’

The glottal stop is not clearly articulated in initial positions. However, it is 

obligatory between vowels.
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Fricatives (including the Lateral Fricative)

Fricatives do not contrast by voicing, only by glottalization. Thus, there 

are voiceless fricatives and glottalized fricatives. Glottalized fricatives are 

ejectives. (4a) gives exam ples o f the glottalized contrasts by the same place of 

articulation, and (4b) gives contrasts of fricatives differing by place of 

articulation.

(4) Ifl fa [fa] ‘to stand’
/ f / fa [fsi] ‘evening’
Is/ se- [se] ‘she’
N s’e- [s’e-] ‘he’ (women’s speech)
/sh/ shu [shu] ‘fish’ sha [si
/sh’/ sh’u [sh’u] ‘vine’ sh’a [si
/thl/ thla [thla] ‘bullet’
/thl’/ thl'a [thl’a] ‘lung’

N ispi [ispi] ‘black’
/sh/ ishpi [ishpi] ‘dirty’
/sh’/ gosh’i [gosh’i] ‘clothes’
/thl’/ gothl’i [gothl’i] ‘to cut’
M gohae [gohae] ‘to breathe’
Ifl gofse [gofae] ‘to whip'
/thl/ gothlae [gothlae] ‘to ea t’

‘snake’

The labio-dental fricative If/ is rare, occurring only in the following related 

morphemes.

(5) fa. -fa ‘to stand,’ inanimate classifier, standing position
-fa past perfective
-fa general directional
fa  ‘evening, night’

In some speakers, the teeth barely touch the lower lips, causing the /f/ to be 

nearer to a  voiceless bilabial fricative [$] or the clusters [hw] and [fw]4 between 

vowels.
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(6) a . [kehqdothla teci dithae kedi$a]
ke ho-do-thla te-ci
LOC 3PL(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-do ABLE-SUB.CL(SIT)

b. [h'ldohwd] 
hi-do-fa
3 sg (in a n ) .p a t-  1 sg . ACT/PLUS-pound 
‘I pound (com ).’

c. [ tik h a le  ’yusht’ae w e’yap’p j^fw a]
ti-khale ’yusht’ae w e-’yap’Q jd -fa
rock-fine road 3PL(NE).ACT-spread past-perf

T h e y  (non-Euchees) put g ravel on the road.’

d. [dithae ke difa]
di-thae ke di-fa
lSG.ACT-want dir lsG.ACT-stand
*1 w ant to do this for them .’

Lateral, Nasals, and Glides (Resonants)

Resonants consist of laterals, nasals, and glides. They are all voiced and 

contrast by glottalization.

N -le [-le] ‘stative verbalizer’
m -re [-re] ‘Yes/No Question clitic'
Inl gone [gom?] ‘baby’
M go’ne [go’n?] “to see’

M wedine [wedine] ‘cow’

M go’wedene [go’wedene] ‘language’

lyi yo [yp] ‘it boils, swells'

W ’yo m ‘star, spider, uncle’

The glottalized resonants are  not true ejectives. The glottalization occurs 

slightly before to during, resulting in pre-glottalization and/or creaky voice, []], 

[n], [w], and [yj. Euchee glottalized resonants are close to those found in 

Navajo, described as “the superimposition o f glottal stop or creaky voice on a 

voiced sound’ (McDonough and Ladefoged 1993).
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The distribution o f [1] is restricted to one morpheme, the Yes/No Question 

particle ’le.

The sound [m] is not a  phoneme, but an allophone of In/, and it occurs in 

English borrowings, such as ‘W alm art’ and ‘am en’ and in English personal names, 

such as Martha, Millie, M aggie, M ichael, e tc ...

1.2 V o w e l s

Euchee has oral and nasal vowels. Both oral and nasal vowels contrast by 

height, backness, and lip-rounding. The charts in Fibure 2.2 below provide and 

overview of the distinctive oral and nasal vowels.

Figure 2.2. Vowel Inventory

Oral Vowels
front central back (round)

high i U

mid e 0

low X a

Nasal Vowels
front central back (round)

high 1 1t
m id e i 6

|

low X a |

Oral Vowels

There are six oral vowel phonemes, as shown in Fibure 2.2. These are 

illustrated below.
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N gochi [gochfi ‘eye’
le/ goche [goche] ‘belly’
/u/ gochu [gochu] ‘penis’
le/ s’e [s’e ' ‘pond’
/ae/ s’s [s'ae] ‘earth, ground’
/ae/ gothae [gothae] lo  want’
/a / gotha [gotha] ‘to pick’
lei gothe [gothe] ‘to play a  sport’
HI gothi [gothf] ‘to ask for/beg’
lo/ gotho [gotho] *to come’
/u / gotu [gotu] to  suck’
lo/ goto [goto] to  go with’
lo/ godo [godo] lo  touch’
/a/ goda [goda] ‘face’
lei gode [gode] le g ’

The low back vowel /a / is lax. The word [depule] ‘again’ contains the lax 

high back rounded vowel [u], In addition. Big Pond speakers tend to pronounce 

the l5t person singular pronominal do- and the impersonal 3rd person pronominal 

go- as [du-J and [gu-], respectively, in rapid speech. An oral [o] occurs as a 

product of contractions only (see Contractions below). The vowels [o] and /a/, 

and sometimes /o/, can become [o] in unstressed environments, but this is not 

regular. See section on “Unrounding, Centralizing, and D enasalization” below 

for more discussion.

Nasal Vowels

There are five nasal vowel phonemes, which are illustrated below.
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N thosh’i [thoshl] ‘hat’
IV thoshT [thosh’i] ‘knee’
le / gop’e [gop’e] lo  drink’
lei gop’e [gop’4] 1o grip, squeeze’
/ae/ dithae [dithae] ‘I want’
/ae/ dithae [dithae] ‘I pull’
lo/ gok’o [gok’o] ‘throat’
lol gok’o [gok’q] ‘to m ake’
/a/ gowa [gowa] ‘to bite, bite o ff
/a/ gowa [gowq] lo  give’
lo/ ’o- [>] ‘we (inclusive)’

m ’a- [’4-1 ‘you (plural)’

The nasal high and mid vowels are  lax, whereas the corresponding oral 

vowel is tense. That is, the IV  is realized as [t]; /e / is realized as fe]; and lo/ is 

realized as [q]. The sounds fe] and [q] are extrem ely low. The fe] is so low that 

it is difficult to distinguish from [$]. The [q] is so low that it is hard to 

distinguish from /a / when unrounding takes place (see below). Only in highly 

stressed environments, such as comparative and superlative constructions, and 

interjections shown below in ( 10), do the allophones [q] and fc] can remain tense 

[q] and [<?].

( 10) a. hetju or [hq:::nju]
he-:-ju 
oh my-really 
Oh my!!!’

b. he:la or [hq:::nla]
he-:-la 
quit-really 
‘Quit it right now!’

The high back vowel /u/ does not have a  nasal phoneme /u/. However, 

an oral /u/ preceding the nasal consonant /n/ may become slightly nasalized, 

resulting in [qj. The phoneme /ae/ occurs extremeiy rareiy. in most cases, it is
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the result o f the oral /ae/ and the contraction o f a  following /n/ (see below). The 

phonemes /T/ and /a / occur infrequently. This leaves the phonemes /e/ and /o/, 

realized as fc] and [3 ] respectively, occurring with great frequency.

The low front vowel [ae] is without doubt a  phoneme today, as can be 

seen with the minimal pairs above in (19). W agner (1934) did not posit /ae/ as a 

phoneme, nor did he discuss its occurrence in anyway, although it was recorded 

both by Gatschet and Speck before him. W agner’s first publication on Euchee, 

Yuchi Tales (1930), was written in phonetic transcription. In the introductory 

notes, W agner indicates a difference betw een [ae], which he wrote as a, and [a]. 

Surprisingly, then, there is no a  anywhere in the texts. The reason for its 

absence is unclear and could be due to a  gross error by the typesetter, but its 

absence is a  serious obstacle to using the texts. Later in the Sketch (1934), 

W agner does not use or discuss [ae]. Yet, he was clearly indicating [ae], again by 

a, in the dictionary manuscript that he was preparing after 1934. Since W agner’s 

ability to hear and transcribe Euchee was accurate in all other places, I imagine 

that he was not sure o f the status of [ae] at the time he wrote the Sketch, and 

chose to under describe. It should not be taken as an indicator of the quality of 

the rest of his work.

The status of /ae/ is complex. It appears only where, but not in all cases. 

W agner recorded [e] fe] or [a]. As mentioned above, fe] is extrem ely low, and 

some speakers regularly shift betw een fe] and [a?] in a  given word or morpheme. 

For example, the negative preclitic [n^-] is in free variation with [na^-J across 

speakers. I can find no minimal pairs betw een /e / and /ae/. In these cases, then, 

[a?] can be considered an allophone of [?]. In fact, it can be argued that all 

occurrences of the low front nasal [a?] are allophones of /e/, resulting from 

contractions. The variation between /a / and /ae/ is not predictable and minimal 

pairs can be found. It should be noted, however, that speakers from the western 

towns of Big Pond and Sand Creek often use /ae/ where others use /a/, 

unfortunately this is not a  one-to-one correspondence, so it cannot be confidently
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treated as dialect variation, and the variation is not predictable. It does imply 

the possible origins on the emergence of /ae/ as a  phoneme.

2 . P h o n o l o g ic a l  P r o c e s s e s

2.1 In se r t in g  S o u n d s  (E p e n t h e sis)

Inserting Ini, /ml, and Itjl

The phoneme /n/ is inserted after nasal vowels. The phoneme /n/ 

assimilates to the place of articulation o f the following consonant, creating the 

allophones [n], [m] and [q].

The /n/ changes to the bilabial nasal [m] when it is inserted after nasal 

vowels before bilabial stops.

( 11) dap’i [dgmp’f] ‘buttock/tail’
hepha [h^mphah] ‘He cut.’

The /n/ changes to the velar nasal [q] when it is inserted after a nasal 

vowel before a  velar consonant. The bilabial glide /w / responds to its velar 

feature for this rule.

(1 2 )  di’Qkhi [d i’gqkhi] ‘my arm’
tih^w ethla [dih^qwethla] ‘He w ent in.’

The /n/ remains a  dental nasal [n] when it is inserted after a  nasal vowel in all 

other places of articulation . 5
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(13) naegot’e [naegqnt’d] ‘nobody’
sahade [sahqnde] ‘alw ays’
abeci [abend] ‘now/today’
hethl’a  [hi'nthl’ah] ‘He digs’
w afa  hofe [w af4 hqnfe] ‘W here did he go?’ 
hohae [hqnhae] ‘He smells.’

In addition, [n] occurs optionally phrase finally before a  pause. However, this 

appears to be restricted to the past tense particle /-jq/.

(14) [’yushtaha hek’q’nejen]
’yushta-ha he-k’a -’ne je
past.time-PL(iNAN) 3PL(EM).ACT-REClP-see past

T h e y  used to have church.’ (m en’s speech)

Nasal vowels are often denasalized (see the discussion below). Often the 

epenthetic nasal consonant is the only c lear indication that the preceding vowel 

is a  nasal vowel.

Inserting [xj and [h]

The sounds [x] and [hj are inserted morpheme finally, after any oral 

unround vowel in stressed position. Compare examples in (15a) with (15b) 

below. The [x] and [h] are interchangeable, as shown in (15b).6

(15) a. weda [wedax] ‘I go/1 am going (right now).’
weda [wedqj ‘I will go/1 am going to go.'

b. shaya [shaiyaj ‘squirrel
’shaya [shaiyax] ~ [shaiyahj ‘weeds’

The [xj and [h] are more prominent before pauses. 7 It should be noted 

that since nouns have ultimate stress, nouns given in isolation are actor to this 

rule, as seen in (16). Although it may occur with any oral unround vowel in 

stressed position, insertion occurs much more regularly after the low vowel [a].
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gothi [gothfx] ‘ribbon’
go’nakhi [go’nqqkhix] ‘arm’
’ine [’inex] ‘persimmon’
gode [godex] ‘leg’
di’othx [di’qnthaex] ‘my hand’
kepha [kephaxj ‘throw’
gop’a [gop’ax] *to be bom ’
’enda [’endax] ‘oh!’
’yasta [’yastax] ‘board’
hethl’a [h\nthl’ax] ‘He digs.’ BPD
dzodethxha [dzodithxhax] ‘my shoes’

More examples of [x] and [h] insertion follow:

(17) a. [hitha£htha$h] 
h i-th x th x
3sG(lNAN).PAT-weave 
'to w eave’

b. [ke ’lede k h x h  negowfx]
ke le -d e  k h x  ne-gowi
now q -c p l t  through 2SG.ACT-pass 
‘Are you fin ished?’

c. [s’ethaeh s’e ’yu]
s’e - th x  s’e -’yu
3sG(EM ).poss-heart 3sG(EM).ACT-hurt 
‘His heart is broken.’

d. [kede s’i’eh d ze’ae]
kede s’i-’e  tse-’e
now little-ACTivE water-ACTiVE
‘It’s about to rain .’

An important exception to the insertion process is the Yes/No question

particle le. Although always stressed and word final, neither [xj nor [h] follow

this morpheme.
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2 .2  P a l a t a l iz a t io n  a n d  R etr o flec tio n

Euchee has several localized instances o f palatalization and retroflection. 

The phoneme [s] palatalizes to [sh] before the high front vowel [i]. This occurs 

only in the fast speech in the Big Pond Dialect, and particularly affects the 3rd 

person Euchee fem ale morpheme /syo-/ and the 3rd person Euchee male 

(women’s speech) morpheme /s’yo-/.

(18) a. wahale sion5 —> [wahale shonq] ‘She (Euchee) has a lot.’
b. wahale s’ionS —> [wahale sh’onp] ‘He (Euchee) has a  lot.'

The alveolar fricative /s/ is retroflexed [s] in clusters [sp] and [st],

(19) a. ispi -»  [ispi] ‘black’
b. stine -» [stine] ‘spoon’

The retroflexed /s/ occurs in all speakers but is more pronounced in some, 

becoming the alveo-palatal [sh]. This can create confusion between [sp]. [st] and 

[shp]. [sht] clusters.

(20 ) ispi -»  [ispi] ( —> [ishpi]) ‘black’
ishpi [ishpi] ‘dirty’

The voiceless unaspirated and glottalized alveo-palatal affricate /c/ and /c/ (and 

in theory /ch/ and /j/) are retroflexed in clusters with /w/:

(21 ) sac wane —>
C'WJE - »

c’wahe —>
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[c’wahe] ‘five’
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2.3 M aking D iphthongs

There are two oral diphthongs in Euchee.

(22) Oral Diphthongs 
[ao]
[ai]

The diphthong [ao] is a  product only of the vowel /a/ in contractions with 

the morpheme we ‘non-Euchee.’ It does not occur with any other /a/ + /w/ 

sequence. The diphthong [ao] occurs in free variation with the [o] and [o:] in the 

sam e contraction environment (see Section 3.1, Contractions, below).

23) a. [’a  w egw a js ]  —» f’aogw aiel
’a  w e-gw a jq
lo c  3sG(NE).act-say p a s t  
‘He said.’

b. fshaw enol —» [shaonq]
sha'-wenQ 
snake-CL(NE)
‘that snake’

The diphthong [ai] occurs in free variation with [a] when [a] is followed by [y].

(24) ayogwa [aiyogwa] ~ [ayogwa] ‘You said.’
shaya -» [shaiya] -  [shaya] ‘squirrel’
k’ayu -> [k’aiyu] -  [k’ayu] ‘twins’
k’a ’yushige -> [k’ai’yushige] ~ [k’a ’yushige] ‘She’s stirring.’

2.4 L a x in g  V o w e l s

Nasal vowels are lax in all environments except emphasis. However, the 

oral vowels /e/, /o/ and /a / become lax in specific environments. The lax [e] is 

not as low as the nasal [5].8
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The mid front oral vowel /e /  becomes [e] -  fe] before the nasal phoneme 

In/, even when [e] is not nasal or fully nasalized.

(25) dzene -»  [dzene] ‘dog’
we’ne -»  [we’ne] ‘He (non-Euchee ) sees.’/e / is realized

The /e / becomes lax [e] word finally before a  pause. Speakers of Big 

Pond Dialect tend to resist laxing in this environment.

(26) kede -» [kede] ‘now’
kede’ate -»  [kede’ate] T h a t’s enough!’

Finally, the word final lax [e] tends to lax any penultimate /e/, seen in 

(27a). This is a form of regressive vowel harmony. It appears that this is the 

source of the /u/ laxing to [u] in (27b), although there is no other data to support 

a generalized penultimate laxing before [e].

kede —» [kede] —> [kede] ‘now’
kele -> [kele] [kele] ‘enough’
pehe -»  [pehe] —> [pehe] 'over'
tele -»  [t’ele] —» [t’ele] ‘together”
watehe -» [watehe] —) [watehe] ‘what time’
txsehe -»  [taesehe] —) [tssehe] ‘back and forth’

depute9 [depule] -> [depule] ‘again’

2.5  U n r o u n d in g , C e n t r a l iz in g , a n d  D e n a sa l iz in g  V o w els

Lip rounding and nasalization, although distinctive features for the 

phonemes, carry a  light functional load as they can be arbitrarily dropped. This 

creates much difficulty in distinguishing [o] and Id/ from /a / and /a/, and /o/ and 

/o/ from these as well. Adding to this difficulty is that all these sounds, and 

occasionally /e l centralize to [a] in unstressed position and [ a ] in stressed
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positions. C lear cases of the round [o] are found in contractions because lip 

rounding is a  product o f the contraction process itself (see below), but otherwise, 

[d] and [q] almost always occur as [a] and [/*], respectively. There is a  parallel 

betw een the high frequency of the allophones [e] and [ae]: Both mid vowel 

phonemes, /e/ and /e/, and the allophones [o] (contractions) and [q], occur more 

frequently in their allophonic variations. The problem of unrounding and 

centralization has frustrated all linguists since Gatschet and was explicitly 

observed by Crawford (1973:175).10

Denasalization happens regularly word finally. For example, the suffix 

/-je/ is often [-je], and the modal o f possibility /-tego/ can be [tegq], [-tego], or 

[-tegs]. Denasalization can also occur in roots and affixes close to the root in 

rapid speech, with no apparent loss o f meaning. These generally can be 

reconstructed as nasal in slow speech. This seemingly arbitrariness has caused 

discrepancies in the work of different linguists. For example, Crawford 

(Crawford 1978) analyzes the habitual suffix as /-ne/ [-n?J, which is then 

denasalized to [-ne] word finally. However, I analyze the habitual suffix with an 

oral vowel, -ne. The preceding /n/ can slightly nasalize the final vowel, creating 

[-n^j, but this nasalized vowel is not as low as the nasal vowel fe], in such 

morphemes as the negative preclitic [n$-] -  [n$-] and the 2nd person singular 

[n$-]. In the majority of cases, the vowel in the habitual morpheme is not nasal, 

and the [-ne] allomorph is explained by word final /e / laxing. The fact that there 

is no clear epenthetic nasal when the habitual morpheme is followed by the past 

tense morpheme -je, creating [-nejs] or [-niji] in BPD, or when the nominaiizer is 

followed by a  noun class suffix, supports my analysis.
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2 .6  A  N o t e  o n  Vo w e l  L en g th

Vowel length is not phonemic, but grammatically significant. 11 The main 

function of lengthened vowels is to give grammatical information of the 

comparative/superlative, emphasis and contrast, and to a  lesser extent the 

immediate future. Vowel lengthening is also an indicator of contracted 

morphemes (see below), although this is optionally produced in some speakers 

today. W agner did not give vowel length phonemic status, but Crawford (1973) 

attributed phonemic status to vowel length while maintaining that the Tunctional 

load ... must be light’ since he was unable to find more than four forms where 

vowel length changed word meaning. The pairs, in his transcription, are as 

follows:

(28) Crawford’s (1973: 176-77) evidence for distinctive vowel length

a. /w eth la/ ‘H e goes.’

/w e-thla/ ‘haw k’

b. /shaya/ ‘w eeds’

/sha-ya/ ‘squirrel’

c. /sen^/ ‘bird’

/se-ns/ ‘iron’

d. /dzonQ/ ‘I am  located .’

/dzonQ / ‘th e  sun’

The length distinction in set (28a) can not be reproduced by speakers 

today, as in (29a). The sets in (28b-c) are  distinguished by the placement in 

stress, as seen in (29b-c). The stressed vowel is slightly longer than the 

unstressed vowel, but it is stress and not length which distinguishes the pairs. 

The set in (28d) is explained by the fact that the long vowel in 'the sun is a 

result of a  contraction, shown in (29d).
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a. hQwethla [hQwethla] ‘H e goes.’
w ethla [w ethla] ‘haw k’

b. shaya [shaiya] ‘w eeds’

shaya [shaiya] ‘squirrel’
c. sene [sene] ‘bird’

sene [sene] ‘iron’ (short form)
senecha [senecha] ‘iron’ (long form)

d. [dzewenq] ->  [dzonp]
dze-w eno
Sun-CL(NE)
‘the sun’

2.7 P h o n e t ic  In v e n t o r y

The distribution of phonemes and allophones are discussed in the sections 

above. Presented here are charts to summarize the phonetic inventory of sounds 

in Euchee. The differences between the phonetic inventory and the phonemic 

inventory are highlighted.
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Figure 2.3. Phonetic Inventory: Consonants

Labial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal

Stops:
voiceless P t t k
aspirated ph th kh
glottalized P’ t’ k’
voiced b d g

Affricates:
voiceless ts c X

aspirated tsh ch
glottalized ts’ c c’
voiced <fc j

Fricatives:
voiceless f  $ s s sh h
glottalized f s’ sh’

Lateral Fricatives:
voiceless thl
glottalized thl’

Laterals:
voiced 1
glottalized 1 I

Nasals:
plain m n 0
glottalized ’n n

Glides:
plain w y
glottalized ’w w ’y y
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Figure 2.4. Phonetic Inventory: Vowels

high

m id

low

high 

m id  

low

All the oral and nasal vowels above can be lengthened, [u-], [o ], [o-], etc.., in 

contractions and long, [i:], [e:], [a:] e tc ..., in comparison/superlative and 

emphatic structures.

high

mid

low

front central back (round)

ai |

I ao

Nasal Vowels
front central back (round)

1 I

I (i
e 0

S 3 4 1 5

X a !

Oral Vowels
fro n t centra l back (round)

i u
u

e 0
e 9 ,  A 9

X a
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3. S y l l a b l e  St r u c t u r e

3 . 1 T he  S y l l a b l e

The Euchee syllable is C(C)V(:)(E) .12 The canon allows onset clusters, 

lengthened vowels, and epenthetic (E) nasal and [x, h] codas. The most 

frequent syllable by far is a  consonant onset and a  vowel (CV). The following 

rules give Euchee specific segment restrictions.

(30) Cluster Restrictions

C l (C2) V (N) is the canon, where:

a. If C(2) is not present, C (l) can be any consonant.
b. If C(2) is present, C( 1) can only be an obstruent or pulmonic 

sibilant (/s/ and /sh/).
c. If C (l) is an obstruent, C(2) can only be a  pulmonic glide 

(/w/ and /y/).
d. If C (l) is a  pulmonic sibilant, C(2) can only be a voiceless stop 

or pulmonic glide.

Rules (b) and (c) allow the following examples o f clusters:

(31) thobyothlo [thobyothlo] 'potato (Irish)’
ewe [cw$] ‘rub’
kwane [kwane] ‘hoot owl’
sh’wae [sh’wae] ‘poke salad, pokeberry’
tsya [tsya] ‘dry’
k’yaehano [k’yaehano] ‘watch’ (verb)

Rules (b) and (d) allow the following examples of clusters:

(32) ’ispi [’ispi] ‘black’
’yusht’e [’yusht’e] ‘road’
gQnshkhane [gtjnshkhane] ‘left’ (direction)

Although Rule (d) allows for any of the voiceless stops to occur in the cluster, 

only /p 11’ k k’/ are found.
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3 .2  La b ia l iz e d  a n d  Pa l a t a l iz e d  S er ie s  v s . C l u s t e r  A n a l y s is

W agner (1934: 304) analyzed the C2 glide clusters as labialized series (tw, 

t’w, kw, k’w, gw, cw, cw, O  and a  palatalized series (by, ty, thy, dy, ky, khy, k’y, gy, 

chy, chy, c’y, jy, sy, shy). This analysis has justification. Labialization and 

palatalization do not appear to be conditioned by their environment. The 

labialized consonants occur before the [-round] vowels /e/, /e/, and /a/, so they 

are not assimilating to round vowels. Similarly, the palatalized consonants occur 

before the non-high vowels /o/, /o/, and /a/, so again the possibility of 

assimilation to vowel height is not a  possibility. In addition, the palatalized 

consonants are not restricted to back consonants, as one might expect of 

palatalized allophones. Therefore, they are not allophones of their unlabialized 

or unpalatalized counterparts.

The arguments for the cluster analysis, as Crawford (1973) and I have 

posited, are not as concrete, but are equally feasible. First, the two series are 

quite asymmetrical. Such asymm etrical consonant inventories are not unheard 

of, and in fact several Native American languages have uneven inventories in 

regard to labialized consonants. Salish and Athapaskan languages are noted for 

their large obstruent inventories. However, it seem s intuitively questionable to 

attribute two such series in a  language with an already burdened consonant 

inventory when it can be explained by existing structure. The cluster analysis 

displaces some of the burden to the syllable structure. The syllable canon 

already accounts for sibilant plus stop clusters. The addition of /w/ and /y/ as 

possible clusters requires no change o f the syllable structure, only a restriction for 

the type of C (l). The fact that not all consonants allow C(2) glides can be an 

artifact of language specific sequencing rules. W agner posited the diphthong 

[io], which under this analysis can be analyzed as the cluster /Cy/, as in 

thobyothlo “potato.’

Furthermore, palatalized consonants can be created as a  by-product of 

contractions before veiar consonants and/or Hi, see 50) beiow for two such
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examples. The vowel /i/  conditioning this change is lost in the contraction. Thus, 

the possibility exits that the palatalized consonants are products o f contractions, 

although few can be reconstructed easily today. In these cases, /Cy/ can be 

analyzed as a  diphthongs [iq] or [ie] and so on, just as the diphthong [ao] is a 

product o f contractions. However, I have retained the /Cy V/ even in clear 

instances o f contractions, simply for consistency and economy.

4 . M o r p h o p h o n o l o g ic a l  P r o c e s s e s

4.1 C ontraction : Consonant D eletion  with Vowel A ssimilation

W agner (1934: 302) states, ‘Contraction is one of the most frequent 

processes o f Euchee phonology. It occurs exclusively in rapid speech and the full 

forms can always be easily reconstructed.’ Speakers today laugh when learners, 

who already find Euchee words long in comparison to their English counterparts, 

are further frustrated when a  speaker says, ‘Well, actually that’s short for...' 

Contraction is still the most pervasive phonological process in the language. 

Contractions are still easily reconstructed when they occur across word 

boundaries. However, they are not always apparent inside of noun compounds 

today.

The term ‘contraction’ is used to identify all instances in which a  syllable 

is deleted and its deletion triggers a  vowel change in the preceding syllable. The 

term contraction’ is used with the speakers of Euchee and is quite useful for 

describing the phenomena. There are other instances of deleted syllables in the 

language. The term ‘deletion’ refers to deleted morphemes (a meaningful part of 

a word, or independent particle), and there is no change in the preceding 

syllable. Deletion occurs in longer noun compounds, and so is discussed in the 

Chapter 6 , Section 2.3. The difference between contraction and deletion is 

illustrated below.
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(33) Deletion

a. [yatigotsane] 
ya-ti-go-tsa-ne 
tree-in-human-sleep-NOM  
‘bedroom ’

Full Form

b.  t ig o tsa n e
‘bedroom ’

Short Form

c. yatigotsa_ 
‘bedroom ’

Short Form

(34) Contraction

a. [cup’iwenq] 
cup’i w eno 
tree.frog cl(n e) 
‘the  tree  frog’

Full Form

b. [cup’unqj -  [cup’umQ] Contracted Form
‘the tree frog’

Contraction in Euchee is a  morphophonemic process because it applies to 

syllables and in some cases is sensitive to specific word boundaries. Since a 

syllable is nearly always a  morpheme (a meaningful part), a  contracted syllable 

means a loss of important information. It is useful to see a  list of the most 

commonly contracted morphemes.

(35) The most commonly contracted morphemes: 

ne- 2nd person singular actor
we- 3rd person non-Euchee actor or patient, singular or plural
'o- 3rd person plural Euchee actor or patient (women’s speech)
hi- 3rd person inanimate patient, singular or plural
ho- 3rd person inanimate patient [^participant], singular or plural
'yu verb root
-ne habitual aspect
-e  active verbalizer
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However, contraction is not random. There are specific rules that are 

followed. These rules allow contraction to be predictable. They also allow 

speakers to retrieve the information in these morphemes even when the syllable 

is contracted.

The first rule o f contraction is that the contracted syllable must begin with 

a  resonant consonant (/n/, M ,  /w/, /’w/, /y/ fyf ) ,  the glottal fricative /h/ or the 

glottal stop n .  The list above in #) shows this quite clearly.

The second rule is that the syllable which is deleted must not bear 

primary stress. Contraction can take place within words and across word 

boundaries, but is restricted to unstressed instances. The stress rule can be seen 

below. In (36a), the singular non-Euchee class in wend , where the second 

syllable is stressed. It is regularly contracted. However, in (36b), the plural non- 

Euchee class is weno, where the we morpheme is stressed. The plural can not be 

contracted.

(36) Contraction, unstressed syllables

a. [cup’iwenQ] 
cup’i wen5 
tree.frog c l(n e )
'the tree frog’

[cup’unq] -  [ciip’uinQ]
‘the tree frog’

b. [cup’iwenp] 
cup’i weno 
tree frog p l(ne)
‘tree frogs’

Full Form 
singular, we unstressed

Contracted Form

Full Form 
plural, we stressed

*[cup’unQ] -  [cup’umQ] U n accep tab le

Finally, contraction is optional.13 It occurs regularly in everyday speech. 

However, words may be uncontracted in slow speech, such as direct elicitation 

and teaching. Contracted forms are considered informal and thus inappropriate
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for more formal speech styles, especially prayers and speeches a t public 

gatherings. In these settings, speakers use full forms.

So, an unstressed syllable that begins with a  resonant or glottal consonant 

can be deleted. W hen this type o f syllable is deleted, it triggers a change in the 

vowel of the preceding syllable. In other words, when it gets deleted, it leaves 

behind important information and this information gets attaches to the vowel 

before it. For exam ple, /w / is made with round lips ([+round] feature). When a  

syllable with /w / is deleted, it makes the vowel before it round as well. So, an 

/e / [-round] will become an /o/ [+round]. If it did not leave behind this 

information, speakers would not be able to understand what is being said.

All contracted syllables follow the same phonological rules of deletion 

and feature Spreading. The features that spread are determined by the deleted 

syllable. When the syllable is deleted, the features of the deleted C and V are 

left behind. The features spread left, and the vowel preceding the contracted 

morpheme assimilates to these features (regressive assimilation).14

In addition to the feature spread, the preceding vowel may be lengthened. 

Vowel length in contractions is not as long as the long vowels found in the 

comparative/superlative and emphasis, and is therefore indicated [a-] in contrast 

with a  long vowel [a:].

(37) [ya wekw?] -> [yokw?] or [yo-kw^]
ya we-kwe 
LOC 3SG(NE)-sing 
‘He sings.’

Both W agner and Crawford reported more consistent vowel lengthening 

than I find today, although it is still consistent in more conservative speakers.

The loss of lengthening in contractions is especially apparent in noun compounds. 

This causes problems in determining the full forms o f older noun compounds.
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Contraction happens early in the phonology. The phonological rules given 

in Section 2 above apply after contraction has taken place. For example, the 

nasal consonants are inserted between a  nasal vowel and the following 

consonant. W hen a  nasal is inserted, it must m atch the place o f articulation of 

the consonant. So, an [m] [+biliabial] is inserted before a  /p/ [+bilabial], but an 

[rj] [+velar] is inserted before a  /k/ [+velarj. This takes place after contraction, 

as can be seen in (38), where the ne- 2nd person pronominal prefix is contracted. 

The contraction leaves behind the feature [+nasal].

(38) Contraction then Nasal Insertion

a. [di %  nep’a  js] Full Form
ti l e  ne-p’a  je
in Q 2sG -see.about p a s t  
‘Did you look in the box?’

[dil’ep’aje] Contraction
[dil'emp’ajs] Nasal Insertion

b. [k’a  ’le nek’q] Full Form
k’a 'le ne-k’o
thing Q 2SG-make
‘Are you using it?/Are you finished with it?’

-> [ke’Uj-k’q] Contracted Form

[kel’̂  qk’qj Nasal Epenthesis

The next sections are organized by the onset consonants. In each section, 

the specific features and systematic changes are  discussed, along with any 

specific boundary restrictions.
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Iwl and Iw l Contraction

Syllables beginning with /w / can be contracted. Presumably, those 

beginning with the glottal Av/ can also be contracted, but no exam ples have been 

found. Overwhelmingly, the majority o f /w / contraction, and indeed contraction 

of any kind in the language, takes place with the we ‘non-Euchee’ morpheme.

When /w/ is contracted, the features [+round] and [+back] are left behind. 

These features affect the vowel of the preceding syllable. The affected vowel 

stays a t the same height, but it moves back [+back} and becomes round [+round]. 

Thus, there is a  regular backing and rounding in we contraction. Nasal and oral 

vowels follow the same pattern.

Some vowels seem  not to be affected. However, there is a  reason for 

this. The high vowel /u/ and the mid vowel /o/ are already back round, but it can 

be lengthened to show contracted. The nasal /!/ does not contract because it 

would create a nasal /u/, which does not occur in Euchee.

It is convenient to see these changes. They are  given below in phonetic 

transcription.

(39) Vowel Changes with we Contraction15

a. Front (Affected) Vowel Back Vowel (Result)

e + we

x  + we

i + (we)
o ,  o -

0, D-

U, u-

b. Front (Affected) Nasal Vowel 

S + we

a? + we

Back Nasal Vowel (Result) 

Q. Q- 
Q. Q-
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c. Back (Affected) Vowel Back Vowel (Result)

o + we o ,o -

a  + we o, o- ([a, a-] de-rounded), or ao

d. Back Nasal (Affected) Vowel Back Nasal Vowel (Result)

q + we q, q-

4 + we -> q, q- ([4 , 4 -] de-rounded)

The prominence of the lax back round vowel [o, q] in contractions, and

consequently throughout the language, is quite clear from this list. Readers are 

reminded that the oral [o] occurs only in contractions. The variation which 

occurs between [o] and [ao]16 when /a/ is affected is not predictable. The 

diphthong occurs in only a  few instances, and they must be learned.

Examples o f we contraction follow. They are organized by the vowel 

which assimilates, starting with the high front vowels and moving down and 

back, as in the list of these changes in (40):

(40) a.

b.

c.
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[kifa ki w ep’axl [kifa kuw ep’ax] [i] -> [u]
ki-fa ki we-p’a
DIR-LOC DIR 3SG(NE).ACT-look
‘He looked over there.’

[’vashew ethl’angl -> [’yashothl’ang] [ej -> [o]
’yashe-w e-thl’a-ne
coal-3(NE)-dig-NOM
‘coal m iner’ (JC) 17

[khaewethlal ^  [khyo:thla] [ae] -> [o]
khae-wethla
through-3(NE).ACT-go
‘He went through (it).’ (JC)
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d. [got’dwenq] [got’omq] [o] -> [o ]
got’d-weno
child-CL(NE)
‘the child (non-Euchee)’

e. [’ya wekwel *> [yaikw^] [a] -> [a-]
’ya we-kwe
DIR 3SG(NE).ACT-sing 
‘He sings.’

f. [wedzagowawenq] -> [wedzawonq] [a] [o]
wedzagowa-weno
possum-CL(NE)
‘the possum’

g. [shaw enol -> [shaonq] [a] -> [aoj
sha-weno
snake-CL(NE)
‘the snake’

As seen above, the morpheme we can be contracted inside of stems, as in 

(40b), across word boundaries, with bound words (clitics) as in (40f-g), or 

independent word boundaries. However, there are  two places where the we 

morpheme does not contract. First, we does not contract when it is the head of 

two-syllable compound. This can be seen below in (41a). In addition, we- does 

not contract when it is the non-Euchee possessive prefix. This is seen in (41b).

(41) a. [dzoweyufa] Full Form
dzo-weyu-fa
ISG(A).POSS-oil-CL(STAND)
‘my oil’

*dzoyufa, *dzo-yufa ^Unacceptable
‘my oil’
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b. [’yqndi w e’ontas w eydthle]
’yodi w e-’otae w e-yathle
b ee  3sG(NE).POSS-hand 3sG(NE).ACT-shoot
T h e  bee  stung her hand .’

*[’yQndu’Qtae weyathle] ""Unacceptable

Additionally, the plural non-Euchee clitic -weno can not be contracted because 

the we syllable bears the primary stress, as seen above in the contrasting 

exam ples (41a) and (41b).

Contraction with the we morpheme is so pervasive that more examples

are provided in (42). In (42d), the parentheses indicate the deleted morpheme

/la / in k'ala ‘thing.’

(42) a. [’ahe weno js] [’ahonqjtj]
'ahe w e-no je
there 3sG(NE).ACT-be.located p a s t  

‘He (non-Euchee) w as th ere .’

b. [nihe wethli] [nihothli] (BPD)
nehe we-thli
here 3sG(NE).ACT-arrive 
‘He (non-Euchee) arrived .’

c. [sha ’ake we’el -> [sha ’ako’e]
sha 'ake we-’e
snake there 3sG(NE).ACT-lie
T here’s a snake (lying coiled) over there.’
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d. k’odi Contracted form, used exclusively 
‘m eat’

[k’a law e ’̂ ndf] Full, historical form (W agner ca. 1935)
k’a(Ia)-we-’edi
thing-3sG(NE)-flesh
‘m eat’

[k’aw e’̂ ndf] -> [k’o’̂ ndi] -> [k’qndi]

Examples of contraction with other /w / syllables follow. These are mainly 

inside o f noun compounds, as seen in (43a-b). The contraction in (43c) is with 

the irregular verb form wesha. Some speakers do not accept this contraction as

3SG(iMP)-think-NOM
‘thought’

b. [k’alaw onjine] 
k’a(la)-w aji-ne 
thing-buy-nom  
‘store’

[k'awqjine] -> [k’anjine] -  [k’onjinej
/-la / deletion  /w / contraction

c. [w afa w eshajs] [w afoshajs] 

w afa w esha-je
where 2SG.ACT.go-PAST 
‘W here did you go?’

we- contraction /’e / contraction

proper.

(43) a. [gokyQwane] 
go-kyow a-ne

[gokygne]
/w / contraction
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Ini and I ’nl Contraction

W hen a  syllable beginning with /n / (and presumably /W) is contracted, the 

feature [+nasal] spreads to preceding vowel. Therefore, the preceding vowel 

becomes nasal. There is also consistent vowel lengthening associated with /n/ 

contraction. In addition, inserted nasals are also prominent.

The 2nd person singular actor ne- and patient nedze are regularly 

contracted in everyday speech. Example (44a) provides examples of the 2nd 

person singular pronominal contracted across the word boundaries. Examples of 

the habitual suffix -ne participating in contraction are not as frequent except 

when it is followed by the past tense, in order to create -neje ‘used to.’ This can 

be seen in (44b). The nominalizer -ne is common within a noun compound, as in 

(44c), but is usually just deleted at the end o f a  noun.

(44) a.

b.

c.

d.
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[w afa nejf] —> [wafq-njij
w afa ne-ji 
where.to 2sG.ACT-go
“Where are you going?/W hat direction are you headed?'

[hibo nesha] [hibQ-nshal
hibo ne-sha
bent 2sG.ACT-make
“You bend.’ (JC)

[wigse nedzeti] [wiga?-ndzeti]
wikae ne-dze-ti 
what 2sG-PAT-name 
‘W hat is your nam e?’

[hqdane:lew anijiJ [hqdane:le ’wq nji] (BPD)
ho-dane-:le ’w a-ne je
3sG(EM).ACT-fast-really c o p - h a b  p a s t  

“He used to run real fast.’
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e. [thines£] [thins4] or [thy^ s?] (JC)
thi-ne-se 
string-DlM-fine 
‘silk’

Contraction is possible with the negative pre-clitic ne- -  me-. An example 

is in (45). However, many most speakers never contract the negative pre-clitic 

and do not find such examples acceptable.

(45) [ntjwedi’nae] [n o d i’nae]
ne-w e-di-’ne
neg-3sg(ne).pat- 1 SG.Acr-see 
‘I never saw  them .’

lyl and I'yI Contraction

The deletion of /y/ and f  yf causes the previous vowel to back. However, 

contraction of the stem ’yu and the historical [+participant] valence prefix *yo 

causes unpredictable changes.

The regular contraction of /y/ occurs with the 2nd person singular actor 

[^participant] pronominal yo-. In (46a) the 2nd singular active [+participant] is 

contracted with the 3rd person singular Euchee (men’s speech) pronominal, which 

creates ambiguity with the uncontracted sentence in (46b).

(46) a. [William hevo’aenfi [William hg’aenf]
William he-yo-’aene
William 3sG(EM).PAT-2sG.ACT/PLUS-ask 
‘(You) Ask William (for me).’

b. [William hQ’aenf]
William ho-’aene 
William 3sg .act/plus -ask 
‘William asked.’
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c. [dfleyop’a js ] -> [di lo p ’ajti]
ti l e  yo-p’a  je
in q  2sG.ACT/PLUS-see.about p a s t  
‘Did you look in?’

The following is another example o f /y / contraction, which results in the 

lowering and lengthening o f a  back vowel. To most speakers, the contraction is 

a frozen form today.

(47) [go’yaka] -> [ga-xka] or [gaka]
go-’yaka
person-white 
‘white person’

The morpheme yu- is a  basic stem found as the head (leftmost 

morpheme) in a  large number o f compound verbs. See C hapter 4, Section 1.2 for 

a  list of the yu- verbs and their meanings. In 'yu- stem verbs, the Is1 and 2nd 

person singular pronominal prefixes contract with ’yu-. The other pronouns do 

not participate in this contraction18. In most yu- stem verbs, the Is' and 2nd 

person must contract.

In ’yu- stem contraction, the high vowel in the P‘ person di- backs but also 

lowers to /of. Speakers of Big Pond Dialect have retained some of the height, 

ans pronounce the pronominal [du-j. The /n/ of the 2nd person singular 

morpheme ne- changes to fy l .  The vowel in the 2nd person may be nasal /o/, 

sometimes producing the low mid [yq], but often retains its height [y<j], or oral 

/o/. These changes, which are best described as idiosyncratic, are given below.

(48) di- 1st person singular Actor
[di-] ♦ [’yu-] -» [do-] -  [du-] (BPD)

ne- 2nd person singular Actor
[ne-] + [’yu-] -» [’yo-] -  [yo-j
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One example o f a  yu- verb paradigm  follows. In (49a) the infinitive form 

of the verb “to try’ is given. (49b-c) gives the 1st and 2nd person forms, which 

contract with the 'yu- morpheme on the base o f the verb. The other pronominal 

prefixes do not contract, and the 3rd person singular Euchee male actor in men’s 

speech form is given as an exam ple o f these unacceptable contractions in (49d).

(49) a. [go’yu’ns’ns]
go-’yu-’ne’ne 
3SG(lMP)-’yu-try 
‘to try’

b. fh idi’vu’nenel (underlying only) 
hi-di-’yu-’ne-’ne 
3sg( inan).pat- 1 SG.ACT-’yu-try 
‘I try .’

c. [h ine’vu’nenel (underlying only) 
hi-ne-’yu-’n e n e
3SG(INAN).PAT-2SG.ACT-’yU-try 
‘You try.’

d. fhe'vu’nenel 
he-’yu-’ne-’ne 
3sG(EM).ACT-’yu-try 
‘He tries.’

In some instances o f 'yu stem  contraction with the Is' person di- the result 

is a  palatalized dyo-.

(50) Hodyogwaje. [hqdyogwajcj
ho-do-’yugwa je
3SG(EM).ACT-1 SG-PAT/PLUS-tell PAST 
‘He told (it to) me’

The sam e idiosyncratic changes are found with the historical [+participant] 

valence prefix *yo. The contraction o f the valence prefix with the pronominal 

prefixes has resulted in perm anently fused forms over time. The prefix *vo
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[hfdo’n^n^J

[hfyo’ns’n$]

*[hq’n^’n?J
(Unacceptable)
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never occurs by itself today, and so it is a  reconstructed form. The form of the 

[♦participant] valence prefix is argued to be *yo due its similarity to 'yu in 

contractions. See Chapter 3, Section 4.2.

Besides affecting the l sl and 2nd person singular forms, the *yo prefix has 

contracted with all o f the pronominals. Presuming that the alternative di- actor 

set, given in Chapter 3, exam ple (19), is the underlying form, then contraction is 

fairly regular. There is regular backing o f the vowels, expected o f /y/, and 

lowering, as seen with di- do- with the 'yu stem above. O f course, this can be 

accounted for with the posited vowel /*o/ as well. There is one notable 

exception, and that is the nasalization of the 3rd person non-Euchee singular and 

plural. One might epect that the 2nd person would be nasalized due to the 

underlying ne-, but it is not.

(51) Fusion with *yo, di- actor set

Singular
1 di- + (*yo) [do-]
2 ne- + (*yo) -> [yo-]
3(EM) m.s. he- + (*yo) [hq-]
3(EM) w.s. s’e- + (*yo) [s’yo-J
3(ef) se- + (*yo) -> [syo-]
3(EFH) ’e- + (*yo) [’̂ yo-]
3(ne) we- + (*yo) -> [y7-J

Plural
l(INCL) — + (*yo) [’3-]
l(EXCL) ne- (*yo) [n3-]
2 ’ane- + (*yo) -> [’«iyo-]
3(E) m.s. he- + (*yo) -> [Tiq-J
3(E) W.5. ’i- + (*yo) -> [o-]
3(n e) we- (*yo) -> [y3"J

The next set shows the pronominals that are used

verbs (one-place verbs) and the recipient and beneficiaries. The 2nd person is

presumed to be underiyingly /netse/, due to the 2nd person independent pronoun
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tse. However, the ne- is dropped off. Today, speakers regularly use /s/ for /ts/ in 

the fused form. The palatalization is in the 3rd person is likely due to /y/, and is 

accounted for with the palatalization of /y/ seen in (51) above.

(52) Fusion with *yo, Patients of Stative Verbs; Recipients and Beneficiaries

Singular
1 dze- + (*yo) -> [dzo-]
2 (ne)tse- + (*yo) [(t)so-]
3(em ) m.s. he- + (*yo) [ho-]
3(em ) w.s. s’e - + (*yo) [s’y°-]
3(ef) se- + (*yo) [syo-]
3(efh) ’e- + (*yo) -> i’̂ yo-]
3(ne) w e- + (*y°) [yQ-J
3(inan) hi- + (*yo) [ho-]

Plural
l(INCL) ’odze- + (*yo) [Qndzo-]
l(EXCL) nodze- + (*yo) [nQndzo-J
2 ’a tse - + (*yo) -> [’4so-]

3(E) he- + (*yo) [’hQ-]
3(n e) w e- + (*yo) [’yQ-1
3(inan) hi- + (*yo) [ho-]

The last set is the patient of event (two-place) verbs. They all undergo 

palatalization. Presumably the whole set regularlized to the palatalized forms. 

There are no 3rd person actor patient forms because in event verbs the 3rd person 

is always the first pronominal in the series. Therefore, it was never in a  position 

to contract with the valence prefix.
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Fusion with *yo, Patient Participants o f Event Verbs

Singular
1 dze- + (*yo) [dzyo-]
2 netse- + (*yo) [nedzyo-]

Plural
1(INCL) ’odze- + (*yo) [qndzyo-]
l(EXCL) nodze + (*yo) [nqndzyo-]
2 ’atse- + (*yo) [’andzio-J

Thus, the regular contraction o f the /y/ has resulted in fused pronominal forms.

Hi/ Contraction

When /h/ is contracted, the feature [+back] spreads to the vowel of the 

preceding syllable, causing the front vowels to back.19 The inanimate 3rd person 

pronominal patient prefixes hi- and ho- [+participant] participate in this 

contraction. Several examples follow in (54).

(54) a. [gd’qkhihot’o] -> [go’qkhyut’o]

go-’okhi-ho-t’o
3(iMP).POSS-arm-3(iNAN).POSS-seed 
'arm  m uscle’ (JC)

b. [tagehaenshds’ins] [tagehaenQs’in$] 
tagehaene-ho-s’i-ne 
pillow-3SG(INANIM).POSS-cloth-NOM
'pillowcase’ (JC)

c. [’yahothl’in^’ae] [’yothl’in^’ae] 
ya-ho-thl’i-ne-’ae
tree-3SG(INANIM).PAT/PLUS-CUt-HAB-big 
‘sawmill’ (JC)
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d. [senehistu] 
sene-hi-stu
metal-3sG(iNANiM).PAT-crinkle
‘fence’

[senustu]

e. [ts? hothlo] 
tse ho-thlo
w ater 3sG.PAT/PLUS(iNAN)-deep 
‘deep  w ate r’

-> ?[tsothlo] or ?[tso thlo]

The two contracted forms in (54e) are not acceptable to some speaker of Euchee, 

who judge them to be ungrammatical due to loss of information. See also 

Chapter 3, Pronominal Prefixes, for exam ples of contraction of the direct object 

ho-. The inanimate hi- prefix contracts inside of noun compounds, as seen in 

(54d), but on verbs hi- is simply deleted.

IVI and IVJ Contraction

The morpheme /’e / can be contracted. The glottal stop does not affect the 

preceding vowel, but the [+nasal] feature of the vowel /e / can spread to the 

preceding vowel, and the vowel is lengthened.

(55) a. [wikafs] [wika?-]
wikze-e 
what-dur 
‘What is it?’

b. [sesogwa te'^de] 
se-so-gwa

-> [sesogwa te-dej
te-’e-de

3SG(EF).ACT-2PL.PAT-say ABLE-VP.B-CMPLT 
‘She ought to have told you.’ (JC)
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c. [hldi’yu’gda’e] [Kido’gnda’e] •> [Kido’gndg]
hi-di-’yu’ada-’e  ’yu- contraction -e  contraction
3SG(INAN).PAT-1 SG.ACT-knOW-VRB 
‘I know it.’

In addition the 3rd person plural Euchee prefix b- used by women can be 

contracted. The preceding vowel assim ilates to the [+back] feature of the 

deleted vowel.

(56) a. [k’asthle ’onp] [k’asthlQ.ng]
k’aethle ’o-no 
which 3PL(E).ACT-be 
‘W hoever it w a s ...’ (w om en’s speech)

b. [hi'opa] -> [hupa]
hi’opa
‘full’

c. f a k ’a ’othlae [fa k ’Qthlre] 

fa -k ’a -’o-thla:
evening-thing-3PL(E).ACT-eat
‘evening m eal’ (women’s speech) (LB F: 30)

The following are other instances o f /W/ contraction. In many cases, the 

words are so commonly given in these contracted forms, that some speakers do 

not know the full forms. In example (57c), all variations are acceptable.

(57) a.
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[go’ispi] [guspi] or [guspi]D
go-’ispi
person-black
‘African-American’

[dze’qthje] [dzQtha]
d ze-’othje
lSG(A).POSS-hand
‘my hand’
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c. [hldi’yu’gda’s] [hldo’gnda’Q] [hldo’gnda.] [hldo.nda]
hi-di-’yu’ad a -’e  yu- cont’n -e  cont’n irregular
3SG(INAN).PAT-1 SG.ACT-knOW-ACTIVE 
‘I know it.’

4.2 Vowel Lengthening  and N asalization

Vowel length is distinctive to show comparison, superlative, and emphasis. 

Unlike the slightly lengthened vowels in contractions, the vowels are clearly long 

in comparative/emphatic constructions. They are often exaggerated both in 

comparatives and emphasis, respectively. As speakers say, “the longer the sound 

[vowel], the more “very's’ you’re adding.” The last vowel of the stem is 

lengthened. In addition, it is accom panied by high pitch.

(58) a. [dzedisha*’s]
3e-di-sh£-’e
1 SG.PAT-EMPH-close-ACTIVE 
‘Stand close to m e.’

b. [’yu k h ^ :n le  ’ahe]
’yukho-:le ahe 
far-very there 
‘a  long ways over th e re ’

c. [’i hqwarle]
'i ho-w a-:le
tobacco 3sG(EM).ACT-chew-very
‘He’s really chewing (and chewing) that tobacco!'

[dzedisha?:’?]
$e-di shte-:-’e
1 SG.PAT-EMPH-close-very-active 
‘Stand real close to m e!’

Long vowels in comparative, superlative, and emphatic structures do not undergo 

vowel laxing.

When speakers show empathy or strong emotion, nasalization may extend 

throughout the word or phrase. Compare the statement in (59a) with the 

emphatic and sympathetic utterances in (59b).
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(59) a . [goshineh^nQ ’ah^nci]
go-shi-ne-heno ’a-he-ci
3(lMP)-pity-NOM-CL(EM) LOC-3SG(EM).ACT-sit 
‘H e’s sitting there really  pitiful.’
= ‘He is poor.’

[goshinehsnq ’ahsrjci] Basic form
[goshine:h^nq ’ahs'ijci] Emphatic vowel lengthening

-> [gQshjnQ::h^nq ’ah^nci] Intensive/emotional nasalization
-> [gQsh^nQ::h^nq ’ah^nci] Nasal vowel laxing

(not in comparative long vowel)
‘He’s really poor!/He’s really pitiful!’

b. [ns’ak e ’sn th la]
ne-’ak e -’e  thla
NEG-that-ACTIVE 2SG.ACT.do 
‘Don't do that!’

To express the immediate future, the last vowel of the verb stem is 

nasalized, and can be slightly lengthened.

(60) a. [wigaihe’snsha]
wikae-he-’e  ne-sha
what-LOC-ACTIVE 2SG.ACT-do 
‘W hat a re  you doing (right now )?’

b. [w ig ih e ’snshq-j
wikae-he-’e  ne-sha
what-LOC-ACTIVE 2SG.ACT-do.FUT 
‘W hat a re  you going to do?’

c. [d iw eda] 
di-w eda
1 SG.ACT-wash.clothes 
‘I'm w ashing clothes.’

d. [d iw e d q ] 
di-w eda
1 SG.ACT-wash.clothes.FUT 
“I’m going to  wash clo thes.’
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4.3 R e d u p l i c a t i o n

Euchee uses reduplication, the copying of a  syllable, to express aspect.

On verbs, reduplication indicates the action is consecutive or distributed over a 

physical distance. On adjectives (stative verbs) and location particles, 

reduplication indicates distributive qualities. See Chapter 4 for more details on 

the aspectual information conveyed through reduplication. Nouns created from 

verbs (nominalized verbs) can have reduplicated forms, but noun roots are not 

reduplicated. See Chapter 6, Section 2.3 (Nominalization) for more discussion.

Reduplication in Euchee is simple and highly regular. The rule is to copy 

the ultimate syllable of the stem. Both syllables bear primary stress.

(61) Reduplication in monosyllabic roots

a. P’a [p’a] ‘look a t’
p’ap ’a [p’a .p ’a] ‘look around for/search*

b. wa [wa] ‘b ite '
w aw a [wa.w a] ‘chew ’

c . pa [P4] ‘yell, holler’
papa [p4-p4J ‘hoop’

d . so [so] ‘spot’
SOSO [so.so] ‘spotted’

e. ke [ke] ‘th ere’
keke [ke.ke] ‘here and there/several all around'
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(62) Examples of reduplication in disyllabic stems:

bithli [bi.thlf] ‘turn around’
bithlfthli [bi.thh'.thli] ‘turn in circles’

’ispi [’i.spi] ‘black’
’ispispi [’i.spi.spi] ‘maroon’

’yushu [’yu.shu] ‘shake’
’yushushu [’yu.shu.shu] ‘shake/tremble’

’wede [’we.de] ‘talk’
’wedede [’we.de.de] ‘talk/talk and talk’

’ahe [’a.he] ‘there’
’ahehe [’a.he.he] ‘here and there/spotted there’

Reduplicated location particles appear to be loosely bound. This is 

evidenced by the fact that the Yes/No Question particle - ’le may be attached 

between the base and its copy.

(63) [ke’lekecicf]
ke ’le ke ci-ci
there Q there sit-REDUP
‘Do you know w here h e’s a t? ’

4 .4  V o w el  H a r m o n y

There is evidence that Euchee had regressive vowel harmony. Due to the 

limited number of speakers today, it has become difficult to determine the 

precise rule (or rules if the dialects varied) of vowel harmony today. 

Compounding this problem is the fact that vowel harmony has apparently eroded 

with the influence of English, a  language which does not have vowel harmony. 

This has created inconsistencies in the vowel harmony. Therefore. I present only 

a  general discussion on vowel harmony in Euchee.

With all speakers who have vowel harmony in their speech, it is entirely 

optional. Speakers can give the word or phrase with or without vowel harmony.
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In addition, the number o f syllables affected by vowel harmony varies from 

speaker to speaker, and even in the speech of individual speakers. The harmony 

domain is usually over two syllables, i.e., the penultim ate syllable harmonizes to 

the ultimate syllable of a  word, as in examples (64a-b, e, h). However, a  vowel 

in other places in a  word may harmonize to its preceding vowel, as in (64f). In 

addition, the domain may begin with the ultimate syllable and spread throughout 

an entire word, as in (64c). The vowel quality that harmonizes is also irregular. 

In most cases, the vowel harmonizes exactly to the preceding vowel, in terms of 

[±back] and/or [±high] vowel. Yet, in (64h) only the tense feature appears to 

harmonize, and in (64g) the tense and front feature.

(64) a. [’wedechya] [’wedachya]
’wede-chya
talk-hard
‘shout’

b. [tsefa] 
tse-fa
water-cl(STAND) 
‘fever, b lister’

[tsafa]

c. [hapha’aele] 
hapha-’ae-le 
wide-big-STATiVE 
‘w ide/it is w ide.’

[haphae’a le j  -  [lucpha’x le ]  (JC)

d. [shpa’o] 
shpa’o 
‘whistle’

[shpo’o]

e. [s’aehe tiwij 
s’s -h e  ti-wi 
ground-LOC in-get 
“Get out (of the car)’

[s’aehf diwi]
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f. [weshtine] 
we-shti-ne 
3SG(NE).ACT-dance-HAB 
T hey used to dance.’21

g. [kede shta’e] 
kede shta-’e 
now now-AcnvE 
‘It is snowing.’

h. [’aga]
’aga 
‘day’

[wlshtine]

-> [kede sh ts ’e]

[’agafa]
’aga-fa
day-LOC
‘on the day o f

[’ag a t’e]
’aga-t’e 
day-one 
‘next day’

[’ag a le  s’s ]  
'aga-le  s’s  
day-LOC 
‘Good morning!’

[’s g s t ’e] (JC)

-> [ s g s le  s’s ]  

good

The Big Pond Dialect is particularly prone to regressive vowel harmony 

with the habitual and nominalizer suffix -ni.

(65) a. go’w edeni [go'wedini] (BPD)
go-’w ede-ni 
3SG(IMP)-talk-HAB 
‘language, speech’

b. seni [sfnij (BPD)
'bird’

c. dzene [dzineJ(BPD)
‘dog’
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4.5 S o u n d  S y m b o l i s m

A small number of adjectives participate in sound symbolism, much like 

the sound symbolism found in Siouan languages. In Euchee, the alveolar 

sibilants /s/ and /ts/ palatalize to /sh/ and /c/, respectively, in order to show 

intensity. The sets22 that participate in sound symbolism follow:

a. s“i [sT] ‘small’
sh*i [sh(] ‘broken’
sh’ye [sh’ysj ‘bad, ugly’

b. se, s s [s?], [ss] ‘good, nice, beautiful’
she, shx [sh?], [sha?J ‘happy, fun’

c. so [so] ‘soft’
sho [sho] ‘ripe’
hish’o [hish’o] ‘withered’

d. spa [spa] -  [spa] ‘pointed’
shpa [shpa] ‘elongated, spread out'

e. ’fspi fispi] -  fispi] ‘black’
’fshpi [Tshpi] ‘dirty’

f. tsya [tsya] ‘dry’
cya [cya] ‘hard’

g. tshyathla, tshathla [tsyathla], [tshathla] ‘red’
chathla [chathla] ’pink, m agenta’

5. S t r e s s  a n d  I n t o n a t i o n

Euchee has word level stress and sentence level pitch (intonation). 

Lexical stress is indicated in three ways: primary stress (a), secondary stress (a), 

and disyllabic words without stress are marked (a) for clarity. Sentence level 

pitch patterns are marked, (a / )  for rising intonation, and (a \ )  for falling 

intonation in this section, but are left unmarked in the other chapters. In
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addition, the stressed syllable in information question pronouns are accompanied 

the rising pitch, which is marked (a).

5.1 Stress

Stress is the prominence of a  syllable, generally by increased volume. In 

Euchee, a  higher pitch may accompany increased volume, but high pitch is not 

necessary. W agner (1934:308) stated that there is no primary position of stress 

in a  fixed syllable of a word. While variation exists, primary and secondary 

stress positions can be confidently assigned. All m ajor parts of speech (nouns, 

verbs, and adjectives) have primary stress on the last syllable, and secondary 

stress on the first syllable. This pattern is found in both inflected (those with 

pronominal agreem ent) and uninflected words. In addition, particles, one-syllable 

word such as location particles and the past tense, are stressed.

Once this paitem  is assumed, stress in Euchee is extremely regular. 

However, it also has a significant consequence. Much of what was assumed to 

be attached to verbs and nouns are actually independent particles. Some 

particles can be unstressed, and then cliticize to the noun phrase, the verb phrase, 

or the adjective phrase. However, the result is that Euchee in not nearly as 

synthetic as is generally believed.23

The stress patterns discussed below are not exhaustive of word or sentence 

types in Euchee, but they are representative o f the most common structures in 

the language.

Lexical stress is distinctive in Euchee, but its functional load is light.

There are a  few lexical minimal pairs based on stress:
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Minimal Pairs due to Stress
a. gop’a [gop’a] ‘Creek person, tribe’

gop’a [gop’a] ‘go see about someone’
gop’a [gop’a] 1o be bom’

b. shahi [shahi] ‘hot’
shahi' [shahf] ‘earthworm’

c. gow’ede [gow’ede] ‘to talk, to say a  lot’
gow’ede' [gow’edel ‘to talk to’
gow’ede [gow’ede] ‘to talk’
gow’ede' [gow’ede'] ‘to call on the phone’

d. sene' [sene”] ‘bird’
sene [se'ne] ‘iron’

e. shaya' [shaya'] ‘weeds’
sha'ya [shaya] ‘squirrel’

f. 'yup’a [’yup’a] ’up, high, high up’
’yup’a' [’yup’a'] ‘to look for, to look forward to’

g. t’ele [t’ele] ‘more’
t’ele [t’ele] ‘another’

In addition to the pairs above, stress differentiates the singular anim ate 

class suffix, used as the definite article, from the plural animate class suffix. 

Several are given beiow (see Chapter 5, Noun Phrase, Section 3.1 for a  full list):

(68) Animate Class. Definite versus Plural Stress
-heno l-henq] Euchee man, definite article (men’s speech)
-heno [-toi'nQ] Euchee, plural (men’s speech/BPD)

-seno [-senq'] Euchee woman, definite article
-seno [-senq] Euchee woman, plural

-weno [-wenq] non-Euchee, definite article
-weno [-wenq] non-Euchee, plural
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Stress Pattern o f  Nouns

The majority of nouns have primary stress on the ultimate syllable o f the 

stem. Nearly all disyllabic nouns are compounds (see Chapter 5, Section 2.1 for 

discussion and examples). The head is the leftmost root or stem, and the 

modifier is the right root or stem. Thus, the primary stress falls on the modifying 

elem ent in the compound. This is true of simple (disyllabic) compounds, as 

shown in the (69a) exam ples below, and complex (polysyllabic) compounds, 

shown in the (69b) examples.

a. [saecu] s’ae-cu earth-bump ‘hill’
[’yQshpfj ’yo-shpi nut-black ‘walnut’
[dashi] ta-shi face-juice ‘saliva’
[dzot’o] tso-t’o sun-seed ‘com kernel'
[dz^thla] tse-thla water-frozen ‘ice’

b. [s'aedaga] s’ae+daga ground+raised ‘grave’
[thodabisae] tho+tapi+se seed+salt+good ‘sweet potato’
[hodabithlf] hoda+pithli wind+tum ‘tornado’
[’yastebado] 'yaste+bado smoke+night ‘fog’
[thospay^stacha] thospa+yostacha bug+shell+hard ‘roach’

See also C hapter 5, Section 2.2 Compounding for more discussion on stress 

as a test for noun compounds versus modified nouns.

Counter exam ples o f primary stress on the last syllable o f nouns are 

abundant, although still the minority. A few are listed below:

gop’a [gop’a] ‘Creek person’
go’ispi [go’ispi] ‘black person’
go’yaka [go’yaka] ‘white person’
chtik’o [chuk’o] ‘banana’
'yasthe [’yasthe] ‘smoke’
shafa [shafa] ‘moon’
'yude [’yude] ‘floor o f a  building
tsyatsa [tsyatsa] ‘crawdad/crawfish’
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A few regular exceptions occur. Nouns with the lexicalized suffixes in 

the stem tend to have primary stress on the penultim ate syllable. These 

lexicalized suffixes include location suffixes -le or -de, as in (71a), and the 

stative verbalizer -le in compounds m ade with adjectives, as in (71 b).

(71) a. [’agale] -  [’aegaele] ’agale ‘today, morning’
[’yasthade] -  [’yasthaede] ’yasthade ‘bridge’

b. [ts^khale] tsekhale ‘misty rain’

Contractions within compounded nouns tend to have primary stress on the 

contraction. This is not completely regular, and it should be emphasized that the 

occurrence of contraction does not regularly affect stress elsewhere. A few 

examples follow, both are examples o f irregular contraction:

(72) a. [gokyQwane] [gokyone]
go-kyowa-ne
3SG(iMP)-think-NOM
‘thought’

b. [k’alaw e’sndi]
k'a(la)-we-’edi
thingr3SG.POSS(NE)-flesh (W agner, ca. 1935)
‘m eat’

[k’awe’sndfl -> [k’o’̂ ndi] [k’qndi]
/-la/ deletion we contraction / ty  contraction

(regular) (irregular)

Primary stress on contractions within noun compounds is undoubtedly the 

source o f much of the irregular stress on nouns, where contractions became 

lexicalized and can no longer recognized as such except for the residue of stress 

(see endnote 12 for more discussion).

Regular primary stress is also found on the final syllable of nominalized 

verbs. Thus, the nominalizing suffix (the habitual aspect suffix) -ne , bears the 

primary stress.
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(73) a . [gop’ene]
go-p’e-ne
3SG(lMP)-drink-NOM 
‘(a) drir.k’

b. [k’agothlane] 
k’a-go-thla-ne 
thing-3sG(iMP)-eat-NOM 
‘food’

c. [w sdes’im] (BPD) 
waede+s’i-ne 
summer+littie-nom 
‘spring’

d. [s’acy ah o p en e ] 
s’ae-cya+ho-p’e-ne 
earth-hard+3sg( iNAM)-drink-NOM 
‘clay p ipe’

In some cases, the nominalized verb retains the verbal stress pattern.

This is true of the yz< stem verbs in (74a). and reduplicated verbs, as in the (74b- 

d) examples.

(74) a. [chutago’yuhane]
chu-ta+go-’yu-ha-ne 
bed-on+iMP-up-PL.be.located-NOM 
‘sheets/bed covers’

b. [s’aitetene] 
s’s+ te-te-ne
ground-brush-brush-NOM
‘broom’

c. [dadaj 
dada
‘com crib’
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d. [k’athTos’&T] 
k’athl’o+s’i-s’f 
bread-Iitte-Iittle 
‘sliced bread, slices o f bread’

Inflected nouns follow the same pattern o f primary stress on the last 

syllable. When an inanimate noun class is used for the definite article, the class 

is generally cliticized to the end of the noun. On one syllable noun, the stress 

consistent with its being attached; that is the stress is on the last syllable, or the 

noun class. This is seen in (75a). However, the inananim ate classes can be less 

integrated into the word, as seen in (75b). The stress falls on the last syllable of 

the anim ate classes. When an anim ate class is used, the noun class clitic may be 

integrated with the noun, as in (75c), or it may be independent, as in (75d).

(75) Definite Article (Noun Class) Suffix Stress

a. [chu]
‘bed’
[chufaj

chu-fa
bed-CL(STAND)
‘the bed’

b. [s’sp h o ’yuhe]
‘cellar’

[s a p h o ’yuhecij 
s’se-pho+’yuhe-ci 
ground-under+house-CL( sit)
‘the cellar'

c. [dzene]
‘dog’

[dzene wenq]
dzene-wenQ
dog-CL(NE)
“the dog’
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d. [Josephine senq]
Josephine cl(ef)
‘Josephine’

When an inanimate noun is plural, the inanimate plural particle ha is 

generally stressed and is an independent word.

(76) Inanimate Plural Particle Stress

a. [’yas’f]
‘stick’

[’yas’f ha]
’ya+s’i ha 
w ood+little pl(ina n)
‘sticks’

b. [hokwame]
‘necktie’

[hokwaene ha] 
ho-kwae-ne ha
3SG(INAN)-tie-NOM PL(INAN)
‘neckties’

c. [k’agothlane]
‘food’

[k’ago th lane ha] 
k’a-go-th la-ne ha
thing-3sG[iMP)-eat-NOM p l ( in a n )

‘food’

Secondary stress in multi-syllable nouns is more difficult to pinpoint. In 

most cases, the secondary stress falls on the first syllable of the noun. However, 

this stress is light. It is often negligible in discourse, or has the sense of a 

slightly longer vowel than the following syllables until the last (stressed) syllable.
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(77) a. [’yas’atf] -  [’yas’atl]
’yas’a-ti
leaf-yellow
‘autumn’

b. [dzothibyothlo] -  [dzothibyothlo] 
dzothi+byothlo 
medicine + round 
‘pill’

Secondary stress sometimes falls on the last syllable of the first compound 

(head) in complex compounds. In these cases, the compounds retain the pre

compound stress of a  noun and its modifier phrase, although their status today is 

clearly that of a compound word.

(78) a. [k’alago’yugwane]
k’ala+go-’yu-gwa-ne
something+3(iMP)-say-nom
‘story’

b. [’yasta’sgothlane]
'yasta-'e+go-thla-ne
board-ACTiVE+3sG(iMP)-go-NOM
‘cradle’

Often complex compounds will have more than one secondary stress.

These are not predictable, but always fall a t the end or the beginning of a word

boundary inside of the compound, as in (79a-b) respectively.

(79) a. [k’ondik’a thl’osulik’aewal
k’odi+k’athl’o+sule+k’a+wa 
meat+bread+naked+together+bite 
‘hot dog’
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b. [s’x thxb iho tigokbne] 
s’x+ tap i24+hoti+go-k’o-ne 
land-salt+pay+3SG(iMP)-make-NOM 
land paym ent 
“tax ’

The impersonal person prefix go- occurs on many nominalized verbs, as in 

(80a-b) and compounds with inalienable possessive nouns, as in (80c).

Secondary stress generally occurs regularly on the first syllable go-, but 

occasionally these constructions have secondary stress on the first syllable of the 

stem (i.e. the second syllable).

(80) a. [go’yush^nf] (BPD) 
go-’yu-shQ-ne 
3SG(!MP)-pain-good-NOM 
‘happiness’

b. [gow edeco’o] 
go-w ede-co’o 
3sG(lM P)-talk-grandfather 
‘law yer’

c. [gothxgo'yune] 
go-thx+go-'yu-ne
3sG.POSS(iMP)-heart+3sG(iMP)-hurt-NOM
‘sorrow’

When a noun is inflected with any other possessive pronominal prefix, the 

secondary stress is optionally found on the pronominal prefix (the first syllable) 

or the first syllable o f the stem (the second syllable). This appears to be a 

pragmatic choice to emphasize the idea of possession or not.
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Stress Pattern o f  Verbs

Verbs in Euchee include adjectives and quantifiers. They are inflected 

for pronominal agreem ent, and as such are complete sentences. As a  rule, 

uninflected verb stems have primary stress on the ultimate syllable, although 

exceptions can be found. When inflected, the final syllable o f the stem still 

bears the primary stress with falling intonation.

(81) a. [’yu]
‘have pain or sickness’

[dze’yu]
dze-’yu
lSG.PAT-pain
‘I’m in pain./ I’m sick.'

b. [sate]
‘scrape’

[disateN j
di-sate
lSG.ACT-scrape 
‘I’m scraping (it/them ).’

c. [cekaba]
‘burp/belch’

[d icekaba \]
di-ce+kaba
1 SG.Acr-stomach-swell 
‘I burped.’

There are two regular exceptions to primary stress on the last syllable of 

the verb stem. Reduplicated verbs have equal stress on both the last syllable of 

the stem and its reduplicated syllable, as in (82a-c). In addition, verb compounds 

with the head root 'yu bear primary stress on the first syllable, as in (82d-f).
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(82) a . [gopqpq]
go-popo 
3SG(IMP)-hoot 
“to  hoot’

b. [yqs’os’o \]  
yQ-s’os’o
3sG(NE).ACT-cripple
‘He (non-Euchee) is crippled.’

c. [h id i’ne’neN] 
hi-di-’n e’ne
3 sg (in an ) .p a t-  lSG.ACT-measure 
‘I m easure .’

d. [hq’y u s ti\]  
hQ-’yusti
3sG(EM ).Acr-deceive
‘He deceives.' (men’s speech)

e. [hq’yu'n^’n^N] 

ho-’yu’n e’ne 
3SG(EM).ACT-try
‘He tries.’ (men’s speech)

f. [hq’yu tha\] 
ho-’yutha
3sG(EM).Acr-scratch
“He scratches.’ (men’s speech)

Primary stress on a verb stem changes only in commands (see below) or if 

there is the reciprocal “each other/one another’ or collective ‘with/together’ prefix 

on the verb. Then, the reciprocal prefix k'a- or the collective prefix k'Q- bears the 

primary stress. These prefixes occur before the pronominal complex.

(83) a. [gotyx’yune]
‘to love’

[gok’atyae’yune]
“to love one another’
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b. [’ake go’yugwa]
‘say something specific, talk about’

[’ake ’qk’a’yugw a\]
’ake ’5-k’a-’yugwa 
there lPL(lNCL)-RECiP-say 
‘We talk to each other.’

c. [go’wede] 
go’wede'
‘to talk to’

[s’edik’q’w ede j^N.] 
s’e-di-k’o-’w ede j8
3SG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT-COM-talk PAST 
‘I talked with him.’ (w om en’s speech)

Secondary stress occurs on the last syllable of the first prefix on the verb. 

Actor pronominal prefixes are one syllable, but 2nd person singular and plural 

patient pronominal prefixes, and 1st person plural (inclusive and exclusive) 

pronominal prefixes are made of the actor prefix with the Is' person singular 

patient prefix. Examples of secondary stress on pronominal prefixes follow.

(84) a. [d iji\] 
di-ji
lSG.ACT-gO 
‘I’m going.’

b. [dicespf^N ] 
di-ce-spi-e
1 SG.ACT-Stomach-full-ACTIVE 
Tm full’

c. [sedze’n^N] 
se-dze-’ne
3sg( EF). ACT-1SG. PAT-see 
‘She sees me.’
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d. [nenJeditoN] 
nedze-di-to
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-gO.with 
‘I will go with you.’

e. [s’e n e n d ze to \]  
s’e-nedze-to
3SG.ACT(EM)-2SG.PAT-g0.with
‘He will go with you.’ (woman’s speech)

f. [sesh’ye d ish a \]  
se-sh’ye di-sha 
lSG(EF).PAT-bad lSG.ACT-make 
i  spoiled her.’

g. [hidok’q \J  
hi-do-k'5
3sg( inan).pat- 1 SGA-make 
‘I used it.’

h. [h id o s tf\]  (contraction with / ’yu/) 
hi-do-sti
3sg( inan).pat- 1 SG.ACT+’YU-deceive 
'1 d ece iv e .’

Tne aspect suffixes are unstressed. The habitual suffix -ne can be stressed for 

emphasis; otherwise, the primary stress stays on the last syllable of the verb 

stem.

Adverbs and Conjunctions

Although some adverbial ideas are expressed as aspect suffixes on the 

verb, Euchee has a closed class of independent adverbs expressing both time 

(aspect) and manner. Disyllabic adverbs follow the same stress patterns as 

disyllabic nouns and verbs: The last syllable bears the primary stress, as in (83a). 

Adverbs with three syllables tend to have primary stress on the penultimate 

syllable. While a t first this appears to be different from the other content parts
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of speech, it is, in fact, regular to verbs which have the primary stress on the last 

syllable o f the stem. Adverbs with three syllables all end in one of two aspect 

suffixes -le ‘again,’ -le ‘only,’ or the morpheme -de, as in (85b). Thus, like verbs, 

the stress is in the stem, not the suffix. For more discussion on the relationship 

betw een verbs and adverbs, and analysis of adverbs, see Chapter 8 Syntax.

(85) Independent Adverbs

a. hi’ne [hi’ne] ‘at first, at present'
safi [safi] ‘fast’
desi [desi] ‘almost’
t’ele [t’ele] ‘once, once again’

b. sahode [sohqnde] ‘all the tim e’
sahdle [sohqnle] ‘alw ays’
dephule [dephule] -  [dophule] ‘again’
’yukole [’yukqnle] ‘a long time ago’
tafale [tafale] ‘before’

Conjunctions in Euchee follow the same pattern as adverb.

(86) ’ahede [’ah^nde] “and then’
nade [nqnde] and, and then’
’adeso [’a'ndesQj ‘and also’

A few disyllabic adverbs and conjunctions have primary stress on the first 

syllable. These cases a r t  probably all shortened forms o f trisyllabic adverbs.

The first syllable has been deleted, leaving the primary stress on the stem.

(87) kede
'akede
ahede
hede

[kede]
[’akede]
[ah^nde]
[htjnde]

'now
‘right then’ (GW: 372) 
“and then’
'and then’
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Location Postpositions and Particles

Euchee has independent location particles which are postpositions to the 

noun phrase .25 The postpositions have a  location root plus a  general 

location/direction suffix, either -he ‘location at or in, - fa ‘movement to or from’, - 

le ‘movement along, or -le m ovem ent back to.’ These general location/direction 

suffixes are always stressed. Many of the postpositions also function as location 

particles in Particle + Verb Constructions, see Chapter 4 Verb and Verb Phrase. 

The particles by them selves are  one-syllable words. They generally bear 

prominent stress in the utterance, although they can be unstressed and cliticized 

to the beginning o f the verb.

Independent location particles m ay be two or three syllables, as in (88a) 

and (88b) respectively. The stress pattern of independent location is like that of 

nouns, with the primary stress on the last syllable (accompanied by the high tone 

of the general location/direction suffix) and secondary stress on the first syllable.

(88) Independent Location Particles + Location Suffix

a. tihe [tihe] “inside'
tale [tale] ‘on top, back on again’
phohe [phohe] ‘under (objects or earth)’
laefa [ixfa] ‘around’

b. tasefa [dasefa] ‘on the other side’
tapehe [tapehe] on top, tip top’
yutafa [’yutafa] ‘in front o f
’yufale [’yufale] ‘from under/away from that direction

The location particles in Particle + Verb Constructions do not generally 

have a location suffix. A large num ber o f verbs in Euchee require a  location or 

direction particle. These particles are pre-pronominal, coming before the 

pronominals on the verb, and have been treated as verb prefixes since W agner 

(1934: 358-361 ).26 The location particles are one-syllable words, and as such, 

they get stressed. The prominent stress, combined with the constituency test
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using the Yes/No question particle 'le, as seen in (89c), reveals that the particles 

are not prefixes but independent words.

(89) a. [dabi kin dzothlaN] stress as independent location particle
tapi khi dzo-thla
salt DIR lSG.PAT/PLUS-gO
‘Pass me the salt.’

b. [ke seyo’w e d e j? \]
ke se-yo-’w ede je
DIR 3SG(EF).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-talk PAST 
‘You called  h er (on the phone).’

c. [ke l e  seyo’w ede
ke ’le se-yo-’wede je
DIR Q 3SG(EF).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-talk PAST
'Did you call her (on the phone)?’

Thus, the location particles in Particle + Verb Constructions are not 

prefixes. However, they can become cliticized. This occurs when some other

part of the sentence is given prominent stress for emphasis or clarification, and

when the particles are contracted, as seen in (90).

(90) a. []a wegwaNi] [’aogw a \l
’a we-gwa
LOC 3SG(NE).ACT-say
‘He (non-Euchee) said.’

b. [daw eca\] -> [doca\]
ta-we-ca
loc-3sG.PAT-step 
‘Step on it (a bug)!’

c. [thlostanicf diwep’aN] [thlostanicf dup’a \J  (BPD) 
thlostane-ci ti-we-p’a
box-CL(siT) in-3sG(NE).ACT-see.about 
‘He (non-Euchee) looked in the box.’
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Clitics

Clitics are bound words. The word it binds to in the phrase or clause is 

called its host, hust as affixes can be prefixes or suffixes, clitics can attach to 

the beginning (pre-clitic) or the end (post-clitic) of a  word. Euchee has both pre

clitics and post-clitics. Unlike affixes, which are bound to a  specific part of 

speech, clitics attach to a  constituent, either a  phrase or clause. For example, the 

noun classes always move to the end of the noun phrase, so they may appear 

after a  bare noun, or a  quantifier, or an adejctive; they are not always attached 

to the noun itself. Since clitics can attach to several different hosts, they are 

more loosely bound than affixes. In Euchee, all one-syllable independent 

particles are stressed. If they are not stressed, due to emphasis elsewhere, they 

can become cliticized to a host. The difference between clitics and independent 

words, then, is mainly phonological.

The Yes/No question particle ’le is an irrealis mode particle. It is always 

an independent word. It is not phonologically reduced, but carries with it a 

prominent stress. However, it has characteristics of a  clause-level clitic. It 

prefers to be after the first complete phrase in a clause, called a 'second position’ 

clitic. While ’le prefers the second position, it can be placed at the end of any 

constituent in the clause. Because of this, it is a  good test for constituency in 

Euchee. Chapter 8, Section 3.1 Yes/No Questions for examples.

Most o f the independent particles can be several phrase-level clitics when 

unstressed. These attach to the phrase which they modify, and are typified by 

the noun class/determiner post-clitics, the plural particle, the tense particle. This 

is similar to the English ‘not,’ which must be attached to a  host when it is 

phonologically reduced, as in ‘doesrft.’

Only the negative pre-clitic ne- -  me- is always attached and can never be 

an independent particle. The negative pre-clitic attaches to the beginning of 

either the noun or the verb phrase, similar to the English ‘I do not have any 

grandchildren’ and ‘I have no grandchildren.’27 The evidence that they are bound
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and not free comes from the fact they follow the stress patterns o f the verb and 

noun. The negative pre-clitic bears secondary stress o f the first syllable, 

although they are often emphasized for pragmatic purposes. See Chapter 8, 

Section 4 Negation.

5 .2  In t o n a t io n

Declarative sentences have falling intonation. In most sentences, the verb 

is in final position. The last syllable of the verb bears the primary stress with 

high-falling pitch. The exam ple below shows the difference between word level 

and sentence level stress and intonation.

(9 1 ) a . [sae’e'l 

sffi-’e
land-CL(LiE)
‘the land’

b. [s'ae k e c i\]
s’te ke ci
grave there sit
T here’s a  grave over there.’

c. [ s ’ae ke c iN»J
s’a  ke ci
down there sit
‘(He’s) sitting down there.’

Negative sentences have falling intonation. The negative pre-clitic can be 

stressed if the speaker wishes to emphasize ‘not.’

(9 2 ) a. [hQdik’d’n e\]  
ho-di-k’a-’ne
3 p l(e ) .p a t -  I SG.ACT-RECIP-see 
Tm going to visit them.’ (men’s speech)
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b. Inzehodik’a ’neNl 
ne-ho-di-k’a-’ne
n e g -3 p l(e ) .p a t-  1 SG.ACT-RECiP-see
‘I’m not going to visit them.’ (m en’s speech)

c. [’yakishale  ngdzogosI}’?N]
’yakishale ne-dzo-go’e
w atch NEG-lSG.PAT/PLUS-have 
‘I don't have a  w atch.’

d. [ng’yakishale  dzogQ’$ \]  
n<§-’yakishale  dzo-go’e 
NEG-watch lSG.PAT/PLUS-have 
‘I have no w atch.’

Information questions are indicated by rising pitch on the stressed syllable 

of the information (interrogative) pronoun. The end of the utterance has falling 

intonation. A full list of the information pronouns and their accent placements 

are found in Chapter 8.

(93) a. [wah^nde ’yofq jq^]
w ahede ’yo-fo je
why 2sg.act+ 'Y U -cut.off p a st

‘W hy did you cut it off?’

b. [w akhe’q nendzedithya t e \ ]  
w akhe’e  ne^e-di-thya te
how 2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-help ABLE

How can I help you?’

c. [w afa hqnfe] 
w a-fa ho-fe
which-DIR 3SG(EM).ACT-gO
‘W here did he go?/Which direction did he go?’

The question ‘W hat?’ can have several intonation patterns depending on the 

meaning.
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(94) [wikae] ‘W hat?’ (requesting information/ what is that?)
[wikae\] ‘W hat?’ (didn’t understand or hear/ please repeat)
[wika?\] ‘W hat?!’ (frightened/surprised)

The Yes/No Question particle always bears prominent stress and has the 

highest pitch in the utterance. This is true no m atter where it attaches. Its 

placement is discussed in Chapter 8, but (92a) provides examples of several of 

its possible placements. The Yes/No Question particle can be left off, but this is 

rare. When it is, rising intonation indicates the question, as in (92b).

(95) a. [k’qnjinehe w esha TgnthaeN] (contraction)
k’ajine-he w esha ’le ne-thae
store-to 2sG.ACT.go Q 2sG.ACT-want
‘Do you w ant to go to the sto re?’

[k’qnjinehe wesha' nqthae Te\]
‘Do you want to go to the store?’

[kqnjinehe l e  wesha' nqthaeN.]
‘Do you want to go to the store?’

b. [k’qnjinehe wesha' nqthae/J 
‘Do you want to go to the store?’

Commands have falling intonation. The primary stress is always the last 

syllable of the verb stem. Compare (96a) with (96b) below. In cases of extrem e 

emotion or emergency, both syllables o f the verb may be stressed equally, as in 

(96c). However, empathetic commands, or encouragement, normally have 

regular stress with the vowel of the stressed syllable lengthened, as in (96d).

(96) a. [qnjaN] (contraction)
a ne-ja 
loc 2sG.ACT-say 
‘You said it.’
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b. [an ja \] ‘Say it!’

c. [an ja \] ‘Say it!!’ (now!)

d. [a:n ja\] ‘(Go ahead) Say it!’ (encouraging)

Euchee uses the intentive mode particle for some commands. In this 

capacity, the no is stressed and associated with higher pitch.

(97) a. [dzethya? nq \]
dze-tyo no 
iSG.PAT-help INTENT 
‘Help me, will ya!’

[dzetyq\] 
dze-tyo 
lSG.PAT-help 
‘Help me (now!)!’

b. [taci nA\] 
ta-ci no 
up-stand intent 
‘Get up!’

[daci'N] 
ta-ci 
up-stand 
‘Get up!’

In negative commands, the last syllable is stressed, while the negative 

pre-clitic is the most prominent stress and associated with the high pitch.

(98) a. [’yudqshifa n$khota\]
’yudqshi-fa n^-khota 
door-CL( STAND) NEG-close 
‘Don’t close the door!’
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b. [naegaka ’w ed e \]
ne-go-'yaka ’wede
NEG-person-white talk 
‘Don’t speak English!’

6 . V a r ia t io n s  o f  E u c h e e

Euchee has variations based on gender, register, and region. Gender 

variation is limited to differences in pronominal agreem ent prefixes and in noun 

class particles. These are discussed in C hapter 6, Section 3.1 Noun Classes. 

However, women tend to have a  more conservative phonology than men. There 

are also formal and informal registers. Formal registers include prayers, speech- 

giving, and ceremonial speech (Jackson and Linn 2000). The texts in Appendix I 

give exam ples of prayers and dance calls. In this section, the regional dialect 

known as Big Pond Dialect is described.

6.1 B ig Po nd  D ialect

The Big Pond Dialect (BPD) is spoken by people whose family were 

originally members of the Big Pond Ceremonial Ground. Big Pond has not been 

active since the beginning of the 20!h century, and its members have spread out 

since this time. It is still mostly spoken by people living in the area of Depew. 

the closest municipality to the former Big Pond Ceremonial Ground, and Bristow, 

the largest municipality close to Big Pond and associated with Sand Creek 

Ceremonial Ground and M utteloke Indian United Methodist Church. Ceremonial 

Grounds were originally Tribal Towns, and these towns have their roots in 

specific towns in the Southeast before the Euchee were removed to Oklahoma. 

Although the direct linking of the current Ceremonial Grounds to specific pre- 

removal towns has been lost, it is c lear that these towns have their own regional
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and social histories. The fact that dialect variation in associated with certain 

towns is not surprising.

BPD is noted by vowel heightening, which affects certain common 

morphemes. Statistically, the most prominent difference is the habitual suffix -ni 

because it also functions as the nominalizer. Thus, most nouns in BPD end with 

-ni. All the morphemes regularly affected are listed below:

(99) Polecat/Duck Creek Big Pond

-ne habitual -ni habitual
-je past -jl past

ne- 2nd person singular
ho- 3rd person singular,

Euchee male (m.s.) 
we- 3rd person non-Euchee

n i-  2nd person singular
he- 3rd person singular,

Euchee male (m.s.) 
wi- 3rd person non-Euchee

ne- here m- here

Examples of Big Pond each of the variations listed above are given here:

(100) a. [tsebithlonQ 
[tsebithlone]

tse-bithlo-ne 
water-round-NOM 
‘small pond’

b. [h^de sh’fs  ’wanfl 
[h^de sh'j’e ’wanel

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

he-de shV e ’wa-ne
3SG.P0SS(EM)-Ieg break-AcnvE be-HAB 
‘He’s (Euchee) crippled.’
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c. [neke w a docinijil 
[neke ’w a docine jel

ne-ke ’wa do-ci-ne 
here-LOC foc lsG.Acr/PLUS-sit-HAB 
‘I used to live there.’

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

js
PAST

d. [w ik i mwqnji]
[w ik i newanji]

wikae ne-waji 
what 2sG.ACT-buy 
‘What did you buy?’

e. [’ahggw aji]
[’a h igw a je]

’a  ho-gw a je
LOC 3SG(NE).ACT-say PAST 
‘He said.’

f. [k’athode w ithaj 
[k’athode w ethal

k’athode we-tha 
cotton 3sG(NE).Acr-pick 
T hey  picked cotton.’

g. fgoniwici wesho’s]
[goneweei wesho’a]

gone-w e.ci w e-sho-’e 
baby-CL(NE.srr) 3sG(NE).Acr-soft-AcnvE 
‘new born baby’

h. [’yosh’ikaekhae t’ehe nile dzi]
[’yosh’ikaekhs t’ehe nele dziJ

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

’yosh’ikaekhae t’e-he ne-le d z i
W ednesday one-LOC here-LOC lSG.ACT.arrive.FUT
‘111 be back next W ednesday.’

The vowel height in BPD appears to be underlying since other 

phonological rules, such as /e/ laxing, do not occur on these morphemes in BPD.
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(101) [’yuciha go’wedeni s’e ’wedeniji] BPD Dialect
[’yuciha go’wedene s’e ’wedenejs] Polecat/Duck Creek

(with vowel laxing)

'yuci-ha go-’w ede-ne s’e -’w ede-ne je
Euchee-PL 3(iMP)-speak-NOM 3sG(EF).ACT-speak-HAB p a s t  
‘She used to speak E uchee.’

In addition, the morphemes do not appear to be affected by word 

boundaries. For example, -ne retains its height -ni inside of compounds and with 

additional suffixes.

(102) a. [datani] 
datane 
‘dish’

BPD

b. [dataniha] 
datane-ha 
dish-PL(INAN)
‘dishes’

c. [datanidigodim] 
[datanedigodine] 
data-ne-ti-go-di-ne 
plate-in-one-washes-nom 
‘kitchen sink’

BPD

BPD
Polecat/Duck Creek

BPD vowel height is also underlying in contractions. The rules of 

contractions remain the same, but the vowel changes are different due to the fact 

that the vowel affected by the deleted syllable is higher.

(103) a . [s^ncinuwekq j^J
seci-ni we-k’o je
good-sit-NOM 3sG(NE).ACT-make past 
He prayed.'

(BPD)
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b. [s^ncinok’q js ]  Polecat/D uck C reek
seci-n e  w e-k ’5  je
good-sit-NOM 3sG(NE).ACT-make past

‘H e prayed.’

Despite the consistency o f height on morphemes, and their resistance to 

other phonological rules, some instances o f height in BPD leave open the 

possibility that, at least at one time, the raising in BPD was not morpheme bound 

but a product of a  more general heightening rule or vowel harmony. For 

example, some BPD speakers will pronounce kede ‘now’ as [kedi], but the spatial 

morpheme -de will not be [-di] in other occurrences. Additionally, in a  few

cases, a word final vowel will be heightened, such as (46) above, where the verb

‘ask’ \ene is pronounced [’aeni] by BP speakers.28 A possibility still remains that 

the BPD 2nd person singular pronominal prefix n i-  and the 3rd person non-Euchee 

pronominal wi- are the result of regressive vowel harmony. Unlike the suffixes, 

and the location root ni, it is not mandatory that the 2nd person and 3rd person 

non-Euchee pronominals be high before non-high vowels. Although exam ples of 

these heightened pronominals exist in environments which could not produce 

harmony to height, the majority are before high vowels.

In addition to vowel height, BPD is actor to several other phonological 

differences. The palatalization rule given in (18) above is active only in BPD, 

and the word final /e / laxing, given in (25) above is less prominent.
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N o t e s  

C h a p t e r  2

1 The similarity between the Euchee phoneme inventory and those o f the Siouan 
languages, especially those o f the Dakota branch, is probably what lead Sapir to 
hypothesize a Euchee-Siouan relationship. Siouan stops contrast by aspiration 
(plain and aspirated) and glottalization, although not always by voicing (arguably 
a newer innovation in Euchee). However, the Ohio Valley (Southeastern) Siouan 
languages, neighbors to the Euchee, had collapsed the globalized series creating 
smaller inventories. Like Euchee, Dakota Siouan languages have a full set of 
fricatives, but there are two /m, n/ to three /q/ nasal stop phonemes where 
Euchee has only one nasal stop phoneme /n/. Siouan languages tend to have 5- 
vowel systems, with 3 or more nasal vowels, all contrasting by length. Euchee 
shows no phonemic contrast by length (see Sections 1.4 A Note on Vowel Length 
and 3.2 Vowel Lengthening in Emphatic, Comparative, and Superlative 
Structures).
‘ In this case, the ‘human’ morpheme is the bound root, see Chapter 5, Section 1. 
Noun Roots. The ‘human’ morpheme may also occur as a  pronominal prefix 
Gatschet (1885) recorded the 3rd person impersonal pronominal prefix as 
voiceless unaspirated [ku-]. ,In  addition, Gatschet gave the 1s g ‘ person singular 
pronominal prefix as [ti-] (actor) and [tse-J (patient). Today these morphemes are 
voiced [go-], [di-J and [dze], although this is due to their initial position (see 
discussion in the text). However, the bound root go- meaning ‘human’ is always 
fully voiced.
3 The verb k'd ‘to make, to do’ is often produced [go] or [go] in noun compounds. 
As a verb, it retains its ejective and nasal [k’q],
4 These allophones of /f/ suggest that the modem /f/ is recent in the language. It 
may have arisen from an earlier *hw or *xw, as did the /f/ in M uskogean. If this 
is the case, it could confirm borrowing from M uskogean Nicklas (1994b).
5 W agner (1934: 305) stated that the epenthetic [n] occurred only before the 
pulmonic dental stops. I have found them before any non-bilabial and non-velar 
consonant. W agner (305) also did not find epenthetic nasals before ejectives, but 
I have found no such restriction.
6 The velar fricative [x] was described by W agner (1934: 306) as occurring 
“whenever an open or closed unnasalized vowel is followed by a dental or 
alveolar stop (d, T, t) or by a  palatal stop (g, K, k).” (W agner’s notation for the 
unaspirated stops is [t ] and [k ].) W agner marked [x] (voiceless dorsal-palatal 
fricative) or [x] (voiceless velar fricative) consistently tn these environments
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throughout the Yuchi Tales (1930). W agner did not describe them in word final 
position. From the unpublished notes in phonetic transcription of both Crawford 
and Ballard, it is apparent that neither linguist were recording an occurrence of 
[x] or [x]. Crawford did make a  handwritten note in an unpublished phonology 
manuscript about the pre-aspiration o f some aspirated stops. However, aspirated 
stops are the one stop environment that W agner did not find [x] in.
7 The epenthetic [x] and [h] are more pronounced in some speakers than others, 
and they are overall more clear and consistent in female speakers. W agner 
consistently recorded [x] in male speakers as well as female. Therefore, I am 
assuming that their prevalence in women’s speech today is due to the women 
being generally more conservative speakers than the men, and not that it was 
part of the difference between men’s and women’s speech styles.

Crawford (1973) used the symbols [E] for the mean-mid front vowel of the lax 
oral vowel to distinguish it from the [e] lower-mid front vowel of the lax nasal 
vowel.
9 W agner (1934: 371) recorded an [o], or [depole], not an /u/ or [u].
10 In a few roots, the underlying vowel phoneme has been lost. W henever this is 
the case, I use the orthographic V , used for [o] in contractions and / q / ,  as it most 
often occur centralized, and [ a ] in the morphemic representations.
"  It is telling that speakers who write in Euchee are diligent in indicating nasal 
vowels but never attem pt to distinguish length. In addition, when the Euchee 
Language Class of Sapulpa was meeting regularly (attended by most of the 
fluent speakers), they would often have discussions about vowel qualities such as 
nasality and laxing, such as whether to write [e] or [e]. However, I never heard 
a  discussion as to the length of a  vowel.
12 This is fundamentally the same analysis as Crawford, which he gave as 
C(C)V(:).
13 For one speaker, contraction is not optional with the animate non-Euchee 
classifier. For this speaker, the contracted form marks the singular definite and 
the uncontracted form with the penultim ate stress marks the plural of all anim ate 
non-Euchee nouns.
14 An alternative hypothesis is that the deletion applies to the onset only and the 
features of the deleted onset and the remaining vowel assimilate. For descriptive 
purposes, the syllable deletion view is m aintained.

The contraction process in Euchee can accounted for quite elegantly with 
feature geometry (Linn 1995). The following is an example, using a  deleted we- 
3rd singular actor, non-Euchee, pronominal agreem ent prefix. The we morpheme 
is contracted, and the features [+round] and [+back] from the [w] spread left to 
the preceding vowel. This accounts for the regular backing and rounding of the 
preceding vowels in we contractions.
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i) we- Spreading Rule 
0  round] 
[+back]

X

ii) Contraction: Feature SpreadingAnalysis

a. [di w ekw £ j$]
ti we-kwQ j?
in 3sG(NE).Acr-send past

‘He sen t him  (non*Euchee) in.’

b. [+round]
[+back]

t i w e  kw q j q

C V C V CCV C V

\ /  \ /  \l/ \ /
a a a a

c. [+round]
[+back]

t i kw q j e

c v c v c c v  c v

\ /  \ /  \ l /  \ /
a a a a
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d. [+round]
[+back]

e.

t i

1 I I  1

kw e

II 1

j 9

1 1

C V C  V c c v C V

\ /  \ / \ l / \ /

o  o 0 0

[+round]
[+back]

/

t u

1 1

kw q j 9

1 1

C V C  V CCV C V

V  \ / \ l / \ /

o  o 0 0

Spreading Rule

Spreading Rule (continued)

f. [ d u k w ^ l  Contracted Form

15 The contraction process in Euchee has been described by W agner (1934: 302) 
and Ballard (1975: 166), and minimally by Crawford (1973: 176). Both W agner 
and Ballard listed the changes associated with the contraction of the non-Euchee 
n r  morpheme, which show a systematic backing and rounding of the vowel 
immediately preceding the deleted we morpheme. Their changes are reproduced 
below, in their phonetic transcriptions:
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40) W agner’s Description Ballard’s Description
i + we becomes u i + we —> u
e + we a 0 e + we 0
a + we M o, ao, or a X + we n
0 + we o, oo a + we _ j D

16 The structure of diphthongs in Euchee, following the analysis given in the 
text, preserves the CV tier. The structure is then:

a o

\ /
CV

17 In this section on contraction, all of the examples from hames Crawford (JC) 
are pulled from an unpublished manuscript entitled ‘Yuchi’ and his notes for this 
manuscript. The examples are from his notebooks of text and direct elicitation of 
forms with Mrs. Nancy W ildcat. The manuscript appears to have been for his 
class on the Euchee at Georgia State University.
18 One speaker does contract the 3rd person singular pronominal /h^-/ to /hQ -/.

19 The vowel shifts for the ho- and hi- contraction look the same as in we- 
contraction, with the exception o f the diphthong [ao] produced with assim ilation 
to /a/. The diphthong [ao] is the sole evidence for the [+round] feature of the /w/ 
to spread left. Otherwise, like the /hi deletion, the roundness is due to the fact 
that all back vowels in Euchee are round.
20 Both [guspi] ‘black person’ and [gaka] ‘white person’ are commonly used with 
all Euchee. even those who do not speak the Euchee language.
21 This example is from Sadie Skeeter, who was from Duck Creek. Thus, this is 
not an instance of the Big Pond Dialect dialect variation /wi-/ instead o f we-.
22 Rankin (1997; from Ballard (1974:17) gives a  set not listed here: s'ule ‘naked’ 
and sli’ule ‘bald, bare.’ I have checked this with three speakers (representing 
both dialects and both genders). All of them use only one s'ule for both 
meanings, and none have heard sh'ule. Since some speakers palatalize /s/ before 
a high vowel (see Section 1.2 of this chapter) is probable that difference here is 
due to the phonological palatization rule, not lexicalization.
23 This is apparently the same conclusion that Crawford (1980) was reaching. 
What is interesting is that even though Euchee is not as synthetic as many of the 
languages of the Americas, it still behaves like a  polysynthetic language, in the 
sense of Baker (1996). This includes the mandatory pronominal agreem ent, freer 
word order, and discontuous constituents. O ther characterstics are noted 
throughout this work. It should be noted that although the 'language is not tig'ntiy
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bound together, the process of cliticization is productive. Its relationship to stress 
and the continuum with affixation need further attention.
24 Speakers today cannot analyze this morpheme in the word for ‘tax.’ However, 
W agner (ca. 1935) gives the word for *tax’ as [tapihotigokbne]. In his example, 
the first morpheme [tapi] appears to be ‘salt.’ I am assuming his earlier 
transcription as [thaebi] is a  possible corrupti onAs salt has always been a  valued 
resource in human societies, it is possible that the word refers to payment by or 
for salt. As this idea becam e obsolete, the language appears to have added s ’te 
‘land’ (and in some variations /k’a la / ‘thing’) without having dropped the 'salt.'
25 Many of the locatives are derived from nouns. For exam ple, s'(E is the 
‘ground/earth’ as well as ‘down’ and /ta/ is ‘face’ as well as ‘on.’ This can be one 
reason for their independent status and behavior with the location suffixes.
26 Gatschet recorded only two Particle + Verb Constructions, and he wrote the 
particle separate from the verb (1885: 38). Speck (ca. 1904-1923) discusses 
‘general’ locatives [locative particles] as separate particles (p. 41), but then he 
writes them on the verb or almost attached. This was a  device he used ‘when 
the connection is close’ (p. 40). He later gives four ‘specialized’ locatives as 
‘nearer to being verbal prefixes’ (p. 48). The difference between hi ‘general’ and 
‘specialized’ locatives is not clear, and is not the sam e has my distinction 
between the generalized location/direction suffixes and the locative particles.

W agner, too, had trouble determining the status o f the locative particles. 
The locative particles were treated as noun suffixes in his 1930 publication, and 
then changed to verb prefixes in the grammatical sketch (1934: 358). Neither 
Ballard nor Crawford discuss the locative particles, but in their field notes they 
are treated as attached to the verb and presumably treated as verb prefixes 
(Ballard ca. 1972-75; Crawford 1972-1973).
27 Since verbs are inflected for person and can be full clauses, technically the 
negative preclitic is also a clause-level clitic. However, for the purposes of 
description of Euchee, it is more convenient to group the negative preclitic with 
the other phrase-level clitics.
28 This could be argued to be a  case of overgeneralization to the habitual 
morpheme [-ni].
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F ig u re  3 .1 . R e g u la r  P ro n o m in a l A g re e m e n t  P re f ix e s

Actor Patient
di- do- d ze d z o -t d z io - t t

SinRular Plural SinRular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural
1 (IN C L ) di- ’o- d o- ’5 - dze- ’odze- dzo- ’ddzo- dzyo ’ddzyo

(E X C L ) no- nO- nodze- nddzo- nddzyo
2 ne- ’ane- y o - ’ay o - nedze- ’adze- SO- ’a so - nddzyo ddzyo
3(EM) m.s. he-/ho- ho- h 5 - h 6 - he-/ho- ho- h 5 - h d -
3(EM) w .s . s’e - ’o- s ’y o - ’o - s’e- ’i- s ’yo-
3(ef) se- sy o - se- sy o -
3(efh) ’e - ’fiyo- ’e-
3(n e) w e- w e- yd - yd- w e- w e- yd- yd-
3 (in a n ) hi- hi- h o - h o -

Shaded  colum ns a re  form s fused w ith the  [+Participant] prefix  /*yo-/. 
t  P atien t participant o f  s ta te  verbs; recip ien t and  benefic iary  participan ts o f  ev en t verbs 
t t  Patien t participant o f  even t verbs
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C h a p t e r  3: P r o n o u n s  a n d  P r o n o m in a l  A g r e e m e n t

‘[I] tried to write a  gram m ar with Dr. Boaz [mc] o f Colum bia...but we 
gave it up as impossible. The pronouns of Yuchi was a little more 
than I could explain in English and Dr. Boaz didn’t have a  great lot of 
time to put on such w ork ...’

-E lle n  Allen (Euchee), Letter to Frank Speck 
June 1, 1947

I . O v e r v ie w

Pronouns ‘I,’ ‘you’ ‘he/she/it’ and so on may be separate words (called 

independent pronouns) or they may be attached to a verb or noun (called 

pronominal affixes). In Euchee, the pronominals are required even when the 

core particpants are indicated by an independent noun phrase. Thus, pronominals 

cross-reference, or agree with, the noun.

Euchee has a  rich system of pronominal agreem ent on the verb. The 

pronominals are prefixed to the verb stem. Each verb must be cross-referenced 

for each of the participants in the clause. Because of this, the participants may 

not be stated in independent noun phrases. Instead, the verb and its pronominal 

agreem ent are a complete sentence. In fact, after the first reference, or when 

the participants are otherwise known to the hearer, speakers do not use 

independent noun phrases.

The role of the participants in a  sentence is not marked on nouns in 

Euchee. Instead, the pronominal prefixes reflect these roles. There are two sets 

of pronominal prefixes distinguished by role: The actor set and the patient set. 

The choice of pronominal set is determined by the inherent aspect of the verb. 

The actor set is used for all event verbs, and the patient set is used for all verbs 

showing a state. Therefore, the Euchee pronominal prefixes reflect a stative- 

active system.
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The agreem ent system also interacts with a  prefix which changes the 

number of participants in the clause (valence). An historical valence prefix, 

presumably *yo-, adds one participant to an event: a  one-place (transitive) verb 

is changed to a two-place (transitive) verb, and a  two-place verb into a  three- 

place (ditransitive) verb. The valence prefix comes betw een the verb stem and 

the pronominals. In this position, both actor and patient pronominal forms have 

contracted with the [+participant] prefix *yo-, and they can not be un-contracted 

today. This lexicalized contraction is what has created the abundance of 

pronominal forms, or what W agner (and subsequent linguists) called the four 

‘series’ of pronominals.

Throughout this work, the pronominal sets are referred to with the P 1 

person singular forms di- actor set, die- patient set, do- actor + participant set 

and dzo- -  dzyo- patient + participant set, instead of W agner’s terms Series I. 

Series II, e tc ... The reason for this is pedagogical: The 1st person pronominal 

gives learners a  more direct correspondence with the set, and the P1 person 

singular is the only pronominal form which can tell a  learner which set is in 

opera tion .1 The meaning o f verbs can help a  learner predict which set of 

pronouns to use, but there are many exceptions to the pattern. So, learners are 

encouraged to elicit the Is' person singular form when working with a  speaker. 

This is also the reason that exam ples throughout this work are given in the 1st 

person singular form— not to encourage egocentrism, but to encourage accuracy 

and ease in learning.

Finally, the 3rd person pronimal prefixes show complexity due to the noun 

classes. Since every verb must be cross-referenced with the independent nouns, 

and since every noun in Euchee has a  noun class, the pronominals must agree 

with the class o f the noun. The noun classes are seen in the 3rd person, when 

referring to other people, living beings, places, things, or concepts. In addition, 

the noun class morphemes have variations according to the sex o f the speaker. 

These variations (called honorifics) also affect the form of the pronominal
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agreem ent. With noun class and honorifics, there are eight possible 3rd person 

singular pronominals. The 3rd person pronominal agreem ent is introduced below, 

but a  full description o f the noun class system and how it interacts with levels of 

formality is found in C hapter 6, Section 3.2.

2 . P e r s o n , N u m b e r , a n d  G e n d e r : B u il d in g  a E u c h e e  P a r a d ig m

Euchee pronouns and pronominal agreem ent prefixes make distinctions 

according to person, number, and gender. Person includes 1st person, 2nd person, 

and 3rd person. Is' person refers to the speaker T  or ‘m e.’ 2nd person refers to 

the hearer ‘you.’ 3rd person refers to someone who is not present at the time of 

the conversation, but is someone who is being talked about, ‘he/him’ or ‘she/her.’ 

The 3rd person may also refer to a  thing ‘it.’ The Is' and 2nd persons are 

participating directly in the conversation or speech act, but the 3rd person is not. 

and so is often a  called the ‘non-speech act participant.’ When listing pronouns 

and verb forms, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons are always presented in this order:

(1) Person

di- T

‘you’tse-

he- he’ 
se- ‘she’ 
hi- ‘it’

In addition to person, the pronouns mark for number. In Euchee, the 

distinction is made betw een singular (one), such as T  and plural (two or more), 

such as ‘we.’ When giving verbs and their pronominals, the plural is presented 

across from the singular.
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(2) Singular and Plural

1

Singular

di- T

Plural

n5- ‘we’

2 tse- ‘you’ ’ane- -  ’a- ‘you all’

3 he- ‘he’ h5- ‘they’
se-
hi-

‘she’
‘it’

The 2nd person plural a- is the contracted form of 'ane-. Speakers rarely use the 

long form.

The Ist person plural makes another distinction as well, called the 

‘inclusive' and the ‘exclusive.’ The inclusive includes everyone: The speaker and 

the hearers (including someone else who is just listening), or someone else that 

the speaker and hearers are talking about (the non-speech act participants). The 

inclusive is often translated as ‘we all.’ The exclusive includes the speaker and 

any non-speech act participants, but excludes the hearer. This can be loosely 

translated as ‘we but not you.’ All Euchee verbs make the distinction between 

inclusive and exclusive 1st person.

(3) P ‘ Person Plural: Inclusive and Exclusive

Singular Plural

1 di- T 0- ‘we all’ (INCL)
no- ‘we (not you)’ (EXCL)

2 tse- ‘you’ ’a- ‘you all’

3 he- ‘he’ ho- “they’
se- ‘she’
hi- ‘it’
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In addition, a  few verbs m ake a  further distinction called the ‘inclusive dual.’

This form includes only the speaker and one hearer (two people, or dual). It can 

be translated as “you and m e.’

To illustrate the inclusive plural, exclusive plural, and inclusive dual, we 

will use a situation where M axine, Josephine, and Pat went to W almart. Later, 

they are all three sitting around talking, when Maxine says:

(4) Inclusive Plural

Maxine talking to Jo and Pat:

W almarthe ofehe. [walmarthe onfehe]
W almart-he 'o-fe-he.
Walmart-LOC lPL(iNCL)-go-when 
‘W hen w e (all) w ent to  W a lm a rt...’

Since Maxine means ‘Jospehine, Pat and me,’ the ‘we’ is the Ist person inclusive 

plural.

Another person, Katy, stops by. Katy did not go to W almart with the

others. Maxine wants to tell Katy what they bought, and so she says to Katy:

(5) Exlusive Plural

Josephine and Pat are listening. Maxine says to K aty ...

W alm arthe nek’aju le  nofe je  [w alm arthe nek’aju le  nofs j?J
W alm rt-he ne-k’aju -le  no-fe-je
Walmart-LOC lPL-together-STATiVE lPL(EXCL)-go-PAST 
‘W e (but not you) w ent to W alm art...’

Since Katy is excluded from the action, the ‘we’ is the T‘ person exclusive plural.

Continuing our exam ple, the next day Maxine and Josephine go back to 

W almart, this time without Pat. Later, Maxine says to Josephine:
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(6) Inclusive Dual

Josephine and Maxine together, M axine says:

W almarthe ’5thlahe. [wolarthe ’qnlahe]
W almart-he ’o-thla-he.
Walmart-LOC lPL(iNCL)-go.DUAL-when 
‘W hen w e (you and  me) w ent to  W a lm a rt...’

Since ‘we’ means only the two of them (the speaker Maxine, and the hearer 

Jospehine), the ‘we’ is Is' person inclusive dual. The inclusive dual is created by 

the singular verb stem plus the plural inclusive pronominal prefix 'o-. Another 

exam ple of the 1st persons, using the verb (go)wi ‘to pass’ is given below.

(7) 1st Person Inclusive and Exclusive Plural and Inclusive Dual 
using the verb (go)wi ‘pass’

diwi ‘I pass’

’owi ‘w e, (you and m e) pass’ du a l ( incl)
’oya ‘w e all pass’ (incl)
noya ’w e (not you) pass' (excl)

The dual only occurs with verbs where there is a different stem for the singular 

and plural (see Chapter 4, Section 1.4 Plural Stem Verbs).

Euchee also makes further distinctions in the 3rd person. These are called 

‘gender,’ but they do not always refer to the sex of the person being talked about. 

In Euchee there are four basic genders: Euchee m ale (EM), Euchee female (ef), 

and any other living (animate) non-Euchee being, called the non-Euchee (ne), 

and the inanimate, non-living ‘things’ (inan). The actual sex (‘he’ or she’ or the 

English neuter ‘it’ for animals) does not m atter for the non-Euchee.

Although Euchees are distinguished by ‘m ale’ and fem ale’ in the singular, 

the plural does not make this distinction. For the Euchee ‘they.’ the sex of the 

group does not matter. So, ‘they’ can refer to a  group o f Euchee men, Euchee 

women, or mixed. The non-Euchee and the inanimate pronominal prefixes do 

not change in the plural.
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(8) 3rd Person, Gender

Singular Plural

1 di T ’o ‘w e all’ (INCL)
no ‘w e (not you)’ (excl)

2 tse ‘you’ ’a ‘you all’

3 (EM) he- ‘he’ ho- ‘they’ (E)
(EF) se- ‘she’
(NE) w e- ‘he/she/it’ w e- ‘they’ (NE)

(INAN) hi- ‘it’ hi- ‘they’ (INAN)

The speakers from Polecat and Duck Creek areas use the 3rd person 

Euchee plural pronominal ho- ‘they’ for the singular Euchee male ‘he.’ Big Pond 

Dialect does not do this. And in some verbs, the Polecat and Duck Creek 

speakers continue to use older singular pronoun he-. This does not appear to be 

predictable. So, when the Polecat and Duck Creek speakers use the plural form, 

it is presented after the original he- (now Big Pond) form. If no variation is 

given, all speakers use the sam e singular form.

(9) 3rd Person Euchee Male variations_________________________
Singular Plural

1 (INCL)
(EXCL)

2

(EM) he-/ho- ‘he’ ho- “they’ (E)
(EF) se- ‘she’
(NE) we- ‘he/she/it’ we- ‘they’ (NE)
(INAN) hi- ‘it’ hi- ‘they’

The 3rd person is even richer. Speakers use different forms of the 3rd 

person Euchee male pronouns depending on the sex of the person that is
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speaking. This is called ‘men’s speech’ (m.s.) and “women’s speech’ (w x ). The 

women use a  different pronoun for ‘he’ in everyday speech when talking about a 

Euchee man, but not about a  Euchee woman. The difference is maintained in 

the plural, even though the sex o f the group is not an issue.

(10) 3rd Person, M en’s and W omen’s Speech_________________
Singular Plural

1 (INCL)
(EXCL)

">m

(EM) m.s. he- ‘h e’ ho- ‘they’ (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s. s’e- ‘h e ’ ’o- ‘they’ (E) w.s.
(EF) se- ‘she’
(NE) w e- ‘he/she/it’ we- ‘they’ (NE)

(INAN) hi- ‘it’ hi- ‘they’ (INAN)

The forms and choice of the 3rd person Euchee prefixes show respect and 

formality. Forms which show respect are called honorifics. There is an 

additional pronoun e- which both men and women use to refer to their 

grandmother, called here the Euchee Female Honorific (efh). Some families do 

not use this form, but instead use the 3rd person plural Euchee (women’s speech) 

'o- to show respect for their grandmothers. In addition, plural forms can be used 

to refer to a singular person who is older and/or unrelated to the speaker. For 

example, a man refers to his wife with the plural pronoun /to-, and a woman 

refers to her husband with the plural pronoun ‘o-. In these cases, the Euchee 

honorifics (EH) are the same as the Euchee plural forms so they are not listed 

separately.
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(11) 3rd Person, Honorific Forms

Singular Plural

1 (INCL)
(EXCL)

(EM) m.s. he- ‘he’ ho- ‘they’ (E) m.s
(EM) W.S. s’e- ‘he’ ’o- Ih ey ’ (E) w.s.
(EF) se- ‘she’
(EFH) ’e- ‘she’
(NE) we- ‘he/she/it’ we- ‘they’ (NE)
(INAN) hi- ‘it’ hi- Ih ey ’ (INAN)

The terms ‘gender’ and ‘men’s and women’s speech’ are not always 

accurate because the forms are used differently in different situations. There are 

other appropriate uses for the honorific, but these vary according to different 

families and according to the formality of the context in which they are used.

See Chapter 5, Section 3.2 for details into men’s and women’s speech and the 

honorific system.

There is one more 3rd person pronomimal prefix. The form go- is an 

impersonal (im p) pronominal meaning ‘one’ or ‘person.’ It doesn not change form. 

It is used if the speaker is speaking in broad terms, and not referring to a  specific 

individual and has the same removed or formal overtones as the English ‘one.’ 

Thus, it can be used to give instructions that all should hear (see Proverbs), in 

the construction of the invitational ‘Let u s ...,’ and to refer to the whole Tribe.

And since all verbs must have agreem ent, the impersonal go- can be used as a 

placeholder until the more specific or appropriate pronominal is used. Because 

of this function, it is given as the neutral form of a  verb when introducing a  verb 

or paradigm, such as (go)shti ‘to dance.’ W agner uses the term ‘infinitive form' 

for a verb with go-. However, this is not accurate term as there are no infinitive 

(uninflected, or without agreement) verbs.
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The example in (12) gives the com plete paradigm for the verb (go)shti ‘to 

dance.' Since an anim ate object can not dance, the inanimate pronouns are not 

given.

(12) A Euchee Verb Paradigm: (go)shii ‘dance’

Singular Plural

1 dishti ]oshti (INCL)
npshti (EXCL)

2 neshti ]ashti Cane-)

3 (EM) m.s. heshti/hoshti hoshti (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s sfeshti loshti (E) W .S.

(EF) seshti
(efh) 'eshti/'oshti
(ne) weshti w eshti (NE)

3 . O n e p -P l a c e  V e r b s

Euchee classifies all verbs by their inherent lexical aspect. That is, verbs 

are divided by whether they are states or they are events. Events include all 

activities/processes, accomplishments, and achievements (Vendler 1967; Van 

Valin 1990). The pronominal agreem ent prefixes for the core participants are 

determined by the inherent aspect o f the verb. There are two sets of prefixes 

possible for a one-place (intransitive) clause: the actor set and the patient set. 

The actor set is used for all events. The patient set is used for states. Thus. 

Euchee has a  stative-active Case marking on the pronominal prefixes.2

3.1 T h e  A c t iv e -S t a t iv e  S y t e m

A verb may require one core participant, called a one-place (intransitive) 

verb. One-place verbs can be cither an event (process, accomplishment or
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achievement) or a state. O ther verbs require two participants, called a  two-place 

(transitive) verb. Two-place verbs are always events in Euchee.3

(13) a. I ran.one-place event
b. I kicked the ball. two-place event
c. I am  short. one-place state

For exam ple, in the sentences ‘I ran’ and ‘I kicked the ball,’ the actor is 1.’ 

Actors typically initiate an action, perform an action, effect others and the action, 

or have control over the action and themselves. In the sentence, ‘I kicked the 

ball' ‘the ball’ is the patient*  Patients are typically not instigators, performers, or 

controllers, but are highly affected by the action.

In the sentence, ‘I am short’ there is no action at all; it is a  state of being. 

The speaker ‘I’ is not an actor because the speaker can not initiate or control 

being short. Instead, the speaker ‘1’ is a patient, and the pronominal prefix 

reflects this role. In the sentence ‘I am  short,’ the T  requires the patient 

pronominal prefix.

This pattern can be seen in 14a). The actor and patient roles in Euchee 

can be seen in the 1st person pronominals in 14b). The actor T  is cii- and the 

patient ‘I’ or ‘m e’ is dze-.

(14) a. I ra n . actor
I kicked the ball. actor, patient
I am short. patient

b. kes’ae dithe ‘I ran’ actor
s'ae hedzeti ‘He kicked me.’ actor, patient
dzes’i’e ‘I am short’ patient

Participants can not in normal circumstances instigate or control such 

actions as dying or sinking or falling. Instead, the participant is highly affected. 

However, Euchee still marks the sole participants as actors because the verb is 

an action not a  state.
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(15) Actors without initiation or control

dich’a ‘I drown’
dis’a ‘I vomit’
dit’e ‘I cough’
dit’o ‘I m enstruate’
diwado ‘I die’
diwile ‘I die’
ki dithla ‘I fall down’
s’s  diwi ‘I fall down’

Finally, a  few verbs may require three participants, a  three-place 

(ditransitive) verb. Like two-place verbs, three-place verbs are events. The third 

participant is always a  recipient, someone who receives the patient, or a 

beneficiary, someone who benefits from the action. These are discussed in below 

in Section 5.

3.2 O ne-place Verbs: Events 

Di- Actor Set

One-place verbs can be event verbs referring to an activity, process, or 

motion. If the verb is an event, the pronominal prefix must be from the actor 

set. The standard actor set of pronominals is given in (16).
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(16) Di- Actor Pronominal Set

Sineular Plural

1 di- ’o- (INCL)
no- (EXCL)

2 ne- ’a- - (’ane-)

3 (EM) m.s. he-/ho- ho- (E) m.s.
(EM) W . S s’e- o- (E) VV.5.

(EF) se-
(EFH) 'e-
(NE) we- we- (NE)

The 2nd person plural is 'ane-. a combination o f the 2nd person ne- and an 

apparent plural marker a-. However, the ne- generally contracts with the the 

plural a-, resulting in a  nasal fa -/. (See Chapter 2, Section 4.1 for the rules of 

/n/ contraction.) In addition, some speakers pronounce the contracted form fa-1 

as fx - / .  Since the contracted forms are  standard in everyday speech, they are 

used as the primary examples throughout.

A representative list of one-place event di- verbs follows in (17a). The 

list in (17b) contains one-place verbs that are allowed to become two-place 

verbs, as discussed in Section 4.2 below.
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(17) One-place event verbs

a. dishti ‘I dance’
disto ‘I swim’
dit’i ‘I urinate’
ditsha ‘I sleep’
diwe ‘I aw aken’
di’ocha ‘I grunt’
dikho ‘I make noise’
dihethu ‘I slurp’
diwejiji ‘I crawl’
difafa ‘I walk’
dihae ‘I breathe’
s’aedici ‘I sit down’
tsahe difa ‘I stand up’
s’aedi’e ‘I lie down’
k’adik’o ‘I work’

b. diwawa ‘I chew’
dipha ‘I chop’
dithi’o ‘I bake’
diwoho ‘I play’
dip’e ‘I drink’
di’wede ‘I talk’
diho ‘I plant’
di’ade ‘I hunt’

Example: Typical di- Actor Verb: (gojlc'ce ‘to laugh’

The verb (go)k’ce ‘laugh’ is a typical verb requiring the actor pronominal 

set. The actors are underlined.
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(18) (go)k'ce ‘laugh/be laughing’

dik’ae ‘I laugh’
nek’ae ‘you laugh’
hek’ae/hok’ae ‘he laughs’ (men’s speech)
stek’ae ‘he laughs’ (women’s speech)
sek’ae ‘she laughs’
’ek’ae/’ok’ae ‘she (my grandmother) laughs’
wek’ae ‘he/she (non-Euchee) laughs’

ok’ae ‘w e all laugh’ (inclusive)
nok’ae ‘w e (not you) laugh’ (exclusive)
lak’ae/’aek’ae ‘you all laugh’
hok’ae ‘they laugh’ (men’s speech)
b k ’ae ‘they laugh’ (women’s speech)
wek’ae ‘they (non-Euchee) laugh’

Alternate di- Actor Set

There is an alternative actor pronominal set, which varies from the 

standard set given in (16) in a  several ways. The alternative di- actor set is 

given in (19). Rarely used forms are in parentheses. The differences are 

highlighted in the example and discussed below.

(19) Alternative di- Actor Pronominal Prefix Set

Singular P lural

1 di- (’5-) (INCL)
ng- (EXCL)

2 ne- ’a  -  ’ae- (’ane-)

3 (EM) m.s. he- (he-) (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S s’e- ’i- (E) W.S.

(EF) se-
(EH) IV.S. ’o-
(EFH) ’e-
(NE) we- we- (NE)
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In this set, m ale speakers from all areas (Duck Creek, Polecat, and Big 

Pond) use he- for the 3rd person singular Euchee male. In the more widespread 

di- set given in 16), only Big Pond speakers use he-.s The 3rd person Euchee 

plural generally has one form 7- used byboth men and women.6 However, in a 

very few instances, m ale speakers do not use 7- but use he- for the 3rd person 

Euchee plural. Note that when men use a  different plural form, it is not ho-, 

which is used by men in all dialects in the standard di- actor set. And it should 

be noted that 7- is the women’s speech form for the Euchee plural noun class 

clitic. Thus, it is most likely that there were two forms, both he- (men’s speech) 

and 7- (women’s speech) for the Euchee plural a t and earlier time, but now they 

have almost entirely collapsed into the one 7- form.

In the standard di- actor set, the women’s speech Euchee plural form ’o- is 

used as the singular Euchee honorific 'o-. However, in this alternative set. the 

women's honorific form for men and sometimes older women is not the 3rd plural 

7-, but retains the form ’o- for the honorific.

Verbs following this pattern also tend to have only one Ist plural form, 

which is ne-. The difference betw een the inclusive and the exclusive plural does 

not normally occur. Sometimes an inclusive plural form is distinguished in 

elicitated contexts. W hen a  speakers expresses this difference, the inclusive is 

the regular o-, but the exclusive rem ains ne-. Notice that the P1 person plural of 

the alternative di- actor set is a  homophone with the negative preclitic ne-. In 

addition, it should not be confused with the 2nd person actor ne-.

It is not predictable which verbs require the alternative set given in (19). 

Only a  few verbs use it or variations o f it, and many of these are irregular verbs 

in other ways (see Section 8 below ).7 The verbs that are known to require the 

alternative di- actor set are given in (20).
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(20) Some verbs requiring the alternate di- actor set

(go)ji ‘to go’
(go)thli ‘to arrive’
(go)go ‘to come’
(go)no ‘to be/to be located’
hi(go)thlae *to think/to find’

3.3 O ne-place Verbs: States

When a  verb denotes a  state, the pronominal prefix must be from the 

patient set. The patient pronominal set is given in 21).

(21) dze- Patient Pronominal Set

Singular Plural

1 dze- ’5dze- (INCL)

nodze- (EXCL)

2 nedze- ’adze-

3 (EM) m.s. he-/ho- ho- (E) m.s.
( e m ) w.s s’e- V o - (E) W . S .

( e f ) se-
(EFH) ’e -
(EH) ’o-
( n e ) we- we- (NE)

Patients are marked by the morpheme dze-. The morpheme dze- is the P ‘ 

singular patient, but the morpheme is also attached to the V1 plural and 2nd' 

persons actor pronominals to create the 1st and 2nd patient pronominals. The 

patient m arker dze- is stressed, so it has the secondary stress on the verb. The 

3rd persons do not use the patient m arker dze-, and so 3rd patients and 3rd actors 

have no distinguihing role markers. There is one difference in women’s speech 

in the 3rd person Euchee plural. Big Pond speakers tend to use 'i- as the patient 

instead o f b-. However, this is not a regular difference and not clearly dialectic.
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The verbs denoting states are  given in the following list:

(22) Verbs of state

dzeti ‘I am  nam ed/I am  called’
dze’yu ’I am  in pain/I hurt/I ache’
dze’yule ‘I regret’ (derived from ’yu)
dzes’ahe ‘I get hurt/I get wounded’
dzes’as’ahe ‘I shake’
dzesh’o ‘I am  tired, worn out’
dzesheshe ‘I am  ready’ (v.s. ‘wait’ di-)
dzeshushu ‘I shake/I trem ble’8
dzegwa ‘I m ean’ (v.s. dogwa ‘I say something’)

In Euchee, adjectives are verbal. They require pronominal agreem ent 

prefixes, and they can have tense, aspect, and mode. However, unlike the state 

verbs in (22) above, adjectives require a  verbalizer, either the stative verbalizer 

-le or the active verbalizer -e. There are other differences as well. When used 

in noun compounds, the verbs in (22) require the nominalizer -ne, which the 

adjectives do not. Because of this, it is convenient and accurate to separate state 

verbs from adjectives.9 Also see C hapter 7, Section 2 Adjectives. What is 

important here is that verbal adjectives denote states. All states, whether 

inherent or permanent (with the -le stative verbalizer) or temporary (with the - e 

active verbalizer) require the patient pronominal set dze-. A list of adjectives 

(without -e  or -le for clarity) are given in (23). They are organized by types of 

states for later discussion, although Euchee makes no distinctions between these 

categories.
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(23) Adjectival States

Physical Traits (Inherent: Can change over time, but no control)

dzesapa ‘I am  thin (build)’
dzehathli ‘I am  heavy (build)’
dzes’i’e ‘I am  little’
dze’aele ‘I am  big’
dzeshu ‘I am  slow’
dzes’i’e ‘I am short’
dze’yae ‘I am thin, weak, sickly’
dzedapa’e ‘I am strong’
dzotho ‘I am short’

Personality (Inherent)

dzesaele ‘I am  good/nice/ pretty’
dzesh’yae’e ‘I am bad/mean/ugly’
dzehiki ‘I am clever/evil’
dzetsobile ‘I am straight/honest/lead a  clean life'
dzede’a ‘I am timid/shy’

Temporary states

dzespi ‘I am wet’
dzetsya ‘I am dry’
dzedisha ‘I am clean’
dze’ishpi ‘I am dirty’
dzeda ‘I am cold’
dzeshahi ‘I am hot’
dze’naga ‘I am rich’
dzedza ‘I am bruised’

Example: Typical dze- Patient Verb: (go)sh'o 'to be tired, worn out'

The verb (go)sh’o ‘be tired or worn out’ is a  typical verb which requires 

the patient set. It is given in (24).
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(24) (go)sh’o ‘be tired, worn out’

dzesh’o ‘I am tired’
nedzesh’o ‘You are tired’
hesh’o/hosh’o ‘He is tired’ (men’s speech)
s]esh’o ‘He is tired’ (women’s speech)
sesh’o ‘She is tired’
esh’o ‘She (my grandmother) is tired’
losh’o ‘She/He (older than me) is tired’
wesh’o ‘He/She (non-Euchee) is tired’

’odzesh’o ‘We (all of us) are tired’ ( inclusive)
nodzesh’o ‘We (us, not you) are tired’ (exclusive)
ladzesh’o ‘You all are tired’
hosh’o T hey  are tired’ (men’s speech)
’ish’o/’osh’o T hey are tired’ (women’s speech)
wesh’o T hey  (non-Euchee) are tired’

3.4 A C loser Look at Actors and Patients

The choice betw een a  one-place verb talcing an actor or a patient is clearly 

based on the inherent property of the verb: Event verbs require an actor, state 

verbs require a  patient. Yet, in some instances the system does not seem so 

neat. Some of these choices may not be clear to English speakers. In addition, 

speakers use a  choice o f actor or patient to show change of state in a  very 

limited number of cases.

A few stative verbs require the actor pronominal prefixes, as in (25).
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(25) ‘States’ with Actors

a. dithopato ‘I am dizzy’
dithyae’yu ‘I am stingy/I am jealous/I love’
dithaha ‘I am  scared’
di’yu’oda ‘I know’
dityo ‘I am angry’
dit’as’i ‘I am angry’
dik’it’a  ‘I am lazy’ (GW)
k’ahidjta ‘I am pleased’ (GW)
di’yoho ‘I am hungry’

b. kediwi ‘I am lost’
c. dip’a ‘I was bom ’

To the English speaker, these are  all states. But to the Euchee speaker, 

these may not be exceptions a t all. All o f the verbs in (25a) are emotional or 

psychological states. It is well known that neither words nor concepts translate 

exactly from one language and culture to another. In this case, it appears that 

Euchee classifies emotional states as activities, whereas English classifies them 

as states.

Lexicalization, or how the verb stems were formed, can be another 

explanation. The verbs thopato ‘be dizzy’ th y x ’yu ‘be stingy, jealous' and ihaha 

'be scared’ have the incorporated body parts tho ‘head’ and due 'heart.' Body 

parts are inalienable and must have an inalienable possessive prefix. The 

inalienable prefixes are the di- actor set o f pronominal prefixes. (See Chapter 5. 

Section 3.3, for possessive nouns.) It is quite possible that the incorporated body 

part brought with it its inalienable, actor prefix. With the exception of tyd ‘be 

angry,’ all of the verbs in (25a) are two-syllable words and are probably 

compounds with an incorporated body p a r t .10 The verb 'yoho is not transparent, 

but it too may have an incorporated body part as many of the physical actions do 

(see Chapter 4, Section 1.2).

The example in (25b) is also a  case of lexicalization. Although to ‘be lost" 

requires a  patient in many languages (if a  person is lost, he has no control and is
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affected), in Euchee the verb is literally ‘to pass by,’ and 1o pass’ is an active 

verb. Conversely, the emotional state ’yule ‘to regret’ (found above in (22) is 

expected to be active in Euchee, but it requires the patient pronominal. This is 

because it derives from the state verb ’yu 1o hurt, ache.’ It is literally lo  hurt 

again.’ Thus, when creating new words, the verb stem and the pronominal set 

appear to form a  unit (Mithun 1991: 513-514). This leaves only (25c) ‘be bom’ 

as an exception.

There are several more states that take the actor set o f pronominals.

These are given in (26). The initial or inherent state with a  patient pronominal is 

given first, with the change o f state following.

(26) More states with actors

a. dzesapa ‘I am thin (build)’
dzehathli ‘I am heavy (build)
didane ‘I am fat’
disaga ‘I am light’

b. dzeshu ‘I am slow’
disafi ‘I am fast’
dzes’i’e ‘I am little, thin, short’
djke ‘I am tall’

c. dzedapa ‘I am strong’
didapa ‘I am strong’

A pattern is emerging. Euchee may be interpreting the change of state as 

an event, although there is very few examples for th is .11 As in (26a) people can 

not change their build, but their weight can fluctuate. In (26b) ‘slow’ can be an 

initial state, and with work (control), a  person can become fast. Most people 

start out short, but some grow to be tall. O f course, a  person can not control 

being tall (just as they can not control being short). It may be that in (26b) the 

salient feature is markedness: Being fast and being tall are extraordinary 

qualities. In (26c) speakers have a choice o f markers.
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These are  the only instances o f this in the language. It should be noted 

that this notion of change o f state does not affect other verbs or categories. For 

exam ple, other temporary states all require the patient. Also, there is no change 

o f pronominal in sentences such as ‘I becam e old’ or ‘He got m ean.’ Neither can 

can there be a  change in pronominal when a  state interacts with other aspect.

As noted above, verbal adjectives require aspect suffixes. The stative verbalizer 

-le denotes an enduring or a  perm anent state, and the active verbalizer -e  

denotes the meaning of the present or tem porary state. A few adjectives may 

only take one of these, but most may use either in order to show the appropriate 

aspect. An example is given in (27).

(27) a. dzeshuje ‘I’m slow’ (I’m a  slow person, runner...)
dzeshu’e ‘I’m slow’ (I’m slow today, right now)

b. disafije ‘I’m fast’ (I’m a  fast person, runner...)
disafi]e ‘I’m fast’ (I did that fast for me)

The pronominals do not change with the change in aspect from duration 

(permanent) state present (temporary) state. This indicates that the system is 

still based on the distinction between event and state, not the nature of the state 

(inherent/changeable or permanent/temporary) or the varying abilities of the 

actor to control or instigate the event.

4. T w o -pla ce  Ve r b s : Ac to rs  and P a tien ts

4.1 T w o - pl a c e  V erbs

Active verbs can be one-place verbs, where the actor initiates an activity 

or motion, like those described above. Many other active verbs are events which 

require two participants, both the actor and a  patient. The P ' and 2nd person 

actor pronominal prefixes are the sam e as the set in (16) above. The patient 

pronominal prefixes are from the set in (21) above.
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A list of two-place (event) verbs follows in (28). These verbs follow the 

same pattern as the verb (go)’ne ‘see’ and require the di- set of actor pronominal 

prefixes and dze- set of patient pronominal prefixes.

(28) Typical events: di- actor set

dihi ‘I carry (something) on the back’
di’ne ‘I see (something)/I’m looking at (something)’
dishe ‘I hide (something), put (something) aw ay’
dishi ‘I stick (something)’
dithae ‘I want (something)’
dithe ‘I play/I play (a sport)’
dito i  go with (som eone)’
diwa ‘I bite into (something), bite (something) o f f
dicu ‘I pound (something)’
di’yagwa ‘I tell (something)’
di’ya ‘1 roast (something)’
di’yashe ‘I bum (something)’ (JC 111-96)
diyaha ‘I dip into (something)’ (JC 111-96)
diba ‘I file (something) down’ (JC 111-97)
dibade ‘I twist (something)’ (JC III-97)
dikhat’e ‘I lean against to block’

Is' and 2nd Person Actors: P-A-V Order

The basic order of the pronominal prefixes on the verb is Patient-Actor- 

Verb Stem, or P-A-V. This means that the patient pronominal prefix is the first 

prefix, and the actor pronominal prefix is inside, closer to the verb stem.

The 3rd person pronominals are structurally in a  different place from the 

P1 and 2nd person prefixes. They are located before the patient and actor 

sequence. See Section 5.3 below for discussion about the location of the 3rd 

person. However, this structural difference does not always affect the linear 

order of the prefixes. So, when a  3rd person is the patient, and the actor is a  P ' 

or 2nd person, the placement of the 3rd person outside o f the rest is not 

noticeable. The order of the pronominals is still P-A-V. This is seen in (29) 

below. The structural order of the prefixes on the verb stem are seen in the box
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in exam ple (29). The linear order o f the pronominals on the verb stem is given 

with three exam ples underneath the structural order. The pronominals are in line 

with the appropriate pronominal slot on the stem. These three examples are 

shown again in (29a'-c') with the interlinear translations. Although the 3rd person 

exam ple in (29c) is clearly in the outermost slot, this can not be seen in the word 

order o f (29c1).

(29) P-A-V Order

3rd person 1SI and 2nd 1st and 2nd
Patient Patient Actor Stem

a. nedze- di- ’ne
b. dze- ne- ’ne
c. se- di- ’ne

a'. Nedzedi’ne. 
nedze-di-’ne 
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-See 
‘I see  you.’

b'. Dzene’ne. 
dze-ne-’ne 
lSG.PAT-2SG.ACT-See 
‘You see m e.’

c'. Sedi’ne. 
se-di-’ne
3 sg (e f) .p a t-  lSG.ACT-see 
‘I see her.’

When the patient is an inanimate object, the 3rd person inanimate patient 
*

pronominal prefix hi- generally does not appear on the verb. The exception is 

the required hi- verbs explained in Section 4.3 below. Instead, the object can be 

named, as in (30a), or referred to with a  demonstrative pronoun, as in (30b) 

below. The patient may be left out all together afte r first reference or when the 

item is understood by the hearer, as in (30c).
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(30) a. K’as’aetochaci di’ne.
k’as’aetocha-ci d i-’ne
car-C L(su) lSG.ACT-see 
‘I see  the ca r’

b. Leci di’ne.
le-ci di-’ne 
that-CL(siT) lSG.ACT-see 
‘I see  it (the car)’

c. di’ne ‘I see/I see it’

Example: Typical di- actor verb, P-A-V Order: (go)'ne ‘to see, look a t’

An example of all the combinations with 1st and 2nd person actors, using 

the verb (go)’ne ‘see, look at’ is given below. Forms which are not semantically 

plausible, such as ‘W e all see us (not you),’ a re  also not provided, neither are 

forms which require a  reflexive pronominal, such as ‘I see myself.’ Reflexive 

pronouns are given in Section 6 below. Examples of inanimate 3rd person 

patients are also not given. The actors are  underlined.

(31) 1st Singular Actor di-

nedzedi’ne i  see you’
hedi’ne/hodi’ne ‘I see him’ (men’s speech)
s’edi’ne ‘I see him’ (women’s speech)
sedi’ne “I see her’
’edi’ne ‘I see her (my grandmother),
wedi’ne ‘I see him/her (non-Euchee)’

odzedi’ne ‘I see us a ll’ (inclusive)
nodzedi’ne ‘I see us (but not you)’ (exclusive)
adzed i’ne ‘I see you a ll’
hodi’ne 'I see them ’ (men’s speech)
’odi’ne ‘I see them’ (women’s speech)
wedi’ne ‘I see them’ (non-Euchee)’
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(32) 2nd Singular Actor ne-

dzene’ne ‘you see m e’
hene’ne/hone’ne ‘you see him’ (men’s speech)
s’ene’ne ‘you see him’ (women’s speech)
sene’ne ‘you see her’
'ene’ne ‘you see her (my grandmother)’
wene’ne ‘you see him/her (non-Euchee)’

’odzene’ne ‘you see us all’ ( inclusive)
nodzene’ne ‘you see us (but not you)’ (exclusive)
hone’ne ‘you see them ’ (men’s speech)
'one’ne ‘you see them ’ (women’s speech)
wene’ne ‘you see them  (non-Euchee)’

(33) 1st Plural (Exclusive) Actor nd-

nedzeop’ne ‘we (not you) see you’ (exclusive)
heno’ne/hono’ne ‘we (not you) see him’ (men’s speech)
s’eno’ne ‘we (not you) see him’ (women’s speech)
seno’ne ‘we (not you) see her’
eno’ne ‘we (not you) see her (my grandmother).’
weno’ne ‘we (not you) see him/her (non-Euchee)’

adzeno’ne ‘we (not you) see you all’
hono’ne ‘we (not you) see them’ (men’s speech)
’ono’ne ‘we (not you) see them’ (women’s speech)
weno’ne ‘we (not you) see them (non-Euchee)’

(34) 2nd Plural Actor ’a- -  ie-

d z e l ’ne ‘you all see m e’
h e a ’ne/ho’a’ne ‘you all see him’ (men’s speech)
s’e ’a’ne ‘you all see him’ (women’s speech)
s e a ’ne ‘you all see her’
e a’ne ‘you all see her (my grandmother)’
we’e’ne ‘you all see him/her (non-Euchee)’

o d z e l’ne ‘you all see us all’ (inclusive)
nodze’a ’ne ‘you all see us (not you)’ (exclusive)
h o a ’ne ‘you all see them’ (men’s speech)
’o a ’ne ‘you all see them’ (women’s speech)
we’a’ne ‘you all see them (non-Euchee)’
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3rd Person Actors: A-P-V Order

As mentioned above, the 3rd person prefixes are outside of the 1st and 2nd 

prefixes, yet when the 3rd person is a  patient, the prefix order on the verb is not 

affected. However, whenever there is a  3rd person actor, the linear prefix order 

shows is affected. Instead of the Patient-Actor order, the 3rd actor comes before 

the Is' and 2nd patient prefixes, creating an Actor-Patient prefix order. The 

difference in the linear order of the prefixes can be seen by comparing (35a) and 

(35b) below. The exam ple in (35a) shows a  3rd person patient; it is the same as 

(35c) above. The exam ple in (35b) shows the 3rd person actor. Since there is 

only one place for the 3rd person on the Euchee verb, there can never be two 3rd 

person pronominal prefixes on any verb. When both the actor and the patient 

are 3rd person, it is always the actor prefix which is on the verb, as is shown in 

(35c).
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(35) A-P-V Order: 3rd Person Actors
3m Ist and 2na 1st and 2nd

Actor and Patient Patient Actor Stem

a. se- di-
b. se- dze
c. se-

a \  Sedi’ne. 
se-di-’ne
3sg(ef).pat- 1 sg . A cr-see  
‘I see  her’

b'. Sedze’ne. 
se-dze-’ne
3sg(ef).act- lSG.PAT-see 
‘She sees me’

c'. Se’ne. 
se-’ne
3SG(EF).ACT-see 
‘She sees him (or her)’

When the actor and the patient are both 3rd person, the actor agreem ent 

must appear on the verb, and the patient is given as an independent noun phrase. 

The phrase can be a personal name, as in (36a) below, and independent pronoun, 

as in (36b), or the noun, as in (36c), among others.
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(36) a. Sonny se’ne.
Sonny se -’ne 
Sonny 3sG(EF).ACT-see 
‘She saw  Sonny.’

b. Hodi se’ne. 
hodi se -’ne 
3sg(e m ) 3sG(EF).ACT-see 
‘She saw  him .’ (m en’s speech)

c. Badole da th la  se ’ne 
bado-le da th la  se-’ne 
night-last w olf 3SG(EF).ACT-see 
‘She saw  a  w olf last night.’

Example: Typical di- Actor Verb, A-P-V Order: (go)'ne ‘to see, look a t’

The example verb (go)’ne ‘see, look a t’ is given below with the 3rd person 

actors. The 3rd person singular Euchee fem ale se- ‘she’ is used for the actor for 

these examples because it is neutral to men’s and women’s speech variations 

(although the variation shows up again when the patient is male). Any of the 3rd 

persons work the same way. The 3rd person plural is also the same pattern, but 

an example is provided here for clarity. Again, the most neutral form is used, 

this time the non-Euchee we- “they.’ The 3rd patients are given in with 

independent pronouns. The actors are underlined.
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(37)

(38)

3rd Singular Actor se- ‘she’

sedze’ne ‘she sees m e’
senedze’ne ‘she sees you’
hedi se’ne ‘she sees him’
s’edi se’ne ‘she sees him.’
sedi se’ne ‘she sees her’
’edi se’ne ‘she sees her (my grandmother)’
wedi se’ne ‘she sees him/her (non-Euchee)’

se’odze’ne ‘she sees us all’
senodze’ne ‘she sees us (not you)’
se’adze’ne ‘she sees you all’
hode se’ne ‘she sees them ’
’odi se’ne ‘she sees them ’
wedi se’ne ‘she sees them (non-Euchee)’

3rd Plural Actor we- *they (non-Euchee)’

wedze’ne ‘they see m e’
wenedze’ne ‘they see you’
hedi we’ne ‘they see him’
s’edi we’ne ‘they see him.’
sedi we’ne ‘they see her’
edi we’ne ‘they see her (my grandmother)’
wedi we’ne ‘they see him/her (non-Euchee)’

we’odze’ne ‘they see us all’
wenodze’ne ‘they see us (not you)’
we’adze’ne ‘they see you all’
hode we’ne ‘they see them’
’odi we’ne ‘they see them ’
wedi we’ne ‘they see them (non-Euchee)’

(men’s speech)
(women’s speech)

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women's speech)

4.2 C hanging O ne-Place V erbs into T w o-Place Verbs

One place verbs can be made into two-place verbs. This is often 

accompanied by a  slight shift in meaning. The change from one-place to two- 

place can be seen in the pronominal prefixes. In the exam ples in (39). the P ‘ 

person singular actor pronominal di- changes to do- when a  second participant is 

added, and the 2"J person singular actor changes from ne- to yo-.
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a. dihae ‘I breathe’ (one-place)
dohae ‘I smell (something)’12 (two-place)

b. s’ae’e nepithlo ‘You rolled on the ground.’ (one-place)
seyopithlo ‘You rolled her.’ (two-place)

c. k’adik’5 ‘I work’ (one-place)
k’ala dok’o ‘I m ake something’ (two-place)

d. d fa ‘I am crying’ (one-place)
dzodzodiga do’a’a ‘I am crying/whining for candy’ (two-place)

e. djtishe ‘I lied’ (one-place)
hedotishe ‘I lied to him’ (two-place)

‘I lied for him’ (two-place)

f. sasle di’wede ‘I speak real good’ (one-place)
di’wede ‘I am talking’ (one-place)

do’wede ‘I preach (the gospel)’ (two-place)
'I pray (for something)’ (two-place)

kehodo’wede ‘I am phoning him’ (two-place)
’oyo'wedachya ‘You hollered/yelled at them’ (two-place)

ot diwe ‘I awaken' (one-place)
dowe “I am dreaming (of something) (two-place)

The changes are not just in the P ' and 2nd person singular, but are found 

throughout the actor pronominal prefixes. However, the changed actors are not 

simply another set of pronominal prefixes. Instead, they are the di- set of 

pronominal prefixes that are contracted with another prefix. This is explained 

below.

The Historical [-^-Participant] Valence Prefix *yo-

The pronouns in (39) above differ from those in the di- actor set because 

the actor set has been contracted with another prefix. The pronominal prefixes 

are contracted with a  valence prefix. A valence marker changes the number of
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participants, and in this case, it increases the number of participants by one, or 

[♦participant]. The contraction is so old that the pronominal prefixes and the 

valence prefix are  perm anently fused together. No speakers today, or since 

Euchee has been recorded, can un-contract these forms. The form of the lost 

[♦participant] valence prefix appears to be *yo-, where the asterisk (*) means 

that it is an historical form only.

Even though the [+participant] prefix is never found by itself, there is 

much evidence o f its existence. First, the sets in (39) above point to a  change in 

the pronominal form which occurs when a  one-place verb becomes to a  two- 

place verb. In Section 5.1 below, the examples (75) show that two-place verbs 

can be changed to three-place verbs with the same change in pronouns. The 

pronominal di- changes to do-, and the ne- to yo-. Therefore, it can be assumed 

that the change in pronominal indicates a  change in the number of participants 

(valence). In addition, it can be assumed that the change is not participant 

specific, signaling only a  patient, or a  recipient, or a  beneficiary. Instead, it 

happens when any of these participants are added. W hat is important is that in 

each case the number of participants increases by one.13

More evidence comes from the placement of the changed pronominals. 

Remember that the 3rd person prefixes are always on the outside of the 1st and 

2nd person prefixes. If the do- set is a separate series, then the changed form 

should ‘move’ with the 3rd person. However, it does not. In the examples in (40) 

below, the changed prefixes are always the ones closest to the verb stem. They 

are underlined for clarity.

(40) a. s’edoshi ‘I pity him’
b. s’edzoshi ’He pities me’
c . s’edi s’yoshi ‘He pities him’

This shows that the change is occurring between the stem and the pronominal 

prefix complex. In fact, this is exactly where a  valence prefix should be.

Euchee has two other valence markers: The reciprocal prefix k'a- and the
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accompaniment prefix k ’a-. The reciprocal prefix decreases the valence, and the 

accompaniment prefix increases the valence although the participants are still 

acting together. See Chapter 4, Section 3 for the description of the reciprocal 

and accompaniment prefixes. These valence changing prefixes are found 

betw een the verb and the pronominal prefix complex, as seen in (41). The 

sentences (41a-c), correspond to the pronominal prefixes in the sentences in (40a- 

c) above, repeated below (41a'-c') in for convenience.

(41) Valence Changing Prefixes

3rd
Actor/Patient

1st and 2nd 
Patient

1st and 2nd 
Actor

+/- Participant 
(Valence)

Stem

k’a- ‘reciprocal’ 
k’a- ‘accompaniment’
*yo- [+participant]

a. s’e- [di- *yo]
b. s’e- [dze- *yo]
c. [s’e- *yo]

a', s’edoshi ‘I pity him’
b'. s’edzoshi ‘He pities me’
c'. s’edi s’yoshi ‘He pities him’

This is exactly where the change in the di- to do- pronominals occurs. In 

addition, when the accompaniment valence prefix lea- ‘with’ is in the valence 

slot, the actor di- does not change to do-, even though there are two participants.

(42) Valence prefix k'a-, accompaniment

a. di’wede Tm talking’ (one-place)
b. kehodo’wede Tm talking to him (on the phone) (two-place)
c. hedik’a ’wedeje ‘I talked with/to him’ (two-place)

Again, this suggests that there is not a separate series, but a  specific prefix which 

contracts with the pronominal prefixes.
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Although the [+participant] m arker is never found by itself today, it is 

assumed that at one time it could be and that it had a  distinct form and that this 

form is *yo. The evidence for the form *yo- can be teased out by general 

contraction rules and a  specific idiosyncratic contraction in the language. First, 

contraction is common throughout Euchee. Resonant consonants [w, ’w, n, ’n, y, 

’y] and the glottal consonants [h, ’] are deleted, affecting the vowel o f the 

preceding syllable. See Chapter 2, Section 3.1 for specifics o f the contraction 

process. It is therefore quite normal to find vowel change, especially backing 

and lowering such as di- to do-, as an indicator of contraction.

More specifically, the morpheme ‘yu found in compound verb stems 

contracts with 1st and 2nd singular actor pronominals. The ’yu- stem verbs are 

found in Chapter 4, Section 1.2. The contraction of 'yu with the 1st person 

singular changes di- to do-. Importantly, the 2nd person singular contraction with 

'yu changes ne- to 'yo-. The change o f the nasal resonant /n/ to f y f  in the 2nd 

person is highly idiosyncratic. Details on 'yu stem contraction can be found in 

Chapter 2, Section 3.1. The idiosyncratic result of 'yu stem contraction with the 

l '1 and 2nd person singular pronominals is the same as the change P‘ and 2nd 

singular pronominals due to valence. The two are given below in (43).

(43) a. 'yu Stem Contraction
Is' singular di- + yu = do-
2nd singular ne- + ‘yu = 'yo-

b. [+ Participant] Prefix Contraction

r '  singular di- + yo = do-
2nd singular ne- + yo -  yo-

By analogy with 'yu stem contraction, then, the changes in the P ‘ and 2nd 

singular with the [+participant] valence prefix can be accounted for with the form 

[yo-]. The /y/ is not glottal in the *yo-, which accounts for the non-glottal yo- 2nd 

person singular. The vowel is assumed to be /o/, as it is consistent throughout all
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the changes. The prefix *yo- does not only contract with the 1st and 2nd actors, 

but the other actors as well. The changes are alm ost always regular; they are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3 Phonology, Section 3.1.

Do- Actor [ +Participant] Set

The actor pronominal prefixes that show a  change in the number of

participants is called the do- actor [+participant] set and is given below in (44).

(44) Do- Set: Actor [+ Participant] Pronominal Prefixes

Singular Plural

1 do- ’o- (INCL)
no- (EXCL)

2 yo- ’ayo-

3 (EM) m.s. ho- h5- (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s s’yo- ’o- (E) U’.S.
(EF) syo-
(efh) ’eyo- -  ’ey-
(EH) H-.s.
(NE) yo- yo- (NE)

Example: Typical do- actor [+participantj set: (go)shi 'pity (someone)'

The verb (go)shi ‘pity’ provides an exam ple o f a  do- actor [^participant] 

verb. Forms which are not semantically plausible, such as ‘We all pity us (not 

you)' are not given below, neither are forms which require a  reflexive pronoun, 

such as ‘I pity myself.’ Actors are underlined.
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(45) 1st Singular Actor [+ Participant]

nendzedoshi
hedoshi/hodoshi
s’edoshi
sedoshi
’edoshi
wedoshi

’odzedoshi
or

’5di wedoshi 
nodzedoshi 

or
nodi wedoshi 
adzedoshi 
hodoshi 
’odoshi

‘I pity you’
‘I pity him’
‘I pity him’
‘I pity her’
‘I pity her (my grandmother)’ 
‘I pity him/her (non-Euchee)’

‘I pity us a ll’

‘I pity us all’
'I pity us (not you)’

‘I pity us all (not you)’
‘I pity you all’
1 pity them’
‘I pity them’

(men’s speech)
(women’s speech)

(INCLUSIVE)

(EXCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

As can be seen in (46), the 2nd person singular acting on the I '1 plural 

inclusive and exclusive has a  regular form and an alternative irregular form. The 

irregular form of 1st plural inclusive and exclusive patient is vvc-.14 Speakers 

always include the 1st plural independent pronouns with this form. This keeps 

the form weyoshi ‘you pity us’ separate from weyoshi ‘you pity him/her (non- 

Euchee)’, and weyoshi *you pity them (non-Euchee).’
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(46) 2nd Person Actor [+Participant]

dzeyoshi ‘you pity m e’
hoyoshi ‘you pity him’ (men’s speech)
s’eyoshi ‘you pity him’ (women’s speech)
seyoshi ‘you pity her’
’eyoshi ‘you pity her (my grandmother’
weyoshi ‘you pity him/her (non-Euchee)’

nodzeyoshi ‘you pity us (not you)’ (exclusive)
or

nodi weyoshi ‘you pity us (not you)’ (exclusive)
hoyoshi ‘you pity them ’ (men’s speech)
’oyoshi ‘you pity them ’ (women’s speech)
weyoshi ‘you pity them (non-Euchee)’

Since the Is' person plural forms do not change with the [+participantj prefix, the 

forms in (47) do not look different from those in (33) above with the verb ‘see.’

(47) Is' Plural (Exclusive) Actor [+Participant]

nedzenoshi ‘we (not you) pity you’
henoshi/honoshi ‘we pity him’ (men’s speech)
s’enoshi ‘we pity him’ (women's speech)
senoshi ‘we pity her’
’enoshi ‘we pity her (my grandmother)’
wenoshi ‘we pity him/her (non-Euchee)’

adzenoshi ‘we pity you all’
honoshi ‘we pity them’ (men’s speech)
’onoshi ‘we pity them’ (women’s speech)
wenoshi ‘we pity them (non-Euchee)’

Like the 2nd singular above, the 2nd plural acting on the P‘ plural 

exclusive has an irregular 1st plural exclusive form we-.
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(48) 2nd Person Plural Actor [+Participant]
dze’avoshi
he’avoshi/ho’avoshi
s’e ’ayoshi
se’ayoshi
e ’avoshi
we’avoshi

nddze’avoshi
or

nodi we’avoshi 
ho’avoshi 
’o’avoshi 
w e’ayoshi

‘you all pity m e’
‘you all pity him’
“you all pity him’
“you all pity her’
‘you all pity her (my grandmother)’ 
‘you all pity him/her (non-Euchee)’

‘you pity us (not you)’

‘you pity us (not you)’
‘you all pity them ’
‘you all pity them ’
‘you all pity them (non-Euchee)’

(men’s speech)
(women’s speech)

(EXCLUSIVE)

(EXCLUSIVE) 
(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

The 3rd person patients are given with the anim ate demonstrative pronouns in

(49) and (50) below.

(49) 3rd Singular (Euchee Female) Actor [+Participant]

sedzyoshi ‘she pities m e’
senedzyoshi ‘she pities you’
leno syoshi ‘she pities him’
les’eno syoshi ‘she pities him’
leseno syoshi ‘she pities her’
le’eno syoshi ‘she pities her (my grandmother)
leweno syoshi ‘she pities him/her (non-Euchee)’

se’odzyoshi ‘she pities us all’
senodzyoshi ‘she pities us (not you)’
se’adzyoshi ‘she pities you all’
lehen6 syoshi ‘she pities them'
le'ino syoshi ‘she pities them’
leweno syoshi ‘she pities them (non-Euchee)

(men’s speech) 
(women's speech)

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women's speech)
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(50) 3rd Plural (Non-Euchee) Actor Pronominal

wedzvoshi Ihey  pity m e’
wenendzyoshi ‘they pity you’
leno yoshi “they pity him’ (men’s speech)
les’eno yoshi ‘they pity him’ (women’s speech)
leseno yoshi Ihey  pity her’
le’eno yoshi ‘they pity her (my grandmother)’
leweno yoshi “they pity him/her (non-Euchee)’

we’odzvoshi ‘they pity us a ll’ (INCLUSIVE)
wenodzvoshi ‘they pity us (not you)’ (EXCLUSIVE)

we’adzyoshi ‘they pity you all’
lehdno yoshi ‘they pity them ’ (men’s speech)
le’ino yoshi ‘they pity them ’ (women’s speech)

Dzyo- Set: Patient [+Participantl ofTwo-Place Verbs

As can be seen above, when the actor is a 3rd person, the 1st and 2nd 

patient is closer to the verb stem. These patients also contract with the 

[♦participant] prefix. This has created a  fused patient [+participant] set of 

pronominal prefixes as well. The patient [+participant] set that is used with 

patients of two-place do- verbs is given in (51).
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(51) Dzyo- Set: Patient [+Participant] of Two-Place Verbs

Singular Plural

nodzyo- (EXCL)

nedzyo- adzyo-

(EM) m.s (E) m.s
(EM) W .S (E) W.S

(EH) W.S.

There is no 3rd person o f this set because of the 3rd person placement. No 

3rd person patient is ever next to the valence prefixes. The 3rd person patient of 

a l '1 or 2nd actor comes before the actors (basic prefix order), as in 35) above, 

and the 3rd patient o f a 3rd actor is always a noun phrase.

Other appearances o fdzyo-

The forms found in the dzyo- patient [+participant] are created in other 

contraction contexts. For exam ple, in (52) below the contracted form given in 

the first line is dzyo-. However, this is not the patient [+participant] pronominal. 

The verb (go)'yushe is a yu stem verb, which means the 2nd person actor ne- 

contracts obligatorily with the stem yu. This creates the 2nd person pronominal 

prefix form yo-, as can be seen in the second line of (52). The 2nd person actor 

’yo- then contracts with the 1st person patient dze-, creating dzyo- 'you-me'.
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(52) D fle dziosh’e  fa? [di lendzioS’s  fa]
di ’le dze-’vo-sh’e  fa
lSG Q lSG.PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS+’YU-w ait STAND
‘Are you w aiting for m e?’

Contraction with the ‘yu stem can create other confusing forms. The 

exam ple (53) below may lead people to believe that the 3rd person has a patient 

[+participant], but it is an palatalized pronunciation of the actor di- contracted 

with the yu stem.

(53) Hodvogwa je . [hqdyogwa js]
ho-do-’yugwa je
3SG(EM).ACt- lSG.PAT/PLUS-tell PAST 
‘He told (it to) m e’

Palatalization with *yo- is the potential source of the difference between the 

dzyo- patients and the dzo- patients given below.

Dzo- Set: Patient [+Participant] o f  One-Place Verbs and Three-Place Verbs

There is another set of patient pronominal prefixes which is fused with the 

[+participant] prefix. It is the set used for patient participant o f a  one-place 

(stative) verb. It is also used for the third participant of three-place verbs. 

Three-place verbs are discussed in Section 5 below. The dzo- set of patient 

[^participant] is given in (54) below.
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(54) Dzo- Set: Patient [+Participant]

Singular Plural

1 dzo- ’odzo- (INCL)
nodzo- (EXCL)

2 tso- -  so-15 ’aso-

3 (EM) m.s. ho- ho- (E) m.s.
(EM) W .S s’yo- ’o- (E) W .S .

(EF) syo-
(EFH) ’eyo- -  ’ey-
(NE) yo- yo- (NE)

Usually stative verbs can not have a second participant. The presence of a 

second participant would signal a  change from state to action, just as it changes 

the nature of an active verb from an activity to an  event. One verb exemplifies 

this ability, due to the process of lexicalization. The verb (go)nd ‘to be with, 

have' requires the dzo- patient [+participant] set. The verb is derived from the 

stative verb (go)no ‘be located’ and thus retains its patient marking when the 

second participant ‘be located with (something)’ is added. However, the other 

verbs in the list in 55) are not as clear, and there remains the possibility that the 

patient prefix dze- has fused with a morpheme in the verb stem.

(55) One-place verbs which require the patient [+participant] dzo- set.

dzono ‘I am with, 1 have’
dzogaele ‘I am healed
dzotho ‘I am short’
dzoju ‘I am burned’

Example: Typical dzo- Patient /+ Participant], Stative Verb: (go)no 'to be with, have' 

The verb (go)no ‘be with, have’ is given here as an example of a  dzo- 

verb. The verb can be used is possessive sentences (see Chapter [ ] Section [ ])
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and in idiomatic expressions such as the one given in (56a). The different forms 

are given in (56b).

(56) a. K’ala saele dzono.
k’ala sse-le dzo-no
thing good-really ISG.PAT/PLUS-be.with
Things are really good with me.’
= ‘I’m feeling fine/I’m doing good.’

dzono ‘I have’
sono ‘you have’
hono ‘he has’ (men’s speech)
s’yono ‘he has’ (women’s speech)
syono ‘she has’
yono ‘he/she (non-Euchee) has’

’odzono ‘we all have’ (INCLUSIVE)
nodzono ‘we (not you) have’ (EXCLUSIVE)
'asono ‘you all have’
hono ‘they have’ (men’s speech)
bno ‘they have’ (women’s speech)
yono ‘they (non-Euchee) have’

4 .3  D isc u ssio n  o f  3rd Pe r s o n : A n im a c y  a n d  Pl a c e m e n t

The sections above describe the placement of the 3rd person pronominal 

prefixes without substantiating the assumptions behind the description.

This section explains the reason for the placement of the 3rd person. To begin 

this discussion, it is first necessary to introduce the peculiarities o f the 3rd person 

inanimate prefix.

Inanimate 3rd Person

Typical actors initiate or control an action or event. Typical actors are 

therefore animate. In Euchee, the distinction between anim ate and inanimate is 

based on self-volition, or the ability to initiate action. So, for exam ple, a tree is
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alive but because it can not move by itself, it is considered inanimate in Euchee. 

(See Chapter 6, Section 3.2, for discussion o f the anim ate and inanimate classes 

in Euchee.) Since inanimate objects can not initiate or control action, they can 

not be actors. Euchee has no inanimate actor pronominal and resists sentences in 

which a  3rd inanimate would be the actor.

A 3rd inanimate can function as an actor in limited situations. The causer 

in (57a) below is ‘salt m eat.’ Apparently the cause and effect is very tenuous 

(note the possibility mode -go), or the effect takes place so slowly as to ‘become 

a  state’ that the inanimte is possible. In both (57b) sentences, the actor is the 

wind. The wind is seen as able to have self-volition, and therefore participates 

in active sentences even though the wind does not require animate non-Euchee 

verbal agreem ent.16 Since there is no 3rd inanimate pronominal, the verbs do not 

have agreem ent.

57) a. W edzadapiha hodane thlatego.
w edza-Jap i-ha  ho-dane th la te-go
pig-salt-CL/PL(iNAN) 3sG(EM).PAT-fat m ake a b l e - pr o b  
T h e  salt m eat will probably m ake him fat.’

b. Sene wetsole hoda’e tede s’aewi jefa.
sene w e-tsole hoda-’e  tede  s’as-wi je -fa
bird 3sG(NE).POSS-house wind-ACTiVE m u s t  down-pass p a s t - p e r f  

T h e  wind blew over the bird house.’

c. Hoda daba ’yuhe ’yufa thede je.
hoda daba 'yuhe ’yufa thede je
wind strong house there hit p a s t

‘The tornado hit the house over there.’

In addition, inanimates may ‘fall’ and ‘sink’ in limited circumstances. Both 

‘fall’ and ‘sink’ (literally, “to go under water’) are  active verbs and require actors.

The act o f falling and sinking in normal circumstances have no initation or

control, so in these cases, an inanimate can be interpreted in actor position. 

However, speakers prefer to give some causer or context before the inanimate
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falls or sinks; sentences without the stated anim ate causer are deem ed awkward 

or unfinished. The exam ple in (58a) comes from a  tale by Ida Clinton (Riley). 

An evil cannibal turns his dog into a  stone in order to catch a  girl. The stone, 

although endowed with anim ate qualities, is still grammatically and inanimate 

thing. Before it begins its path, the cannibal causes it to roll. In (58b), the 

speaker caused his glass of tea  to drop.17 In (58c), the speaker was talking o f a 

wartime experience in which a  ship was bombed. The translation of the ‘ship 

sinking is ambiguous with the enem y (non-Euchees) sinking. The 3rd person 

anim ate (non-Euchee) is we-thla, and the inanimate is wethla (see Chapter 5, 

Section 2.5 for a full description of ‘go’ verbs).

(58) a. Ke ’yobithli kesta  w eth la  s’ae wi.
ke 'yo-bithli ke-sta  w ethla s’ae wi
DIR 3sG(NE).ACT-roll DiR-direction go down pass
“He rolled (it) [the stone] that w ay (and) (it) went (and) fell.’
(GW 1930: 226)

b. S’ae dit’awe s’ae wi.
s’ae di-t’awe s’ae wi
down lsg.act-drop down pass
‘I dropped (it) [a drinking glass] (and) it fell.’

c. Tsepho wethla. 
tse-pho wethla
water-under 3PL.ACT.go
‘It (the ship) sank.’ [after it was bombed] 
or. T he  non-Euchees sank.’

In special circumstances, then, the 3rd inanimate can participate as the 

actor. However, there is no 3rd person inanimate actor pronominal prefix. This 

indicates that both the meaning and the verb with no agreem ent are marked 

constructions.

In many cases, the 3rd inanimate pronominal does not appear on a one- 

place verb, even when the verb denotes a  state and requires a patient.
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(59) a. ’Iste’e  tsobile.
’iste’e  tsobile 
road straight 
T h e  road is straight’

b. He’oki’e  she jefa.
he-’oki-’e  she je -fa
3sG(EM).POSS-arm-CL(LiE) bad p a s t - p e r f

‘His arm  is broken.’

c. K’alafae hile ’yush’o. 
k’alafae hile ’yush’o
flower all wither
T he  flowers have all withered.’

d. Wetho fi’e.
we-tho fi-’e
3sG(NE).POSS-head shine-ACTiVE
‘His head (non-Euchee) is shiny/He is bald.’

Because of examples like these, and there is not an actor 3rd person inanimate, it 

has been said that Euchee does not have a  3rd person inanimate pronominal 

(Rankin 1997). However, there is a  3rd person inanimate patient prefix. This 

prefix is hi- and like the other pronominals has a fused form ho- patient 

Oparticipant].

The 3rd person inanimate prefix appears in location sentences, as can be 

seen in (60a-c).
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(60) a. Ta hihane. [dahihqni] (BPD)
ta  hi-ha-ne
on 3sG(iNAN).PAT-PL.be.located-HAB
T hey  (the pencils) are always on there (the table).’

b. Tseci ’yash’a  hiha. [tsqci ’yash’a  hihqj
tse-ci ’yash’a  hi-ha
water-CL(srr) le a f  3PL(iNAN).PAT-PL.be.located.EMPH
T he pond has leaves on it.’

c. ’yospa hihahe 
’yospa hi-ha-he
pecan 3PL(iNANiM).PAT-be.located-suB 
‘...w h ere  the pecans a r e . . . ’ (GW 1934: 340)

In addition to location, they can appear on adjectives. They are regularly

dropped off of adjectives that are primarily used to describe human conditions,

but are found on adjectives which tend to be or are restricted to inanimate 

conditions. A list of these is found below in (61), organized by hi- and ho-. The 

list in (61c) includes probable hi- or ho- prefixes which have fused with the stem.

(61) Adjectives which have 3rd inanimate prefixes

a. hithli ‘it is smooth, slippery’
hishahi ‘it is hot (weather)’
hish’o ‘it is withered’
hish’ige “it is deep (a hole)’
hista ‘it is shallow’
hibo ‘it is bent’
hidzx ‘it is blue, it is bruised/blue’
hi’opa ‘it is em pty’ (contra
hithe’e ‘it is last’
hikhi “it is strange/it is evil'
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b. hothole ‘it is short’
hogaele ‘it is healed’
hoju ‘it is burned’
hoda ‘it is windy/wind’ (contracted howeta)
hohae ‘it is empty’
howae ‘it is left over’
hothlole ‘it is deep (water)’
hoju ‘it is burned’
hoshu ‘it is tied’
holaefae ‘it is burst open/it is bloomed’
hop’ale ‘it is cloudy’

c. hathli ‘it is heavy’
haep’ac/hapha’ae/hopha’ae ‘it is wide’
hap’aes’i ‘it is narrow’

Ballard (1978: 180-181) states that these are ‘absolute’ forms, or ones in 

which the prefix is permanently attached to the stem. However, some of the 

adjectives can refer to humans, and when they do, the hi- or ho- is not part of 

them stem. Instead the appropriate anim ate patient is prefixed to the stem 

without hi- or ho-.

(62) a. K’5 d i ' J Je.
Kodi ho-ju je
meat 3sG.PAT/PLUS-bum p a s t

T he m eat is burned.’

dzoju ‘I am burned!’

b. Se’othae hidza’e.
se-othse hi-dza-’e
3SG(EF).POSS-hand 3SG(INAN).PAT-blue-ACTIVE 
‘Her hand is bruised.’

dzedza ‘I’m bruised.’
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c. Hithe’e. 
hi-the-’e
3sG(iNAN).PAT-be.last-ACTivE 
‘It is last.’

sethe ’le? ‘Is she last?’

d. Hishahide 
hi-shahi-:le
3SG( INAN).PAT-hot-VERY 
‘It is really hot outside!’

dzeshahi’e ‘I’m hot.'

e. Hoshu. 
ho-shu
3SG(iNAN).PAT/PLUS-be.tied 
‘It’s tied  (together)’

p’ateyoshune
p’ate-yo-shu-ne
horse-3(NE)-tied-NOM
‘rope’

f. Howae. 
ho-wae

* 3SG([NAN).PAT/PLUS-be.left 
‘It’s left over.’

dzowade hothlaje T hey  left me behind'

g. Hohte. 
ho-hs
3sG(FNAN).PAT/PLUS-be.empty 
‘It is em pty’

dihae *1 breathe’
dohse ‘I smell something.’

These show that there is an inanimate patient prefix in Euchee. Its placement is 

discussed in this next section.
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Hi- Verbs: Required Inanimate Patient hi- ‘it’

A large set of verbs require the inanimate 3rd person singular patient 

prefix hi- ‘it.’ It is required with some, but not all, two-place (transitive) verbs. 

The prefix hi- is required with the 1st and 2nd person singular actor when the 

patient is inanimate, or when the patient is anim ate but remains unspecified. The 

verbs which require hi- act normally in respect to pronominals. What is different 

about these verbs is that the inanimate patient pronominal is overt; in all other 

two-place verbs, the inanimate patient pronominals are dropped off. Since it is 

the first pronominal in the string, the required inanimate patient hi- receives 

secondary stress for the verb, but is often emphasized and quite prominent.

W agner (1934: 357-58) analyzed the required object hi- as an instrumental 

prefix of very ‘general character.’ However, the analysis given here that the hi- 

prefix is the inanimate 3rd person pronoun is much more regular.18 W agner also 

stated that the infinite form of these verbs require an irregular prefix ke- instead 

of go-. An irregular infinitive form can not be duplicated today, although 

speakers give the simple form without any pronoun. The pronominal ke-, 

however, is an irregular pronominal form of the P1 and 2nd person plural with /?/'- 

verbs.

The patient hi- only appears with the Ist and 2nd person singular because 

Euchee verbs do not allow two 3rd person pronominals. Actor 3rd persons get 

marked over patient 3rd persons, so the 3rd person patient hi- can not appear on 

the verb when the actor is in the 3rd person. The P‘ and 2nd person plural forms 

take an irregular pronominal ke- in place of hi- + ‘o- 1st plural inclusive, hi- + no- 

P ! plural exclusive, and hi- + ’a- 2nd person plural. In addition, required hi- verbs 

with \u  in the stem, doe not undergo this irregularity in the plural. Instead, the 

hi- can not, and the pronouns are regular. The irregularity o f the 1st and 2nd 

plural persons is presently unaccounted for. A paradigm of a  required patient hi- 

verb hisha ‘to steal’ follows is in (63), and a  hi- verb with yu in the stem, as in 

(63).
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(63) Example hi- Verb: hi(go)sha *to steal (something)’

Singular Plural

1 hidisha kesha (INCL)
kesha (EXCL)

2 hinesha kesha

3 (EM) m.s. hesha/hdsha hosha (E) m.s.
(EM) W . S s’esha ’osha (E) w.s.
(EF) sesha
(NE) wesha wesha (NE)

(64) Example hi- verb with contracted 'yu stem: hi(go)\u'neshe  ‘to expect 
(something)’

Singular Plural

hido’neshe ’yu’nesheshe (incl)
’yu’nesheshe (excl)

2 hi’yo’neshe ’yu’nesheshe

3 (EM) m.s. he-/ho’yu’nesheshe ho’yu’nesheshe (e) m.s.
(EM) w.j s’e ’yu’nesheshe ’o’yu’nesheshe (E) w.s.
(ef) se’yu’nesheshe
(NE) we’yu’nesheshe we’yu’nesheshe (NE)

When the inanimate patient is clarified in context, the hi- pronominal 

agreem ent marker remains on the verb. This can be seen in the elicited pair in 

(65a). The naturally occurring example in (65b) shows the 3rd person hi- as the 

only reference to ‘it.’
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(65) a. Di hjdok’d. ‘I use (something)’
Di ’vothl’i hidok’o". ‘I use a  knife.’

b. Wikae hisha? [w ig i hisha]
wikae hi-sha
what 3SG(lNAN).PAT-2SG.ACT.d0 
‘W hat did you do with it?’ (hi- verb)

This follows anim ate agreem ent patterns elsew here in the language, 

although only the required hi- verbs retain their inanimate agreem ent.

When the named patient is anim ate, the inanim ate hi- is replaced on the 

verb by the specific anim ate 3rd person referent. In this sense, the inanimate 

hi- acts as a  place holder or generalized referent until the patient is specified. 

Again, this is normal agreement.

(66) a. di hido’neshe ‘I depend on (someone/something).’
tse nedzedo’neshe ‘I depend on you.’
’as’eno s’edo’neshe ‘I depend on him.’

b. di hidosti ‘I deceive (someone).’
’as’eno s’edosti je  ‘I deceived him.’ (women’s speech)
di s’edze’yusti je  ‘He deceived m e.’ (women’s speech)

The following is a  list of verbs which require the inanimate object hi-. In

(67a) they are given in the 1st person so that the appropriate pronominal series 

can be seen. In (67b), all the verbs are 'yu stem verbs, which means they are di

series verbs which contract in the Ist and 2nd person with the stem \u .  See 

Chapter 4. Section I .
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(67) Required hi- Verbs

a. di hidibadae ‘I lock’
di hidiche ‘I lean against’
di hidifa ‘I pound com’
di hidipa ‘I put on paint’
di hidis’a'o ‘I hiccup’
di hidik’ae ‘I laugh at it’
di hidisha ‘I steal (something)’
di hiditvo ‘I help’
di hi’opathla ‘fill, put into, fill it up/it is full’
di hididz’o ‘transplant’ (irregular verb)
di hidzae ‘find, think’ (irregular verb)

b. yu stem verbs that require hi-

higo’yufole ‘to stop, cut o ff
higo’yustgstS ‘to sprinkle’
higo’yuta’a ‘to depend on’
higo’yuthl’eji ‘to drive’
higo’yuthlo ‘to singe’
higo’yun’e ‘to m easure’
higo’yu’neshe ‘to expect’
higo’yu’oda’e ‘to know’
higo’yu’odale ‘to know again, remember, recognize’
higo’yuha ‘to watch’
higo’yuha ‘to waylay’
higo’yupe ‘to mend, patch, put over’
higo’yuse/higo’yiife ‘to rule’
higo'yusta ‘to spread out’
higo’yusti ‘to deceive, fake’
liigo’yutwa ‘to shout'

In summary, contrary to W agner’s analysis, hi- is not an instrumental 

prefix. Instead, hi- is the 3rd person inanimate patient pronominal prefix in 

Euchee. Importantly, the 3rd person inanimate pronominal is in the same place as  

the other 3rd person pronominal prefixes, that is, outside of the Ist and 2nd person 

pronominal prefixes.
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Extending the argument to ho-

By extension, then, the inanimate 3rd person ho- patient [+particiapnt] 

pronominal prefix should be in the same place as hi-. In fact, the inanimate 3rd 

person patient ho- makes its appearance in much the same way as hi-. In order 

to contract with *yo- the 3rd patient pronominal hi- must be in a  context where 

there is no 1st or 2nd person in betw een it and the stem. This happens in the 

simple (or base) forms of verbs. The simple forms are given in elicitation, such 

as when speakers are asked, ‘How do you say ‘to smell?’ If the requested verb is 

a  two-place verb, and one that always requires the [+participant] prefix, then the 

3rd inanimate prefix ho- is given with the verb stem. This parallels the use of hi- 

in the required hi- verbs described above. The 3rd inanimate ho- is preferred 

over the impersonal 3rd person go- for the simple forms given in (68).

(68) a. ke hop’a ‘go see about him’
ke hedop’a ‘I’m going to see about him.’

b. hohae ‘smell’
k’athl’odapisae dohae ‘I smell the cake.’

The 3rd person patient ho- is also found in commands, which do not 

require the 2nd person actor to be stated.
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(69) a. Hok’weno!
ho-k’w e-no
3SG.(INAN).PAT/PLUS-Send-INTENT 
‘Send it!’

b. ’Y udashifa hosto!
’yudashi-fa ho-sto
dOOr-DET/CL( STAND) 3SG.(lNAN).PAT/PLUS-close 
‘Close the door!

c. ’Yudashifa kotha! [contracted form]
’yudashi-fa ke ho-tha
door-DET/CL( STAND) D IR  3SG.(INAN).PAT/PLUS-Open 
O pen the door!/G et the door for m e.’

See also Chapter 6, Section 2.3 for nominalized verbs with the inanimate 3rd 

person.

Thus, there is a  3rd person inanimate patient pronominal prefix in Euchee. 

It takes the form hi- and has a contracted form with the [+participant] valence 

prefix *yo-, which is realized as ho-. In addition, the 3rd person inanimate 

pronominal is in the sam e place as the other 3rd person pronominal prefixes.

Location o f  the 3rd Person

The order of the pronominal prefixes is described above. In the 

description, the 3rd person actor and patient pronominal prefixes are found 

preceding the 1st and 2nd person pronominal prefixes. To put it another way, the 

I '1 and 2nd pronominals are closest to the verb, and they are organized by role: 

the Patient role precedes the Actor role.

The 3rd person, both the 3rd actor and the 3rd patient, is outside of 

actor-patient agreem ent system. Clearly, the 3rd person Actor is outside of the P1 

and 2nd person because of the shift in role order seen on the verb when the actor 

is the 3rd person. There is evidence that the 3rd person patient is outside of the 

actor-patient system as well. If the 3rd person patient is with the other patient
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prefixes, one would expect the 3rd person to have the patient m arker dze-, which 

it does not. Therefore, it can be assum ed that the 3rd person patient is where it 

can not get the patient role m arking.19

There is still some question as to whether there are one or two 3rd person 

positions (one postion for the 3rd Actor and one for the 3rd Patient).20 Since there 

can only be one 3rd person pronominal on the verb a t one time, one position is 

descriptively accurate. This fact can not be easily explained with two positions.

Gender and Animacy

Nicklas (1994a) gives an historical explanation for the 3rd person 

pronominal prefixes being on the outer layer of the pronominal complex. He 

states that they are ‘relatively new based on their position.’ There is reason to 

believe that this can not explain the placement o f the 3rd person. Irregular verb 

forms are generally considered to be relics of older forms in a  language, and as 

such they are often used in the recreation of historical forms. The irregular 

pronominals in Euchee are given in Section 8 below, and the irregular stems in 

Chapter 4, Section 1.4. The irregular pronominal prefixes and the related 

irregular stems give an indication of the 3rd person prefix placement through 

time. The irregularity in both sets is due to the pronominal prefixes having fused 

with the stem. This irregularity is only found in the V1 and 2nd singular forms. If 

the 3rd person had been with the P‘ and 2nd person actor and patient agreement, 

it is reasonable to assume that they would have contracted and eventually fused, 

too. The fact that they did not indicates that the 3rd person has been outside of 

the other agreement for a  long time, or a t least as long as the irregular verbs.

Another explanation for the placement of the 3rd person pronomimal 

prefixes can be due to anim acy requirements in the language. As shown above. 

Euchee has a stative-active system of pronominal agreem ent. This differs from a 

nominative-accusative system, where the roles (subject and object) are marked
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by their structural postion. However, in a  stative-active system, the roles are 

determined by the inherent aspect of the verb. W hat is crucial here is that the 

all active verbs-by  far the majority of verbal expression in the language-require 

an actor, and the prototypical acto.' must be able to initiate or control an action.

In other words, the actor must be anim ate. Animacy seems to be a  motivating 

feature in Euchee. For exam ple, the actor pronominal prefix is closest to the 

verb stem ,21 and it is the role that is required on the verb when both the actor 

and the patient are 3rd person. In addition, the inanimate 3rd person is not able to 

initiate action and is thus barred from participating as an actor.

1SI and 2nd persons are clearly anim ate, immediate, and able to be actors. 

The 3rd persons are not necessarily anim ate, are removed from the discourse, and 

therefore are not clearly actors.22 However, the 3rd person can be made anim ate 

through noun class (gender). G ender is a  mechanism for making sure that the 3rd 

person is, in fact, a  person or at least anim ate with ne- ‘anim ate, non-Euchee.’ 

The placement of the 3rd person furthest from the verb stem appears to be a 

unique result of the anim acy hierarchy.23

4.4 Discussion on Valence and Transitivity

Some two place verbs require the do- actor [+participant] even though 

they show no change in valence today. The verbs in (70a) do not have an 

alternate one-place activity reading which would require the di- actor set. It 

should be noted that the list excludes any 'yu stem verbs, whose contraction with 

the P ‘ singular pronominal prefix is also do-. The set in (70b) includes the do- 

verbs, which can be activity verbs. That is, they can occur without a patient (for 

example, in response to the question, ‘W hat are you doing?’). Even so, they 

always occur with the do- actor [+participant] pronominal prefixes, not the 

expected di- actor set.
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(70) Verbs which always require do- Actor [+Participant]

doch’wae ‘I hear (something)’
docwe ‘I touch, rub up against (something)’
dofo ‘I cut (something) off/I stop a  flow’
do’naga ‘I believe (something)’
dolaha *1 devour (something)’
dop’a ‘I look for (something)/I look at (something)’
dop’e ‘I squeeze, grip (something)’
doshi ‘I pity (someone)’
doshto ‘I close (something)’
dostx ‘I break off (something)/I harvest’
dosta 'I close (something)’
dothlse ‘I have fear, am afraid (of something)’
ke dotha ‘I open (something)’

dot’aele ‘I quit (something)’
dodi ‘I wash (something)’
dothl’a ‘I dig (for something)’
doka ‘I rest/I rest (a body part)’

The difference between the di- actor set and the do- actor set has escaped 

previous analysis primarily because of the list in (70) above." Especially when 

the verbs in (70) are compared to two-place verbs requiring di-, the difference is 

not immediately clear. The list of di- two place verbs from (28) above is 

repeated below in (71) for aid in this discussion.
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(71) Typical events: di- actor set (repeated from (28) above)
dihi ‘I carry (something) on the back’
di’ne ‘I see (something)/I’m looking at (something)’
dishe ‘I hide (something), put (something) aw ay’
dishi ‘I stick (something)’
dithae ‘I want (something)’
dithe ‘I play/I play (a sport)’
dito ‘I go with (someone)’
diwa ‘I bite into (something), bite (something) o ff
dicu ‘I pound (something)’
di’yagwa ‘I tell (something)’
di’ya ‘I roast (something)’
di’yashe ‘I bum (something)’ (JC III-96)
diyaha ‘I dip into (something)’ (JC 111-96)
diba ‘I file (something) down’ (JC 111-97)
dibade ‘I twist (something)’ (JC 111-97)
dikhat’e ‘I lean against to block’

W agner (1934:328-330) noted that some verbs could have pronominal 

agreem ent from either the di- actor set or the do- actor set. He described the 

difference between the di- two-place (transitive) verbs and the do- (transitive) 

verbs in terms of specificity: The di- set by-and-large requires a general object 

and the do- set by-and-large requires a  specific object.

Ballard (Ballard 1978) 169-184 states that the di- actor set is generally 

transitive verbs and the do- actor set is generally transitive verbs and verbs 

whose object is someone else’s possession (p. 173). In his analysis, di- is derived 

from /d/ fused with hi-, an inanimate, unpossessed object. Likewise, do- is 

created from /d-/ and ho-, a  benefative or possessed object (p. 182). (The 

underlying /d/ differs from /dz/ in focus, where the /d/ verbs focus on the object 

and /dz/ verbs focus on the subject.) However, this analysis relies on the 

morphemes hi- and ho- being betw een the actor prefixes and the verb stem. This 

is contrary to the analysis in Section 4.3 above, where hi- and ho- are inanimate 

and are in the same position as the other 3rd persons, that is, outside of both the 

actor and patient positions. Importantly, however, Ballard’s analysis shifted the
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discussion towards the benefactive, which was taken up by Nicklas (1994a; ca. 

1995).

Nicklas (ca. 1995) posited a  morpheme 'o- (admittedly a  tentative form) 

betw een the stem and the pronominal complex. This was a  very promising lead 

in the extrication of the [+participant] prefix. However, he analyzed this 

morpheme as a  prefix marking the beneficiary only, not a  general valence 

increasing prefix. Nicklas, too, placed the inanimate 3rd person prefix hi- inside 

the pronominal complex and not with the other 3rd persons. In his analysis, the 

beneficiary prefix 'o- contracted with the inanimate prefix hi-, creating ho-. This 

form ho- is ultimately contracted with the other pronominal prefixes.

All o f the previous researchers on Euchee pronouns used the structural 

positions of subject and object in their analysis. Thus, they were concerned with 

structurally different types of verb: intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verbs. 

Each of these verb types reflects a difference in valence, and many transitive 

verbs can have intransitive readings (and vice-versa), but overall this structural 

view of the language misses the fluid nature o f valency in Euchee. Stuck in a 

more rigid view of transitivity, the difference between the verbs (70) and (71) 

had escaped clear definitions.

A stative-active system does not focus on the structural positions of 

subject and object (transitive verbs). Instead, the inherent aspect defines the 

type of verb (states and events) and therefore the roles o f actors and patients. 

Events can be activity, process, motion verbs, which only need one participant.

Or they can be events proper, whose actions are delimited by the patient. 

Although these categories exist in a  subject/object language, the change in 

category is often accompanied by a change in verb. The [+participant] valence 

prefix changes activities into event, and two-place events into three-place events.

In terms of valence then, the di- verbs in (71) are event verbs which are 

always two-place. They have not changed from one-place verbs, and they can 

not easily change into three-place verbs. The do- verbs in (70) represent
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lexicalized forms. They may have changed from one-place verbs. The one- 

place (activity or motion) usage has fallen aw ay or shifted to another verb stem. 

An exam ple o f the lexicalization o f do- could be d o fd  ‘I cut (something) off/I 

stop a  flow.’ Both translations are two-place in English. However, the ‘stop a 

flow’ could easily have been a  one-place (<//-) action, but the specialization o f the 

action requires an object ‘the flow’ in translation to English. The more general 

use ‘to cut off something’ refers to not only to water, but also someone’s lane 

while driving, cutting off the electricity to a  house or appliance, cutting off 

support for someone, and so on. This generalization could have begun ‘I cut off 

the flow of the electricitv/his monev/his path,’ which would have required the 

valence prefix and the contraction of di- to do-. The sam e argument can be 

m ade for W agner’s pair di'yatse ‘I set afire’ and do’yatse ‘I bum [(something)]’ (p. 

328), and so on.

5 . T h r e e -P l a c e  V e r b s : R e c ip ie n t s  a n d  B e n e f ic ia r ie s

Some events have three participants. These are three-place (ditransitive) 

verbs. There is always an actor and a  patient, and the third participant who 

receives the patient (recipient) or benefits from the action (beneficiary) of the 

actor.

Sonny kicked the ball to Sissy
actor patient recipient

Sonny kicked the ball for Sissy
actor patient beneficiary

5.1 C h a n g in g  t w o - place  V e r b s  t o  t h r e e - pl a c e  V er b s

Just as a  one-place verb can become a  two-place verb, a two-place verb 

can become a three-place verb. This happens every time an event is performed
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for someone (the beneficiary) or to someone (the recipient). Also like the change 

from one-place to two-place verbs, the change from two-place to three-place is 

also signaled by the historical [+participant] prefix *yo-, which has contracted 

with the actor pronominal prefix. The change from two-place to three-place can 

be seen in the examples in (73).

(73) Two-Place Changing to Three-Place Verbs 

hedik’aeha ‘I’m watching him’a.
wedza hedok’aeha‘I’m watching the hogs for him’

(two-place)
(three-place)

b. s’T diwa 
hedjwa 
s’T hedowa 
dowa

c. je
hedowaji je

d. ditae’e ’aedjwe 
hetse’e ’aehedowe

e. '$ le  ditite 
’sele hedotite

f. dak’echi kedipha 
kehedopha

g. disha je  
hedosha je

h. chyaso dithi 
chyaso hodothi

i. dithl'ithl’i 
dothl’ithl'i

‘I bit off a  little (of my food)’ (two-place)
‘I bit him’ (two-place)
‘I bit off a little (of his food) for him’ (three-place) 
‘I tried/tasted it (his food/for him)’ (three-place)

‘I bought (it/something) (two-place)
‘I bought (it) for him’’ (three-place)

‘I took off my shoe’ (two-place)
‘I took off his shoe for him’ (three-place)

‘I’m gonna pull (it/a splinter) out' (two-place)
‘I’m gonna pull it out for him’ (three-place)

‘I threw the ball’
‘I threw (it) to him’
‘I threw (it) for him’

‘I stole (it)’
‘I stole (it) from him’ 
‘I stole (it) for him’

‘I beg for money’
‘I beg him for money’

(two-place)
(three-place)
(three-place)

(two-place)
(three-place)
(three-place)

(two-place)
(three-place)

I cut into/I mark (something)’ (two-place)
‘I mark (something) (for someone)’ (three-place) 
= 1 write’

There is not a third set o f nronominals for recipients and beneficiaries.
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Instead, recipients and beneficiaries use a  patient pronominal. In order to show 

that they are not patients, but a  third participant, recipients and beneficiaries are

marked with the [^-participant], the dzo- patient [^participant] set o f pronominals.

The patient is left unmarked on the verb. It is forced to appear as an 

independent noun phrase. In (74a-b) below, the patient [+participant] dzo- is 

used for the recipient and beneficiary. In (74c), the patient + participant case is 

not shown because the recipients are the 3rd person, but it shows how the patient 

object may be stated as a  noun phrase or left out of the sentence.

(74) a. Dze t’e le  chyaso kihodzok’we je.
dze t’e le  chyaso ki-ho-dzo-k’we je
me more money dir-3pl(e).a ct- 1 SG.PAT/PLUS-send past

T hey (my family) sent more money to m e.’

b. K’5di’le nedzothl’i te?
k’odi ’le ne-dzo-thl’i te
m eat Q 2SG.ACT-lSG.PAT/DAt-CUt ABLE
“Will you cut the m eat for m e?’

c. W edzawend hedok’aeha. 
wedza-weno he-do-k’aeha
hog-PL(NE) 3SG(EM).BEN- lSG.ACT/PLUS-watch
“I’m w atching (the hogs) for him ’

The question in 75a) below is typical of the recipient pattern, but the response in 

(75b) the recipient is left off since it is clearly understood. Even when the 

patient and the recipient are inferred the [+participant] prefix is required, and 

can be seen contracted with the actor prefix in (75b).
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(75) a. K’aso  ’le hoyok’we?
k’aso l e  ho-yo-k’we
le tter Q 3sG(EM).DAT-2sG.ACT/PLUS-send
‘Did you send him the letter?’ (men’s speech)

b. Le, dok’we. 
le do-k’we 
yes lSG.ACT/PLUS-send 
‘Y es, I send it./Y es, I send (it to him ).’

When all three participants are 3rd person, both the patient and 

recipient/beneficiary must be noun phrases. This is due to the fact that there is 

only one slot for 3rd person on the verb. Like two-place verbs, the actor 

pronominal agreem ent is on the verb, so the patient and third participant must be 

noun phrases. The order of noun phrases is either Patient-Recipient/Beneficiary 

or Recipient/Beneficiary-Patient. Generally, the relationship is clear, since 

patients are overwhelmingly inanimate objects.26 In (76) below, both the patient

and the recipient are anim ate, but the relationship is still clear because 'the baby'

could not hold ‘Mose’ (her great-grandfather).

(76) a. Goneseci Mose siowa.
gone-se-ci M ose sio-w a
baby-CL(EF)-(srr) M ose 3SG(EF).ACT/PLUS-give 
‘She handed the baby to M ose.’

b. Mose goneseci siowa.
Mose gone-sec i sio-wa
Mose baby-CL(EF/siT) 3sG(EF).ACT/PLUS-give
‘She handed the baby to Mose.’

However, the (76b) tends to focus the handing to Mose instead of someone else, 

or ‘She handed the baby to Mose (not Boston or Danny)’. See Chapter 8, Section 

7 for focus and topic strategies.

When a  speaker wishes or needs to make all three participants into noun 

phrases, the most common word orders are Actor-Patient-Recipient/Beneficiary 

and Actor-Recipient/Beneficiary-Patient. See Chapter 8, Section 1, for possible
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variations in word order. (In 77a) below, the actor is clear because of the gender

on the actor pronominal prefix. In (77b), both the actor and recipient are fem ale,

so the recipient noun phrase is m ade clear by the classifier. This is important 

when the word order changes.

(77) a. Georgina gone Mose siowa
Georgina gone-seci Mose sio-wa
Georgina baby-CL(EF-siT) Mose 3sG(EF).ACT/PLUS-give
‘She gave the baby to M ose.’

b. Josephine seno Maxine chyaso siokwane.
Josephine seno M axine chyaso sio-kwane
Josephine cl(ef) Maxine money 3sG(EF).ACT/PLUS-lend
Josephine lent M axine m oney.’

Maxine Josephine send chyaso siokwane.
Maxine chyaso siokwane Josephine send.
Josephine send chyaso M axine siokwane.

Any 1st person acting on a  2nd recipient or beneficiary has one irregular 

form 'aso- *1/2’. The form is probably from the locative ’a ‘location away from 

the speaker’ and the 2nd person patient so -. It is not clear why the Is' person 

actor pronominal prefixes were dropped.27 Several examples of 'aso- follow in

(78).
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(78) a. K’ala  ’aso’s n e  dithx.
k’a la  ’aso-’x n e  d i-thx
som ething 1 s g . ACT/2sG.DAT-ask lSG .act-want
‘I w ant to ask  you som ething.’

b. Chyaso kyxhe ’asowa. 
chyaso kyxhe ’aso-wa
m oney ex tra  lSG.ACT/2PL.DAT-give
‘I gave you all ex tra  m oney.’

c. Soshi’neha 'asodidi.
so-shi’ne-ha ’aso-di-di
2SG(A).POSS-clotheS-PL(lNAN) 1 PL.ACT/2SG.BEN-wash-REDUP 
‘We w ashed your clothes for you.’

d. Dataneha k’a  ’asok’o ’wa je.
datane-ha k’a  ’a so -k o  je
apron-PL(lNAN) thing 1 PL.ACT/2PL.BEN-m ake p a s t

‘We m ade the aprons for you all.’

W agner (1934:332) states that some of the pronominal prefixes in three- 

place events (his ‘intransitive objective series’) are reversed. According to him. 

the 2nd person singular or plural receiving or benefiting from the action of any l '1 

person plural (inclusive and exclusive) requires A-P-V order. However, these 

irregularities can not be found naturally, recreated, or rem embered today.

Instead, speakers use the ‘aso- contracted pronominal seen in (78c-d) above.

The irregular 'aso ‘1-2’ can be extended to cover any plural recipient. 

However, regular pronominal prefix sequences exist for these forms. In (79a) 

below, the 'aso- is used for ‘I-them,’ but (79b) shows the regular form for this 

sam e sentence.
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(79) a. ’Aso’wedacha.
’aso-’w edacha 
lSG.ACT/3PL.DAT-yeIl.at 
‘I hollered a t them .’

b. hodo’w edacha. 
ho-do-’w edacha
3PL(E).DAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-yell.at 
‘I hollered a t them .’ (m en’s speech)

The ‘aso- ’I— you’ form is a  homophone with the 2nd person plural patient 

'aso- from the dzo- patient [+participant] set. A comparison follows in (80a-b). It 

is also ambiguous between a  2nd singular object and a  2nd plural object, as in 

(80c).

(80) a. Chyaso kyaehe ’asowa.
chyaso kyaehe ’aso-wa
m oney extra lSG.ACT/2sG.DAT-give
1 gave you extra money.’

b. Chyaso kyaehe ho’asowa. 
chyaso kyaehe ho-’aso-wa
m oney ex tra  3sG(EM).ACT-2sG.PAT/PLUS-give
“He gave you ex tra  m oney.’

c. Chyaso kyaehe ’asowa. 
chyaso kyaehe ’aso-wa
m oney ex tra  lSG.ACT/2PL.REC-give
‘I gave you all ex tra  m oney.’

W agner also gave the I '1 person singular receiving or benefiting from the 

action of the 2nd singular or plural actor requiring A-P-V order. These are found 

today.28 The switch in order is a  clear signal that the participant marking is a 

recipient (rec) or benificiary (ben), not the patient. Examples of these can be 

seen below in (81).
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(81) a. Nedzok’we le ?
ne-dzo-k’we l e
2sG.ACT-lSG.REC-send Q (A -R e c -V  order)
‘Did you sen t it to  m e?’

*dzesok’we 
dze-so-k’we 
1 sg .re c -2 sg . ACT-send

b. ’Adzop’se ’le
a-dzo-p’se le
2PL.ACT-lSG.BEN-call.out Q (A -B e n -V  order)
‘Did you all ca ll for m e?’

*dze’asop’ae
dze-’aso-p’ae
1 SG.BEN-2PL.ACT-call.0Ut

Example: Typical do- actor[+participantj Three-Place Verb: (go)wa 'to give'

The verb (go)wa provides an example of a  typical verb with a  third 

participant, in this case a recipient. Like the two-place do- actor [^participant] 

verbs, Ist person plural patient may have the irregular form we-. The recipients 

are from the dzo- patient [+participant] set. Awkward or implausible forms are 

not included. The 3rd person patients are given with the independent pronoun. 

The 3rd plural works exactly like the 3rd singular, and so the 3rd plural forms are 

not included here. The actor forms are underlined. Irregular forms or orders are 

highlighted.
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(82) 1st Person Singular Actor [+Participant]

asowa
hedowa/hodowa
s’edowa
sedowa
’edowa/’odowa
wedowa

‘I gave (it) to you’
‘I gave (it) to him’
‘I gave (it) to him’
‘I gave (it) to her’
‘I gave (it) to her (my grandmother) 
‘I gave (it) to him/her (non-Euchee)

(men’s speech)
(women’s speech)

’odzedowa ‘I give (it) to us all’
or

’odi wedowa ‘I give (it) to us all’
’asowa ‘I gave (it) to you all’
hodowa ‘I gave (it) to them ’
’odowa ‘I gave (it) to them ’
wedowa ‘I gave (it) to them (non-Euchee)’

(INCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(83) 2nd Person Singular Actor [+Participant]

nedzowa ■you gave (it)
heyowa/hoyowa ‘you gave (it)
s’eyowa ‘you gave (it)
seyowa ‘you gave (it)
’eyowa/’oyowa ‘you gave (it)
weyowa ‘you gave (it)

to m e’
to him’ (men’s speech)
to him’ (women’s speech)
to her’
to her (my grandmother) 
to him/her (non-Euchee)

nodzeyowa ‘you gave (it) to us (not you)' (exclusive)
or

weyowa ‘you gave (it) to us (not you)’
hoyowa ‘you gave (it) to them ’ (men’s speech)
’oyowa ‘you gave (it) to them ’ (women’s speech)
weyowa ‘you gave (it) to them (non-Euchee)

(84) 3rd Person Singular (Euchee Female) Actor [^Participant]

sedzowa 
sesowa 
’aheno sewa 
’as’eno sewa 
’aseno sewa 
’aono  sewa 
’aweno sewa

‘she gave (it) to m e’ 
‘she gave (it) to you’ 
‘she gave it to him’ 
‘she gave (it) to him’ 
‘she gave (it) to her’sne gave u u  to ner
‘she gave (it) to her (my grandmother)’ 
‘she gave (it) to him/her (non-Euchee)’

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)
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se’odzowa ‘she gave (it) to us all’
senodzowa ‘she gave (it) to us (not you)’
se’asowa ‘she gave (it) toyou all’
’ahdno sewa ‘she gave (it) to them’
’a ’ono sewa ‘she gave (it) to them’
’aweno sewa she gave (it) to them (non-Euchee)’

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(85) P ' Person (Exclusive) Plural Actor [+Participant]

asowa
hendwa/hondwa 
s’enowa 
senowa 
’endwa/’onowa 
wenowa ‘We gave (it) to him/her (non-Euchee)’

‘We give (it) to you’
‘We gave (it) to him’
‘We gave (it) to him’
‘We gave (it) to her’
‘We gave (it) to her (my grandmother)’

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

’asowa ‘We gave (it) to you all’
hondwa ‘We gave (it) to them ’ (men’s speech)
’onowa ‘We gave (it) to them ’ (women’s speech)
wenowa ‘We gave (it) to them (non-Euchee)

(86) 2nd Person Plural Actor [+Participant]

Idzow a
he’ayowa/hd’avowa
s’e ’avowa
se’avowa
’e ’ayowa/’o’ayowa
we’avowa

‘you all gave (it) to m e’
‘you all gave (it) to him’
‘you all gave (it) to him’
‘you all gave (it) to her’
‘you all gave (it) to her (my grandmother) 
‘you all gave (it) to him/her (non-Euchee)

(men’s speech) 
(women's speech)

nodze’avowa ‘you all gave (it)
or

we'avowa ‘you all gave (it)
ho’ayowa ‘you all gave (it)
’o’ayowa “you all gave (it)
we’avowa ‘you all gave (it)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

5.2 T hree-Place Verbs

Some verbs always have three participants, whether or not all the

noHi/'monfo oro in o con tanna  \4 onv  o f  thpcp t/prhc oro %/orKc o f
p a t ttWipUitiJ U1W IliWilUOiiSrU tit U OVlUVliWW* t ' t U t • VtUO wt
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speech, since we generally say something to someone else. The last verb given, 

(go)t'e ‘put,’ requires a  location as a  third participant. They follow the same 

pronominal prefix patterns as for three-place verbs which have changed from 

two-place verbs. A list o f these verbs are given in (87).

(87) Verbs that require a  beneficiary or recipient

dok’we ‘I send/mail (something) to som eone’
dowa ‘I give (something) to someone’
doha ‘I take (something) from someone’29
dothl’aci ‘I pray (to God) for something/someone’
dop’ae ‘I call out (something) for someone’
'adogwa ‘I say (something) (to someone)’
do’aene ‘I ask (something) of someone’
do’yagwa ‘I tell (something/a tale) to someone’
dot’e/dot’as ‘I put (something) somewhere’

5.3 Other Participants: Accom panim ent, Instrument, and Source

Other participants besides patients, recipients and beneficiaries can be 

added to a sentence. They play roles such as accompaniment ‘with’ or instrument 

‘with’ and source ‘from.’ Euchee does not use the [+participant] prefix to indicate 

the addition of these roles. Instead, they are expressed through other valence 

prefixes, specific verbs, and small clauses.

The accompaniment ‘with someone’ adds a  participant, and the reciprocal 

‘to each other’ demotes a  participant. Both are shown with the valence prefixes 

ka- and k ’a- respectively. The valence prefixes are described in detail in Chapter 

4. Section 3. Still, an exam ple o f the accompaniment prefix k'a- is shown in 

(88a) and the verbal accompaniment (comitative) k ’aju ‘together’ is shown in 

(88b).
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(88) Added Participant: Accompaniment

a. Sedik’a ’w ede je. 
se-di-k’a -’w ede je  
3SG(EF).PAT-lSG.ACT-COM-talk PAST 
‘I ta lked  with her.’

b. Jo M axine’ino ndk’aju k’anothlae je.
Jo M axine-’ino no-k’aju  k’a-no-thlae je
Jo Maxine-PL(E) lPL(EXCL)-together thing-lPL(EXCL).ACT-eat past 
‘I a te  (lunch) with Jo and M axine.’
= ‘Jo and Maxine, together we ate.’ (women’s speech)

An added participant may also be an instrument used to carry out an 

activity, such as ‘with a  hammer’ or ‘with my hand.’ In most cases, a verb 

reflects the nature of the instrument used. However, when the instrument needs 

to be clarified, it is given in a  small clause with the verb hi(go)ko  ‘use.’ The

small clause is first, followed by the main clause, which carries tense and aspect.

An example is given in (89).

(89) Added Participant: Instrument

Di’o th s  hidok’o hedithede je'.

di-’othae hi-do-k’o
1 SG(tNA).POSS-hand 3sg(inan).pat- I SG.ACT/PLUS-use

he-di-thede je
3SG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT-hit PAST

‘I hit him, I used my hand.’
= *1 hit him with my hand.’

A participant may be a location “to’ or source ‘from.’ Locations are 

expressed by the general location and direction suffixes on the noun phrase, or 

by a  postpositional phrase. See Chapter6, Section 3.4 for location suffixes and 

Chapter 6, Sectyion 4.5 for post-positions. The location source ‘come from' or be

from' is expressed with the Particle + Verb 'a-de. The source noun phrase
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contains the direction suffix -fa or postposition phrase 'afa. Location and source 

are  the only roles which are shown on the noun phrase in Euchee.30

(90) Source
a. Daestiha Tahlequah-fa ’ade.

daestiha T ah lequah-fa  ’a-de
basket-PL(iNAN) T ahlequah-from  LOC-be.from
T h o se  baskets are  from T ah lequah .’

b. K’odiha Reasors-fa ’ade.
k’5di-ha R easors-fa 'a -de
meat-PL(ANANiM) R easor’s-from  LOC-be.from
“T he m eat is from R easor’s.’

c. Nancy Harry Slick ’afa  ’as’ede.
Nancy Harry Slick ’afa ’a-s’e-de
Nancy Harry Slick there  LOC-3sG(EF).ACT-be.from
‘Nancy Harry was from Slick.’

However, when the source is the third participant in a sentence and the source is 

human, the source is shown in a  small clause. The source clause comes first, 

followed by the main clause. The pronominal prefix in the source clause does 

not necessarily take a  patient pronominal but is determined by the inherent 

aspect of the verb— whether or not the verb is a  state or active verb. Tense and 

aspect is shown on the main verb. See Chapter 8. Section 5.1 for details on 

small clauses.
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(91) Added Participant: Source

a. W illiams’eno s’e ’yagwa doch’wae je
W illiam -s’end  s’e -’yagw a do-ch’wae je
William-CL(EM) 3sG(EM).ACT-tell lSG.ACT/PLUS-hear past
‘I heard  W illiam  saying it.’
= ‘I heard it from William.’ (women’s speech)

b. M axineseno kesiowa diwaji je.
M axine-seno ke-sio-w a 
Maxine-CL(EF) DiR-3(EF).ACT/PLUS-sell 
'M axine sold it and  I bought it.’
='I bought it from M axine.’

6 . R e f l e x iv e  P r o n o m in a l  P r e f ix e s

Reflexive pronouns are  used when the actor and the patient are the same 

person, such as 'Martha saw herself in the mirror. The reflexive pronominal 

prefixes are given in (92). The reflexive is created by the patient followed by 

the actor pronominal in the 1st and 2nd persons, and by the morpheme de in the 

3rd person.

(92) Reflexive di-

Singular Plural

1 dzedi- ’5dze(’o)- (INCL)
nodze(n5)- (EXCL)

2 (ne)dzene- ’adze(’a)-

3 (EM) m.s. hode- hode- (E) m.s.
(EM) H’.J s’yode/s’ede- ode- (E) W.S.
(EF) syode/sede-
(EFH) ’ede
(EH) W.S. ’ode-
(NE) ’yode-/wede- ’yode-/wede- (NE)
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In simple sentences, 1st and 2nd person singular and plural and the 3rd 

person singular reflexive pronouns are regularly accom panied by the independent 

pronoun. The 3rd plural reflexives are accom panied by the appropriate animate 

demonstrative pronoun, or they may occur by themselves. This pattern can be 

seen with the verb go'rie ‘see’ in (94). The 2nd singular patient ne- is often 

contracted. The actor pronominals in the 1st and 2nd plural are often left off 

today. The short forms are the same as the patient pronominal prefixes except 

for stress. The reflexive pronominals follow regular stress patterns for the verb 

where the secondary stress is on the first syllable. In contrast, the patient 

pronominals stress the second syllable /dze/.

(93) a. 'Adzesheshe ’le
’adze-she-she ’le
2PL.PAT-ready-REDUP Q 
‘Are you all ready?’

b. ’Adze’ne’ne ’le
’adze-’ne-’ne le
2PL.REFL-See-REDUP Q 
‘Can you all see yourselves?’

In the 3rd person reflexive, the derived actor forms (from the do- set) and 

the basic actor (from the di- set) are acceptable, although most speakers prefer 

the derived set.31

The verb ‘see’ is given with the reflexive pronominal. The independent 

pronouns are given in the Is1 and 2nd persons as well. Speakers generally use 

distributed action (reduplication) to express the plural reflexive of ‘see.’

[’qdze5?S4 le]

[’qdze’nq’nq Te]
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(94) Reflexive ‘see’

di dzedi’ne
tse nedzene’ne

hode’ne
s’yode’ne
syode’ne
’yode’ne

’odi ’odze’ne’ne
nodi nodze’ne’ne

’adze’ne’ne
leheno hode’ne’ne
’ino ’ode’ne’ne
leweno ’yode’ne’ne

‘I see m yself 
‘you see yourself 
‘he is looking at him self 
‘he is looking at him self 
‘she is looking at herself 
‘he/she (non-Euchee) is looking at him self

(men's speech) 
(women’s speech)

‘we all see ourselves’ (inclusive)
‘we (not you) see ourselves’ (exclusive)
‘you all see yourselves’
‘they see themselves’ (men’s speech)
‘they see themselves’ (women’s speech)
‘they (non-Euchee) see them selves’

Additional examples o f reflexive pronominal prefixes examples follow in (95).

(95) a. S’as ’yodethede. [s’te ’yQndethede]
s’ae ’yode-thede 
down 3SG(NE).REFL-hit 
‘He (Rabbit) threw  him self dow n.’ (LB C: 12)

b. Di dzediwa! [dzediwq]
di dzedi-wa
lSG lSG.REFL-bite 
‘I bit myself!’

c. Tse ’le nedzeneshi? [dze ’lqndzeneshi ]
tse ’le nedzene-shi
2SG Q 2SG.REFL-Stick
‘Did you stick yourself?’

d. ’Ist’sshen i hos’aedi’e hodethla je
’ist’aesheni ho-s’zedi’e hode-thla je
army 3sG.PAT-kneeI 3sG.REFL-go past
T h e  army made him humble.’
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e. Goshibithli hi’naga hedyok’i
goshibithli hi-’n aga hedyo-k’i
shirt 3SG(lNAN).PAT-new 3SG(EM).REFL-get
‘He got h im self a  new  shirt’

The reflexive pronominal prefixes can also contract with the historical 

[+participant] prefix *yo- when an argument is added and for verbs which have 

lexicalized the do- set of pronominals. The result is the reflexive do- paradigm, 

given below in 96). This same paradigm occurs when the reflexive contracts 

with a \u  stem verb.

(96) Reflexive do-

Singular Plural

1 di dzedo- ’odi ’odzyo- (INCL)
nodi nodzyo- (EXCL)

2 dze dzeyo- ’adze ’adzyo-

3 (EM) m.s. hodyo- hodyo (E) m.s.
(EM) W’.J s’yodyo- 'odyo- (E) M’.S.

(EF) syodyo-
(EFH)
(EH) W.S. ’odyo-
(NE) yodyo- ’yodyo- (NE)

Like the reflexive di- paradigm, the P 'an d  2nd person singular and plural are 

accompanied by the independent pronoun or appropriate anim ate demonstrative 

in simple sentences. The 3rd plural occurs with the anim ate demonstrative 

pronoun. However, some speakers use the reflexive di- set in the 3rd person 

plural.

An added argument with a  reflexive is not very common, but instances 

where a  person does something to someone else for their own benefit require the 

reflexive do- set. An exam ple o f a one-participant reflexive given is in (97a).
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but in (97b) the m an (represented  by the subscript ‘0  the hits som eone e lse  (the 

ad d ed  partic ipant ‘k’) for his ow n sense o f  revenge.

(97) a. hodefaefae ‘He whipped himself.’
b. hodyofaefae ‘Hei whipped himk for him selfj.’

Examples o f the reflexive with lexicalized do- and contracted with the 

stem \ u  are much more common. A few follow in (98).

(98) a. S’iodioshi:le!
s’iodio-shi-le
3sG.REFL/PLUS-pity-very
‘He really pities himself!’ (women’s speech)

b. Gop’a  ’le dzeyogw ane? 
gop’a  ’le dzeyo-gw a-ne
C reek Q 2SG.REFL+’YU-say-HAB
‘Do you call yourself C reek?’

c. Di dzedoshe:le
di dzedo-she-le
Isg lSG.REFL+’YU-happy-very
‘I’m so happy!’

Di dzet’E sheheno got'e honde’yushe:le ’akehonone je.

di dze-t’s-she-heno got’e
Isg lSG(A).POSS-father-DEC-CL(EM) person

honde-vushe-le ’ak e  ho-no-ne je
3sG(EM).REFL-happy-very there  3sG(EM).PAT/PLUS-be-HAB past

‘My father (Ekilame) used to be a real happy person.’

d. Lo:no ’yodiothsshale!
lo:no yodio-thEsha-le
that.CL(NE) 3sG(NE).REFL+’YU-like-very
T hat guy (non-Euchee politician) sure thinks a lot of himself!'

Verbs that always require a reflexive are given in (99) below.32
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(99) (gode)’yushe 
(gode)’a
s’ae (gode)thl’eci 
(go)s’aedi’e (gode)thlane 
(gode)thede

‘be happy/enjoy oneself 
‘be embarrassed/be asham ed’ 
‘pray’
‘be humble/humble oneself 
‘bump into (something)’

7. Independent  P ronouns

The independent pronouns are not attached to the verb. They are the 

actor pronominals in the 1st and 2nd person singular, and the l sl person actor 

pronominal di- suffixed to the 3rd person singular actor pronominals and the P ‘ 

person plural pronominals. The 2nd person plural uses the patient form, and the 

3rd person plural are the sam e as the reflexive forms. The independent pronouns 

are given in (100).

(100) Independent Pronouns: Actor and Patient

Singular Plural

1 di ’odi (INCL)

nodi (EXCL)

2 tse ’adze

3 (EM) m.s. hedi/hodi (hode) (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S s’edi (’ode) (E) W.5.

(EF) sedi
(EFH) ’edi
(EH) 'odi
(NE) wedi (wede) (NE)

The 3rd person plural independent pronouns are rarely used. Instead, 

speakers prefer to use the anim ate plural demonstrative pronouns. These are 

given below for convenience, and are also described in Chapter 6. Section 4.2.
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(101) Animate Plural Demonstrative Pronouns

lehend *111086 Euchee people’ (men’s speech)
le’ind ‘those Euchee people’ (women’s speech)
lewend ‘those non-Euchees’

The independent pronouns are the same for both actors and patients, which 

is consistent with the core participant roles (Case) reflected only on the 

pronominal prefixes and not on independent noun phrases. Some speakers do 

use the 1st person patient dze- as an independent pronoun, although they do not 

have a  full set of patient independent pronouns. However, the independent use 

o f the 1st person singular patient dze is not considered proper Euchee by most 

speakers.

The independent pronouns are used to show emphasis, as in (102a), and 

contrast, such as (102b).

(102) a.

b.

c.
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L eseno ’asegw a je g o . .. [lesenp asegw a jigd]

le-seno ’a-se-gw a je -g °
that-CL(EF) LOC-3sG(EF).ACT-mean past-pot 
'She meant to s a y ... '

Di'le nedziosh’e?
di-’le nedzyo-sh’e
I-Q 2SG.PAT+’YU-wait
'Are you waiting forme'V  (JC VIII-55)

Gosh’istaleci yok’o? 
gosh’istale-ci yo-k’o
jacket-CL/DET(siT) 2sG.ACT/PLUS-make 
‘Did you make the Green Com jacket?’

Honae, Julia sedi siok’d.
home Julia sedi sio-k’o
no Julia 3sg(ef) 3sG(EF)ACT/PLUS-make
“No, Julia made it.’
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As mentioned throughout this chapter, the independent pronouns are used 

when the actor and the patient are both 3rd person. The actor is shown on the 

pronominal prefix, and the patient is stated with the independent pronoun.

(103) a. S’edi se’yagwa.
s’edi se-’yagwa 
him 3sG(EF).ACT-tell 
‘She told him.’

[s’edi se’yagwa]

b. Le’ino kede syop’a.
le-’ino kede sio-p’a  
this-CL/PL(E) now 3SG.ACT/PLUS-look.for 
She’s looking for them  right now .’

[le’inq kede siop’ax]

The P 1 and 2nd singular independent pronouns are used in citation forms.

W hen giving examples of sentences with only the verb and its agreement, 

speakers (especially fem ale speakers) will almost always give the 1SI and 2nd 

independent pronouns. They may also be used in short answers without marked 

emphasis, contrast, or clarification. Gatschet’s field notebook of elicited forms in 

Euchee is repleat with these independent pronouns, and this led him to report 

that unlike other American Indian languages, Euchee had free pronouns ( 1888). 

However, the independent P ‘ and 2nd person pronouns are not prominent in 

extended conversation or P ‘ person narrations, except for the uses indicated 

above.

8 . I r r e g u l a r  P r o n o m in a l  P r e f ix e s

A number of verbs have irregular P ‘ and 2nd singular forms. The 

pronominal prefixes, both actor and patient, are fused with the stem. In some 

cases, the 2nd person plural pronominal is fused with the stem also.

The process of regularizing irregular forms takes two paths. The verbs 

go'a ‘to cry’ and gola’i to shoot a t’ noted below have alternative regular

In o n tk o r ifArKc th a  no ttorn  o f  tkn fnoo/l ivitK tK.
li t u  iw h  Outwi «v ioo^ ***W %Jk tiiw p iw iiG iia iiu i iuow u •« iitt ti t1
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stem remains, but then regular 1st and 2nd pronominal prefixes have been added. 

The result is an irregular stem with regularized pronominal prefixes. These 

verbs are found in Chapter 4, Section 1.4.

8.1 1st and 2nd Actor  Pronom inal  Fusion with the Stem

The verbs in (104-106) are irregular in the Is' singular and 2nd singular 

forms. The 1SI singular actor pronominal di- ‘I’ and the 2nd singular actor 

pronominal ne- underwent contraction at some point in time and are now fused 

with the verb stem. The irregular pronominal+stem retains the [d] from the P' 

singular pronominal di-, which is typical of non-sonorant syllable onsets in 

contraction. The sonorant [n] o f the 2nd person ne- changes

(104) k'ala (go)thlce ‘ea t’

Note: This verb requires the object k'ala ‘thing’ or the short form k'a. See 
Chapter 4, Section 2.1 for k ’ala verbs. The invitational command forms 
are not given in the 2nd person. Instead they are stylized as follows:

k’athlaeno ‘(Come and) Eat!’ (said to one person)
(short for 3rd singular impersonal gothl$) 

k’a’othlaeno ‘Eat! Everyone eat!’ (P 'p lu ra l inclusive)
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Singular Plural

1 k’a  dae k’a  ’othlae (INCL)
k’a  nothlae (EXCL)

2 k’a  shae k’a  ’ashae

3 (EM) m.s. k’a  hethlae/hothlae k’a  hothlae (E) m.s.
(EM) H’.J k’a  s’ethlae k’a  ’othlae (E) w.s.
(EF) k’a  sethlae
(EFH) k’a  ’ethlae
(NE) k’a  wethlae k’a  wethlae (NE)

(105) 'ake (go)nd ‘to be here, to be located’

Note: The plural stems, except for the 2nd person, can also be ha. See 
Chapter 4, exam ple (27) for the plural stem ha.

Singular Plural

1 'ake do (’ake ’ono) (INCL)

’ake neno (EXCL)

2 ’ake yo ’ake ’aeyo

3 (EM) m.s. ’ake hono ’ake heno (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S ’ake s’eno ’ake ’ino (E) W.S.

(EF) ’ake seno
(EFH) ’ake ’end
(EH) ’ake 'ono
(NE) ’ake wend ’ake weno (NE)
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(106) (go)thla ‘go’
(go)k'athla ‘go with/to take someone’

Note: This verb is irregular in several ways. It has the irregular 1st and 
2nd pronominal forms fused with the base, with the highly irregular 
addition o f we- to both forms. It also has a  different stem for the singular 
and the plural. Like the all plural stem verbs, it has a dual inclusive 
form, made from the 1st plural inclusive pronoun and the singular stem. 
Plural stem verbs are discussed in C hapter 4, Section 1.4. In addition, 
only the 3rd person singular Euchee forms are contracted forms.33 See also 
Chapter 5 for tense and aspect with (go)thla.

Singular Plural

1 weda ’othla dual (incl)
ofe (INCL)
’nofe (EXCL)

2 wesha ’afe

3 (EM) m.s. hothla hdfe (E) m.s.
(EM) W . S s’yothla ’ofe (E) w .s .
(EF) syothla
(EH) w.s. ’othla
(NE) wethla wefe (NE)

8.2 Ist and 2nd P atient Pronominal Fusion  with  the  Stem

The verbs in (107-113) are also irregular in the Is' singular and 2nd singular 

forms. However, in these the 1st singular patient  pronominal d z e - 1’ and the 2nd 

singular actor pronominal nedze-  underwent contraction at some point in time and 

are now fused with the verb s te m .34
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(107) nehe(go)thli ‘arrive’
nele (go)thli ‘be back, return’

Note: Speakers often leave off both locatives -he or -le in fast speech, 
i.e. only the ne stem is mandatory when the context is clear.

Sineular Plural

1 nehe dzi nehe n e th ll ( incl/ex cl)

2 nehe sh l nehe ’seshl

3 (EM) m.s. nehe he th ll/h o th li nehe hethlT /hothll (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S nehe s’e th ll nehe ’ith li (E) m’.j .
(EF) nehe se th ll
(EFH) nehe ’ethlT
(NE) nehe w eth ll nehe w eth ll (NE)

ahe (go)go ‘com e’
'ahe (go)k'agd ‘com e with (som eone)’

‘bring (som ething)’

Sineular Plural

1 ’ah e  dzo ’ahe nego ( incl/ex cl)

2 'ahe  jo  (or go) ’ah e  ’aejo

3 (EM) m.s. ’ah e  hego/hogo ’ahe hego (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s ’ah e  s’ego ’ahe ’igo (E) w.s.
(EF) ’ah e  seg5
(EFH) ’ah e  ego
(NE) 'ahe w ego ’ahe wego (n e)
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(109) (go)’a ‘cry’

Note: The verb (go)’a has been regularized in the speech of some 
speakers. W hen it is regular, it requires the actor pronominal set di-.

Singular Plural

1 ts’a (’o’a) (INCL)
no’a (EXCL)

2 ch’ya ’ach’ya

3 (EM) m.s. ho’a ho’a (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s s’e ’a ’o’a (E) w.s.
(EF) se’a
(efh) ’e’a
(NE) we’a we’a (NE)

(110) gotwa ‘kill’

Singular Plural

1 tswa ’dtwa (INCL)
notwa (EXCL)

2 cwa ’ayoshe

3 (EM) m.s. hetwa hotwa (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s s'etwa ’otwa (E) W.S.

(EF) setwa
(EFH) hotwa
(NE) wetwa yotwa (NE)
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( I l l )  (go)la’i ‘shoot, shoot at (something)’

Note: Some speakers have regularized the whole paradigm for a  regular 
verb 1o shoot’ la’i. To create  ‘shoot a t’ speakers add the locative particle 
k’aebi low ards’.

Sineular Plural

1 dza’i ’ola’i (INCL)
nola’i (EXCL)

2 ya’i ’a la ’i

3 (EM) m.s. hela’i hela’i (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s s’ela’i ’ola’i (E) W .s .

(EF) sela’i
(efh) ’e la ’i
(NE) wela’i wela’i (NE)

hi(s>o)tliUe ‘think, find’

Note: This verb requires 3rd person inanimate hi- in the T‘
See Chapter 4, Section 2 .1.

Sineular Plural

1 hidzae/hidze’e  ’othlae (INCL)
nethlae (EXCL)

2 hishae ’aeshae

3 (EM) m.s. hethlae/hdthlae hethlae (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S s’ethlae ’ithlae (E) W .S .

(EF) sethlae
(EFH) ’ethlae
(EH) ’othlae
(NE) wethlae wethlae (NE)
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(113) higo’o ‘transplant’

Singular P lural

1 hididz’o (’o’o) (INCL)
no’o (EXCL)

2 tse h id i’yo ’aech’vo

3 (EM) m.s. he’o hS’o (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S s’e ’o (E) W.S.

(EF) se’o
(NE) we’5 we’o (NE)
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N o t e s  

C h a p t e r  3

1 Actually, the 2nd person singular set can give the same information. However, 
eliciting 2nd person forms is hard to do with Euchee speakers, who tend to hear 
the requested sentence as a  question and answer it. Given this, learners are 
encouraged to request the 1st person ‘I’ form instead.
2 Mithun (1991) distinguishes active-stative marking from agent-patient marking 
systems. Active-stative are generally clean splits determined, whether the verb 
is an event or a  state (lexical aspect). In agent-patient systems, the notions of 
agency, control, performance/instigation/effect, and the degree of affectedness, 
can all determine whether the verb takes an agent or patient. Often there are 
choices in this type o f system, and overlapping with an initial active-stative 
system.

Based on W agner’s (1934) sketch, Mithun (1999: 213, 572) states that 
Euchee has agent-patient Case on the pronominals. As shown in the text, the 
system is not agent-patient but active-stative. The agentiveness of the actor 
does, or the affectness of the patient, does not control the actor or patient 
marking. Recatergorizing the exceptions by control, performance, effect, 
instigation, and affectedness of the participants yields many more exceptions and 
demands more manipulation of the conceptual system. Even the few variations 
which point to a  possibly emerging agent-patient system, given in (26) of the 
text, do not fall under a single criterion of ‘control’ or ‘affectedness’ of the 
participant, but rather the active sense o f change in state.

Mithun (1991) points out that agent-patient systems emerged from active- 
stative systems as speakers naturally reinterpret the role o f the actor in an event. 
Proto-Siouian-Caddoan-Iroquoian had an agent-patient system. The stative- 
active marking in Euchee has implications for those who believe that it belongs 
in this macro-phyla. It implies that Euchee, if it is part of this group, broke away 
before the agent-patient system was formed.
3 Two-place verbs of emotion, such as ‘likes,’ hates,’ fears,’ e tc ... are all events in 
Euchee.
4 The term ’patient’ standardly refers to the thematic role of a  person or thing 
undergoing the action o f the predicate. A ‘them e’ is a  person or thing moved by 
the action expressed in the predicate, and an ‘experiencer’ is the entity that 
experiences some state expressed by the predicate. I use ‘patient’ as a  cover 
term for the thematic roles of patient, them e, and experiencer. All of these roles 
use the same Case marking in Euchee.
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A more accurate terminology might be ‘actor’ and ‘non-actor.’ However, I 
feel that the term ‘patient’ has certain pedological advantages in addition to being 
standard in the literature for active-stative and agent-patient languages.
5 Crawford (rough notes) observed that some verbs used he- instead of ho- for the 
3rd person singular Euchee m ale (men’s speech). However, he did not appear to 
tie it to this overall pattern or set, nor did he recognize a  consistent free variation 
between the two forms due to dialect variation.
6 W agner (1934: 328) gives 7- as a  women’s speech ‘respect’ m arker used by 
women to refer to related men who are older than they are. This would be 
equivalent to the e- pronoun for older related females. The 3rd singular 
pronominal used for respect can not be elicited today, although it still occurs 
as the 3rd Euchee plural (women’s speech) in the alternate di- actor set 
pronominal series, see (19) in the text.

This set is characterized by the high vowels in contrast to the more standard set 
today which has mid to lower vowels. This, and the fact occur with more 
irregular verbs, makes it likely that this is an older set o f pronouns. The 
standard set may be the result o f overgeneralization of the do- actor + *yo- set of 
pronominals. Overgeneralization seem s to be happening with the Duck Creek 
and Polecat speakers who use the ho- instead of he- in the singular as well. It is 
significant, then, that this set does not include an inclusive/exclusive distinction in 
the I '1 plural.
8 Speakers can also give (go)’yiishushu ‘to shake, tremble’ which takes the active 
l sl person do-, which is di- contracted with the 'yu stem.
9 The list of stative verbs in (22) is admittedly small. An alternative analysis 
could be that the stative verbalizer -le is actually a  durative or stative aspect 
suffix on the verb. In this analysis all the stative verbs (adjectives) carry this 
aspect suffix. The active verbalizer -e  would be inchoative and/or temporary 
aspect, and the list in (22) would be active verbs that have shifted to stative 
verbs over time. However, this analysis can not account for the fact that a  
durative aspect -le is not productive on other active verbs. For example, the 
suffix -le can not be used on a verb such as ‘smoke’ to get the reading ‘smoke 
over a long period of time.’ Therefore the analysis of two opposing verbalizers. 
the active and the stative verbalizer, is more elegant and descriptively accurate.
10 Or, all emotional states could have all acquired the di- set by analogy of a  few 
with incorporated body parts.
11 The Caddoan and Iroquoian families have agent-patient marking, and they 
have exactly the opposite interpretation o f inherent states. The inherent state 
requires an actor and the change o f state requires a patient because the change 
significantly affects the patient (Mithun 1991: 527, 531).
12 The verb can also have the reading ‘I smell bad.’ However, the reflexive form 
I smell m yself is more appropriate here or the verb (go)so ‘to stink, smell bad.’
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13 Nicklas (ca. 1995) posited a  morpheme b- (admittedly a  tentative form) 
between the stem and the pronominal complex. This was a  very promising lead 
in the extrication o f the [^participant] prefix. However, he analyzed this 
morpheme as a  prefix m arking the beneficiary, not a  general valence increasing 
prefix. In addition, Nicklas following the lead o f Ballard (1978), placed the 
inanimate 3rd person prefix hi- inside the pronominal complex and not with the 
other 3rd persons. In his analysis, the beneficiary prefix 'o- contracted with the 
inaimate prefix hi-, creating ho-. This form ho- is the ultimately contracted with 
the other pronominal prefixes. My analysis has the 3rd person inanimate prefix 
in the same place as the o ther 3rd persons (see Section 4.3 in the text).
14 Presumably, the irregular form is older. Only a  few speakers, those who are 
know to speak older and longer forms, use the irregular form today. In addition, 
some speakers recall the irregular forms, stating that it is how they used to hear 
it. The regularized forms w ere present in W agner’s time (1934: 330).

The irregular 2ndsingular acting on 1st plural does not have an inclusive- 
exclusive distinction. The alternative di- actor set of pronominals, given in 19) 
of the text, also does not include an inclusive-exclusive distinction. This set is 
used in many o f the irregular pronominal series. It is therefore possible that an 
earlier form of Euchee did not include the inclusive-exclusive distinction. (The 
irregular verb (go)thla ‘go’, however, has the inclusive, exclusive, and dual 
distinction.) Throwing caution to the wind, I will also venture to suggest that the 
I '1 Plural Patient we- may be a  variant of the I '1 Plural Actor ne- found in the 
alternative di- set.
15 The 2nd singular form yo- can sometimes be used as a patient of a  one-place 
verb. It is never found as the 3rd patient form. It is also not accepted by some 
speakers as proper Euchee, but it does occur.
1 In the tale ‘The Sons o f Howita (Wind) Killed by Old Man Iron (Sane)', 
collected by Jerem iah Curtain from an unknown consultant, the wind is 
consistently howita. Curtain collected this tale in English ca. 1888. The analysis 
could be that wi is the anim ate non-Euchee morpheme we in the Big Pond 
variation. Or, ho- could be an inanimate on the stem weda ‘go.’ In Maxey 
Simms' tale ‘Wind Seeks His Lost Sons and Kills the Iron M onster’ (in W agner 
1931:76-81). Wind is definitely anim ate throughput, alw ays requiring animate 
non-Euchee agreem ent. Mr. Simms never used the older full form howeta. It 
should also be pointed out that the Euchee word for wind may also be cognate 
with the Chitimacha form howi- ‘wind blows’ (Swanton 1942: 125).
17 The sentence ‘it fell’ and 'it sank' are middle constructions. However, most 
would-be middle constructions are expressed in causative constructions. So. for
example, in the sentence like ‘the glass fell’ the result must be given in the
causative *1 broke the glass’ or in the adjectival ‘the glass is broken.'
18 Instrumentals are verbal affixes which show the m eans or manner in which an
event is achieved. Contrary to W agners finding, Euchee does not have an
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instrumental prefix. Instead, his instrumental prefix hi- is the 3rd person 
inanimate patient pronominal, or ‘it.

The reasons for the pronominal analysis are as follows. First, as seen in 
the text, hi- is the 3rd person patient pronominal. In all the instances of the 
supposed ‘instrumental’, hi- follows regular pronominal behavior. There is no 
reason to assume that it is not the 3rd person inanimate. In fact, after positing 
the instrumental, W agner (1934: 358) states that in some cases 'hi- simply 
expresses the relation to the object...(cp. the impersonal pronoun hi-).'

Second, the presence of one, unspecific instrumental does not follow the 
regular semantic pattern of instrumentals. Mithun points out that languages 
which have instrumentals, even across language families, display ‘remarkably 
similar’ pattern of instrumentals (Mithun 1999: 121,126). This consistent pattern 
includes prefixes which specify that the action took place with the hands, feet, 
mouth, full body weight, eyes, by natural forces, and with instruments of 
particular shapes and kinds. Mithun (p. 119) explains that instrumentals can 
generalize from specific noun-like meanings to a  ‘network of associated 
meanings,’ making the existence o f a  single generalized instrumental possible. 
However, prefix hi- does not include any o f typical instrumental distinctions, let 
alone as a  single member is it part of the rem arkable pattern. Additionally, a 
look at the verbs which require hi- (see list in 67) o f the text) shows that for 
most, an instrumental reading is a stretch. However, the specified nature of a 
transitive easily encompasses any instrumental reading.

W agner’s main evidence for a  Euchee instrumental was the difference 
between the verbs ‘m ake’ an ‘make with/use’ shown below in (i-a), and given in a 
sentence in (i-b).

(i) a. dok’5 ‘I m ake’
b. hidok’o ‘I use./I m ake with.’

However, these are separate lexical items. An instrumental should be able to 
get a sentence like I made the boat with a  knife’ in one clause.

(ii) a. C ue doko yothl’i hidok’o.
cu-’e do-k’o ’yo-thl’i hi-do-k’o
boat-CL(UE) lSG.ACT/PLUS-make knife 3sg(1Na n ).pa t- I SG.ACT/PLUS-make

‘I made the boat with a  knife.’
Literal: *1 made it, I used a  knife.’

b. *cu'e yothl'i hidok’o. ‘I m ade the boat with a  knife.'
*’ydthl’i cu’e hidok’o.
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Thus, the difference betw een W agner’s and my analysis the required hi- can be 
seen with the verb ‘make with, use’ below:

(iii) a. Instrumental Analysis (Wagner)
’Yothl’i hidok’o je.
’yothl’i hi-do-k’o je
knife instr- 1 sg .ACT/p m s-m ak e  past 
‘I used a  knife.’
= ‘I made (it) with a  knife.’

b. Inanimate Pronominal Analysis (Linn)
'Yothl’i hidok’o je.
’yothl’i hi-do-k’o je
knife 3sg(inan).pat- 1 sg .act/p lus-m ake past 
*1 used a  knife.’ = ‘I used it, a  knife.’

19 This is also true of the Minimalist Program treatment of Case marking.
Instead of picking up Case marking in AgrS and AgrO, the 3rd person would need 
to be in a  place where Case does not need to be checked.
20 This question comes from the placement of the Yes/No Question particle. It
may come between the patient prefix and the verb stem, but it may not come 
between the actor prefix and the verb stem. This is seen below in (iv).

(iv) a. Millie se’le ayuc’wae fa?
Millie se-’le a-yuc'w s fa
Millie 3SG.PAT-0  2PL.ACT-wait stand
‘Are you all waiting for Millie?’

b. Millie se-’le shtine?
Millie se-’le shti-ne
Millie 3sg .act-q  dance-HAB 
‘Does Millie dance?’

This implies that there are two postions in the gender phrase. However, it is not 
clear why the both positions can not have -'le intervene if the gender phrase is 
separate from the verb phrase. The other possibility is that the patient 
pronominal in (iv-a) is an independent pronoun. Then it is not immediately clear 
why the normal form sedi is not used. However, it is possible that the P1 Euchee 
female prefix se- attaches to the stem di for independent pronouns, but may just 
as well attach to another stem, the verb stem or the Yes/No question particle, for 
example.
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21 Travis (1994), Rice (2000), and Bybee (1985) among others, have suggested 
that the functional phrases closest to the verb stem are  the most immediate in the 
interpretation of arguments.
22 The 3rd ‘person’ may in fact be unspecified for person features (Benveniste 
1956; Noyer 1997; Ritter and Rosen to appear). Only 1st and 2nd persons have 
features for [+person] and [+number]. As a  non-person, 3rd can not be animate. 
Euchee provides evidence for this proposal.
23 The animacy hierarchy in Euchee also provides evidence for a  separate gender 
phrase, or a functional projection GenP (Linn 1998; Linn and Rosen, in progress). 
This means that the traditionally accepted bundle o f features in the Spec o f AgrS 
and AgrO would not include gender.
24 In addition, the contractions with the stem ’yu confused the issue.
25 As in English, the sentence ‘I bought it for him’ in Euchee is ambiguous 
between the two readings, “the gift is for him’ or ‘I did the errand for him’
26 Baker (1996: 192-198) notes that in polysynthetic languages, the recipient or 
benefaciary (his ‘goal’) of three-place verbs has patient (his ‘them e’) agreement. 
However, in Mohawk, the patient is required to be inanimate (‘neuter’). This is 
not a requirement in Euchee, as can be seen in exam ple (78) o f the text, where 
the patient is the baby.
27 This analysis is due to the fact that the location a reappears on the 3rd person 
patients. These must be given as independent noun phrases. W hen the patient 
of a  three-place verb is a  demonstrative noun, it is almost exclusively given with 
a plus the appropriate anim ate noun class instead of the more common -le and 
noun class. The ’a  demonstratives are seen in the example verb (go)wa 'to give' 
in the text. The -le demonstratives are use with all to-place verbs. The location 
a is further away than -le, which makes sense as action of an three-place event 
exends away to another person.
28 A possible explanation for this prefix order precedes from the analysis in 
endnote 26. If it is true that the actors dropped off as in the 'aso- ‘1/2’ irregular 
pronouns, perhaps given in independent pronouns, then they may have been 
reinserted at a later time. Instead o f comin in betw een the fused recipient or 
benefactive pronominal and the stem, they may have attached to the beginning 
of the proniminal complex, creating the irregular order.
29 The verb ha ‘take’ can not be used for ‘carry’ or ‘bring.’ The verbs (go)k'athla 
‘to go with’ or ‘to carry’ and (go)k’agd ‘to come with’ or ‘to bring’ are used instead. 
Both contain the accompaniment prefix k ’a- ‘with.’ Therefore, the third 
participant of ha ‘take’ is a  source ‘from someone.’ Apparently, the source 
participant in ha ‘take’ is treated like a  recipient or beneficiary and not like other 
sources, which are clause construction (see exam ple 93) in the text). This is 
probably because the source may be human, and when it is human, the person is 
highly affected. The same analysis holds for (go)ki ‘to receive (from).’
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30 This is expected in a polysynthetic where the Case roies are on agreem ent 
(Baker 1996).
31 W agner (1934: 333) gave only the derived set as the first reflexive series.
32 W agner (1934: 333) gave quite a  few more verbs which he said occur 
exclusively in the reflexive. The verbs 'yu'ne'ne ‘attempt, try’ and ’yu'naga 
‘believe’ can not be reflexive according to speakers today. Speakers can not use 
the verb lyd to m ean ‘fast’ today. The rest o f his list can occur both in the 
reflexive or with actor or patient pronominal prefixes.
33 The pronominal look like the derived actor [+participant] forms. However, 
there is a  possible alternative analysis. That is, the morpheme /w e/ is part o f the 
3rd person stem, just as it is in the 1st and 2nd person. The 3rd person Euchee 
pronominal prefixes have contracted with /w e/ and not *yo-. The vowel change 
would be the same, and the /y/ in the 3rd Euchee fem ale and 3rd Euchee male 
(women’s speech could be a  result o f palatalization with /s/). The 3rd non-Euchee 
retains the /w e/ in the stem and has reanalyzed it as the pronominal prefix we-. 
This is supported by the 3rd person inanimate. There is not a  3rd inanimate actor, 
but the sentences in 58) o f the text show inanimates ‘going’ with wethla. The 
morpheme /we/ is more clearly part o f the stem in the related verb (go)weda 
'have gone, went, left.’ See Chapter 5, Section 2.5 for the paradigm of this verb.
34 The underlying form of the 1st person singular patient is /tse/ and 2nd person 
singular patient is netse-. However, /tse-/ has become voiced [dze-] and the 2nd 
person has become [nedze-]. The voiceless /tse/ is important for understanding 
the continuing voiceless irregular forms, and the irregular 2nd person patient
[+participant] /so-/ forms.
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F ig u re  4 .1 . T h e  V e rb  P h ra se : P re f ix e s  a n d  P re -V e rb a l  In fo rm a tio n
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4 .2  V e rb  P h ra se : S u ff ix e s  a n d  P o s t-V e rb a l  In fo rm a tio n
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C h a p t e r  4 : T h e  V e r b  a n d  V e r b  P h r a s e

This chapter describes the verb stem (derivational morphology) and its 

affixes (inflectional morphology), except for pronominal agreem ent, which is 

found in Chapter 3. Sections 1 describes the ways in which the verb stem is 

formed. Section 2 describes verbs which are formed with some of their lexical 

information before the pronominal agreem ent prefixes. Section 3 covers the 

reciprocal and accompaniment valence prefixes. Section 4 contains the aspect 

suffixes. In all earlier work, tense and mode have been treated as verb suffixes. 

However, these are  independent particles following the verb phrase. As such, 

they are discussed separately in C hapter 6: Tense, Global Aspect, and Mode.

1. V e r b  S t e m s  a n d  S t e m  F o r m a t io n

1.1 S tem  V erbs

The most basic verb is a  root which has not undergone any other 

formative process, such as compounding or verbalization (-?  and -le). These 

basic verbs are called stem verbs. Basic stem verbs are generally considered to 

represent some of the oldest vocabulary of a  language. A list of regular stem 

verbs is given in exam ple (1) below.
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(1) Basic Verb Stems

’a ‘carry’ sta ‘blow aw ay’
’a ‘be asham ed’ stae ‘break off, harvest’
ba ‘file’ sto ‘swim’
ci ‘sit’ s’a ‘itch, vomit’
cu ‘pound’ s’u ‘kiss’
ewe ‘touch, rub up against’ she ‘hide, put aw ay’
che ‘lean against’ shi ‘pity’
ch’a ‘drown’ shi ‘stick’
ch'wae hear’ shti ‘dance’
di ‘wash’ shto ‘close’
’e ‘lie, lay down’ shu ‘tie’
fa ‘stand’ sh’a ‘defecate, give birth’
ha ‘take’ sh’o ‘be tired’
hae ‘smell, breathe, live’ tha ‘pick a t’
hi ‘carry on the back’ thae ‘want, need’
ho ‘plant’ the ‘play (a sport)’
ka ‘rest’ thi ‘ask for, beg’
ki ‘receive’ ta ‘set a  date’
kwe ‘send’ to ‘go with’
kho ‘crow, m ake noise’ tsha ‘sleep’
k’ae laugh’ tu ‘suck’
ko 'make, do, build' twae ‘pass gas’
thlx ‘have fear, be afraid’ tyo ‘be angry'
thl'a 'dig' tyo ‘help’
thl’i ‘cut. scratch, make a mark’ te/tae ‘put’
thl’o ‘bake’ fae ‘release, set free’
ne/nae ‘blow* t’e ‘cough’
’ne ‘see’ t’i ‘urinate’
pha ‘chop, cut open, cut o ff t’o ‘be on menstrual period
p’a ‘be bom’ wa “bite, bite o ff
P a ‘see about someone' w a ‘give ‘
p’x ‘call out’ we ‘dream, wake up’
p’e ‘drink’ ’ya “roast’
p’e ‘squeeze, grip’

Basic stems that are irregular in their plural or P 'a n d  2nd singular forms 

are given in Section 1.4 below. Basic stems with irregular pronouns are not 

listed here, but are given in Chapter 3, Section 8. Some basic stems have 

required pre-pronominal information. These are  given in Section 2 beiow.
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In many cases, a  stem  verb m ay also be a  stem  noun without any change 

to the stem. Most, but not all, a re  body parts and bodily functions. Several 

exam ples are given in (2).

Noun Verb

che ‘body, stomach’ ‘lean against’
hae ‘life’ ‘smell, breath’
shu ‘rope’ ‘tie’
thae ‘heart, chest’ ‘want, need’
t’i ‘urine’ ‘urinate’
t’o ‘seed’ ‘be on menstrual period’
thae ‘heart’ ‘want’
’ya ‘tree/wood’ ‘roast’

Not only stem verbs, but also compound verbs can be both nouns and verbs. A 

few are given in (3), and more are discussed in Chapter 6, Section 2.1.

(3 )  N o u n _________________________ V e r b

k’eka/noka ‘tongue’ ‘lick’
(dze)’yada ‘(my) tribe’ ‘( I ) am called’

1.2 C o m p o u n d  V er b  S t e m s

Putting two lexical items together creates a new word, called a  compound. 

Many verb stems in Euchee were created  by compounding. Most verb 

compounding in Euchee is historical, and because o f this the parts are not easily 

broken understood today. W agner (1934: 347-49) uses the term ‘compound verb’ 

to refer to three different constructions: compounds that create new verb stems 

(discussed here), the Particle + Verb Constructions (below in Section 2.3), and to 

Causative Constructions (see Chapter 8, Section 5.1).
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Compounds

The inventory o f Euchee words, both nouns and verbs (and those which 

can be both), is made up o f the one-syllable basic stems. These basic stems may 

then compound with other stems to create the two or more syllable words in 

Euchee. Thus, all words with more than one syllable are compounds. The basic 

noun stem and noun compounding is very clear in regards to this structure. New 

nouns may inter the vocabulary readily by compounding and their internal 

structure is clear. Unlike noun compounding, which is highly productive and may 

use any major lexical category, verb compounding is not productive today. Very 

few new verbs exist, and the separate lexical items that make up compound 

verbs are not easy to identify today. Assuming that the structure of verb stems 

parallels that of the noun stem, all two or more syllable verb stems can also be 

assumed to be compounds. The few verbs that can be broken down and 

analyzed support this assumption. Two certain analyses are in (4).

(4) a. Verb + Noun 
dzowi'i 
dzo-wi-’i
I sg.pat/plus-pass-blood 
I  bleed’

b. Verb + Adjective 
di’wedacha 
di-’w eda‘-cha 
2sG.ACT-taIk-hard 
‘I yell a t’

Importantly, the pattern o f the few analyzable verb compounds follows 

that of noun compounds: The head o f the compound is the left syllable. The 

head determines the part of speech, whether the new word is a  noun or verb.

In many cases, the head stem is analyzable and the modifying stem is 

frozen. Some of these verbs are given in (5).
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(5) a. di’va
di’yatse

b. dok’wai 
dok’w a thlae

c. dowa 
dowaii

d. diba 
dibade

‘I roast’
‘I bum (something)’

‘I tie around'
‘I hang’

‘I give’
‘I buy’

‘I file’
‘I twist’

A set o f verbs end in -e. This is the active verbalizer e, which has 

been lexicalized as part of the stem. Normally, the active verbalizer -e  does not 

participate as part of the stem (i.e. it is not part o f the derivational morphology). 

They are also unlike normal verbaliztion with -e  in that they are not impersonal 

verbs— they can have any actor, not just ‘it.’ See Chapter 7: Other Verbal 

Structures for more detail on verbalization with -e. Some of these verbs are 

clearly compounds, where the modifying stem is an adjective ending in the 

verbalizer -e. These are seen in (6a). Others are no longer transparent; those 

are given in (6b).

6) t’a s’i’e ‘h a te ’ (UN+little-ACTivE)
k’es’i’e ‘sn ee r a t, criticize’ (UN+little-active)
kyonesh’i’e ‘be provoked’ (mind+UN+bad-ACfiVE)
pashe’e ‘be burning’ (bum+?bad-ACTiVE)

dik’a e ‘I sm ile’
tsobile dik’a ’e ‘1 m ake an  ag reem en t’
hidi’vu’oda’e ‘I know ’
doho’e ’e ‘I frighten (som eone)’
dzedi’e ‘I am  m ean, I show o ff
dzego’e ‘I am  h ere’

Some common two or more syllable verbs which are not able to be analyzed are 

listed in (7).
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(7) di ditishe ‘I tell a  lie’
di dikvaeha ‘I watch, I herd’
di dolaha ‘I devour (something)’
di dip’ade ‘I am  crazy’ (wep’ade
di dithede ‘I hit’
di di’wede ‘I talk’
di disathe ‘I shave’
di dibithli ‘I turn’
di dithl’aci ‘I chase, run after’
di dithl’oci ‘I push’
di diwaho/diwoho ‘I play, play with’
di di’voho ‘I am  hungry’
di dow ase ‘I look for (something)’
di dzedikhithla ‘I m ake a  m istake’
di dziochago ‘I am pregnant’
di dzo’vafa ‘I sw eat’
di hidibade ‘I lock (something)’

(UN + ?bad) 
(UN + ? plural) 
(UN + ? plural) 
‘It has rabies’)

Noun Incorporation

Euchee displays traces of noun incorporation in a  handful of verbs. Noun 

incorporation is a  type of compounding where the direct object noun is 

compounded into the verb stem, creating a [noun + verb] stem. Noun 

incorporation is archaic in Euchee, and the instances are limited to the 

incorporation of body parts. Examples o f this remnant incorporation of body 

parts are in (8).

(8) Incorporated Body Parts

a. di dichespi ‘I am full'

che-spi
stomach-fill

b. di dichekhaba ‘I have a sour stomach/I belch’ (JC)

che-khaba
stomach-swell
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c. di dithae’vu

thae-’yu
heart-pain

d. di dik’ocha

k’o-cha
throat-dry

e. di dikvow a

kyo-wa
m ind-give(?)

f. di di’op’aso

’o-p’aso
finger-UN

g. di dithopate

tho-pate
head-UN

‘I love, I am jealous’

‘I’m thirsty.’

‘I think’

‘I point’

‘I am  dizzy’

h. di dichuda

chu-da
ear-UN

‘I listen’
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Yu Stem Verbs

A large set o f verbs have the morpheme yu as the first syllable in the 

stem. There appears to be at least three, possibly four, different morphemes yu. 

A small set is the basic verb stem yu  ‘to be sick, in pain’ and then several 

compounds made with this stem. A larger set consists o f compounds with the 

verbalized locative ’yu  fo n d er, aw ay from.’ Another set has to do with the 

'speech, mouth.’ The last set fits the general pattern of remnant noun 

incorporation, where incorporated nouns act as a  type o f verb classification, in 

this case verbs dealing with the ‘mind.’ Although the original meaning and part 

of speech of the yu morpheme is obscure in the ‘speech/mouth’ and ‘mind,’ the 

verbs fall nicely into these semantic categories.

The yu stem verbs are important because as a  group they behave 

uniquely: The stem yu undergoes obligatory contraction with the 1st and 2nd 

person singular pronominals. This contraction is discussed after the thematic 

groupings here, with exam ples in (13). Because of this contraction, all the 

exam ples in this section are given in the impersonal go- form of the verb.

The basic stem verb yu 'to be sick or ache’ is used in several serial verb 

constructions and in compounds. The basic stem verb and two serial verbs are 

given in (9a). and the compounds in (9b). The compounds (9b) participate in the 

contraction with pronominals.

(9) a. di dze’yu 'I am sick, I ache, I hurt’
di dithae dze^yu ‘I am sad, sorry' (Lit.=my heart 1 ache)

‘I weep, mourn/1 have a  broken heart' 
di dithae dze’vule I regret’ (Lit.=my heart I ache again)

b. go’yutha(tha) ‘to scratch’
go’yush’o(le) ‘to wither, be exhausted’
go’yushu(shu) ‘to shake, trem ble’

The largest set of yu stem verbs have the locative yu ‘yonder or ‘away 

from’ or 'yule ‘around’ as the stem from which compounds are made. The
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locative yu can verbal, a  seen in (10a). The compounds m ade with the 

verbalized locative yu and 'yule in the stem are in (10b).

(10) Spread out, Away from, Around

a. 'yu ‘yonder, aw ay from’
’yu’e ‘to be spread out/it is spread out’

b. go’yuk’6k’6 “to shake out, rinse out’
go’yu’e ‘to spread out’
go’yuba ‘to spread or sprinkle on, over, to sow'
go’yubithli ‘to crank’ (away from + turn)
go’yuhe’ne ‘to be curious’2 ([’yuhe]= ‘out there’ +■ ‘see’)
go’yuho ‘to embrace, hug’
go’yuk’ane ‘to sieve’
go’yukhwae ‘to tie’ [we’yu/’yule go’yukhwae tie around]
go’yusta ‘to sprinkle (something) over’
higo’yufole ‘to stop, cut o ff
higo’yuha ‘to waylay’
higo’yupe ‘to mend, patch, put over’
higo’yuste(ste) ‘to sprinkle’
higo’yuthl’eji ‘to drive’
higo’yuthl’o ‘to singe’ (away + bake)
k’ago'yushi ‘to stir’
k’ago’yuthla ‘to trade’ (away + go)

Another set clearly relates to the spoken word and the mouth and throat. 

The morpheme yu does not resemble the modem terms godash'i ‘mouth’ or k'o 

‘neck.’ There is the possibility that the yu in words for speech and throat are 

related to the locative ‘yonder, away from.’ Booker (1979: 221-222) gives the 

locative prefix *cok in Muskogean ‘inside’ or “coming from mouth.’ This prefix is 

found in remnant compounding for a variety of words, not all mouth related. The 

set of speech and mouth related 'yu stem verbs are in (11).
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(11) ‘Speech and Mouth’

go’yugwa ‘to tell or relate something to someone.’
go’yusti “to tell a  lie’
go’yuta 1o show, teach, charge’
go’yutata ‘to train’
go’yudi “to gargle’ (goti wash)
go’yune 1o blow on’
higo’yuse/go’yufe ‘to rule’
higo’yutwa ‘to shout’
kego’yutwa ‘to spit’
tago’yu’e ‘to shout, a t a  ball gam e’ (GW: 102)
ti’yuleha ’yagogwa ‘to tell a story, tale, myth’ (Lit.= myth I tell)

The last category is the ‘mind.’ Here, the stem 'yu was presumably an 

incorporated noun, although the words kyd ‘mind’ or ‘brain’ and tho head’ bear no 

resem blance to 'yu. (A noun stem 'yu ‘house’ could possibly be a  metaphorical 

use of an older word for the concept of ‘mind.’) The set o f ‘mind’ 'yu verbs are in

(12) ‘Mind’

gode’yushe3 ‘to enjoy' ( yu + ‘good’)
go’yush’e ‘to wait’
go'yu’ne(’ne) ‘to m easure, to aim ' ( yu + ‘see ’)
go’yu’ne’ne ‘to try’ ( yu + ‘see ’ + redup)
higo’yu’neshe ’to expect, to trust' ( yu + 'see ' - ’good')
higo’yuta’a ‘to depend on’
higo’yu’oda’e ‘to  know’
higo’yu’odale ‘to rem em ber, recognize’
higo'yuha “to w atch’
higo'yusti ‘to deceive, fake, fool’

The yu stem verbs act differently than any other verbs in regards to stress 

and their obligation to undergo contraction. Most verbs have the primary stress 

of the second syllable o f the stem. However, the stress on thematic 'yu verbs is 

on the first syllable, or the morpheme 'yu. There are some exceptions. Most 

notably, when the second syllable is reduplicated to show consecutive or
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distributed aspect, the stress follows the regular pattern for reduplication 

morphemes, and the primary stress is on the second and reduplicated syllables.

All of the yu stem verbs take the active pronominals di- 1st person 

singular and ne- 2nd person singular. However, the stem 'yu- undergoes 

contraction with the Is' and 2nd person singular actor pronominals. No other 

pronouns contract with the stem. The contraction is idiosyncratic, producing the 

following forms:

(13) Yu Stem Contraction

di- + 'yu = do
ne- + yu = yo-

The forms created by the contraction of the Is' and 2nd person actor with the 'yu 

morpheme are the same form as the 1st and 2nd person singular actor 

[+participant] pronominals, do- and 'yo-, respectively (see Chapter 3, Section 4.2).
4

The complete conjugation of a  typical yu stem verb, g o ’yushe  ‘to wait.’ is 

given in (14). The contracted forms are underlined.

(14) g o ’yushe  ‘to wait’: A yu Stem Verb in Contracted Form

Singular Plural

1 dosh’e ’o’yush’e
no’yush’e

l(INCL)
l(EXCL)

2 ’yosh’e  ’ a ’yushe

3 (EM) m.s. 
(EM) w.s 
(EF)
(NE)

he’yush’e/ho’yush’e
s’e’yush’e
se’yush’e
we’yush’e

ho’yush’e
’o’yush’e

we’yush’e

(E) m.s. 
(E) U .S .

(NE)
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In most one-place (intransitive) yu  stem verbs, the contraction of the 1st 

and 2nd persons is obligatory. Uncontracted forms are not considered 

grammatical, as in (15). W hen they are allowed, they are seen only as possible, 

but awkward.

(15) a. Dosh’e ‘I’m waiting’
*Di’vush’e

’Yosh’e ‘You are waiting.’
*Ne’vushe

b. Hido’ne’ne. ‘I am trying.’
*Hidi’vu’ne’ne.

Hi’yo’ne’ne. ‘You are trying.’
*Hine’yu’ne’ne.

Transitive verbs are allowed more freedom, and in some cases, both the 

contracted and uncontracted forms are allowed, as in (16). W hen this is allowed 

is not predictable.

(16) hido’5nda5 ’I know (something)’
hidi’vu’onda

Wedosti. ‘I fooled him (non-Euchee).’
Wedi’vusti.

Only the Is' and 2nd singular actor pronominals contract; the P ‘ and 2nd 

person patient pronominals do not contract. In (17a) below, the P ‘ singular actor 

T  di- is contracted with the stem morpheme 'yu, but as in (17b) the P ' singular 

patient *me’ d:e- is not. The attem pt to contract the P‘ singular patient dze- to 

create dzo-, is ungrammatical, as seen in (17c).
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(17) higo’yusti *to deceive’

a. ’As’eno s’edosti je.
’a s’eno  s’e-do-sti
Him 3sG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT+’YU-deceive
‘I deceived  him.’

b. Di s’edze’yustije. 
di s’e -d ze-’yu-sti je
Me 3sG(EM).ACT-lSG.PAT-deceive past

‘He deceived  m e.’

c. *di s’edzosti je  ‘He deceived m e’

The yu morpheme in verb stems has been problematic in earlier analyses 

of Euchee. W agner (1934: 336) treated the morpheme ’yu  as part of the 

‘am algam ation’ between the pronoun and ‘instrumental prefix’ hi-. In other words, 

he analyzed the instrumental as being hi- in the 1st and 2nd person singular, and 

yu on the stem for the rest o f the conjugation. All instrumentals, then, took the 

2nd series of pronominals, or the do- actor series. The immediate problem with 

this analysis is that not all verbs which require the prefix hi-, W agner’s 

instrumental prefix, have the morpheme Vm in the stem; conversely, not all \u  

them e verbs take the prefix /»'-t in the 1st and 2nd person. W agner considered 

these irregular instrumentals. The prefix hi- that W agner analyzes as 

instrumental is analyzed below as the inanim ate 3rd person pronominal (see 

Chapter 3. Section 4.3).

1.3 R e d u p l ic a t e d  S t e m s

Reduplication of the final syllable of the verb stem is used to show 

consecutive (iterative) and distributed aspect. The phonology of reduplication is 

discussed in Chapter 2, Section 3.3.
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Consecutive (Iterative)

Some actions are repeated consistently or consecutively. This is 

consecutive (iterative) aspect. Often, this type of aspect is inherent to the 

meaning o f the word. For example, ‘to braid’ is by nature an action which is 

repeated consecutively. Other times, the difference between an action done once 

and the same action done consecutively changes the meaning of the word. In 

this way, too, inherent aspect is lexical. Since consecutive aspect is lexical in 

nature, it affects the stem of the verb. Other aspects are found affixed to the 

end of the verb, in Section 4 below.

Most consecutive actions are expressed by reduplication. This means the 

last syllable of the stem is repeated. Both syllables bear equal stress, which is 

generally the primary stress for the verb. The instances below show a  single 

action verb and a related consecutive action shown by reduplication. The lexical 

nature of this reduplication is clear.

(18) a. diwa ‘I bite’
diwawa ‘I chew’

b. di’yushu ‘I (give a) shake'
di’vushushu “I shake/trem ble’

Additional examples given in the I '1 person di- or do- forms. The stems are

underlined:

(19) a. doba ‘I rub against’
dobaba ‘I rub over and over’

b. dodo. *1 touch, feel’
dododo. ‘I feel around/mess around with/play with’

c. dothH ‘I make a mark, scratch'
dothl’ithl’i ‘1 am writing’
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d. dithl’i ‘I cut’
dithl’ithl’i ‘I slice’

e. hotha ‘he scratches (on the Clean Ground)’
dothatha ‘I am scratching (an itch)’

f. d fa ‘I am  crying’
do’a’a ‘I am whining’

0e* dik’ae ‘1 laugh’
dik’aek’ae ‘I am laughing a  lot/I am making fun o f

h. dipa ‘I yell, holler’
dipapa ‘I hoop’

i. S’edop’a ‘I’m looking for/at him’ (women’s sp
Wieae vop’ap’a? ‘W hat are you looking/searching for?’

j- se’vuta ‘she teaches’ ( yu stem verb)
se’vutata ‘she trains’ (yu  stem verb)

k. dop’e ‘I grip, squeeze’
dop’ep’e ‘I poke at, around’

1. dibithli ‘I tum around’
dibithlithli ‘I tum  in circles’

m. didaka disha ‘I open my mouth.’ (causative)
didakaka disha ‘I yawn.’ (causative)

Some actions are always consecutively performed, and so only appear in the 

reduplicated form, such as those in (20). This is especially true of sound verbs, 

given in (20b).

(20) a. diphaphaz 
diphapha 
dithaethae 
diwejiji 
dobaba 
dofafa 
dothl’ithl’ine

*1 am rowing'
‘I peck'
‘I am braiding/I am weaving' 
*1 am crawling’
‘I brush, sweep, erase '
‘I am walking’
‘I fiddle/I play the violin’
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b. w ewowo 
wek’oTc’o 
wekhokho 
wekaka 
khokho 
shkwashkwa

‘(the dog) it is barking’
‘(the chicken) it is clucking’
‘(the bird) it is crowing, singing’
‘it’s cackling’
‘it is making a  loud noise (blowing, whistling)’ 
‘it (a bucket) is clanging, clunking’

Distributed

Reduplication is also used to show distributed actions. Distributed actions 

are those which happen in several different places. The action may be repeated 

or not, and may occur at the sam e time or not. In addition, the action may be 

separated by very close or distant proximity. W hat is significant is that the 

action is distributed over space.

In the examples below, the first in each set is the non-distributed action, 

and the second is the distributed action.

(21) a. Wedoshe. [wedoSe]
we-do-she
3sg(n e).pat- 1 sg . ACT/PLUS-hide 
i ’m hiding from him .’ (in one place)

W esheshe. [weSeSe]
we-she-she
3SG(NE).ACT-hide-REDUP
‘He’s hiding/He keeps moving around.’

b. k'ada disha
k’a-da di-sha
together-PL lSG .act-m ake
i  include, put w ith’

k’atete  disha
k’a-te -te  di-sha
together-UN-REDUP lSG.act-m ake
1 sep ara te .’

More examples of the distributed action follow in (22).
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(22) a. ’Odi ’odze’ne’ne. [’Qndi ’Qndze’n^’n?]
’odi ’odze-’ne-’ne
1 PL(INCL) lPL(lNCL).REFLEX-see-REDUP 
‘We are  looking a t ourselves (in the mirror).

b. Wechispaspa. 
we-chi-spa-spa
3sG(NE).ACT-eye-pointed-REDUP 
‘He is Asian.’

c. Dzenono wes’s s ’ae. 
dzene-weno we-s’ae-s’ae
dog-CL(NE) 3SG(NE).ACT-mangy-REDUP
T hat dog is m angy.’

d. Hibobo pe’e.
hi-bo-bo pe-’e
3PL(iNAN)-crooked-REDUP com p-active

T hey (the com  rows) a re  real crooked.’

e. k’ath l’os’is’i 
k’ath l’o-s’i-s'i 
bread-small-REDUP
‘bread that is sliced/sliced bread/a slice of bread’

The distributed action can be shown by reduplication of a  locative particle 

instead of the verb stem.

(23) a. tse keha
tse ke-ha
water there-plural.be.located
‘water there/There’s water.’

tse kekeha 
tse kehaha 
tse kekehaha

‘(There’s) water here and there'
‘(There’s) water here and there’
‘(There’s) water here and there' (JC VIII:35)

b. Di tata dok’we. [ti ta ta  tukwae]
di ta -ta  d o -k w s
ISG.ACT up-REDUP 1 SG.ACT/PLUS-tear
“I tea r them  (a plural object) up.’ (AG: 65)
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c. Y u|£a wecha.
’yu-p’a  w e-cha 
up 3SG(NE).ACT-jump 
‘He (Rabbit) jum ps up.’

’vup’ap’a  wecha. ‘He (Rabbit) hops, hops around’

1.4 Irregular Verb Stems

Some stems are different in the singular from the plural (suppletive).

Other stems have different forms in the F ' and 2nd person singular only. Both 

have regular pronominals. Irregular pronominal verbs are found in Chapter 3, 

Section 8.

Plural Stems

Some verb stems distinguish the singular and plural by changing the verb 

stem (suppletive forms). In addition, these verbs are unusual in that they have a 

1st dual inclusive form ‘we two.’ The 1st dual inclusive is formed with the 

singular base and the Is' plural inclusive pronoun o-.

Honorific language uses the plural forms to show formality and respect. It 

is not just the plural pronominal, but the complete plural verb form. So. with 

plural stem verbs, the honorific requires the plural pronouns b- and ho- and the 

plural stems. Using the verb s ’te(go)wi ‘to fall’ from (25), an example of men’s 

speech, in (24a) below, and women’s speech, in (24b) is given below.

(24) Honorific Forms with Plural Stem Verbs

a. Di dik’atono s’ahoya.
di dik’ato-hono s’s -h o -y a
I ISG(O.POSS-Spouse-CL(E).PL down-3PL(E).ACT-fall.PL
‘My wife fell down.’ (m en’s speech)
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b. Di dik’ato’ono sae’oya.
di dik’a to -’ono sae-’o-ya
I lSG(i).POSS-spouse-CL(E).PL down-3PL(E).ACT-fall.PL 
‘My husband fell dow n.’ (w om ens’ speech)

A few speakers say that the plural pronoun and the singular base, such as 

siehom  and s'ce’owi, is possible, but that the plural stem considered proper. See 

Chapter 6, Section 3.1 for appropriate usage of the honorific system.

Verbs which have a  different stem in the singular and plural are limited 

to those given below. In each case, the main verb is given first, followed by 

derived verbs which conjugate in the same manner. Since these verbs often 

have irregular pronoun forms, ail the forms are given for each.

(25) ke(go)wi ‘to pass by, to be lost’
(go)wile ‘d ie’
s’ae(go)wi ‘to fall down, to drop (something)’
’a(go)wi/’s(go)w i ‘to fall off (of something)’
s’sehe (go)wi ‘to get out of a  car’

Note: Besides the variations of (go)wi given here, it is a  common verb in serial
verb constructions.

Singular Plural

1 kediwi ke’Swi dual (incl)
ke’oya (INCL)
kenoya (EXCL)

2 kenewi ke’aya/ke’aeya

3 (EM) m.s. kehewi kehoya (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S. kes’ewi ke’oya (E) w.s.
(EF) kesewi
(NE) kewewi keweya (NE)
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(26) ’yu(go)de ‘Ay’

Singular Plural

’yudide ’yu’Ode dual (incl)
’yu’olo (INCL)
’yuno^o (EXCL)

’yunede ’yu’aê o

(EM) m.s. ’yuhede ’yuhoTi (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s ’yus’ede ’yu’o]o (E) w.s.
(ef) ’yusede
(NE) ’yuwede ’yuwelo (NE)

(27) (go)no ‘to be’

Note: The related verb (go)nd ‘to be located’ is irregular in the P ‘ and 2nd 
singular forms. It is found in C hapter 3, exam ple (108). It, too, may have 
the plural ha stem. In addition, the verb 'to be located with’ (go)no may 
have the plural stem. It can be seen in Chapter 3, exam ple (56).

Singular Plural

1 dzOQO ’5no dual (incl)
’oha (INCL)
noha (EXCL)

2 yono ’xh a

3 (EM) m.s. hono heha (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s. s’ono ’oha (E) w.s.
(EF) sono
(NE) yono we|ia (NE)
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(28) (ne)ke (go)ci ‘live, live there/stay, stay there’ 
ti(go)ci *to get in a  car’

Note: Irregular 2nd plural stem.

Singular Plural

1 kedoci Tjci 1 dual (incl)
’oha I (INCL)
neha/noha l(EXCL)

2 keyoti ’aeca

3 (EM) m.s. hewi hoha (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s. s’ewi ’iha (E) W .S .

(EF) sewi
(NE) wewi weha (NE)

(29) (go)’aele ‘to be big’

Note: The exam ples below include the verbalizer -le.

Singular Plural

1 dze’a le ’o’s le dual (incl)
’othlaele (INCL)
nothlaele (EXCL)

m nedze’aele ’aethlaele

3 (EM) m.s. ho’aele hdthlaele (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S. s 'e s le ’ithlaele (E) W.S.

(EF) se’aele
(NE) we’aele w ethlale (NE)
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(30) (go)gele ‘to be tall, long’

Note: The examples below include the verbalizer -le.

Singular Plural

1 dzegele ’ogele dual (incl)
’ogethlsle (INCL)
nogethlaele (EXCL)

2 nedzegele ’aseethlajle

3 (EM) m.s. hogele hogeha (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s. s’egele ’igethltele (E) W.S.
(EF) segele
(NE) wegele wegethxle (NE)

(31) gothla ‘to go’
gok’athla ‘to go with/to take someone’

Note: The verb (go)thla ‘to go’ also has irregular V1 and 2nd singular stems 
and pronominals. This verb is discussed in Chapter 3, Section 8, and with 
tense in Chapter 5, Section 2.5.

Singular Plural

1 weda ’othla dual (incl)
’ofe (INCL)
’nofe (EXCL)

2 wesha ’afe

3 (EM) m.s. hothla hofe (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s s’iothla ofe (E) W . S .

(EF) siothla
(NE) wethla wefe (NE)
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Irregular Is' and 2nd Singular Stems

Another set of verb stems is irregular only in the 1st and 2nd singular, and 

sometimes in the 2nd plural. The pronominals, however, are regular. This differs 

from the irregular stems in which the 1st and 2nd person pronominals are fused 

with the stem. These are described in Chapter 3, Section 8. However, the 

irregular stems described here follow the same general pattern as the stems 

fused with the pronominals. This being so, it is probable that the stems here 

were fused with the pronominals, and then in order to regularize the verb, 

additional pronominals were affixed later.

(32) (go)thla ‘m ake, do’
’ake’e  (go)thla ‘did something/did it that way’

Note: gothla is used in causative constructions. SeeChapter 8, Section 5.1 
for discussion and list of causative verbs.

Singular Plural

1 disha ’othla (INCL)
nothla (EXCL)

■)m nesha 'asha/’athla

3 (EM) m.s. hethla hethla (E) m.s.
(EM) VV.5 s’ethla ’othla (E) w.s.
(EF) sethla
(NE) wethla wethla (NE)
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(33) ’a(go)gwa ‘to say’

Singular Plural

1 ’adidza ’a ’ogw a (INCL)
’anogw a (EXCL)

2 ’an e ja ’an ja
(short: anja)

3 (EM) m.s. ’ahegw a ’ahogw a (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s ’a s ’egw a ’a ’ogw a (E) w.s.
(EF) ’asegw a
(NE) ’aw egw a ’aw eg w a (NE)

'a(go)’e ‘think’

Singular Plural

1 ’a  dits’e ’a  ’o’e (INCL)
’a  no’e (EXCL)

2 ’a  nec’ya/c'yo ’a  ’ac ’va

3 (EM) m.s. ’a  ho’e ’a  ho’e (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S ’a  s’e ’e ’a  ’o’e (E) w .s .

(EF) ’a  se’e
(NE) ’a  w e’e 'a  w e’e (NE)

1.5 A Note on Verbalization

Any part of speech, including gram m atical particles, may become verbs 

Euchee. There are two verbalizers: -e  creates active verbs and -le creates 

stative verbs. Verbalization is usually part o f the derivational morphology of a 

language. In other words, an affix that changes a  noun to a  verb is treated as
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part of the verb stem. However, in Euchee, the verbalizers are not part o f the 

verb stem. Instead, it is a  particle which comes after the noun and can be 

cliticized to the new verb and mode auxiliary. Evidence for this includes the fact 

that the verbalizers do not participate in stem stress patterns, and the Yes/No 

question particle - ’le, which comes after complete phrases, comes betw een the 

stem and the verbalizer -e.

The mode auxiliaries and particles may follow noun stems, which also 

causes the stem to be interpreted as a  verb. The verbalizers - e and mode are 

introduced in Chapter 5. Verbalization is such an extensive and productive 

process in Euchee that it is treated separately in Chapter 7.

2. V e r b s  w it h  R e q u ir e d  P r e - p r o n o m in a l  In f o r m a t io n

Some verbs require information which appears before (to the left of) the 

pronominals on the verb. Although this information is outside of the pronominal 

complex, it is lexical in nature. This m eans it is required in the formation of that 

verb and often changes the meaning o f a  basic stem.

2.1 K’a  V e r b s : R eq u ir e d  Pa t ie n t  k ’ala T h in g ’

A few two-place (transitive) verbs require the direct object ‘thing’ k'ala in 

the formation of the verb. The full form is shown in (36a). In discourse the 

patient is generally in the short form k'a, as in (36b).
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(36) a. ’Ipathlaehe k’ala  ’othlae. [’ip a f s h e  k’a la  ’q4je] 
’ipathlae-he k’ala  ’o-thlae 
noon-at thing lPL(iNCL).ACT-eat 
‘W e’re going to eat a t noon.’

b. ’Ipathlaehe k’a ’othlae. [’ipaiaehe k’a ’:?4ae]

'ipathlae-he k’a  ’o-thlae
noon-at thing lPL(iNCL).ACT-eat
‘W e’re going to ea t at noon.’

The patient may be specified in an independent word. This is done on 

first reference, or later to reinforce or clarify the object. Even when the referent 

is clearly specified, k ’a is still obligatory. Example (37a) shows the incorporated 

object read generally as ‘it/them’ or ‘this/that.’ In (37b), the named object appears 

along with the obligatory k ’a.

(37) a. K’a  ’o ’yushi. [k’a  ’o’yushi]
k’a  ’o -’yushi 
thing 3SG(EH).ACT-stir 
She’s stirring it.

b. Tsoshi k’a ’o ’yushi. [dzoshi k’a ’o’yushi]
tsoshi k’a -’o -’vushi 
tsoshi thing-3sG(EH).ACT-stir 
Sh e’s stirring the tsoshi (sofki).

Several verbs which require the object k ’ala are in (38). They are in the short 

form, and the verb stem is underlined.

(38) k a dikithlo 
k’a  dikvole 
k’a  dita 
k’a  do’yushi 
k’a  dik]o 
k’a  dok’o 
k’a  dothla 
k’a (go)thlae

‘I take (something) aw ay'
I remember’

‘I am satisfied’
‘I stir’
‘I work’
‘I make (something)’
‘to trade’ ( 'yu stem verb)
‘to e a f  (irregular verb)
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2 .2  L o c a t i o n  P a r t i c l e  + V e r b  C o n s t r u c t i o n

Many verbs in Euchee require a  location or direction particle in their 

formation. These are called Particle + Verb Constructions. The location particle 

is found preceding the pronominals on the verb. In most cases, the particle is 

one syllable, but tne particle can have a  general location suffix.

(39) a. s’ae diwf ‘I fall, get out o f a  vehicle’

b. s’aele diwf ‘I get down of/out o f something’

See Chapter 2, Section 5 for discussion on the stress o f clitic particles.

The addition of the particle in the Particle + Verb Construction creates a 

new verb. Although the combination can keep the location meaning or be 

related to the original locative meaning, in most cases the combination is 

idiomatic (different from the sum of its parts). This contrasts with the 

postposition particles of noun phrases. For example, (40a) shows a location noun 

phrase, headed by the postposition ya ‘across.’ The sam e particle ya is used in 

the Particle + Verb Construction verb ‘sing,’ literally “put across,’ in (40b).

(40) a. Postpostion Phrase

[Yastaede’e ’ya] nofe. [’yostaede’e ’yd nqfe]
yasttede-’e 'ya no-fe
bridge-CL/DET(lie) across lPL(EXCL).ACT-go
‘W e went [across the bridge.]’

b. Particle + Verb Construction

Yakwene [’ya dikwe.j [ydkw^nf ’yd dik£|
’yakwene ’ya di-k’we
song across Isg.act-put
‘[I put across] a song.’ = ‘I sang a song.’
*1 put [across a  song].

Another difference is between the postposition particles and the particles 

is Particle + Verb Constructions is the use of the general location suffixes -he, -
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fa, and -le. These general location suffixes may be added freely to postposition 

particles to finely modify their meaning. However, as a  general rule, the particle 

in the Particle + Verb Construction has been lexicalized without a  general 

locative suffix, or it has been lexicalized with only one o f the suffixes. They 

cannot be added freely to the particle in the Particle + Verb Construction. The 

difference between the two can be seen in (41).

(41) a. Postposition + General Location Suffix

Yastaede’e ’.ya nofe. ‘W e went across the bridge.’
Yastaede’e ’vale nofe. ‘W e went back across the bridge.’

b. Particle + Verb

'Yakwene ’.ya dikwe. ‘I sang the song.’
♦Yakw ene ’vale dikwe. *‘I sang the song again.’
’Yakwene ’ya dikwele. ‘I sang the song again.’

The following lists give some common Location Particle + Verb Constructions. 

They are organized by the location particle, and the verb stem is underlined.

(42) a Location ‘there’

'a di’ote ‘I keep, put there’
’a dichi ‘I sit there, live there’
a diji ‘I dress up’
'a dide ‘I been there’
’a diga ‘I get there, reach’
'a dip’a ‘I glance’
’a dipo •I take o f f  (?)
'a dit’awe ‘I deliver, tum over’
'a dits’e “1 think’
a ditsa ‘I say’
'a diwe *1 untie, untwist, take o ff
’a diwi ‘I come off/I lose’ (plural stem verb)
’a do e ‘I care, care about’
’a doge ‘I call, talk about’
'a dogwa *1 say’
’a dote ‘I stay there’
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(43) ke-

ke dicha 
ke difa 
ke digo 
ke dipha 
ke d iw  
ke do’wede 
ke dochi 
ke dosteno 
ke do’vutwa 
ke dot’ae 
ke s’ae dithe

Direction ‘away from the speaker/to over there’

‘I jump off o f  
‘I stand there’
‘I send for someone’
‘I throw’
‘I pass by, pass to’
‘I call on the phone’
‘I am here, I live here’
‘I scatter’
‘I spit’
‘I stand (something) up, bury’
‘I run’

(44) ki- Direction ‘towards the speaker’

ki (dzo)thla 
ki (dzo)k’we 
ki (dzo)’wede 
ki dithla/ki dithlo 
ki dithla

‘pass (to me)’
‘pass, give (to me)’
‘call (me) on the phone’ 
‘I escape, miss’
‘I fall down, pass out’

(45) kya~kyte~klue Direction ‘through, along’

ky® difa/khae difa 
kyie diga 
kya diwi 
kyae ga

‘I follow’
‘I catch up with’
‘I finish (pass through)’
‘(it goes) fluently, to the end’

(46) la Location ‘outside’

la fa disha 
lahe dipha

‘I break open'
‘I throw out, throw aw ay’

(47) thla Direction ‘out o f

thla dip’a 
thla dok’we 
thlahe k’oda

“I peep out’
‘I pour out’
‘take it out/there’ (irregular verb)
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(48) pe Location ‘above’

pe weda 
pele weda 
pe dono

‘I go up, I climb’
‘I join’
‘I conquer, overcom e’

(irregular verb) 
(irregular verb) 

(plural stem verb)

(49) pho Location ‘under’

s’aepho dfe  
s’spho  dokw’e 
s’aepho wethla 
tsepho wethla

‘I bury (=lie underground)’ 
‘I bury (=put underground)’ 
‘I sink (into the ground)’
‘I sink (under w ater)’

(irregular verb) 
(irregular verb)

(50) s 'ic Location ‘down, on the ground’
Direction ‘downwards’

s’ae d id  ‘I sit down’
s’ae d fe  1 lie down, go to bed’
s’ae diphocu 1 kneel’
s’ae dit’awe ‘I drop (something)’
s'ae dithH ‘I plow’
s’ae diwi ‘I fall, get down, get out of/I drop (something)’
s’ae do te  ‘I put (something) down/I set down’
s’ae dothe ‘I run o f f
s’ae dok’we ‘I drop (something)’
s’aele diwi ‘I get down’

(51) tu Location ‘on’

ta do’wede ‘talk about (someone)/! gossip/1 complain'
ta dicha ‘I step on’
ta d id  ‘I ride (a horse)’
ta difa ‘I get on’
ta dihe ‘I sw eep’
ta dithl’oke ‘I push on’
ta divabo ‘I spread out’
ta dok’we ‘I tear’
ta dothae ‘I put up (a teepee)’
ta k’5nda ‘I take o ff  (irregular verb /(go)thla/)
tawo dita ‘I appoint’
tawo weda ‘I walk onto something, discover' (irregular)
tahe disha ‘I tum  over, uncover’ (irregular)
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(52) ti Location ‘inside o f

(53)

(54)

ti difa ‘I w ear’
ti diwi ‘I enter, go in’
ti dithe ‘I pull (on)’

ya Direction ‘across’

’ya dogwa ‘I tell, talk about’
’ya dikwe ‘I sing’
'yale diwi ‘I tum and go back’
’ya dotse ‘I bum o ff
’ya digo ‘I sow, pour out’

yu, ’yup’a Location ‘up in the air’

'yu dide ‘I fly (plural stem
'yu weda ‘I grow up’ (irregular ve
'yule dok’we ‘I tie around’
'yup’a  dok’we ‘I raise, lift (something) up’
'yup’a  dicha ‘I jump up’
’yup’ap’a  dicha ‘I hop, hop around, jump around’
p’a  difa ‘I slipped’

(55) Miscellaneous Location and Direction

tsahe difa 
tho doho 
kho dotha 
ko dita

'I stand, stand up'
‘I cover (something) up’ 
‘I open’
‘I climb'

The verbs k'we ‘send’ w’/ ‘pass’ and thla 'go' are generally found with a 

postposition particle. This is because the nature of the verb requires a location. 

For example, the sentence ‘I sent a  letter’ is not complete without a  location, 

such as ‘I sent a  letter to mv cousin.’ Moreover, these verbs are commonly found 

in Panicle + Verb Constructions where the meanings are highly idiomatic. In 

these constructions, the particles with these verbs are also more likely to have a 

general location suffix.

Although many of these Particle + Verb constructions are given above, it 

is helpful to see these verbs with a  range the locatives and their idiomatic
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meanings. The verb k ’we (- k ’wce) ‘send’ is given in (56a). Examples of cliticized 

particles follow in (56b), and then the independent particles with locative suffixes 

and the verb are in (56c). This pattern is followed for wi ‘pass’ in (57) and thla 

‘go’ in (58). In addition to the location particles, the verb k ’we ‘send’ has some 

idioms that are created with adverbs and nouns. Because they behave like the 

particles (they are unchanging and always pre-verb), they are  listed in (56d).

(56) Location Particle

a. dok’we

b. y’a  dok’we 
ta dok’we 
thla dok’we 
s’a  dok’we

c. ’vup’a  dok’we 
dekhi dok’we 
thlahe dok’we 
tane (ho)dok’we 
tahe dok’we 
’aepho dok’we 
thlahe dok’we

d. shwa dok’we 
dadzala dok’we 
k’aekha dok’we

k ’we ‘send’

‘I send.’

‘I sing.’
‘I tea r (something) up.’
‘I pour out’
‘I drop (something)’

‘I lift (something)/! lift (something) up’
‘I separate out (something)’6 
‘I throw (something) aw ay.’
‘I sent (someone) off.’
‘I continue/I send further’ (JC III-109)
‘I bury (something)’ (JC III-107)
‘I pour (something) out’ (JC III-96)

‘I break off a  piece’ (JC V-75)
‘I divide (something)/I split in two/I separate’
‘I split (something) in half/I crack (something)’
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(57) wi ‘pass’ (plural stem verb, see example (25) above)

diwi ‘I pass’

'a. diwi ‘I come off/I lose hold/I fall’
ke diwi ‘I pass by, I am  lost’
kya diwi ‘I finish/I pass through’
s’ae diwi ‘I fall down/I get off of/

I get out of (a vehicle)/1 drop (something)’
ti diwi ‘I enter/I go in’

s’aele diwi ‘I get down’
saepho diwi ‘I set in the ground/I bury’

(58) gothla ‘go’ (irregular pronominal verb, Ch. 3, Section 8)

a. weda ‘I go’

b. pe weda ‘I go up/I climb’
’yu weda ‘I grow up’

c. tawo weda ‘I walk onto (something)/I discover*
pele weda *1 join’

3 . V a l e n c e  P r e f ix e s : R e c ip r o c a l  a n d  A c c o m p a n im e n t

Euchee has two productive prefixes which come between the verb stem 

and the pronominals. These are the morphological reciprocal, the prefix k ’a- 

‘each other’, and the morphological accompaniments prefix k'a- ‘together with’. It 

should be noted that the reciprocal is different in form from the reflexive. The 

reflexive is found in Chapter 3, Section 7.

Both the reciprocal and the accompaniment change the nature of the verb 

in terms of its degree of transitivity, often referred to as valence. For example, 

an event may have one participant (one-place verb or intransitive), but may be 

changed to include another participant (valence increasing). The accompaniment 

together with’ is a valence increasing operation. An event may have two 

participants (two-place verb or transitive), and the verb can be changed to have
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one (valence decreasing). The reciprocal *to each other’ is a  valence decreasing 

operation. The reciprocal and the accompaniment are productive, autonomous 

valence changing prefixes.

Euchee has an historical valence changing prefix which only appears in 

contracted form with the pronominals. This valence prefix marks the addition of 

a  third participant (ditransitive, with a  recipient or beneficiary participant) and/or 

the specificity of the second participant. This valence m arker is discussed with 

the pronominals in Chapter 3, Section 4.2.

The pronunciation of these reciprocal and accompaniment prefixes can be 

problematic. The reciprocal prefix k ’a- is a  homophone with the short form of 

k'ala ‘thing,’ which is k'a.7 The accompaniment prefix k ’a- differs only in nasality.
u

However, the vowel sometimes rounds to k'o- ([k’q-]), which is a homophone 

with the verb k'o- ‘to m ake, do.’ More frequently, the vowel in the 

accompaniment prefix undergoes centralization and de-nasalization, creating the 

variations kv- ([kV ]), k'v-, and k ’a-, which is then a  homophone with the 

reciprocal prefix k'a-. Some speakers today make no difference in pronunciation 

between the reciprocal prefix and the accompaniment prefix. And some 

speakers pronounce both k ’ce, reflecting the /a/ -  /ae/ variations described in 

Chapter 2, Section 1.3 Vowels.

3.1 Reciprocal k ’a-

The reciprocal prefix is k'a-. It bears high pitch. A reciprocating situation 

is one in which the two (or more) participants act equally upon each other. This 

is translated as ‘to each other’ or ‘to one another.’ The reciprocal prefix is a 

valence decreasing operation. It does this in two ways. First, it can change a 

two-place verb (transitive) into a one-place (intransitive) verb. Instead of an 

actor (place 1) acting on a  patient (place 2), the reciprocal raises the status of 

the patient so that the participants are acting equally in the event (place 1. plural
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actors). This can be seen in (59), where the non-reciprocal sentences are 

followed their reciprocal counterparts.

(59) a. Hedzetede.
he-dze-thede [1 ac to r place, 1 patien t place]
3SG(EM).ACT- lSG.PAT-hit 
‘He hit m e.’ (m en’s speech)

Nok’atedede.
no-k’a-thedede [1 ac to r place]
1 PL(EXCL).ACT-RECIP-hit.REDUP
‘W e beat each other up/We hit each other repeatedly’

b. Hek’ato h e th s ’yu. [1 actor place, 1 patient place]

h e-k’a to  he-thae’yu
3sg(em/ i).poss-spouse 3sg(e m ).ACT-care .abou t 
‘He ca re  about/loves his w ife.’ (m en’s speech)

Hok’athyac’yu. [ 1 actor place]
ho-k’a-thyae’yu
3 PL( E)-RECiP-care .about
T hey  care about each other./They love one another.'

The reciprocal can also raise the status of the patient to be equal with the 

actor, but leave the patient marked on the verb. In other words, it remains a 

two-place verb. In the examples below, the non-reciprocal verb is followed by a 

reciprocal verb.
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(60) a. ’ne ‘see’
k’a’ne Visit, m eet, see each  other’

b. Nedzedi’ne. 
ne-dze-di-’ne 
2SG-PAT-1 sg. ACT-see 
‘I see you.’

c. ’Aga kyaefade hodik’a ’ne. [’ago kyaefade hondik’ae’nen]
'ago kyaefa-de ho-di-k’a-’ne
day other.side-LOC 3SG(EM).PAT/PLUS-lSG.ACT-REClP-see
*1 will visit him the day after tomorrow’

(61) a. ’wede ‘talk’
k’a’wede ‘have a  conversation, talk to each other’

b. S’e ’wedede! 
s’e-’wede-de 
3SG(EM).ACT-talk.REDUP
'He talks all the time!’ (women’s speech)

c. Sek’aw ede ’le je ?  
se-k’a-’w ede ’le je
3SG(EF).PAT-RECIP-talk Q PAST
‘Did you talk  with h er? ’

The verbs that include the idea o f doing with ‘each o ther and are always 

found with the reciprocal prefix are in (62a). The examples in (62b) can also 

take the accompaniment prefix k'a-. The meaning does not change, but this 

ability reflects the closeness in m eaning betw een the reciprocal and the 

accompaniment in some cases.
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(62) a . hok’a ’vuho 
hok’ash ’u 
hok’ase  
k’ab ile 
hek’aho 
hok’a th a le  
k’a la  dok’ap a

b. hdk’a ’ne 
hok’a ’w ede 
dik’a ’w ede 
ki-/ke-( go)k’a ’w ede

T hey  embrace, hug each other’
T hey  kiss each other’
T hey miss each other’
‘It is aligned with each other/even, smooth’ 
T hey  fight (with each other)’
T hey  line up (with each other)’
‘I pass something out (hand to each other)

T hey  meet, visit, see each other’
T hey converse, talk with each other’
‘I read’
‘to phone each other’

3.2 Accom panim ent k'a-

Accompaniment is expressed with the prefix k'a-. It bears high pitch. A 

accompanied situation is one in which the actor does something with another 

person or persons. The accompaniment is translated as ‘with’ or ‘together with.’ 

The accompaniment prefix k'a- marks the appearance of another participant in 

the event. Thus, the accompaniment is a  valence increasing operation. The 

increase in participants with the prefix k ’a- can be seen clearly in the examples 

in (63):

(63) a. gothla ‘to go’ (irregular)

gok’athla ‘to go with someone’ (irregular)
‘to carry, to take something’ (irregular)

b. ’agogo ‘to come’ (irregular)

’agok’ago ‘to bring something’ (irregular)

Some verbs have ‘with’ inherent in their meaning and always appear with 

accompaniment prefix. A list is given in (64).
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(64) gonike sek’ano
k’ada disha 
k’ale dok’wae 
k’ate te  disha 
kede k’afewi

‘She is pregnant./She is with child.’
‘I include, put with’
‘I gather together, pile up’
‘I separate’
*to soak, it/they’re beginning to soak’

3 .3  S t em  R e c ipr o c a l  a n d  A c c o m pa n im e n t

Like many morphemes in Euchee, the reciprocal and accompaniment 

prefixes can also be found in other parts of speech and as stems instead of 

affixes. They two are found as the stem in the formation of the nouns and verbs 

seen below in (65).

(65) k’ala ‘thing, one thing by itse lf
k’ase ‘by oneself
k’aju ‘together, two in a  reciprocating situation’
k’ada ‘together, three or more in a reciprocating situation’
k’ale ‘many together’

Examples of the reciprocal and accompaniment adverbs in use are below.

(66) k ’ase ‘by oneself

a. Hok’ase. 
ho-k’ase
3sG(EM).ACT-be.by .oneself 
‘He is by him self.’ (JC VII-113)

b. Nok’ase je.
no-k’ase je
lPL(EXCL).ACT-miss PAST
‘We missed each other’

(67) k'aju ‘together, two in a  reciprocating situation’

a. Nok’aju je'ya.
no-k’aju  je - ’ya
1 PL(EXCL).ACT-2.together past-expect 
*We (two) w ere together.’
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b. Henry ndk’aju Bristowhe nothla je.
H no-k’aju  B ristow -he no-thla je
H lPL(EXCL).ACT-2.tOgether BristOW-LOC lPL(EXCL).ACT-gO PAST 
‘Henry and  I w ent to B ristow .’

(68) k ’ada ‘together, th ree  o r m ore in a  reciprocating situation’

a. Leweno ’ok’ada k’ala  ’othlae ’ake ’iha.

Ie-w eno ’o-k’ad a  k’a la  ’o-thlae
this-(NE) 3PL(E)-PL.together thing 3PL(E).ACT-eat

’ak e  ’i-ha
there 3PL(E).ACT-PL.located

They (non-Euchee) a te  with them .’ (women’s speech)(JC II-24)

b. Hodzek’ada je.
ho-dze-k’ada je
3pl(e).act- 1 SG.PAT-PL.be.together past

‘They (three or more) were with me.’ (men’s speech) (JC V II-113)

c. ’yatikyaehane godik’ada .
’yatikyaehane go-di-k’ad a
fireman 3sg( im p).pat- 1 SG.ACT-PL.be.together
‘I was with the firemen/I was a fireman.’

(69) kale  ‘many together’

a. Tsotho k’ale dok’wae je
tsotho k’a-le do-k’wae je
com together-real ly lSG.ACT/PLUS-put past

I piled up the com.’

Noun compounds created with the reciprocal and accompaniment stem are found 

in Chapter 6, Section 2.2. Although historically related, the frequently used noun 

k'ala and its short form k'a is treated separately in word formation, found in 

Chapter 5, Section 2.2.
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4 . A s p e c t  S u f f ix e s

Unlike tense, which grounds an event or state in time, aspect shows the 

m anner in which an event unfolds. Aspect may also m ark the beginning or end 

o f an event.

There are three types of aspect in Euchee. Each is realized with a  

different type o f morphology and is described in separate places. I use the term 

“inherent aspect’ (Comrie 1976: 41) for consecutive and distributive aspect 

because they reflect nature of the action without manipulation of the participants. 

For example, ‘rowing’ is inherently a  consecutive action, but someone rowing 

everyday (habitual action) is not. In addition, inherent aspect related to the 

creation of new lexical items, such as ‘bite’ (punctual) versus “chew’ (consecutive). 

The inherent aspect in Euchee, consecutive and distributed aspect, is shown by 

reduplication of the verb stem. They are found above in Section 1.3 

Reduplicated Stems.

Euchee makes a  basic distinction between events which are seen as a 

whole (perfective), without reference to how the event unfolds, and those events 

which are left open (imperfective) so that the internal structure can be looked 

into and further defined. The perfective/imperfective aspect is related to tense in 

Euchee. I refer to this basic opposition between whole events and open events 

and its relationship to tense as ‘global aspect.’ The tense and perfectivity follow 

the verb phrase and are discussed with Chapter 5: Global Aspect: Tense and 

Perfectivity.

W henever the event is able to be opened up (imperfective), the internal 

structure can be specified further. For example, the event can be shown to 

repeal once or be done habitually. Aspects which show the internal structure are 

suffixes on the verb. The aspect suffixes in Euchee indicate two things: The 

nature of the continuous action or state and the end of an event. The continuous 

action is further delineated by whether an action is repeated once, shown with 

the repeated suffix -!e, or whether the action is a habit, with shown the habitual
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suffix -ne. In addition, a  state which continues over time is marked with the 

durative suffix -le. The recent completion o f an event is the completive, marked 

by -de. These are all discussed in this section.

Euchee also uses adverbs to mark aspect. For example, the beginning of 

an event (inceptive) is shown with the adverb kede ‘now’ and is then translated as 

‘began’ or ‘started to.’ See Chapter 8 for adverbs.

4.1 Repeated  -le

When an action is repeated once, or ‘to do again’, it is expressed by the 

suffix -le. This differs from when an action is repeated over and over again, or 

consecutively (see Section 1.3 Reduplicated Stems above).

(70) a. k’o ‘m ake’
k’ole ‘make again, repair’

b. dok’i *1 get (something).’
dok’ile ‘I get something back (returned).

c. Hohsele t’e le  hok’5. [hphasl^mt’e le  hgqk’q]
ho-hse-le t’e le  ho-k'o
3sG(EM).ACT-breath-REPEAT.EMPH again  3PL(EH).ACT-make
‘He cam e back to life aga in .’

In causative constructions, the suffix is attached to the main verb or 

adjective not the causative verb gorhla ‘m ake,’ as seen in (71).

(71) a. ’opa disha ‘I fill’

b. ’opale disha ‘I refill’

In som e cases, the addition o f the repetitive suffix -le changes the

m eaning o f the verb. In these cases, the verb is lexicalized with the suffix -le.
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a. dikyowa ‘I think about’
dikyowale ‘I rem em ber’

b. dithre dzeyu ‘I am  sad, mourn’
dithre dzeyule ‘I regret (something)’

c. sewi ‘she passes by/she is lost’
sewile ‘she died’

d. dote ‘I put’
doteje ‘I let go’

e. dowa ‘I give’
dowale ‘I give up’

The repeated aspect suffix -le is cognate with the location and temporal 

noun suffix -le, which means ‘back to’ and ‘last, ago, again’ respectively (see 

Chapter 6 Section 4.5). Sometimes the direction reading 'back to’ can also mean 

a  repeated action.

(73) a. Ti ’reha!
ti ’re-ha
in 2PL.ACT-PL.be.located 
'G et in!/You all get in the ca r!’

b. Tile ’aeha! 
tile ’re-ha
in-back 2PL.ACT-PL.be.located 
'G et back in!/You a ll get back  in the car!’

The fact that the repeated aspect morpheme -le is a  suffix is shown by the 

placement of the Yes/No question particle -'le, which appears outside of the verb 

and its suffixes.

(74) a. Nek’ole ’le?
ne-k’o-le ’le
2SG.ACT-make-REPEAT Q 
'Did you repair it?’
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b. ’Opale l e  nesha?
’opa-le  l e  ne-sha 
fill-REPEAT Q 2sG.ACT-make
‘Did you refill it?’

4.2 Habitual -ne

The habitual expresses an action that takes place regularly or frequently 

over a long period o f time. The habitual is expressed with the suffix -ne. The 

habitual suffix -ne can be stressed for emphasis; otherwise, the primary stress 

stays on the last syllable of the verb stem.

(75) a. ’I hewa. [’i h^wx] (BPD)
’i he-wa
tobacco  3SG(EM).ACT-chew
‘He’s chew ing tobacco.’

b. 'I hewane. ['i h^wani] (BPD)
’i he-wa-ne
tobacco 3sG(EM).ACT-chew-HAB
‘He chew s tobacco.’

Additional exam ples follow. In (76-77) the examples compare other tenses with 

the habitual aspect. In (78), the meaning o f the verbs changes from ‘sit’ to l iv e ’ 

with the habitual. And (79) shows a reading of ‘easily’ with the habitual.

(76) a. Dosh’e.
do-sh’e
lSG.ACT/PLUS-wait 
‘I’m waiting.’

b. N eke dosh’ene . 
neke do-sh’e-ne 
here  lSG.ACT/PLUS-wait-HAB 
“I’m alw ays w aiting here.’
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(77) a. Dzedoshele hethla je .
dzedo-she-le he-thla je
lSG.REFLEX+’YU-happy-STATIVE 3sG(EM).ACT-make PAST
‘He made me happy.’

b. Dzedoshele hethlane.
dzedo-she-le he-th la-ne
1 SG.REFLEX+’YU-happy-STATIVE 3SG(EM).ACT-make-HAB 
‘He m akes m e happy.’

(78) a. ’Ahe heci.
’ahe he-ci
there 3sG(EM).ACT-sit
‘He’s sitting over there.’

b. Circle K dishae’e hecine.
Circle K dishae-’e he-ci-ne
Circle K close-A cnvE  3sG(EM).ACT-sit-HAB
‘He lives close by the Circle K.’ (BPD)

(79) Sehade ses’ahene. 
sehade se-s’ahe-ne
alw ays 3sG(EF).PAT-get.hurt-HAB 
‘She’s alw ays getting hurt.’
= ‘She gets hurt easily.’

The habitual suffix can be followed by the past tense clitic -je to express 

a habitual action in the past, or ‘used to.' Big Pond speakers pronounce this 

sequence -niji.

(80) a. Hegwaneje. [hqggwane jt-|
he-gwa-ne je
3PL(EM).ACT-say-HAB PAST 
‘They used to say.’
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b. [k’astale we£yqtho ’lgop’qnf k’a  do ixn i ji] (BPD)
K 'astale wechyatho ’igop’ene k’a  dothlaeneje.

k’asta le  w echya-tho ’igop’ene
long.ago chicken-egg sm oking.tobacco

k’a  d o -th ls-n e  je
thing lSG.ACT+’YU-gO-HAB PAST

‘Long time ago, I used to trade eggs for smoking tobacco.’

c. Heshtine ’le je?
he-shti-ne l e  je
3sG(EM).ACT-dance-HAB Q past 
‘Did he used to d ance?’

d. ’Ake ’ocine je.
’ake ’o-ci-ne je
there 3SG(EH).ACT-sit-HAB past
‘She (my grandmother) used to live there.’

In (81a) below, the copular 'wa must be used in order to put the verbal 

adjective with -le in the past tense. The habitual -ne is attached to the copula, 

not the adjective. Speakers also use the copular 'wa as a focus m arker between 

a verb in the habitual and the past tense. This emphasizes the habitual 'used to,’ 

as seen in 8 Ib-c).

(81) a. H odane:le ’wane je . [hqdane:le ’w^ni ji]
ho-dane-:-le ’wa-ne je
3sG(EM).PAT-fat-really-STATivE cop-hab past 
'He used to be real fat.’

b. 'Oshtine ’wa je. 
’o-shti-ne ’wa je

[qsh tim  ’wa ji]

1 PL(lNCL).ACT-dance-HAB be PAST 
'We all used to dance.’
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c. K’a  siop’ane wa je.
k’a  sio-p’a-ne w a je
thing 3sG(EF).ACT/PLUS-sew-HAB be past 
‘She used to sew .’

The habitual suffix can be reinforced with the adverbs sahade ‘all the 

tim e’ or ‘always,’ as in (82a). The focus m arker ’wa can also create the emphatic 

‘alw ays’ reading, as in (82b).

(82) a . Saha:nde ’i hew ane. [sehqm de ’i h^w ani] (BPD)
saha-:-de ’i he-w a-ne
alw ays-very  tobacco 3SG(EM).ACT-chew-HAB 
‘He chew s tobacco all the  tim e.’

b. notsane’wa noshtidehe [ngtsan^’wa nqshtidehe]
no-tsa-ne ’wa no-shti-de-he
lPL(EXCL).ACT-sleep-HAB be/FOC lPL(EXCL).ACT-dance-COMPL-FREQ 
‘We always sleep after we dance.’ (JC IV-71)

The habitual suffix is also used to express change verbs into nouns. 

Basically, nominalization is seen to occur when the action is so habitual that it 

becomes frozen, or a  noun. See C hapter 6, Section 2.3 for nominalization.

4.3 Immediately Completed -de

The completive suffix -de indicates the immediate or recent end of an 

event, such as ‘have just' or ‘have already.' Examples (83a-b) compare the 

com pletive with the past tense. The two do not co-occur.

(83) a. K'a dae je.
k’a dae je
thing lSG.act.eat PAST
I ate  (sometime/last w eek/a while ago).’
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b. K’a daede. 
k’a  dae-de 
thing lSG.ACT.eat-CPLT 
‘I’ve already  ea ten ./I just got through ea tin g .’

The productivity of the completive -de is in question. Some speakers only 

use this morpheme on the verb *to ea t’ and find it awkward or unacceptable in 

other contexts. Others can use it more freely, as in the examples in (84).

(84) a. Donede.
do-ne-de
1SG. ACT+’YU-blow-CPLT 
'I have already blown on it.’

b. K'xshtu dishade, 
k’aeshtu di-sha-de 
just.now 1 SG.ACT-make-CPLT 
‘I just did it.’

c. W ethlade 
we-thla-de 
3SG(NE).ACT-gO-CPLT
'He (non-Euchee) has already gone.'

The question below in (85) is a  frequently used example of -de. The 

question is used as an invitation to visitors, to get them to stay and visit and eat.

(85) K'ala l e  ’ashaede?
k’ala ’le a-shae-de
thing Q 2PL.ACT-eat-CPLT
'Have you all already eaten?’
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N o te s  
C hapter  4

1 The history of weda is not clear, but there are two possibilities. One is that the 
stem is 'wede ‘talk,’ and its parts are  obscure. The stem becam e ’weda from 
regressive vowel harmony with /cha/. The other possibility is that /’we/ is the 
basic stem for talk and /da/ is the old plural marker, as in k ’ada ‘together.’ This 
would parallel a  similar word ‘to shout’ 'yudacha, where ’yu  refers to the mouth.
2 Although the verb g o ’yuhe’ne ‘to be curious’ is them atically a ‘Mind’ verb, it is 
clearly a  creation o f the locative 'yuhe. The stress confirms this.
3 The verb ‘be happy’ can take the pronominals didiosh’ce’e or dzedocluee, or can 
be didzo di'yush'ce'e. W agner gives only gives tsedo-.
4 The contraction of the pronominal 1SI and 2nd person actor pronominals with the 
yu stem has also created problems in distinguishing the verbs which take the di- 
actor set from the do- actor [+participant] set. Ballard (1975; 1978), and to some 
degree W agner (1934), attem pted a  semantic classification of verbs by their 
pronominal prefix choice. The verbs with do- created by di- contracted with the 
yu stem were included in the set o f do- pronouns created by di- contracted with 
the historical [+participant] prefix. This has led to confusion over the nature of 
the di- versus do- sets, and obscured the pattern of the di- and [+participantj 
contraction.
5 The verb ‘know’ can be contracted further. See Chapter 2, example (55) for all 
the stages of contraction for this verb.
6 The verb dekhi dok’we ‘I separate out’ is usually reserved for plural items, such 
as sofki com from field com.
7 Note placement with the k ’a(la) in verb.
8 Both W agner (1934:336) and Speck (1918) give the collective prefix as [k'q]. 
Crawford did not m ark the collective differently from the reciprocal k ’a and in his 
rough notes he refers to both as the reciprocal k ’a. Lip-rounding is highly 
optional with the back round vowels /of ([o]), 16/ ([q]), /a / ([a]), and /a/ ([a]).
This being so, it is possible that the morpheme is actually /k’o/ ([k’q]). with un
rounding creating /k’a / ([q]), although adding lip-rounding from /k a / to /k’o/ is 
certainly possible as well in Euchee. I decided to posit /k’a/ as the collective 
morpheme instead o f /k’o/ for several reasons. First, the phonetic data is not 
sufficient to posit /k’o/. Second, the relationship betw een the two morphemes is 
easily seen with k ’a ‘reciprocal’ and k ’a ‘collective.’ This is important to learners. 
Finally, the loss of the nasal in the collective morpheme in nouns is regular and 
always generates /k’a/; thus the change from /k’a / to /k’a / is not as great, and the 
history of the morpheme is clearer. Again, this is advantageous for the learners.
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C h a pt e r  5: T en se , G lo ba l  Aspe c t , and  M ode

1. O v e r v ie w

This chapter covers verb tense, global aspect (perfectivity), and mode. All 

of these follow the verb stem. They are independent words, some of which can 

be cliticized to the verb. Lexical aspect (consecutive and distributed action), 

which is shown through reduplication of the verb stem, and the aspect suffixes on 

the verb, are found in Chapter 4: The Verb and Verb Phrase. The future tense is 

expressed through nasalization o f the final vowel of the verb stem. However, it 

is presented here with the other tenses instead of with the verb stem.

The order o f presentation in this chapter does not work strictly from 

closest to the verb stem out, or from the furthest from the verb stem in. Instead, 

global aspect and tense is presented first because they are often used without 

any mode, and they control the aspect suffixes which can appear on the verb 

stem. The verbalizers are presented next. They, too, contain aspect. They 

create either stative or active verbs. Importantly, they are necessary for the 

description of mode auxiliaries. Then the mode auxiliaries are presented, and 

finally the mode particles, which are combined with tense and the mode 

auxiliaries for a  variety o f meanings and functions.

1.1 C riteria for clitics versus suffixes

All earlier work treated tense, perfectivity, verbalization, and mode as 

suffixes or clitics (bound words).1 However, they are independent particles. And 

although they can become attached when unstressed, most remain independent 

and have prominent stress found on independent particles (See Chapter 2.

Section 5.2). Affixes, on the other hand, follow the regular stress pattern for the 

verb. That is, primary stress falls on the last syllable of the stem. However, 

when the verbalizers, mode, or tense follow the stem, the particles are stressed
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as independent words, as in (la ). Or they are  unstressed when cliticized, and the 

primary stress remains on the last syllable o f the stem, as in (lb).

(1) a. ’(jd i'ndne je . [’odi’n^ne j£]
’o-di-’ne-ne je
3PL(E).PAT-lSG.ACT-See-HAB PAST 
‘I used to see them .’ (w om en’s speech)

b. ’Yasta’e thochule. [’yasta’e thochule]
'yasta-’e  thochu-le
board-DET/CL(LiE) thick-STATIVE 
T h a t board’s thick.’

Besides stress, the placement of the Yes/No question particle /-’le/ can be 

used to determine suffixes on the verb from bound and independent particles 

following the verb. The Yes/No question particle must appear at the end of a 

phrase, and it prefers to attach to the second phrase in a  clause. See Chapter 8, 

Section 3.1 for details of its placement. Since it attaches to the end of a 

complete phrase, it is the most reliable test for the end o f the verb phrase in 

Euchee.: In the examples below, (2a) shows that the ability mode te 'can' is 

separate from the end of the verb: (2b) shows the same of the past imperfective

je-

(2) a. Nedzedito le  te? [n^ndzEditd l’ete]
nedze-di-to fe  te
2SG.PAT-1 SG.ACT-gQ.with Q ABLE
‘Can I go with you?’

b. S’edzo’sene ’le je?  [sed zo ’s n e  ‘lej$ ]
s’e-dzo-'ame ’Je je
3SG( E M ) . ACT-2SG.PAT/PLUS-ask Q  PAST
‘Did he ask  you?’ (w om en’s speech)

The result is that the Euchee verb is not as synthetic as was previously 

assumed. The verb stem has the pronominal and valence prefixes and only a
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few aspect suffixes. All other aspect, tense, and mode are independent particles 

following the verb.

There are several problems in determining the linear order o f tense, 

global aspect and mode particles. First, they are at the end of utterances and 

undergo phonological reductions. Some are  dropped or are contracted with the 

auxiliary stems; the vowels reduce to V’ ( [ a ]  or [a]) and voicing distinctions are 

faint, causing distinctions between particles to blur or be lost altogether without 

more historical re-creation. Second, some of the particles can be combined in 

different orders to create subtle nuances in mood and aspect. Third, some mode 

particles are resistant to placem ent tests (the Yes/ No question particle and the 

past tense) due to their meanings. These are usually put with the other mode 

particles until a more definitive placem ent is found. Finally, some of the 

information is carried by mode in Euchee is elusive to speakers. They are best 

understood in context, and so there needs to be more analysis of texts.

2. G l o b a l  a s p e c t : T e n s e  a n d  P e r f e c t iv it y

Tense refers to the time in which a  state exists or an event occurs. There 

are three tenses: past, present, and future. Euchee marks the past and future. 

The present tense is unmarked. Tense in Euchee is closely related to 

perfectivity— the aspect that treats the event or state as a whole. The 

imperfective refer to events that can have further description into the manner 

that the action unfolds. The past tense is marked for past imperfective or past 

perfective. The present and future are always imperfective. The future is 

marked for the immediate future and the indefinite future, which is related to 

possibility.
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2.1 P r esen t

The present tense is unmarked. The present tense is essentially 

imperfective, meaning that the event can be opened up and its texture or 

structure can be further defined. So, verbs in the present can take the other 

aspect suffixes, such as the habitual and repeated. W ithout being marked for 

habitual, consecutive, repeated, etc., present tense verbs express that the action 

or state is in progress or continuing at the time of the utterance (progressive, 

continuous aspect), although they can represent something that is generally true.

(3) a. Hohae. [hqhae]
ho-hae
3sG(EM).ACT/PLUS-breathe 
'H e’s breath ing ./H e b reathes.’

b. K’a hok’5. [k’ohqk’qj
k’a ho-k’o
thing 3sG(EM).ACT/PLUS-make 
‘He’s working./He works.’

c. Datane tidifa. [datane tidifa]
datane ti di-fa
apron in lSG.ACT-stand 
‘I wearing an apron.’

d. ‘Odi ’othlae. [’̂ ndf ’qfae]
’odi ’o-thlae
iPL(INCL) lPL(INCL).ACT-eat 
‘W e’re eating.’

Emphasizing the Progressive Nature o f  an Action

Euchee has two devices to express more clearly that something is in 

progress at the time of the utterance. The adverb /kede/ ‘now’ or ‘right now’ is 

used, as in (4).
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(4) Kede k’a  hok’o. 

Kede ’othlae.

‘He’s working right now.’ 

‘W e’re eating right now.’

However, in some contexts /kede/ ‘now’ can em phasize the beginning of the 

event. See Chapter 8, Section [ ] for exam ples o f this usage.

Another devise is the inclusion of a  auxiliary (or helping) verb, either a 

position verb (sit, stand, lie) or the verb /(go)thla/ ‘go. The helping verb follows 

the verb phrase and it is not inflected for agreem ent and tense. In (5a-b), the 

position verb /fa/  ‘stand’ is used as an auxiliary verb. In (5c) the position verb 

/ci/ 'sit’ is used. The verb /(go)shi/ is an active verb in Euchee, but using the 

noun ‘pitiful’ and the position verb ‘sit’ gives the state o f being pitiful a more 

active, even progressive, feeling.

(5) a. Di ’le nedzioc’we fa?
di l e  nedzio-c’w e  fa
I Q 2SG.PAT+’YU-wait stand
Are you w aiting for m e?’

b. Saele yothl’ithl’i falae
s $ - le  yo-thl’i-thl’i fa-lae
good-very 2sG.ACT/PLUS-mark-REDUP stand-ENC
‘You are writing (in Euchee) good .’

c. G osh ln e: heno ’ahe ci! [gQshjni: h?nq ’ah e ci] (BPD) 
gosh ln e: he-n5 ’ah e ci
pitiful.EMPH 3sg ( em ).PAT there sit
‘He’s sitting there really pitiful.’
‘He’s really down and out/He’s poverty stricken’

The verbalizer 'e is also related to the present progressive on weather 

verbs and in temporary states, in contrast to the verbalizer le ‘duration.’ See 

Section 3 below.
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2 .2  P a s t  Im p e r f e c t iv e

The past tense is divided into past imperfective and past perfective action. 

The imperfective means that the action in the event can be opened up to see its 

internal structure, whether the event was finished (‘I went to the store’) or was in 

progress (‘I was going to the store’) a t the time of the telling. Once the event is 

able to be opened up, the action can be shown to be habitual or the past 

repeated.

The past imperfective has two forms. The past imperfective je  occurs in 

simple sentences and on the main verb o f a  complex sentences. The past 

imperfective form /she/ occurs in the dependent clause of a  complex sentence.

Independent Clause: Je

The past imperfective in a  simple sentence, or the independent clause of 

a  complex sentence is je , pronounced j i  ~ j i  in Big Pond Dialect.

(6) a. 'A dis’ae je! [a  dis’ae jq]
’a  d i-s ’s  j e
l o c  lSG .A CT-think p a s t

‘I th o u g h t it w a s  s o ! ’

b. Luseno k’aso sedokwa je[L u senq k’aso sedokwq jqj
Lu seno k’aso  se-do-kw a je
Lu c l ( e f )  letter 3sG(EF).PAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-send p a s t

“I sent a  letter to Lu.’

c. Lale. k’ayutsolehe hek’oda je  [lale k’aiyutsolehe hqk’qda jej
lale k’ayutsole-he he-k’o-da je
yesterday hospital-LOC 3sG(EM).PAT-RECiP-lSG.ACT.go p a s t

‘Yesterday, I took him to the hospital.’

d. ’Yudashifa wepa te je. [yudashifa wepa tq j i j  (BPD)
’yudashi-fa w e-p ate  je
door-DET/CL( STAND) 3SG(NE).ACT-lock PAST
‘He locked the door.’
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The imperfective past tense je  is not obligatory after first reference,

unless the speaker wishes to emphasize the past nature o f the event or state. In

some cases of first reference, the past tense is still not given if the past nature of 

the event or state is understood. This is especially true of event which happen 

instantaneously (punctual aspect), as in (7c) below.

(7) a. Yufa webane dok’oje. ‘I painted the house.’
Yufa webane dok’o. ‘I painted the house.’

b. Golaha ’a’ogwa,
Golaha ’a-’o-gwa
Grandma LOC-3sG(EH).ACT/PLUS-say 
‘Grandma said,’

c. Hewile. ‘He died.’ (men’s speech)

The past imperfective can be used to show the recent change of state, in 

English ‘becam e’ (inchoative).

(8) Sedaci tsyathla se je. 
se-da-ci
3sG (i).P 0 ss-face-C L (siT )
'Her face, it was real red’
= ‘Her face became red.’

The past imperfective with a  habitual verb creates a habitual action in the 

past, or ‘used to.’ The verb has the habitual suffix -ne , which is followed by je. 

An example of the past habitual is in (9) directly below: more can be found in 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2 Habitual -ne.

(9) Habitual + Past Imperfective = ‘used to’

K hodzeha hocyane je  [khodzeha hqCyqne jqj

kho-dze-ha ho-cya-ne je
neck-hair-PL(tNAN) 3PL(EM).ACT-pick-HAB past  
‘They used to pick out their w hiskers.’

tshyathla se je  
red good past
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Nothing comes between the habitual suffix and the past tense in the past habitual 

'used to.’ If mode information is needed, the mode auxiliary carries the habitual 

suffix that is immediately followed by the past tense.

The past imperfective particle je  can not follow the completive aspect 

suffix -de.

Verbal adjectives with the stative suffix -le or the comparative suffix -:le 

‘very’ and verbal nouns require the copula “wa before any past tense can be 

added. In (10a), the past imperfective je  follows Wa; in (10b), the past habitual 

is expressed with -ne “habitual’ suffixed to the copula Wa, and than followed by

the past tense je\ and in (10c), the past perfective je fa  follows ’wa.

(10) a. ’A e : l e ’w a je !  [’a*:lewvnji]

'as-:le ’wa je
big-very COP past 
‘It was big!’

b. H odabale 'wane je '. [hQdabdle ’wa-ni ji] (BPD)
ho-daba-le ’w a-ne je
3SG(EM).PAT-Strong-STATIVE COP-HAB PAST
‘He used to be strong.’

c. Joseno k’asogatane ’wa je fa  [Joseng k’asogatanE ’waji<jKi] (bpdj

Jo-seno k’asogatane 'wa je-fa
Jo-cl(ef) teacher cop past-perf

‘Jo was a teacher.’

Some speakers use the copula Wa after any verb when adding the past 

tense je . Since the past imperfective je  is not mandatory to express the past 

tense, it may be that these speakers feel that using the past tense particle is 

more emphatic, for clarification or focus. The copula Wa is also used as the 

focus marker. Or, the reason may be historical. Since tense and global aspect 

are treated as separate from the verb phrase, the language may at one time have 

required a  copula to carry this information.
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Dependent Clause -She

The past imperfective in a  dependent clause is she. The form helped 

mark a dependent clause, but it is not used regularly today. Some speakers still 

prefer it, some can use it interchangeably with the imperfective je  used in 

independent clauses, and others are not fam iliar with its usage. Several 

examples follow with the dependent clause underlined.

(11) a. Nedese 'yukoga ’agae hedi’ne sheci.

n e-d ese  ’yuk’d-ga ’agae 
NEG-almost long.tim e-too it.been

he-di-’ne sh e-ci
3SG(EM).PAT-1SG. ACT-see pa st .su b -s u b .cl(sit )

‘It's hasn’t been too long since I saw him last.’ (m en’s speech)

b. Got’ono wewado she negotshyathla.
got’e  w en 5  w e-w ad o  she ne-gotshyathla
person cl(ne) 3sG(NE).ACT-die past.sub NEG-indian
'The man w ho died w as not E uchee.’

c. ’Yoshiga nowe shefa nek’ala k’s th le ’e je".

'yoshiga nowe she-fa
w eek .day two past/su b -su b /cl (st a n d )

ne-k’ala k’aethle’e  je
NEG-thing som ething PAST

‘Nothing happened on last Tuesday.’

The adverb hi'neshe ‘just/a short time ago' is formed with the dependent 

past tense she. In addition, the dependent past imperfective she is found on 

nouns as part o f the noun class system, indicating that the person referred to is 

deceased (the decessive). See Chapter 6, Section 2.5 for the decessive suffix on 

nouns, and Chapter 8. Section 5 for more information on marking dependent 

clauses.
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2 .3  P a s t  P e r f e c t i v e

The past perfective is shown by past imperfective je  plus the post-clitic 

-fa, creating jefa , or j i fa  in Big Pond Dialect. The past perfective is used when 

the speaker wishes to emphasize the event as a whole. Because the event is 

seen as a  whole, a  past perfective event is always completed. The past 

imperfective tense je  may also be used for a  finished or complete event. 

However, the difference is that the speakers wish to emphasize the wholeness of 

the event, not the fact that it is finished.

The past perfective je fa  is best understood in context, then. For example, 

in (12a) the speaker is telling about the different stages of the road to Pickett 

Chapel, and the internal structure of their laying gravel is not important. In 

(12b), the action is seen as a  whole, even though the inherent aspect of the 

‘m ark’ must be consecutive. In (12c) the wholeness of the event underscores the 

finality of the event.

(12) a.

b.

c.
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T ikhale 'yushfie w eyap ’o  je fa  [tikhd le yuSt’af w eyop q j^nfwdJ

tikhale 'yusht’a; w e-yap ’o  je -fa
gravel road 3sG(NE).ACT-spread past-perf

T h e y  spread gravel on the road.’

Hososo hodithla jefa. [hqsoso hqdHa j^fwa] 
ho-so-so hodi-thla je-fa
3SG(EM).ACT/PLUS-mark.REDUP 3SG(EM).REFL-make PAST-PERF
‘He went and marked himself up.'
= ‘H e got a tattoo.'

K’agothlaene ke how a jefa . [k'ogothlzeni kohqwa j^faj

k'agothliene ke ho-w a je -fa
food DIR 3SG(EM).ACT/PLUS-give PAST-PERF
‘He g a v e  the food a w ay .’
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In some cases the event is seen as a  whole in relationship to another 

finished event (the past perfect). The past perfective is used to show the earlier 

o f the two (or more) events, exactly as the English ‘had.’

(13) a. N ed zego’e  k’a la  hethlae je fa . [n^dzego’s  k’a la  h^fae jsn fa]

ne-dze-go’e  k’a la  he-thlae je -fa
NEG-lSG.PAT-be.located thing 3sG(EM).ACT-eat p a s t - p e r f

‘I wasn’t there when he had ea ten .’
= ‘He ate without me.’

b. Khae hodyow eda je fa . [kh£hqdyow ide jin fa ] (BPD)
k h s  h5dyo-w eda je -fa
through 3SG(EM).REFL-gO PAST-PERF
‘He’d already gone through (by the tim e we got there).’

c. [tsothiSik’qne h^qkwd hew eid jen, n^hsgo’s  j?fa nile la  j?n]

Tsothishik’one hegwa hewethla je ,

tsothishik’on e h e-gw a he-w eth la  je
doctor 3SG(EM).ACT-say 3SG(EM).ACT-gO PAST

‘He said he went after the doctor,’

n ehego’e  je fa  nile thla je .
n e-he-go’e  je -fa  nile thla je
NEG-3sG(EM).PAT-be.located p a s t - p e r f  back 3sG .act.go p a s t  

‘he w asn’t there (and so) he cam e back.’ (m en’s speech /B P D )

d. Hetishe jefa  hidzaele je. [h^ntiSae j^nfa hidzaele j^j

he-tishe je -fa
3SG(EM).ACT-lie PAST-PERF

h i-dzae-le j e
3SG(IN).PAT-1SG. ACT.find.OUt-REPEAT PAST

“I found out that he (had) lied to me.' (men’s speech)

The notion of whole event (perfective) probably extended from the 

completed whole event (perfect). The noun classes -ci ‘sit’ and ha ‘inanimate 

plural' can be used as dependent clause markers. The noun class -fa ‘sit’ was
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used to m ark dependent clauses where the past event was seen as a  completed 

whole in relationship to another past event.

The perfective may have been applied to the present tense as well as the 

past tense at one time. The phrase ’ake’e ‘the way it is’ must have fa in the 

present tense. The phrase is perfective, that is, seen as a whole.

(14) a. ??’Ake’e  T h a t’s the way it is.’

b. ’Ake’e fa T h a t’s the way it is.’

c. ’Ake’e jefe  T h a t’s the way it was.’

2.4 F u t u r e

The immediate future and definite future is expressed by making the last 

vowel o f the stem nasal.3 The vowel may also be slightly lengthened. 

Lengthening is more pronounced when the final vowel o f the stem is already a 

nasal vowel. The difference betw een the present and the immediate or definite 

future is clear in the pairs in (15).

(15) a. Weda. Tm going (now).'
Weda. ‘I’m going to go (soon).’

b. Wikze’e nesha? What are you doing (right now)?
Wikae’e nesha? What are you going to do (today)?

When something is going to happen in the very near future, it is more 

certain to the speaker that it will actually happen, as in (16a) below. In addition, 

the definite future is used if the speaker is sure that it will take place or if he or 

she expects the hearer to be sure, as in (16b). This kind of certainty about the 

future may be due to the speakers sense o f obligation or desire, such as in (16c). 

or if it is a  common or habitual occurrence so that definite prediction is possible, 

as in (16d).
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(16) a. Tsoga dithl’T. [tsogd di4fl
tsoga di-thl’T
grass 1 SG.ACT-CUt.FUT
Tm gonna cut grass (before it gets too hot).’

’Agahe les’eno se’ne. [’ogahe les’enq se’n^]
’aga-he les’eno  se-’ne
day-LOC him 3sG(EF).ACT-see.FUT
‘She will see him tomorrow.’ (women’s speech)

b. W ik$ ke yotl? [wikae gayotf-J
wikte ke yo-tl
what DIR 2SG.ACT/PLUS-ask.FUT
‘What are you going to ask  for?’

c. 'Aga badofa ’ahe ditsa. [’ago badQfa ahe ditsd]
’aga bado-fa ’ahe di-tsa
tomorrow night-LOC th ere  lSG.ACT-sleep.FUT
‘Tomorrow I’ll sleep  over (a t your p lace).’

d. Tse’e:! [ts^’4:] 
tse-e:
water-VRB.FUT
‘It’s going to rain!’ (looking a t the sky)

When the event is expected to happen in the far enough future that there

is a possibility that it may not occur, or if the speaker is unsure for any reason

that it may not happen, then the future is expressed through the mode. The

ability tc\ potential Uetee auxiliaries, and irrealis particles Ya and go can all be 

used to express the future.

(17) a. Hodanele te go.
ho-dane-le te go
3SG(EM).PAT-fat-STATlVE ABLE PROB
‘He will (probably) be fat [when he is older].’ (men’s speech)
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b. S’edo’aene telae ho.
s’e-do-’aene te-Iae ho
3SG(EM)-1SG. ACT/PLUS-ask ABLE-ENC AFFIRM
‘I will ask him [next tim e I see  him ].’

See Sections 4 and 5 below for the ability and potential modes. These are 

commonly used to express the future.

2.5 T he V erbs ‘go’

Euchee has three verbs ‘go’ that differ in tense and aspect. These verbs 

are so common that they warrant explanation of their usage and forms.

The regular verb (go)ji ‘go to’ is only used at the beginning of the actual 

going (inceptive) or while in the process o f going (progressive). There is always 

a  location or specific destination given with this verb.

(18) a. Tse desa neji?
tse desa ne-ji
you also 2sG.ACT-go.to
'Are you going [to the dance], too?’

b. Wahe ’aeji? 
wahe ’s -ji
where 2PL.ACT-go.to 
‘W here are you all going?’

Tulsa-he neji.
Tulsa-he ne-ji
Tulsa-LOC 1 PL(EXCL).ACT-g0.t0
‘W e’re going to Tulsa.'

c. Kede ’a  diji. 
kede ’a di-ji
now LOC lSG.ACT-gO.tO
‘I’m going now/i’m leav ing .’
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The verb (go)thla ‘go’ is one of most irregular verbs in the language. It 

can be used while the act o f going is in progress, but it can also be used for 

general meanings of ‘going.’ The verb (go)thla is used in Particle + Verb 

Constructions (idioms), as in (19a), and Serial Verb Constructions, as in (19b).

An event with (go)thla can be in the past tense, but when it is, it can not be used 

with the past imperfective je. This can be seen by comparing (19c) with (19a) 

below.

(19) a. Thlahe k’oda (contracted form)
thlahe k’a-w eda 
outside RECIP-1 SG.ACT.go 
'I took it (the trash) outside.’

b. W et’aefa ne’5p’aso gothlane wa,
w et’ae-fa ne-’op’aso  go-th la-ne wa
rainbow-CL(STAND) NEG-point lSG(IMP)-gO.HAB FOC
'D on’t go pointing a t a  rainbow ,’

c. W ahe hothla? 
wahe ho-thla
where 3sG(EM).ACT/PLUS-go.to 
'Where did he g o ? ’

Finally, the verb (go)weda is alw ays used with the past imperfective je  

and is therefore only in the past tense. Examples o f the differences are in (20).

(20) a. W ahe heweda je?
wahe he-weda je
where 3sG(EM).ACT-go.to p a s t  
'W here did he go?’

b. William dzothishi weno ho’ne howethla je .
William dzothishi weno ho-’ne ho-wethla je
William doctor CL/DET(NE) 3SG(EM).ACT-see 3SG.ACT-go past
'William went to se e  the doctor.’

The forms o f each verb ‘go’ are given below.
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(21) 'ahel’afa (go)ji ‘be going’

Singular Plural

1 ’ahe diji ’ahe ’eji (’oji) 
’ahe neji (noji)

(INCL)
(EXCL)

2 ’ahe neji

3 (EM) m.s. 
(EM) w.s 
(EF)
(EH)
(NE)

’ahe heji 
’ahe s’eji 
’ahe seji 
’ahe ’oji 
’ahe weji

’ahe ’eji/heji 
’ahe ’iji/’eji

(E) m.s. 
(E) w.s.

(NE)

(22) gothla ‘to go’
gok'athla ‘to go with/to take som eone' (see also to)

Note: This verb is irregular in two ways. It has the irregular P' and 2nd
pronominal forms fused with the base, with the highly irregular addition of 
/we-/ to both forms. It also has a different stem for the singular and the 
plural. Like the all plural stem verbs, it has a  dual inclusive form, made 
from the 1st plural inclusive pronoun and the singular stem.

Singular Plural

1 w eda ’oth la dual ( in c l)
’5fe (INCL)
’nofe (EXCL)

2 w esha afe

3 (EM) m.s. hothla hofe (E) m.s.
(EM) w.s s’iothla ’5fe (E) w.s.
(EF) siothla
(NE) w ethla w efe (NE)
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(23) (go)wedaje ‘went/left’

Note: The stem is underlined.

Sineular Plural

1 diwedaie ’ofeje
nofeje

(INCL)
(EXCL)

2 weshaie ’afeje

3 (em) m.s. 
(EM) H-.J 
(EF)
(EFH)
(NE)

he weda ie
s’ew edaie
sewedaie
’ew edaie
w ethlaje/wefaje

hofeje
’ofeje

'yofeje/wefaje

(E) m.s. 
(E) w.s.

(NE)

3 . V e r b a l iz a t io n

Verba lizers make a verb out of another part of speech. There are two 

verbalizers in Euchee, 'e and le. They differ in aspect. The verbalizer 'e 

generally creates an active verb, one which is in the immediate present or the 

present progressive. The verbalizer le carries with it the aspect of duration, and 

so creates stative verbs. The verbalizer e can be used productively with nearly 

all parts of speech, including the mode auxiliaries and the negative pre-clitic. 

The verbalizer le is restricted to adjectives and nouns.

The verbalizer 'e can also be applied to adjectival states, where it carries 

continuative aspect. The different nuances in meaning and usage between 

adjectives with le and adjectives with 'e are dealt with extensively in Chapter 7. 

Section 2.3.

The verbalizers are not stressed, and so they are treated as attached 

particles (clitics).

Verbalization can occur with the irrealis mode particles as well as the 

aspectual verbalizers. In some cases the choice is simply one o f aspect over
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mode. However, the aspect verbalizers described in this section and the irrealis 

mode particles have different distributions.

3.1 Active  V erbalizer ’£

The particle ‘e creates active verbs out o f other parts o f speech. Unlike 

the nominalizer -tie, which makes nouns from verbs, the verbalizer e can make a 

verb out of any part o f speech. In the majority of cases, 'e creates an impersonal 

sentence, or one that begins ‘It is ... ' in English. The verbalizer 'e also has the 

aspectual meaning o f ‘in progress’ or ‘temporary.’ This is especially apparent 

when contrasted with the stative verbalizer le.

The verbalizer 'e is an independent particle, which, when unstressed, 

becomes attached to the stem (a bound word or post-clitic). Verbalizers are 

usually part o f the stem of the new word (derivation), not a separate word. 

However, there is good evidence that the verbalizer 'e is not a suffix on the verb. 

First, primary stress regularly falls on the last syllable of a stem. This includes 

the nominalizer -ne. When the verbalizer 'e attaches to the end o f the stem, it 

does not bear primary stress. This indicates that it is not part of the stem. The 

second piece o f evidence comes from the placement of the Yes/No Question 

particle 'le, which comes after complete phrases. In the expression 'ake'e ‘it is 

that way’ below, the Yes/No question particle 'le comes between the stem and 

the verbalizer.

(24) ’Ake’le’e nesha? [’ake’l^nsha]
’ake-3e-e  ne-sha
there-Q-ACTiVE 2s.ACT-do
‘Is it that way that you are doing it?’
= ‘Are you doing it that way?

Again, this indicates that the verbalizer is a  sep a ra te  word from the verb.

Finally, the verbalizer 'e can be the stem on which the negative pre-clitic can
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attach, as seen in (25) below. Because o f  these facts, the verbalizer 'e is treated 

as an independent particle which can cliticize (-2) to another stem.

The verbalizer 'e carries the aspect suffixes for the new verb. Any 

needed mode auxiliaries, mode particles, and tense can follow the verbalizer. 

The verbalizer ‘e can attach to nouns, as seen below.

(25) Noun + -e

a. di ‘my thing’
di’e i t ’s m ine’

b. gotho ‘child’
Hotho’e je i t  was a child’ (GW 1934: 350)

c. nek’aethle ‘nowhere’
Nek’aethle’e i t ’s/that’s all right’

d. tse ‘water
tse’e ‘rain/ It is raining (right now).’
Lale tse’e je. i t  rained yesterday.’

e. hidzo ‘blue’
Hidzo’e i t  is bruised’

f. ti ‘yellow’
ti’e i t  becam e yellow.’

The verbalizer ‘e can attach to question pronouns, as in (26).

(26) Question Pronouns + -e

a. wahe 
W ahe’e?

b. wikse 
W ikte’e?

where’
‘W here is it?’

‘what’
‘W hat is it?

See Chapter 8, Section 3.2 for more discussion on the verbal nature of the 

question pronouns.
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The verbalizer 'e can attach to numerals, as in (27).

(27) Numerals + -e

Lacuhe’e. 
lacu-he-’e 
seven-LOC-ACTiVE 
i t ’s at about 7 o’clock’

The verbalizer 'e can attach to location particles, as in (28).

(28) Location + -e

a. 'ake ‘there, right there’

’ake’e ‘there is ...’
‘That’s the way it is’
‘to be like’

b. ti ‘in, inside’
ti e i t  is inside.’

c. ’yu ‘yonder, away from’
'yu’e ‘to spread out/it is spread out’

The verbalizer e can attach to the mode auxiliaries and particles, as in (29).

(29) M ode aux iliaries + -e

a. 'Agahe laede’e.
’aga-he lzede-’e 
day-LOC perhaps-ACTiVE 
‘M aybe (it will be) tom orrow .’

b. Nek’aethlae’e lae’e. 
ne-k’aethlae-’e lae-e 
NEG-anywhere-ACTiVE affirm-active 
‘Everything is all right (it sure is).’

The verbalizer 'e serves as a  stem for the negative pre-clitic ne-, as in (30).
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(30) Negative pre-clitic ne- + 'e

a. Ne’ele 
ne-’e-le
NEG-ACTIVE-ONLY 
‘(It is) either/or’

b. Nae’e je
nae-’e je
NEG-ACTIVE PAST
‘No. I didn’t (ever see any buffaloes)’

c. Nas’ene 
nae-’e-ne 
NEG-ACTIVE-HAB
‘No, not anymore (I don’t know, I have forgotten)’

The verbalizer 'e can also attach to adjectives. Since adjectives are 

already verbal states, the verbalizer ‘e gives the adjective additional aspectual 

information. The verbalizer is read as a  change of state (inchoative), such as 

(31) below. Or, it can be read as a temporary state, as in (31), where the 

speaker is commenting on a job done fast.

(31) a. Chya’e 
chya-’e 
hard-ACTivE
‘It got fried up.' (JC VI-38)

b. Di dzesafi:’e! 
di dze-safi-:-’e 
Isg lsG.PAT-fast-very-ACTivE 
‘Man, I'm really fast!’

More on the active verbalizer of adjective stative verbs is found in Chapter 7. 

Section 2.3.
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3 .2  S t a t i v e  V e r b a l i z e r  -Le

The verbalizer -le attaches to nouns (weather, numerals, and color terms) 

and adjectives to create a  stative verb. The created state is permanent or 

enduring.

Like the active verbalizer -e , the stative verbalizer -le is not stressed. 

Therefore, it is treated as an independent particle which attaches to the stem. 

However, unlike the active verbalizer 'e, the stative verbalizer -le is never a 

stem. In addition, there is no instance where the Yes/No question particle comes 

between the stem and -le. Instead, the Yes/No question marker -'le is used in 

place of the verbalizer -le. There is no clear evidence, then, that the verbalizer 

-le is ever an independent particle.4

The verbal adjectives and nouns with -le are permanent or enduring 

states. In fact, they are so perm anent that they are just barely verb-like. Verbs 

can have tense, aspect, and mode. But because the verbal adjectives and nouns 

with -le are so static, they require the copula Wa inserted before they can be put 

into the past tense, or show other aspect and mode. Several examples are found 

in Section 2.2 Past Imperfective, exam ple (10) above, and a few more are given 

here.

(32) a. Wjet’e wesajle ’wa-ne. 
wast’e  we-sae-le 
wom an 3sG(NE)PAT-nice-STATiVE 
She’s usually a  nice w om an.'

b. 'Yuciha heno howahale 'wa je
’yuciha heno ho-w aha-le wa je
Euchee pl(e) 3PL(E).PAT-many-STATiVE cop past

T h e re  w ere m any E uchees.’ (m en’s speech)

The verbal adjectives with e are temporary or changed states. Being 

more active-like, they do not require the copula. The differences between the

’wa-ne
COP-HAB
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4 . M o d e  A u x il ia r y  V e r b s : A b il it y , n e c e s s it y , a n d  P r o b a b iit y

Languages can mark mode, which has three main functions. Mode refers 

to the speaker’s attitudes towards the situation. Mode also show what we want 

to do through language. Finally, mode can reflect the knowledge we have about 

the situation. Euchee uses mode m arkers to express all of the functions.

Three modes--ability, necessity and probability-are expressed with 

auxiliary verbs. An auxiliary verb follows the main verb. It is unlike a main 

verb in that it does not have pronominal agreem ent. When there is no auxiliary 

verb, the main verb stem carries the aspect suffix, and then past tense and 

perfective (global) aspect may follow the verb. This can be seen in the order 

given in (a) in Figure 5.1. However, if a  mode auxiliary is used, then the 

auxiliary must carry the aspect for the verb, as seen in (b) in Figure 5.1. The 

tense/perfectivity particles follow the mode auxiliaries.

Figure 5.1. Order of Tense, Aspect, and Mode

a. Verb Stem (-A S P E C T )

b. Verb Stem Auxiliary verb ( -A S P E C T )

tense/perfective

tense/perfective

4.1 ABILITY TE

Ability is shown with the auxiliary verb re, ‘can’ or 'be able to." This 

auxiliary is the most commonly used auxiliary and has many other functions, as 

is shown below. W henever te appears phrase finally, it undergoes laxing to [te] 

or rv ([ tA]).  It sometimes get fully voiced to [de] and can be confused with the 

completive -de. Combined with the encouragem ent mode he. te it often becomes 

tvhe. When te is used by itself and when it is un-stressed, it can be attached to
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the end of the verb. However, in most cases, it carries stress and is an 

independent word.

Ability: Te 'Can'

The ability of the actor to com plete the action in the verb may be due to 

‘internal’ or ‘external’ forces. Internal force refers to the actor’s physical abilities, 

mental abilities, or willingness to help. External force refers to social conditions, 

such as prior commitments or obligation to family and elders. The auxiliary verb 

te ‘able’ is used for both kinds of ability.

The examples give simple sentences which illustrate the basic use o f te 

‘ability’ in relationship to the main verb. In (35a) gives the ability ‘can.’ In (35b), 

the Yes/No question particle comes betw een the auxiliary te and the verb. In 

(35c) the negative ability ‘can’t’ is given; it is predictably formed by the negative 

pre-clitic ne- on the beginning of the verb phrase and auxiliary te following the 

verb. Throughout, the auxiliary te can be nasalized te in order to show emphasis 

and/or the future.

(35) a. K 'ala ke setyo te. [k’alo ke setyq te]
k’a la  ke se-tyo te
thing DIR 1 SG(EF).ACT-help ABLE.fut
‘She can help.’

b. Nedzedito ’le te?
nedze-di-to ’le te
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-gO.with Q ABLE
‘Can I go with you?’

c. Nek’ala ke setyo te. [n^k’ala kesetyq te]
ne-k’ala ke se-tyo te
NEG-thing DIR 3SG(EF).ACT-help ABLE.FUT 
‘She can’t help./She won’t be ab le  to  help .’

Additional examples follow.
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(36) a. Ne’ahe sego te.
ne-’ahe se-go te
NEG-here 3sG(EF).ACT-come ABLE
‘She can’t com e.’

b. K’ala siop’a  te.
k’ala sio-p’a  te
thing 3sG(EF).ACT/PLUS-sew able

‘She can sew .’

c. Nek’aethla gothla te. 
ne-k’aethlae go-thla te
NEG-anything 3sG(lMP)-do ABLE
‘Nothing can be done.’
= T here’s nothing you can do.’

d. Kede nek’ala  yochwai te. netsa te.
kede ne-k’a la  yo-chwae te ne-tsa te
now NEG-thing 2SG.ACT/PLUS-hear a b l e  2sG.ACT-sleep a b l e

‘Now you can’t h ea r anything, so you can go to sleep.'

Female speakers prefer to use te combined with go ‘potential’ or Ice 

‘encouragement’ in order to soften assertions about someone's or their own 

abilities.

Past ability is shown through the habitual past, or used to be able." The 

habitual suffix -ne is attached to the auxiliary verb te. The past tense particle 

follows the auxiliary.

(37) K'ala siop’a  tene je.
k'ala sio-p’a  te-ne je
thing 3SG(EF).ACT/PLUS-sew ABLE-HAB p a s t  

She used to be ab le  to sew .’

*K’ala siop’ane te je.

To express negative ability in the past, or ‘could not,’ the negative pre

clitic ne- is used and the past tense particle je  follows te.
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(38) a. [dzogolahahenA ntjk’asoso ’dk’a’wede te j£|

Dzogolahahend nek’asoso ’ok’a ’wede te je

dzo-golaha heno ne-k’asoso
lSG(A).POSS-grandmother 3pl (e ) NEG-book

’o-k’a -’w ede te je
3PL(E)-C0M-speak able past

’My grandmothers couldn’t read.’ (women’s speech)

b. Ne’a  s’ekae te je  [ne’a  s’ekae te je]
ne-'a s’e-kae te je
neg-loc 3sG(EM).Acr-arrive ab le past
‘He couldn’t come.’ (women’s speech)

Expressing the Future with te

The actor’s ability to perform the action of the verb can be used to 

express the future. In (39a) the ability te has the mode suffix -he 

‘encouragem ent,’ which confirms the speakers commitment to the future action.

(39) a.

b.

c.

Di hodo’aene telae. [di hqdo’aene tel®]
di ho-do-'aene te-lae
lSG 3SG(EM).PAT-1 SG.ACT/PLUS-ask ABLE-ENC 
‘I will ask  him.’ (men’s speech)

Hone’ne 1’e te? [hqns’n? l’ete]
ho-ne-’ne 'le te
3sG(EM).PAT-2sG.ACT-see q able  
‘Will you see him?’ (JC VII-56)

Tse’e sae:le te [tse’4 sae:le te]
tse-’e s®-:le te
water-ACTiVE good-very ABLE
Rain could be good.’
= ‘I wish it would rain.’
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Asking and Giving Permission: Te, Telce

The ability auxiliary te is used to ask permission from someone for the 

speaker to do something, just as in the informal English ‘Can (May) I get a  pop?’ 

Asking permission is a  Yes/No question, and so the particle 'le is used with the 

auxiliary te, as seen in (40a).

(40) Howethla le  te?’ 
ho-wethla ’le te 
3SG(EM).ACT-gO Q ABLE 
‘Can he go?’

The auxiliary te is also used to give permission, as in ‘Yes, you can.' In 

(4 1 a) below, only the ability te is used. In (41b) the permission is granted, but 

the speaker uses the potential te la  in order to show that they are unsure of the 

consequences while still being supportive with ho ‘affirm ative.’ The potential 

telce and ho is common in granting requests and giving permission.

(41) a. Di dzeneto te?
di dze-ne-to  te
lSG lSG.PAT-2SG.ACT-gO.with ABLE
‘You can go with m e.’

b. Wesha te la  ho
w esha te-lae ho
2SG.ACT.gO ABLE.ENC AFFIRM
‘I guess you can go.’

c . Howethla teke. 
ho-wethla te-lae 
3SG(EM).ACT-gO ABLE-ENC 
‘Sure, he can go.'

Asking and Granting Favors: Te

The ability te is used to ask a  favor o f someone else, such as the informal 

English ‘Can you help m e?’ The favor can be asked in question form, such as
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(50a) below with the Yes/No question particle le. O r they may simply be stated 

as a need, as in (50b). Notice also in (50b) that the auxiliary verb follows the 

verb in the dependent clause. The placement implies that the speaker can not 

get the car started, so being able to get the car running is the favor rather than 

simply going out to start it for her.

(50) a. Dithotoneci k’ap’ochu le  nedzothla te?
di-thotone-ci k’a  p’ochu Te dzo-thla te
lSG(i).POSS-scarf-CL(siT)thing fold Q 1 SG-PAT/PLUS-make able 
‘W ill you fold my scarf for m e?’

b. 'Yap’othleci kes’ae te dzothla.
’yap’othle-ci kes’ae te dzo-thla
car-DET/CL(SH) run ab le lSG.PAT/PLUS-make.FUT
‘Start the car for m e’
= ‘Can you get the car started for m e?’

Favors are granted just like giving permission. The speaker can use te 

‘ability’ or teke which give more participation and kindness to the favor.

Often favors are asked by the speaker stating their wishes or needs with 

the main verb thee ‘want.’ Although these seem forward in English, they are 

perfectly polite in Euchee. An example follows.

(51) Dapi dithse 
dapi di-thae 
salt lSG.ACT-want 
‘I need the salt.’
= ‘Pass the salt, please.’

Small clauses with ‘want’ are discussed in Chapter 8, Section [ ].

Offering: Telce, He

The auxiliary te ‘can’ is used when offering to do something for someone 

else. The encouragem ent suffix -he may be used for politeness, or deference in
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assuming someone needs help. As seen in (52), the affirmative -ho is also used. 

In this case, speakers are also committing them selves to the offer.

(52) Di s’edo’a n e  te la  ho [di s’edo’a n e  t^lah^J
di s’e-do-’a n e  te -la  ho
lSG 3SG(EM).PAT-1SG.ACT/PLUS-ask ABLE-ENC AFFIRM
‘I will ask  him.’

If speakers wish to be more insistent in their offer, the necessity -he ‘must’ 

can be used to get someone to be helped.

(53) Di hidita he. [dt h id ita  he]
di hi-di-ta he
lSG 3SG(INAN).PAT-lSG.ACT-hold m ust
‘I must hold it.
= ‘I’ll carry it for you!’

Making Invitations: Tela: 'Let's'

Invitations expressed with ‘let's’ in English, such ‘Let’s get going' or ‘Let us

pray,’ are formed by using the impersonal pronominal prefix go- on the verb.

The ‘ability’ auxiliary te follows the verb, which is suffixed with the 

encouragement mode suffix -Ice.

(54) a. S’i goka te la .
s’i go-ka te -la
little 3(iMP)-rest able-enc
‘Let’s rest a little.’

b. Ke gop'a tela .
ke go-p’a  te-la
dir 3(iMP)-see.about able-enc.emph

‘Let’s go see about him.’
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c. Goshti telae! 
go-shti te-lae 
3(iMP)-dance able-enc.emph 
‘Let’s dance!’

d. G osh’iha godi te ls .  
go-sh’i-ha go-di te-lae
3(iMP)-clothes-PL 3(iMP)-wash able-enc.emph
‘L et’s w ash our clo thes.’

e. K’ak es’s tic h y a  nok’afe. 
k’ak es’aetichya no-k’a-fe  
car 1 pl(excl). ACT-com-go.PL
‘W e’re taking the car.’

H ons, gofafa te ls . 
hons go-fa-fa 
no 3(iMP)-walk-REDUP 
'No, let’s w alk’ (GB)

H ons, s’s :le te  gofe 
hons s’s - :le  te
no good-very able

‘No, let’s walk.’

f. Kede ke gofe te ls . 
kede ke go-fe te ls
now DIR 3(IMP).gO.PL ABLE-ENC
‘Let’s start./Let’s get started.’

The formal announcement ‘Let’s start’ used at the beginning of church 

services uses the intention particle no instead of the encouragement suffix -ke.

(55) Kede gothlateno! [kede kola tend]
kede go-thla te no
now 3(IMP)-gO ABLE INTENT
'Let’s start’ (used at Church)

Invitations without ‘let’s’ are m ade with the main verb tine ‘want.’ An 

exam ple follows.
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(56) Dzetolae thae? 
dze-ne-to

(contracted form) [dz^ntol^nthae] 
l e  ne-thae

1sg .pat-2sg .a c i-go. with Q 2SG.ACT-want
‘Would you like to go with m e?’

Small clauses with ‘want’ are discussed in C hapter 8, Section 5.1.

Physical Necessity : Tego

Physical necessity expresses physical conditions compelling the actor to 

complete the action. In most instances, physical necessity is expressed with the 

main verb thte ‘want, need.’ See C hapter 8, Section 5.1 for sentences with tlue. 

However, in some cases, necessity is expressed with tego, a  combination of the 

ability and necessity modes.

(57) Lachuhe ke ofe tego. [laCuhe ke pfe tego]
lachu-he ke ’o-fe te-go
seven-LOC DIR lPL(lNCL).ACT-gO ABLE-POT
‘We must leave by 7 o’clock (in order to get there on time).'

Social Obligation: Teede 'should'and ‘ought to'

When social conditions compel the actor to complete the action of a 

sentence, the person in obligated to act. Social obligation appeals to a  general 

social or moral norm. There can be degrees o f urgency the speaker feels 

towards fulfilling this obligation. W eak obligation is expressed in English as 

should’ or ‘ought to.’ Strong obligation or necessity, expressed in English by 

‘must' or ‘have to,’ is discussed below in 4.2. Social obligation assumes the 

ability of the actor to complete the task. Because of this, obligation in Euchee 

builds on te ‘ability.’

In its longest form, social obligation is expressed with teede. The stem is 

the auxiliary te ‘can’ with the verbalizer e: the verbalized tee  is then suffixed 

with de, presumably the completive.6 Social obligation can be expressed without
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-de, shortening the form to tee. In addition, the verbalizer ’<? may be contracted, 

resulting in the preceding vowel becoming nasal. All the forms are given below.

(58) Forms of teede

Sesogwa te’ede. ‘She ought to tell you.’ Full form
Sesogwa tede. ‘She ought to tell you.’ e contraction

Sesogwa te ’e. ‘She ought to tell you.’ Short form
Sesogwa te/tae. ‘She ought to tell you.’ e contraction

The contracted short form is te ~ tie is a  homonym with the future and 

emphatic ‘can’ te. Furthermore, the pronunciation tie should not be confused with

the main verb thie ‘want.’ The placem ent is the same, and in the 2nd person

singular the pronominal is often dropped.

Examples of teede  ‘should/ought to’ are given below in (59). In the first 

line (the orthography), the full or short uncontracted forms are given in order to 

keep ‘should/ought to’ separate from ‘can.’ The contracted forms appear in the

pronunciation guide. The form teede  is glossed only as ‘should.’ Notice that in

(59b), the completive -de appears on the comparative ‘more.’

(59) a. Wahe dot’e te’e? [wahe dot’e  te]
w ahe do-t’e  te ’e
where lSG.ACT/PLUS-put should
‘W here should I put it?’

b. Peshe’ed e  k’a la  k’o te ’e. [peshe’ende k’a la  k’/v te]
peshe-’e-de k’a la  k’o te ’e
more-ACTiVE-CPLT thing m ake should
‘I ought to work more.’

c. Wesha te’e. [weSa te’e]
wesha te’e
2sG.ACT.go should
‘You ought to go.’ (JC V-74-1)
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d. T sebile s’ed e th la  te ’e. [tsebfle s’ede4d tae]
tsebile s’ede-th la  te ’e
straight 3sG(EM).REFL-make should
‘H e needs to straighten h im self up.’

4.2 N ecessity : He, Hete

Social necessity is expressed with the mode auxiliary verb he ‘must,’ 

although it rarely occurs by itself. The exam ple in (53) above is a strong offer 

with he ‘must.’ Most of the time, however, the complete expression is hete. The 

stress falls on the stem he and is usually the highest pitch o f the utterance.

Strong Social Obligation: Hete 'must'and ‘have to'

Strong social obligation is shown with the compound form hete ‘must’ or 

‘have to.’

(60) a. Ke sedop’a  hete
ke se-do-p’a  hete
dir 3SG(EF).PAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-see.about must.FUT
‘I have to go see  about her.’

b. Tsothishik’onehe hedzek’a th la  hete 
tsothishik’one-he he-dze-k’a-th la  hete
doCtor-LOC 3SG(EM).ACT-lSG.PAT-COM-gO must.FUT
‘He has to take me (to the doctor).’

c. Kede ’a  do hete je.
kede ’a do hete je
then there ISG.be.located must past 
1 had to be there.’

The expression of agreem ent and commitment in (61a) below uses hete 

and the irrealis mode particle go ‘potential. It can be used formally and 

informally. The command in (61b) is a  formal command which is only used by
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the Chief after he appoints certain positions, the W hoopers and the Feather 

Carriers, during the G reen Com Ceremony. This command uses he ‘must’ as the 

stem, but combines the probability auxiliary, followed by the ability te and the 

attached potential go.7

(61) a. ’A hete go ‘W e will/We are in general agreem ent’
‘It will be so/M ake it so’

b. He laete’e  tego ‘It has to be so. (Used only by the Chief)

Warning: Hetede ~ Hetvdv ‘had better’

Warnings, such as ‘you had b e tte r...,’ express both social and physical 

necessity. They are formed with the stem hete used in strong obligation 

‘must/have to’ plus the suffix -de* The de is often nasalized de in order to show 

urgency or emphasis. However, the vowels are almost always reduced, so the 

pronunciation is hetvdv.

(62) a. H eyosh’T hetede! [h4yo§’( hetAdAj
he-yo-sh'T hetede
3PL(E).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-wait WARN 
‘You had b e tte r w ait fo r them !’

b. M aggie seyo’aene hetede
M aggie se-yo-’aene hetede
Maggie 3SG(EF).PAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-ask warn
“You had better ask  Maggie.

c. Yohaede hetede!
yo-hae-de hetede
2sG.ACT/PLUS-smell-CPLT warn
‘You had b e tte r sm ell it first!’

Negative warnings are formed with the negative pre-clitic on the verb.
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(63) a. Negeha nehiyok’o hetede!
ne-ge-ha ne-hi-yo-k’o hetede
2SG.P0SS-t00th-PL(lNAN) NEG-3PL(lNAN).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-make W A R N  

‘You had b e tte r not use your tee th !’

b. Ne wesha hetede!
ne-wesha hetede
NEG-2SG.ACT.gO WARN
‘You had better not leave yet!’

4.3 Probability late

Probability, such as ‘might’ ‘probably’ is expressed with the mode auxiliary 

la te  ~ lad i (BPD). The irrealis particle go ‘potential’ also expresses ‘might.’ 

However, in general the potential is used for situations which have not yet 

occurred and to express politeness. In contrast, the probability auxiliary late  

tends to express the speakers belief about a present situation. However, these 

can be interchanged, and the potential go can be combined with the auxiliary to 

express doubt about the future.

The probability auxiliary is used with the active verbalizer. As such, it is 

commonly used as a complete expression. In (64a) below, the la te e  is a  general 

non-committal answer ‘maybe.’ With the ability te attached, the response is ‘it 

could be,’ as in (64b). In (64c), is a  similar response ‘m aybe’ using the auxiliary 

te, combined with encouragement la  and the affirm ative ho. However, this is 

usually restricted to giving consent, permission, or some future commitment on 

the part of the speaker. Finally, the sentence in (64d) is often used to express 

‘maybe.’
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(64) a. Laete’e 

b. Laete’ete

c. Telae ho

‘It may be/M aybe/Perhaps’

‘It could be.’

‘It might be/I guess.’ (permission, consent)

d. Nekyowa. 
ne-kyowa 
lPL.ACT-think
‘W ere  thinking about it./M aybe.’

The mode auxiliary Icete can be used in combination with other particles. 

In use, Icete is always verbalized, as in (65a). In (65b), probability combines with 

potential go to create a  future probability. In (65c), the ability te is used to 

create a  ‘might could’ tone. And in (65d), Icete is followed by tego ‘could

probably.’

(65) a. Hotsa laete’e. 
ho-tsa

[hqsalaedi’q]
laete’e

3sG(EM).sleep PROB 
‘H e m ight be/could be a s leep .’

b. ’Abe digo laete’e go.
’abe di-go
today 1 sg . ACT-come9
‘I might come today.’

laete’e go 
PROB POT

c. goso hale  yochya laedi’e  te  [gesq hale yq£yq laedi’e  tqj
go-so hale  yo-chya laedi’e  te
3sG(i)-hair all 2sG.ACT-hard prob able
T h e y  might pull all my hair ou t.’

d. K e’e  disha laede’e  tego
ke-’e di-sha laede’e te-go
way-ACTIVE lSG.ACT-do PROB ABLE-POT
‘I could do it that way.’
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5 . M o d e  P a r t ic l e s : R e a l is  a n d  I r r e a l is

Euchee has a  set o f mode particles which express the speakers beliefs 

about what is real (irrealis) and what is unreal (the irrealis). There is one realis 

particle in Euchee. The particle Wa expresses certainty that a  situation has 

occurred, is knowable, or is true. There are  several irrealis particles. Most are 

concerned with future action. Since the future has not happened yet, it is 

'unreal.’ They express the potential go, expectation 'ya, intention no. In addition, 

the Yes/No question particle is an irrealis particle in Euchee: If one questions the 

situation the truth, it is not yet real to the questioner.

All of the irrealis mode particles are verbalizers. They can follow nouns, 

adjectives, and quantifiers in order to give them a  verbal reading. This function 

is introduced in each o f the following sections. However, the process is treated 

as a  whole in Chapter 7: Other Verbal Structures.

The realis/irrealis mode particles follow the verb or the mode auxiliaries. 

W hen the mode particles are combined with the mode auxiliaries, they tend to 

loose stress and become attached. However, when they function as the 

verbalizer for nouns and adjectives, they have stress and are independent 

particles.

5.1 Reality: Wa

The particle wa is the only realis particle. It conveys the meaning that a 

situation is true. It can be translated as ‘is/was’ or ‘do/did. ’ It can be used 

forcefully to assert the speakers certainty o f the truth, and in these cases means 

‘sure is/sure did.’ W agner (1934: 354) stated that Wa is an emphatic suffix. In 

contrast to the irrealis, the realis by asserting the truth is more emphatic. 

However, the particle Wa does much more than provide emphasis.

As the realis mode particle, it functions as the neutral copula ‘be’ verb. In 

other words, it ‘couples’ two nouns together as a  sentence. The second noun
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identifies the first noun. Because of this prominent role, the realis particle Wa is 

glossed in the interlinear text as ‘cop’ for copula. The copula function o f Wa can 

be seen below.

(66) a. Neke ’wa ditsole.
neke ’wa di-tsole
here cop lSG(i).POSS-house
‘Here is my house./I live here.’

b. Di ’wa k’asotane je . 
di ’wa k’asotane je
Isg cop teacher past

‘I was a  teacher.’

Besides wa only the potential mode go can serve as a  copula, and it is marked 

for politeness. See Chapter 7, Section 2.1 identity verbal nouns.

The copula wa also functions along with the irrealis particles do in 

creating verbal nouns. That is, the copula may be placed after a  noun and it is

interpreted as a verb. Such sentences have the impersonal or ‘dummy’ subject ‘It

is ...’ In (67) the noun ti ‘yellow’ is interpreted as an impersonal ‘it is’ sentence 

when followed by 'wa.

(67) Ti ’wa.
ti ’wa 
yellow cop 
‘It’s yellow.’

Verbalizing a noun often points out someone, such as “It’s Grandma.' 

However, speakers tend not to use the copula Wa for pointing out humans, even 

when they are sure who the person is. They prefer the expectation ya or 

potential go particles instead. This appears to be a politeness strategy. See 

Chapter 7, Section 2.2 for more exam ples and discussion o f verbal nouns.

Verbal nouns, and perm anent and enduring adjectives, in the present 

tense do not need a  copula, but they require the copula in order to be put into
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the past tense. The example in (68a) shows that adjectives that have the stative 

verbalizer le use the copula before the past tense particle. Adjectives that show 

enduring states but have lexicalized the active e verbalizer also require the 

copula before adding tense and aspect. In (68b) the comparative p ee  ‘more’ 

requires the copula before the habitual can be suffixed.

(68) a. Got’e ’aele ’wa je.
got’e ’ae-le ’wa je
man big-STATiVE cop past
‘He became a man.’

b. Hefafa cha pe’e  ’wane
he-fa-fa  cha pe’e  ’w a-ne
3sG(EM).ACT-stand-REDUP hard m ore COP-hab

‘H e’s a  mighty fast w alker!’

M ore examples can be found in Section 2.2 Past Imperfective tense above, and 

in Chapter 7, Section 2.

The certainty of Wa is more apparent when it functions as a  support verb 

for a main verb. This is the same as ‘do’ in English. The question in (69a) is 

followed by an answer in (69b). This answer keeps the main verb ‘run’ but the 

truth of the assertion is empahasized with Wa ‘does.’ Another answer to this

question is in (69c). Here, the main verb is unstated and Wa carries all the

verbal affixes.

(69) a. Gregory heno ke s’ae ’le hethene?
G regory heno ke s’ae ’le he-the-ne
G regory c l (e m ) there down Q 3sG(EM).ACT-run-HAB
‘Does Gregory run?’

b. Ke s'ae s’ethene ’wa [ke sal s’e thene ’wa]
ke s’ae s’e-the-ne ’wa
there down 3sG(EM).ACT-run-HAB cop 
‘Yes, he does run.’
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c. Ho, s’e’wane 
ho s’e-’wa-ne 
yes 3sg(em ).act-co p-hab 
‘Yes, he does.’

More examples o f the certainty ‘do’ reading of Wa are given below. In 

(70a) the speaker is expressing discouragement that Euchees do not speak 

Euchee in public, but other peoples use their languages in public. And in (70b), 

the first Wa is the ‘do’ function and the second Wa is the copular finction.

(70) a. Ho, ’yo’wane. [hq ’o’wane]
ho ’yo-’wa-ne
yes 3pl(ne).act-co p-hab

‘Yes, they sure do (speak Spanish in public).’

b. Het’e ’wa 'ake’e  ’wa je.
he-t’e  ’w a ’ak e -’e  ’w a je
3sG(EM.i)-father cop way-ACTivE cop past
‘He’s like his fa ther w as.’

The realis Wa is used to assert the truth more forcefully. In (71a) the 

speaker knows it is true because he saw the event take place. In (71b), the 

speaker is not just stating the participant’s ability to walk, but she is contradictin 

a previous assumption that the person was not able to walk.

(71) a. Newman ’wa hoshto je.
Newm an ’w a ho-shto je
N ewm an COP 3sG(EM).ACT-cut.off past 
‘N ew m an cut it o ff (I know, I saw  him).’

b. S’efafane ’wa.
s’e-fa-fa-ne ’wa
3SG(EM).ACT-Stand-REDUP-HAB COP 
‘He can w alk.’ (w om en’s speech)

The more forceful assertion of the truth causes Wa to function as a focus 

marker. A focus m arker draws the hearer’s attention to that part of the
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utterance. It says that the focused information is the most important part of the 

utterance. W hen Wa is serving as a  focus marker, the interlinear translation is 

‘foc.’ In 72a( below, the best translation is ‘It was Bill who told m e,’ rather than 

‘Bill told m e.’ Likewise, in (72b), ‘I’ve been telling him that' may be emphatic, 

but the m arker puts ‘that’ in focus a t the beginning of the sentence.

(72) a. Bill ’wa hodze’yugwa
Bill ’wa ho-dze-’yugwa
Bill FOC 3SG(EM). ACT-1 SG.PAT-tell
‘/r way Bill who told m e.’ (men’s speech)

b. ’A ’wa hodogene!
’a ’wa ho-do-ge-ne
there FOC 3SG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-tell-HAB.EMPH 
That's  w hat I’ve been  telling him !’ (JC V-75)

The realis Wa and other focus strategies are discussed more fully in Chapter 8, 

Section 7.

5.2 Potential: G o

In contrast to Wa, the potential go indicates that the speaker is not 

committed to the truth of the assertion. Thus, it is an irrealis mode. In English, 

the potential is expressed in several ways ‘might,’ ‘could,’ ‘perhaps,’ ‘may be,’ and 

even ‘I guess.’ These can also be expressed in the mode auxiliary Uete 

■probability' discussed above in Section 4.3. The terms and meanings are very 

similar, and both are types of irrrealis. However, ‘potential’ means that 

something is not yet in existence. The potential go  usually refers to the speakers 

doubts about future situations. So, ‘potential’ is used for the irrealis particle go. 

‘Probable’ means that something is likely. The probability auxiliary Uete usually 

refers to situations in the present. However, there is much overlapping in use. 

The difference can be seen in the two sentences below.
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(73) a. 'Ahe hethligo abe.
’ahe he-thli-go
here 3SG(EM).ACT-arrive-POT
‘I wonder if he will come today.’

’ab e
today

b. ’Abe ne hethli laete’e  go. 
’abe ne hg-thli laete’e-go
today here 3sG(EM)-arrive prob-pot 
‘M aybe/Perhaps he will come today.’

The potential go can be used as a  copula, to put together two nouns as a 

sentence, and it is used as a  verbalizer following a  noun. It is also preferred over 

the other mode particles is not sure, as in (74a). However, it is also when a 

speaker knows something is true, but wishes to be polite. The potential is less 

direct and is therefore polite, as in (74b-c) or more modest, as in (74d).

(74) a. Maxine ’yothl’ine go?
Maxine ’yothl’ine go
Maxine knife pot
T hat is M axine’s knife?’ (GB 38)

b. Lu go 
Lu go 
Lu POT
‘It’s Lu (coming in).’

c. Set’e go
se-t’e go
3sG(EF.i).POSS-father pot 
He is probably her father.

d. Dzenono di go. (contracted form) 
dzene weno di go
dog cl(ne) mine pot
T hat’s my dog.’

The potential can follow verbs.
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(75) N e’yucihale se ’w ede g8. 
ne-’yucihale se-’w ede go
NEG-Euchee 3sG(EF).Acr-talk pot
‘She (probably) can’t talk Euchee.’

The potential go is used after the mode auxiliaries in order to express 

‘might.’ When combined with the mode auxiliaries, go is unstressed and attaches 

to the auxiliary.

(76) a. Tsothishik’onehe hek’ada hetego.
tsothishik’5ne-he he-k’a -d a  hete-go
doctOr-LOC 3SG(EM).PAT-COM-gO must-POT
‘I m ight h ave to take him  to the  doctor.’

b. Tse’e laste’ego. 
tse’e laete’e-go
rain prob-active-pot 
'It might rain today.’

c. Tsoga’e  hethl’i laete’e  jego lale.
tsoga-’e  he-th l’i laete-’e je-go  lale
grass-CL(LlE) 3SG(EM).ACT-cut prob-active past-pot yesterday 
'H e probably m ow ed the grass yesterday.’ [It’s a  good possibility]

Attached to the ability te, go m eans the future ‘will probably.’ The 

example in (77a) is a  commonly used phrase. In (77b), the speaker believes that 

the boy will be large, but uses the potential to soften such an assertion.

(77) a. Ke’e disha tego.
k e -e  di-sha
way-AcriVE lSG.ACT-do
‘Maybe I will (do it).’

te-go
ABLE-POT

b. Hodanele tego.
ho-dane-le te-go
3SG(EM).PAT-fat-STATIVE ABLE-POT
He will probably be fat.’ (m en’s speech)
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c. Dityo s’eth la teg5.
di-tyo s’e-th la  te-go
2sG.ACT-angry 3sG(EM).ACT-make able-pot

‘He will probably just m ake m e m ad.’

5.3 Intention: N o

In order to express the actor’s intentions to complete an action, the mode 

particle no is used. The intention no can be translated as ‘intend to,’ ‘about to' or 

‘be fixing to.’

(78) a. K ede hot’aele no. [kede hpt’aele n^J
kede ho-t’aele no
now 3SG(EM).ACT/PLUS-quit INTENT
‘He’s fixin’ to quit.’

b. K’asosoci kede dik’a ’wede dot’aele no
k’asoso-ci kede di-k’a-’wede do-t’s le  no
book-DET/CL(srr) now lsG.ACT-REciP-talk lSG.Acr/PLUs-wait intent
‘I’m about finished with that book.’

c. Di s’edo’acne n5
di s’e-do-’aene no
lSG 3SG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT/PLUS-ask INTENT
‘I’ll ask him!’ (women’s speech)

In (79c) above, the speaker is not only stating her intentions to ask, but no 

gives this intention emphasis. Compare this with (17b) above, where the speaker 

uses a  less emphatic way of stating her intentions.

The meaning o f intention and emphasis is also useful when giving 

commands. The intention particle nd is used in giving commands in order make

the command more polite. See Chapter 8, Section 2.
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5 .4  E x p e c t a t i o n :  Ya

When a  speaker expects that something will take place in the future or 

that something is the way it is, the particle ya is used. The expectation ya is 

only used with verbal nouns in the present tense, as seen in (80).

(80) a. W an5 ne hothli?
wano ne ho-thli
who here 3sG(E).ACT-arrive
‘Who’s arriving?’

Henry ’ya.
Henry ’ya
Henry EXPECT
‘It’s Henry ./It’s Henry, I expect.’

b. Tshyathla ’ya.
tshyathla ’ya
red expect

‘It (the Euchee coat) is red.’

*tshyathla ’ya je.
*‘It w as red ’

The expectation ‘ya is used indicate the distant future.

(81) ’Y u c ih a ’ahe h e g a ’ya
’yuci-ha ’ahe he-ga ’ya
Euchee-PL here 3PL(E).ACT-arrive expect

‘T he Euchee who will com e h ere  (a fte r w e a re  gone).’

The expectation ya also functions as a Yes/No question particle. In 

questions about the future using a  verbal noun, the expectation ya is used instead 

of le. As a  question particle, y a  generally precedes the noun.
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(82) a. Y a  weyugone? ‘How about Friday?

b. Y a ’agahe? 
’Agahe ’ya?

‘How about tomorrow?

c. Y a  tse? ‘How about you?/Are you?’

Another use o f ya is to ask for a  favor. The expectation 'ya adds 

tentativeness and therefore or politeness, to the request.

(83) a. Hok’we ’ya?
ho-k’w e ’ya
3sG(iNAN).PAT/DAT-send expect 
‘Will you send it?’ (JC:V-118)

b. K’aehafa ’ya? 
k’aeha-fa ’ya 
watch-[UN] EXPECT 
‘Will you watch them ?’ (JC:V-114)

The expectation 'ya also functions as the conditional ‘if.’ The particle 

follows the verb of the conditional clause. As in English, ya  ‘i f  acts as the 

dependent clause marker. One exam ple follows here, but more are provided in 

Chapter 8, Section 5.2.

(84) Gregory ahe hegac ’ya, hedik’5’wede telae.

Gregory ah e  he-gae ’ya
G regory here 3sG(EM)ACT.arrive expect

he-di-k’a-’wede te-lse
3SG(EM).PAT-1 SG.ACT-COM-talk ABLE-ENC

If Gregory comes, I will talk with him.’

5.5 Q uestioning: 'Le

The Yes/No question particle is an irrealis mode particle. Like the other 

particles, it can cause any stem to be read as a verb. In this case, the truth of
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the situation expressed in the verb is questioned. This function o f 'le is clear in 

the exam ples below, where 'le is the only verbalizing particle.

(85) a. M axine ’le sio’yothl’i?
M axine l e  sio-’yothl’i
M axine Q 3sG(EF.i).POSS-knife
‘Is that M axine’s knife?’

b. Kede chya le ?  
kede chya ’le
now hard Q
‘Is it hard (fried) yet?’

Unlike the other irrealis particles, the Yes/  No question particle can be 

used in all types of verbal constructions in order to ask a  question. The 

placement is like a  clitic in that must come at the end of a  complete phrase and 

it prefers to be placed after the first full phrase in an utterance (the second 

position). The placement of the Yes/No question particle ‘le is detailed in 

Chapter 8. Section 3.1.

6 . M o d e  B o u n d  W o r d s : E m p h a s is  a n d  E x c e s s

6.1 Em phatic : -:Le V ery’ and ‘really’

The emphatic post-clitic -:le attaches to the end o f verbs to create the 

meaning ‘very’ or ‘really.’ The clitic lengthens the final vowel o f the stem, and 

can be accompanied by nasalization on the final vowel and through the rest o f 

the stem with emphasis. The nasal quality may also infect the form -:le so that 

it becomes -.lie. This should not be confused with the encouragement and 

empathy particle lie.
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(86) a. hotatsa ‘He’s noisy ./He talks a  lot.’ (men’s speech)

b. hotatsarle ‘He’s noisy!/He really talks a  lot!’

c hdtatsa::le ‘He’s really noisy!/He really talks a  lot!’

Although the notions Very’ and ‘really’ a re  commonly used for the

comparative and superlative o f adjectives, nouns, and adverbs, the clitic -:le is 

used on verbs as well. In (87) below, exam ples (a-b) are active verbs and the 

rest are stative verbs.

a. Weshi. T hey  (non-Euchee) are pitiful.’
Weshi:le. T hey  (non-Euchee) are really pitiful.’
Weshi::le. T hey  (non-Euchee) are really pitiful!’

b. Se’yu’oda. ‘She knows’
Se’yu’oda:le! ‘She knows a  lot!/ She is smart’

c. Hedi’e. ‘He’s m ean’
Hedi’e:le! ‘He’s very m ean/He’s cruel!’

d. ’ishpi ‘dirty’
Dze’ishpi:le! ‘I’m really dirty!’

e. Dzesh’o. ‘I’m tired’
Dzesh’o:le! ‘I’m very tired’

See Chapter 7, Section 2.3 for discussion o f -:le and its relationship to the 

stative verbalized/e, and Section 2.4 for the emphatic -:le on adjectives.

6.2 Excessive: -Ga

The particle -ga ‘too’ expresses the excess of an adjectival state. W hen it 

is used, it replaces the verbalizer. In this sense, it is a  verbalizer with 

comparative content and not aspectual content. Tense follows the excessive -ga 

“too.'
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(88) a. K’a  wahaga.
k’a  wahaga 
thing busy-EXCESS 
‘She’s too busy.’

Unlike the em phatic -:le, the particle -ga can not be used on verbs. It is 

used only with adjectives. Because it is associates with adejctives, more 

exam ples and discussion o f -ga is in Chapter 7, Section 2.4

7 . A u d it o r y  E v id e n c e : -Ke

E viden tia l a re  markers which indicate the source of information for a  

proposition. Euchee uses -ke to report an event that the speaker hears but does 

not see. It is therefore an auditory evidential.

A typical use o f the auditory -ke is shown in (89a). The sentence is an 

assertion ‘They're coming’ and the evidential -ke gives the additional meaning of 

‘I hear them.’ However, the verb cannot agree with the speaker. The same 

meaning can be expressed with verb ch we ‘hear’ in the main clause, as seen in 

(89b). This time the speaker is the actor of ‘I hear’ and there is no evidential.

(89) a. ’Ahe ’igoke. [’ahe ’igqke]
’ahe ’i-go-ke
here 3sG(E).ACT-come-HEAR
T hey ’re coming (I hear them), (women’s speech)

b. ’A he ’igo doch’we. [’ahe ’igq doch’weJ
’ah e  ’i-go do-ch’we
here 3PL(E).PAT-come lSG.ACT/PLUS-hear 
‘I h ea r them  com ing.’ (w om en’s speech)

The evidential -ke are normally not used in questions. However, the 

Yes/No question in (90) is possible. However, the speaker is showing more 

excitem ent or surprise that they are coming rather than needing information.

The position of the Yes/No question m arker between the verb stem and the 

au d ito ry  -ke shows th e  ev id e n tia l is a  clitic.
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(90) ’Ahe ’igo ’leke? [’ahe ’igQ leke]
’ahe ’i-go le-ke
here 3sG(E).PAT-come q - h ea r

‘Are they coming (you hear them ?)’ (women’s speech)

Although it usually becomes a  fully voiced /g/  today, the auditory -ke is 

the sam e as the location suffix -ke, which m eans ‘yonder’ or ‘way over there.’

Like its locative meaning of ‘far away,’ the auditory -ke conveys the idea that the 

action is so far away that it can only be heard and not seen, as in (91a-b). The 

auditory -ke does not have to be used with all sound verbs, such as ‘blow’ in 

(91c), but can be attached to any non-sound verb to indicate that it was heard.

(91) a. [dzenew enq ’yaphohe w enqge j4]

Dzeneweno ’yaphohe weno ke je.
dzene w eno ’ya-pho-he w e-no ke je
dog pl(ne) tree-under-LOC 3sG(NE).ACt-be.located hear past

T h e  dogs w ere (w ay) out in the w oods.’

b. ’Ya 'ok’wa ke. [’ya ’ok’wa ke]
’ya ’o-k’wa ke
across 3PL.ACT-put hear
‘They’re singing (I hear them in the church).’ (women’s speech)

c. Khokho ke. [kh^kh^ge] 
kho-kh5 ke
blow.REDUP HEAR
‘Hear it (a train) blowing!’ (JC-17)

Typically, evidentials indicate to what degree the speaker feels confident 

that the event is really occurring. However, using -ke does not carry any 

commitment on the part of the speaker to the degree o f truth for the assertion; it 

is simply ‘just heard.’10 Even without imposing a  commitment to the evidence, 

the auditory -ke contrasts with the unmarked form in the language. Verbs 

without -ke indicate the events or states that a re  seen or otherwise knowable
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because of some other source, such as reports or common knowledge. In (92a) it 

is not clear where the speaker’s knowledge of the fact comes from. The speaker 

could know that ‘he is in the woods’ because he is always out in the woods at this 

tim e, or because he was seen walking towards the woods, or because he said he 

was going there, or because someone else said he was going there. But in (92b), 

the evidence is clearly from the speaker’s ability to hear him in the woods.

(92) a. ’Yaphohe s’eno. [yaphohe s’enq]
’yapho-he s’e-no
woods-LOC 3sG(EM).ACT-be.located
‘He’s out there in the woods.’ (women’s speech)

b. ’Yaphohe s’eno  ke. [ydphohe s’enq ge]
’yapho-he s’e-no ke
woods-LOC 3sG(EM).ACT-be.located hear
‘H e’s out there (I h ea r him) in the woods.’

8 . a d d i n g  F e e l in g : E n c o u r a g in g  a n d  A f f ir m in g

There are to mode particles that indicate the speakers attitude towards the 

hearer or their own participation in an event. These are he ‘encouragement and 

empathy’ and ho “yes.’ They come at the end o f utterances, and are often 

combined with other modes, especially the ability te. Unlike the realis/irrealis 

mode particles, neither particle gives a verbal reading when following a noun or 

adjective.

8.1 Giving Encouragement and Showing Empathy: La:

The mode particle he is used to give encouragement to a listener. It is 

also used to show empathy. The encouragem ent he can be stressed and be an 

independent particle, but it can be unstressed and attached to other the end of 

verbs or other mode particles, especially ability te. Some speakers regularly use
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it at the end o f utterances. For them, Ice is a  discourse m arker rather like ‘okay’ 

in English.

The feeling of encouragement and empathy is clear in the two statements

below.

(93) a. Hi’yo’ne’ne je.
hi-’yo-’ne-’ne je
3SG(INAN).PAT-2SG.ACT+’YU-look.at-REDUP PAST 
‘You tried .’

b. Hi’yo’ne’ne Is .
hi-’yo-’ne.’ne I s
3SG(lNAN).PAT-2SG.ACT+’YU-look.at-REDUP ENC 
‘(It’s okay) You tried.’
[said to comfort, or encourage to keep going]

Other examples follow.

(93) a. Ne l e  k’s t h l s 'e  I s .  [n^’le k’s t h l s ’sn  Is ]
ne ’le k’s th l s - ’e Is
NEG Q wrong-ACTIVE ENC
There isn’t anything w rong?’

b D iths::le Is!
di-ths-::le Is
lSG.ACt-want-very enc 
‘I would really like that!’

c . Nehe shici s s :le  Is . [nihe shici sa?:nle Is] (BPD)
nehe shi-ci se-:le Is
here 2sG.ACT.arrive-suB/CL(siT) good-VERY enc

‘It’s really  good that you’re here.’

d. N edzedik’a ’w edechi s s r le l s .  [nedzedik 'q’w edechi s s :n le ls ]
nedze-di-k’a -’w ede-ci se-:le  I s
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-COM-talk-SUB/CL(SIT) good-VERY ENC
‘It’s been really good to talk to you.’
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Because it shows empathy, it is often used in greetings and in asking about 

one’s health and welfare.

(94) a. Sega’e  tsono lae? (or Sgga’e.lae?)
se-g a-’e  tso-no lae
gOOd-tOO-ACTlVE 2SG.PAT/PLUS-be ENC 
‘A re you well/How a re  you?’ (greeting)

Sega’e dzond lae.
se-ga-’e dzo-no lae
gOOd-tOO- ACTIVE lSG.PAT/PLUS-be ENC
‘I am well’

b. W ahe’e lae?
wahe-’e  lae
how-ACTIVE ENC
‘Are you well?’ (sick in bed)

c. Ke’lede hishehe sono lae. [ke’lede hish^h? sQnq lae]
ke-’le-de hishehe so-no lae
now-Q b ette r 2sG.PAT/PLUS-be enc

‘Are you feeling b e tte r? ’

8.2 A ff irm a tio n : H o

The affirmative answer ho ‘yes’ also functions as a  mode particle at the

end of an utterance.11 W agner (1934: 354) states that hd is an emphatic suffix.

The affirm ative ho is emphatic in the sense that when ones affirms one

commitment to a  future action or affirms one’s belief that something is possible,
* •

it is generally more emphatic than without such confirmation. However, the 

basic content and function is one of affirming and confirming not emphasis.

The affirm ative ho ~ [hv] -  [hv], and sometimes [hae], is used to confirm 

one’s commitment to a future action. It is most common when offering to do 

something, such as the example from (52) above. It is provided again here in 

(95a). It is also used when giving permission, as in (95b).
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(95) a. Di s’edo’aene tSlae ho 
di s’e-do-’aene

[di s’edo’s n e  ttjlaelM] 
te-lae ho

lSG 3SG(EM).PAT-1SG. ACT/PLUS-ask ABLE-ENC AFFIRM 
‘I will ask him.’

b. W esha telae ho
w esha te-lae ho
2SG.ACT.gO ABLE.ENC AFFIRM
‘I guess you can  go.’

The affirmative can also confirm one’s knowledge about a past event or 

state. An example is in (96a). Using -ho with past events often gives an 

emphatic quality to the statem ent, as in (96b).

(96) a. [k’adQ'n^ ’a  gwaCi h ido ’onda’̂  h<j]

3SG(INAN).PAT-1 SG.ACT+’YU-know AFFIRM 

‘I know who said that.’ (JC IV-55)

b. ’Acha wethlane ho.
’acha we-thla-ne ho
whistle 3SG(NE).ACT-do-HAB AFFIRM
T hey  really do blow their whistles [on the trains].’ (JC)

In this usage, the confirmation usage of ho is a  way of giving evidence 

(see A uditory  Evidence above), but the affirm ative ho is not necessary nor is it 

common when stating something that the speaker knows to be true. The 

utterance is usually left unmarked or the realis ’wa can be used.

The following expressions are used as mode with the affim ative ‘yes’ 

stem. The first is affirm ative about the future, but still reserved. The second 

uses the ability te for the m eaning ‘could.’

K’aethlono ’a  gwaci hido’oda’e ho.

k’aethle weno ’a-gwa-ci
whoever cl(ne) LOC-say-suB/CL(siT)

hi-do-’oda’e ho
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(97) a. Ho’olae
b. Ho’o laede’e  te

‘M aybe’
‘It could be’
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Notes 

Chapter 5

1 W agner (1934) did not state how he determined suffixes from clitics. Tense 
and modes are  suffixes (pp. 351-352, and pp. 353-355, respectively).
2 The consequence is that tense and mode are treated as separate from the verb 
phrase in Euchee.

It is probable that the future nasal is a  contraction o f the inchoative post-clitic 
'e with the stem. This is normal contraction in Euchee (see Chapter 2, Section 
4.1 Contraction). The immediate future fits semantically with the inchoative. In 
addition, the tense particles are grammaticalized from auxiliary verbs of position 
(Linn in prep). Sitting ci became the past imperfective je . Standing fa became 
the present, as in 'akeefa T ha t’s the way it is.’ It is also used in the past 
perfective jefa . The lying 'e would fit nicely into this pattern of 
grammaticalization, with 'e having the progressive and immediate future reading.
4 Crawford was treating le as an aspect suffix ‘duration’ (rough notes). I reject 
this on the grounds o f stress. Primary stress falls on the last syllable of a  stem. 
So, for exam ple, the habitual aspect suffix -ne gets primary stress on verbs, and 
when it acts as the nominalizer for verbs, it still gets primary stress on the end of 
the noun. If le were an aspect suffix like -ne, we would expect this same 
behavior, but is the last syllable, it should have primary stress. But, as stated in 
the text, it is not stressed.

In addition, the habitual -ne can be used on all verbs and verbal 
structures, but as a verbalizer le can not be attached to existing verbs. Since 
adjectives always have a  verbalizer, it raises the question as to whether the 
adjective is underlying a  verb, and that le is durative aspect and 'e is progressive 
aspect on the verb. However, without le or ‘e, adejctives can not function as a 
verb. No such morphology is needed for other verbs (including stative verbs). In 
addition, le cannot be added to active verbs in order to get a  reading of say, ‘She 
lived for a long tim e' or ‘He smoked cigarettes during his lifetime.' Therefore, le 
is considered to be a  cliticized verbalizer and not an aspect suffix.

The verbalizer -le is possibly related to direction clitic -le, meaning 
‘movement along or down a long object’. O ther location clitics are used as 
aspect. For exam ple, on nouns -le (a homonym with -le ‘movement along or 
down a  long object’) is the direction ‘back to,’ and on verbs it is the repeated 
aspect. The distant location -ke indicates heard action verbs. The meaning of 
‘along an object’ could be interpreted as ‘a  long time, over a  long period o f time.' 
However, this interpretation seems more likely under the ‘duration’ affix 
hypothesis o f le. This is because it is not clear why le would get a  ‘verbalize’ 
reading on some nouns but a  ‘direction’ reading others. This can be explained if 
adjectives are underlying different from nouns or verbs.
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The cliticization o f le does raise interesting speculation into the history 
and nature of suffixes in Euchee.
5 Speakers read this hypothetical lengthening form as the future weshl: T hey  
(non-Euchee) will be pitiful.’
6 It is not clear why the auxiliary requires the verbalizer before the completive 
de (if it is indeed the completive). Since auxiliaries are not fully verbal, it could 
be that Euchee requires an active verb in order to show completion. The 
verbalizer ‘e carries the present continuous aspect. A parallel is found in the 
adjectives formed with the duration -le. These require the copula Wa before they 
can be put into the past tense.
7 The extreme combination o f modes is probably due to two factors. First, the 
Chief does very little direct speaking. The Speaker for the Chief usually speaks 
for the Chief. When the C hief does speak, it is the highest level o f formality 
and politeness. In addition, this form is archaic and represents the fullest forms 
o f Euchee.
s The analysis of hetede is not certain. It could be the completive de, as with the 
‘should/ought to’ teede  (also a tentative analysis). However, since the vowel is 
always reduced, the final vowel is not definitively reconstructable. The vowels 
which commonly reduce to dv m ake the possibilities de, /de/, /da/, /da/, and /do/. 
Another possibility is that the de is not the completive, but particle o f strong 
potential. This would parallel the structure hete go ‘might have to’ where go is 
the potential mode.
9 The speaker has regularized the form. The f 1 and 2nd person singular forms of 
(go)no ‘come’ are irregular. The Tl person form is did  ‘I come.’
10 According to de Haan (De Haan to appear), scholars of epistemic modality 
argue that evidentials are related  to doubt and certainty of the the proposition, 
but that grammars of individual languages report that speakers do not show' 
differing degrees of certainty with evidentials.
11 Another possibility is that ho is a  discourse m arker at the end o f the 
utterances. However, it does not occur frequently in any person’s speech, as one 
would suppose of a discourse marker.
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Ch a p t e r  6 : T h e  N o un  and  N oun  P h ra se

1. O v e r v ie w

This chapter introduces the noun and noun phrase. This includes the basic 

stems and stem formation through compounding and the nominalizer -ne 

(derivation). It also includes the affixes and clitics which create a  noun phrase 

(inflection), such as the noun class clitics, plural clitics, possession prefixes, and 

location suffixes. Following this are other modifiers which are used to extend 

the noun phrase.

There can be up to three noun phrases as participants in a  Euchee 

sentence: the actor, the patient, and the recipient or beneficiary. However, the 

participants do not have to appear as overt noun phrases. The pronominal 

agreem ent prefixes on the verb indicate the participants in the event or state 

denoted by the verb. Therefore, if the participants in the sentence are c lear from 

context, the noun phrases are omitted. Context includes previous mention in the 

discourse and shared world knowledge by the people engaged in the 

conversation. In discourse, the nouns may be reinserted for focus, emphasis, and 

clarification if needed.

Formally, it is difficult to distinguish noun s from verbs in Euchee. No 

one affix is able to distinguish the two. The traditional criteria for establishing 

nouns as a  part of speech separate from verbs and adjectives are difficult to 

apply. This is illustrated below with some of the ways in which nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, and sentences share the same morphology.

The ability for nouns to show definiteness is one of the standard criteria 

for nouns. Although there is no definite or indefiinite article, as in the English 

“the’ and “a/an,’ Euchee does have definite particles which are cliticized to the 

noun (see 3.1 below). Yet, the definite markers are not unique to the noun 

phrase. Instead, they are identical to location verb (go fad 'be located’ and
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position verbs ci ‘sit,’ fa ‘stand’ and e ‘lie. Examples (l)-(2) below compare 

definite nouns with simple sentences. Definite nouns can be seen in the (a) 

examples, while sentences containing a  location or position verb that is identical 

to the definite m arker on the noun are found in the (b) examples.

(1) a. dath law eno
dathla-wend
W0lf-DET/CL(NE)
‘the w olf

b. Dathla weno. 
dathla we-n6
w olf 3sG(NE).PAT-be.located 
‘T here is a  wolf./A  w olf is over there .’

(2) a. tici
ti-ci
rock-DET/CL(SiT)
‘the rock’

b. Ti ci.
ti cf
rock DET/CL(SIT)
T h ere ’s a rock./A rock is over there.’

The stress and intonation is given on the second line in the examples 

above. In (1), the difference between the definite noun and the sentence is 

signaled by the placement of stress alone. However, this criterion does not 

always work, as can be seen in (2), where both the definite noun and the 

sentence have the same stress/intonation pattern.

Nouns can also be made plural (number), and this ability is also used as a 

criterion for nouns. Euchee nouns do bear number clitics. Yet, as with 

definiteness, the number suffixes are identical to the verb ‘(plural) be located.'
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(3) a. got’eheno
got’e-hdno
person-CL/PL(EM)
‘the (Euchee) men’ (men’s speech)

b. Got’e heno. 
got’e h6-no 
person 3SG(EM)-be.located 
T here  are the (Euchee) men.’ (men’s speech/BPD)

(4) a. ti ha
ti ha 
rock PL 
‘rocks’

b. ti ha 
ti ha
rock (iNAN).PL.be.located 
T here  are the rocks.’

Nouns are also able to show possession. The Euchee possessive prefixes 

on the noun are identical to the actor and patient pronominal agreement on the

verb. Possessive nouns are properly given with the noun class post-clitic.

However, they are often dropped in discourse, thus adding to the similarity 

betw een the pronominal forms. In the examples in (5) below are given without

its noun class post-clitic, but (5c) bears the noun class -

(5) a. dihae 'my breath’
diha* ‘I’m breathing’

b. dithx “my heart’
dithae ‘I want’

c. dik’o’e ‘my throat’
dik’o’e ‘I’m choking’

d. wep’ade ‘rabies’
wep’ade ‘He (non-Euchee) is crazy'
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e. yoshu 
yoshu

‘his (non-Euchee) rope’ 
‘he (non-Euchee) ties’

The suffix -ne indicates that the noun was made from a  verb. Such a 

suffix (a nominalizer) is usually a  good test for a  noun. However, -ne also has a  

counterpart as a  verbal suffix. The habitual aspect suffix on verbs is also -ne. In 

(6a) there is a formal difference in stress, but the difference is negligable when 

spoken.

(6) a. 'i gowane ‘one chews tobacco’
’igow ane ‘chewing tobacco’

b. ’yothl’Ithl’Ine ‘you write’
'yothl’ithl’me ‘your writing’

Thus, the morphology usually reserved for nouns can be seen on verbs as 

well. Conversely, Euchee nouns can bear morphology normally associated with

verbs and adjectives. The ability to show tense is usually reserved for verbs.

However, in verbal noun structures (predicate nominals), a Euchee noun may be 

followed by the past tense particle je. In (7a), the word ‘ch ie f can not be a  verb 

since it does not have the required anim ate pronominal prefixes.

(7) a. Jim ’wa p’athl’e je
Jim ’wa p’athl’e  je  
Jim cop chief past
‘Jim was chief.’

b. k’agoyune ha je
k’a-go-yu-ne ha je
thing-3sG(tMP)-sick-NOM PL past
‘past illnesses/there w ere past illnesses’ (JC)

Euchee nouns and verbs also share -le ‘direction back’ in both space and 

time' On the noun, the direction suffix -le means ‘return to a  location.' On the 

verb, -le has the aspect meaning ‘to repeat the action.’
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(8) a. chu 
chule

‘bed’
‘back to bed’

b. kyowa *to think’
kyowale ‘to think again, to rem em ber’

The only clear criterion for nouns in Euchee is based on constituency 

order. Demonstrative adjectives can occur immediately before a  noun, but not a 

verb. If there is no demonstrative, the assignment of event or state (verb) and 

actor or patient (noun) must be derived from the meaning of the entire sentence.

2 . S t e m s  a n d  S t e m  F o r m a t io n  (D e r iv a t io n a l  M o r p h o l o g y )

There are three main kinds of noun stems in Euchee: 1) basic stems 2) 

compounds, and 3) nouns formed from verbs with the nominalizing suffix -ne. 

Basic stems, both free and bound, are one syllable words. Two syllable basic 

stems are rare, if they exist at all, and multi-syllable basic stems do not exist.

All multi-syllable nouns are compounds. Compounds comprise the largest group 

of Euchee nouns. Simple compounds are made from two stems, but complex 

compounds are m ade from two or more simple compounds or compounds 

followed by a nominalized verb. Most multi-syllable compounds can be seen as 

lexicalized noun phrases and clauses. Finally, noun stems may be created from 

verbs using the nominalize^nc.

2.1 B a sic  N o u n  S tem s  

Free Basic Stems

The following are the basic noun stems. They are considered free basic 

stems because they can be used without any possessive prefixes. Like the basic
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verb stems, the basic noun stems are  considered to be some of the oldest 

vocabulary in a  language.

(9) Basic Stems (Free, Alienable)

’i ‘tobacco sta ‘fingernail, claw’
pa ‘sack sta/stae ‘snow’
ti ‘stone, rock s’ae ‘land, earth’
te ‘mulberry shi ‘juice, fluid’
te ‘cedar tree sha ‘field, farm’
tho ‘sweet potato sha ‘snake’
ke/ge ‘homed owl shu ‘fish’
k’o/k’u ‘Stomp Ground’ shtu ‘shell’
tse ‘water shwae ‘poke salad’
ISO ‘sun sh’e ‘pond’
ts’e ‘blue jay ’1 sh’i ‘material, clothing’
chu ‘bed’ sh’u ‘handle, vine, orchard’
cu ‘boat, canoe’ thla ‘bullet, arrow’
fa ‘afternoon, evening’ w s ‘time, summer, year'
so ‘tick’ (arachnid) ’ya ‘tree’
spa ‘blackberry’ ’yd ‘star, spider’
spe ‘piece of leather’ ’yd ‘hickory’

Bound Stems

Some basic stems must have a  possessive pronominal prefix in order to be 

used. These nouns are inalienable because they can not be separated from their 

possessor. These bound stems include such terms as body parts and family 

terminology. Inalienable nouns may also be compounds, but the following list is 

of bound (inalienable) basic stems.

Basic Stems (Bound, Inalienable)

*i ‘blood’ t’e ‘father’
’o ‘horn’ t’i ‘urine, bile'
tJE ‘shoulder’ t’o ‘seed’
to ‘breast’ de ‘leg’
thae ‘heart’ ke/ge ‘tooth’
tho ‘head’ kho ‘throat’
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k’a/k’a ‘together’ shtysh’e ‘bone’
k’o ‘neck’ thl’a ‘lung’
ko/go ‘human’ hx ‘mother’
cwa ‘skin’ w x ‘fem ale’
che ‘belly’ ’yu ‘house, town’
chi ‘eye’ ’ya ‘sweat’
chu ‘penis’ ’y5 ‘uncle’
sho ‘body, waist’

The bound basic stems include three stems, go- ‘human/male’, wce- 

‘fem ale’, ’yt< ‘house,’ and k'a- -  k'a ‘together’ which are not body parts or family 

members. They are bound because they are always the head stem in a 

compound, as seem  below. The bound stem go- ‘human/male’ is the same as the 

impersonal 3rd person subject pronominal prefix go- 'one, someone.’ Although its 

part in noun stems is probably derived from the pronoun, it does have the stem 

meaning ‘human/male.’2 The exam ples of k ’a ‘together’ in (1 Id) can not be 

analyzed further.

( I I )  a. got’e 
go-t’e
human-one
‘person’

gone
go-ne
human-offspring 
‘baby’ (infant to toddler)

b. w xt’e 
w x.t’e 
female-one 
‘woman’
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c. yufa 
yu-fa
house-CL( STAND)
‘house’

yuhe 
yu-he 
house-LOC 
‘house, town’

d. k’aju ‘together, two in a reciprocating situation’
k’ada ‘together, three or more in a reciprocating situation’

See Chapter 4, Section 3.3 for more on the reciprocal and accompaniment stems.

Two-Syllable Stems and Shortening

There are very few two-syllable stems that are not analyzable as 

compounds. Those that exist are probably compounds whose parts are no longer 

recongnizeable. This is due to two forces in the language. One is the loss of 

m eaning over time of some basic stems used in compounds. For exam ple many 

two-syllable nouns end in /ba/ or /da/, but there is no known independent 

assigned to /ba/ or /da/ today. In addition, the head of the compound (the left 

stem) may also become inscrutable over time. In this way, both parts may not 

be analyzable.

The most common loss of meaning is due to compunds which have been 

shortened over time and whose full forms are no longer rem embered or able to 

be reconstructed. The words in their shortened form were learned by children at 

some point in the past, and the full forms are no longer rem embered. There are 

two mechanism for shorteninfg words in Euchee. One is simply deleting a  part 

of the word. The head of two-syllable compounds, especially common heads 

such as k'a thing’ and ya ‘tree/wood,’ and go ‘human’ are often deleted without 

any loss in meaning to native speakers. The pronominal agreem ent from 

nominalized verbs is commonly dropped, as is the nominalizer -ne. In addition to
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deletion is the phonological process o f contraction where a  syllable is deleted 

and this affects the vowel o f the preceeding syllable. One o f the effects of 

contraction is vowel lengthening, but even this indicator has generally been 

dropped from lexicalized contracted forms. See Chapter 2, Section 4.1 for 

contraction.

An example o f an apparent two-syllable stem is teshu ‘rope.’ For most 

speakers, the parts are not separable or understandable today. However, the late 

Mr. William Cahwee pointed out that it is indeed short for p ’ateydshune ‘rope’ or 

ore accurately ‘they handle horses.’ The word undergoes all of the changes 

discussed above.

(12) a. p’ateyoshune full form
p’ate-yo-shu-ne
horse+3sG(NE).ACT+’YU-tie-NOM
‘rope’

b. p’ateyoshune full form
teyoshu deletion
te:shu /y/ contraction
teshu loss of vowel lengthening

teshu short (common) form
‘rope’

The result is a  two-syllable word, which without the aid of an insightful or 

highly informed speaker, can not be firmly reconstructed. The words listed in 

(13a) below are examples of two-syllable nouns that resist analysis but are 

deem ed to be formed by compounding. In (13b). the -ne may be the nominalizer 

suffix (see Section 2.3 below), or the -ne may be the archaic diminutive suffix 

(see Section 2.4 below), but the heads are not recognizable today.
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(13) Common, Unanalyzeable Compounds

daesti ‘basket’
jatyo ‘racoon’
thl’aya ‘cherry’
te’o ‘bullfrog’ (perhaps onomotapoeic)
thlaekha ‘white heron’
nano/nvnv ‘creek’

sene ‘bird’
sene/sme ‘m etal, iron’
thine ‘string’
spine/shpine ‘grouse, guinea fowl’
dane ‘fat, lard’
dzene ‘dog’
’ine ‘persimmon’
pene/pini (BPD) ‘sassafras, sassafras stem ’
shwene ‘willow’
shtine ‘spoon’

2.2 Compounding

Compounding is highly productive in Euchee. Outside o f the very rare 

borrowings, compounding is the only source for new words entering the lexicon.

A compound is a  word created out of two stems, like ‘blackbird' and ‘babysit’ in 

English. There is always a  ‘head’ of the compound. The head is the stem which 

determines the part o f speech. So, in the English exam ples, the head is on the 

right, as ‘blackbird’ is a  noun and ‘babysit’ is a verb. However, in Euchee the 

head is the left stem. This can be seen in the examples below. In 14a), the 

noun ‘insect’ is m ade from the head tho ‘head<small round things’ and modified 

with the verbal adjective stem s p a ‘be elongated.’ In 14b), the head is ‘hands' and 

the modifier is the verb ‘you wash in’ with the nominlaizer -ne.
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(14) a. thospa
tho+spa
round.thing (N) + be.elongated (Adj)
‘insect, bug’

b. go’othaetigodine 
go-’othae+ti-go-di-ne
3sG(iMP).POSS-hand + in-3sG(iMP).ACT-wash-NOM 
your, hands+you. wash.in-NOM 
‘bathroom  sink’

This order is expected for Euchee because throughout the language, all modifiers 

follow the head. For example, adjective clauses follow the noun phrase; location 

phrases (postpostions) follow the noun phrase; and the tense and mode follow the 

verb phrase.3

The are only a  few exceptions to the head noun being the left stem. Most 

notably is the adjective chya ‘hard, difficult, fast.’ It may be used as the head, as 

seen in (15a). However, these may be cases where the head noun has been 

deleted. In (15b) the head o f ‘money’ used to be a  noun ti ‘yellow’ which 

referred to ‘gold.’ It is probable that (15c) also contained the head se ‘m etal’ at 

one time.

(15) Adjective/Verb + Stem

a. chyatsa ‘crawdad/crawfish’
b. (ti)chyaso ‘(yellow) money’
c. (se?)chyaka ‘ ‘can/tin can’

There are three patterns o f compounds in Euchee. The stems may both 

be basic stems. This is the simple compound. The second patterns is that the 

head may be a basic stem, and the modifying stem may be another compound or 

a  nominlaized verb. The third pattern is that the head may be a  compound, and 

the modying stem may be a compound or a  nominalzed verb. These words are 

generally long. The head may not be a  nominalized verb. These patterns are 

discussed below.
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Section provides examples o f a  basic stem used as the head for the many 

compounds. In this way, the vocabulary is expanded. Below is one basic stem 

being used in the creation many new words, but as the modifying stem. The 

basic noun is sh ’i ‘juice, liquid’:

(16) Basic Stem as modifier in compounds

shi ‘juice, liquid’
’yashi ’ya+shi tree+juice ‘pitch, sap’
’yash’ashi ’ya+sh’a+shi leaf+juice ‘tea’
dashi da+shi face+juice ‘saliva’
tsoshi tso+shi com+juice ‘sofki’
chishi chi+shi eye+juice ‘tear’
toshi to+shi breast+juice ‘milk’

Between the productiveness of compounding and the fact that nearly all 

syllables are also a word, nouns are quite analyzeable. Most speakers are aware 

of the internal construction of nouns, and it gives them much pleasure to see how 

their ancestors named things. It also gives a  mechanism for creating new words, 

a mechanism which they are often highly conscious of. More recently coined 

words, such as ‘car’, 'television’, and ‘curtain,’ exemplify the creativity and they 

show regional and/or family variation. Here is an example of the variations for 

‘window.’ The speakers’ names and their families’ original towns are given.

(17) Variations for ‘window’

yucip’i ’yu+cip’i house+hole Jimmie Skeeter, Polecat
'yacip'i ’ya+cip'i wood+hole Jim Brown, Sand Creek
tsacip’i tsa+cip’i side+hole William Cahwee, Big Pond
cacip’i ca+cip’i side+hole Henry Washburn, Sand Creek

To speakers, each variation is completely understandable, and they find it 

interesting to compare which characteristics their family or region chose to record 

compared to another family/region.
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Noun Compound or Noun + Clause Construction?

The structure o f noun compounds is ‘noun head + modifier.’ This is 

parallel to the structure o f noun phrases. The noun phrase is ‘noun + modifying 

clause.’ So, in some cases it is difficult to tell a  noun compound (a single word) 

from a  noun followed by an adjective clause, or a  noun followed by the verb (a 

sentence). Noun compounds contrast with a  noun followed by an adjective 

clause or a  complete sentence only in the placem ent of stress. The most 

prominent stress (primary stress) regularly falls on the last syllable o f a  stem, and 

secondary stress falls on the first syllable. This is seen below.

(18) ’ya ‘tree’
'yash’a ‘le a f
’yash’ashi ‘tea ’
’yastebado ‘fog’
’yashtatagothlaene ‘tab le’

This can be seen in 19) below. The noun head is given in 19a), with 

prinary stress on the last syllable. In 19b), the compound ‘haybailer’ is given. It 

is made with a  nominalized verb as the modifying stem. It, too, has regular noun 

stress. In 19c) the parts are the sam e as the compound, but it is the sentence 

‘they bail hay.’ This is interpreted as the sentence because the noun has stress on 

the second (last) syllable, and the pronominal has secondary stess for the verb 

phrase.

(19) a. Noun Stress
tsoga
tso.ga
sun-UN
‘grass’
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b. Noun + P redicate C om pound Stress 
tsoga’yok’w ene 
tsoga+’yo-kw e-ne 
grass+3(NE)ACT+’YU-tie-NOM 
‘haybailer’ (m achine)

c. Sentence Stress 
Tsoga ’ydkwene. 
tsoga’yo-k’wene
grass 3PL(NE)ACT+’YU-tie.HAB
T hey  (non-Euchee) bail hay.’

When the modifier is an adjective, it generally contrasts with an adejctive 

clause because the verbalizers -e  ‘active’ or -le ‘stative’ are dropped, predictably, 

when they are part of a noun.

(20) a. ’ySthl’ig l 
’yo+thl'i+ge
stinging.thing+cut+long 
long knife 
= ‘sword*4 (GW)

b. ’yothfi gele 
’yothn g£-le 
knife long-STATE 
‘a  long knife/it’s a long knife.’

As new concepts enter the language, they are  apparently described with 

an adjective clause first. As the concept becomes more stable, the clause 

becomes more integrated in to the noun as a  noun compound, loosing the 

verbalizers and taking on regular noun stress. In many cases, the structure is not 

clear. In some cases, speakers can treat the sam e concept as a  compound or a 

clause. The interaction between the two is not stable and a  fascinating area for 

further research.

Simple Compounds
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Simple compounds are m ade o f two basic stems. Much of the noun 

vocabulary of Euchee are simple compounds. Because the inventory o f basic 

stems is small, simple comounds are a  relatively closed set of words. Another

result is that one stem gets used for the original meaning but then can expand to

encompass similar entities. For exam ple, as seen above the stem tho ‘head’ can 

expand to ‘small round things.' W hen put into such groupings, the heads show 

varying degrees of semantic extension and seperability. Most can still be 

independent word, and they form tight semantic groups. Other are still 

recongizable words, but they only appear as heads in compounds. Most of these 

can also be grammatical morphemes, such as we- ‘non-Euchee’ or go- human. A 

few more heas are bleached, or obscure in meaning without looking at the entire 

group. These stems can no longer be independent words. A schematic 

representation is given below.5

(21) Heads of Compounds

Independent stem interpretable

Loosely bound stem interpretable

Bound stem interpretable only in group
bleached 
obscure

W agner (1934) called the heads o f simple compounds ‘thematic elem ents' 

and Rankin (1997) posits several of the basic stems as an archaic noun class 

system.6 However, whether capable o f being independent stems or bound and 

obcure. they are the heads o f the compounds, not classification prefixes. Instead 

of being viewed as a  solidified old system, the differences should be viewed as a 

current process of lexical affixation. However, lexical affixation precedes from 

compounding (Mithun 1997). The stem o f a  compound then becomes bleached. 

Euchee shows a definite link betw een compounding and the loss of meaning in 

stems, distinctly an early stage in lexical affication.

productive 

productive 

not productive
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Below are  just a  few sets o f the many simple compounds found in 

Euhcee. They are organized by the relationship of the head to the compound.

(22) Heads are  still independent, basic stems

a. da7 ‘face’ < associated with the face

daba forehead’
dadi ‘face’
dakha ‘mouth’
dap’i/dap’i ‘nose’
dap’ida lop  of nose’
dashi face+juice ‘saliva’
dati ‘cheeks, jaw ’
dash’i ‘upper lip’
dash’a  ‘lower lip’

b. iso ~ dzo ‘sun’ < traditional cultivated food and important plants8

tsotho com+head ‘unshelled com, on cob’
tsot’o com+seed ‘shelled com, kem als’
dzoshi com juice ‘sofki’
tsotsa ‘sofki com. grits’
tsosh’u com+vine ‘com stalk’
tsokha(le) com+fine ‘flour
tsothi ‘medicine’
tsot’i ‘wild onion’
tsodi ‘bean’
tsoga ‘grass’
tsole ‘home’
tsoda ‘terrapin’
tsosodi ‘sugar’
tsodis’i bean+little ‘pea’
tsothibyothlo medicine+round ‘pill’
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c. ya ‘tree’ < trees, parts of trees, things m ade from wood

’yacu ‘branch’
’yash’a  ‘le a f
’yashi tree+juice ‘pitch, sap’
’yas’i tree+little ‘stick, switch’
’yaha tree+plural ‘wood, firewood’
’ya’e  tree+lying ‘fallen tree, log’
’yaya ‘dead tree’
’yapo ‘peach, peach tree’
’yaso ‘scratcher’
’yaso ‘pine’
’yas’a  ‘chopped wood’
’yaste ‘smoke’
’yafe ‘prairie’
’yashe ‘coal’
’yawa 'shade’
’yati 'fire’
’yaste, ’yasteste ‘smoke’
yada ‘tribe/clan’ (AG)
’yadaka ‘log, ready to be used’
’yaphole tree+under ‘woods, forest’
’yas’iki/yash’iki ‘wood ashes’
’yastiki ‘Stickman’
’yaciki 'Poleboy’
’yahocwa tree+its-skin ‘bark’
’yasta/yashta ‘board, chair’

(23) Loosely bound heads

a. ko- -  go- ‘human’ < associated with humans, human activity

This list is only of words whose stem  contains go-\ it does not include the 
possessive go- given with inalienable nouns in elicited form or 
nominalized forms with go-.

gosha human+?snake ‘louse, lice’
gothi human string ‘ribbon’
gotho human+seed ‘child, toddler’
gone human+DiM ‘baby’

gojuho . ‘prisoner’
gon’asa doll, picture
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b. we < living non+Euchee

This list is only o f words whose stem  contains we\ it does not include the 
possessive we- given with inalienable nouns in elicited form or 
nominalized forms with w e-.9

wecha ‘chicken’
wedza ‘pig’
wedze fea ther, hair’
wethla ‘hawk’
weshta ‘claw, fingernail’
westa ‘winter’
wet’ae ‘rainbow’
weyv ‘deer’
we’yv ‘star’
weyu ‘lard, oil, grease’ (also location ‘around’)

wedine ‘cow’
wesvne ‘nephew’
wecaet’ae/wecaethl’aethl’ae ‘lightening’
wesap’i ‘whirlwind’

(24) Obscure, bound heads

a. c i  < melons, squashes

cik’o squash+neck ‘pumpkin’
dsodi melon+sugar 'cantaloupe'
clshale ‘waterm elon’
clsh'a ‘coal flour’
ciko/juk’o ‘banana’

b. ta < ?from locative particle ta ‘on’

tat’wae ‘sand, dust’
tat’e ‘dust’
tak’e ‘ball’
tapi ‘salt’
tape 'top, end’
dada 'com crib’
dane ‘fat’
tathla ‘w olf
tats’a ‘noise’
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Complex Compounds

Compounds can be simple compounds m ade o f two stems, as shown in 22- 

24) above, or complex compounds. It is easiest to classify complex compounds 

by their heads.

Complex compounds can be m ade with a  basic stem. The modifying stem 

can be a  postposition, and uninflected adjective or verb. These are shown below.

Basic Stem Head + Postposition

a. s’aep’a s’ae+p’a earth+high ‘hill’
b. tsebithlo tse+bithlo water+around ‘island’
c. yutifa yu+tifa house+in ‘inside’

Basic Stem Head + Adjective (Uninflected)

a. tis’i ti+s’i rock+little ‘pebble, chat, gravel’
b. ’yu’ae ’yu+’ae house+big ‘Big House’10
c. tikhale ti+khale rock+fine ‘shale’
d. setsyathla se+tsyathla bird+red ‘cardinal, redbird’
e. ’yayaka ’ya+yaka tree+white ‘sycamore’
f. wae’naga wae+’naga year+new ‘New Year’
Oo* tsecuge tse+cuge water+sour ‘wine, liquor’
h. pachya pa+chya sack+hard ‘burlap sack’

(27) Basic Stem Head + (Uninflected) Verb

a. tsethla
b. k’athl’o
c. dzobithli
d. ses’zetichya
e. k’as’astichya

tse+thla
k’a+thl’o
dzo+bithli
se+s’aetichya
k’a+s’aetichya

w ater+freeze
thing+bake
sun+tum
bird+run
thing+run

ice
‘bread’
‘tim e’
‘road runner' 
‘car’

Next, the head noun may be a  compound. The modifying stem may be 

fairly simple, as those above. These are shown below.
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(28) Compound Noun Head + Noun

a. wecha+t’o
b. k'dditapi
c. k’asotsole

we.cha+t’o
k’odi+tapi
k’aso+tsole

chicken+egg
meat+salt
book+house

egg
‘salt meat/pork’ 
‘library’

(29) Compound Noun Head + Adjective

a. ’othaecucu ’othae+cucu arm.heart+bumpy
b.thospaso
c. gosh’istale
d. chyasoti

thospa+so
gosh’i+stale
chyaso+ti

insect+smelly
‘knuckle’ 
‘stink bug’

clothes+spread out ‘Green Com jacket’ 
money+yellow ‘gold’

(30) Compound Noun + Verb

a. k’asosh’i k’aso+sh’i
b. k’alaefae k’a+laefae
c. senekhap’a sene+kha.p’a

paper+broken 
something+burst

paper sack 
flower

metal+through.pass (steel) pipe

Or, the modifying stem can be a complex compounds. The modifying 

stem can be a compound noun with a  possessive noun. In addition, there can be 

more than two stems in a complex compound: one head and two modifying 

stems. This is seen in O ld).

(31) Noun + Possessive Pronoun + Noun

a. 'yahocwa 
’ya-ho-cwa
tree-3sG(iMP).POSS-skin 
‘tree , its skin’
‘bark’

b. cestahosh’u 
cesta+ho-sh’u
stomache.3sG(iMP).POSS-string 
‘belly, its string’
‘navel cord’
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c. dzeneyo’agae 
dzene+yo-’agze 
dog+3sG(iMP).POss-day 
‘dog’s day’
= ‘August’

d. thospayostacya 
thospa+yo-sta+chya 
insect+3NE/POSS.shell+hard 
‘bug whose hsell is hard’
= ‘cockroach (or any hard-shelled insect)’

Some of the most complex compounds are  m ade with nominalized verbs. 

A nominalized verb can never the head o f a  compound. See Section 2.3 below 

for nominalization. Only compound heads usually have nominalized verbs as 

their modifying stem. The exception is k'a ‘thing,’ as seen in (32c) below. 

Several examples of complex compounds with nominalized verbs are below.

(32) Compound Head + Nominalized Verb

a. 'yastatagothlaene 
yasta+ta-go-thlae-ne 
board+on-3iMPERS-eat-NOM 
‘board-one ea ts  on’
= ‘tab le’

b. gosh’itigots’ane 
gosh’i+ti-go-ts’a-ne 
clothes+in-3(lMP)-sleep-NOM 
‘clothes one sleeps in’
= ‘bedclothes, pajamas'

c. k’ahithlikethlane 
k’a+hithli-ke-thla-ne 
thing-smooth-LOC-go-NOM
‘thing that goes over and smooths’
= iron/clothing iron’
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d. chyakakho’yuthne 
chyaka+kho-’yutha-ne 
can+up-open-NOM
‘you open up cans with it’
= ‘can opener’

e. chuhetho’yuhone 
chu-he+tho+’yu-ho-ne 
bed-LOC+head+up-cover-NOM 
‘bedspread, bed covers’

After this, compounds can become highly complex, building on the 

patterns given above. In this way, there are many more possible patterns. A 

few are given below. Parentheses indicate morphemes that can be left out in 

shortened forms. The brackets indicate the head noun.

(33) a. [Noun + Adjective] + Noun + Verb

thobyothlosapaweyugo 
tho+bithlo+sapa+weyu-k’d 
head+round+thin+oil-make 
thin potatoes fried’
= 'potato chips’

b. [Noun + Noun] + Adjective + Adjective

wedzak’dditapisapa 
wedza+k’odi+tapi+sapa 
■pig-meat-salty-thin 
= ‘bacon’

c. [Noun+Verb] + Location + Verb + Possessive Noun

’yapithlotipaho’ist’e
'ya+pithlo+ti-pa+ho-’ist’e
w agon+in-bum-3sG((EMD).POSS-road
wagon that bums its path’
= ‘railroad’ (GW)
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d. [Noun+Locative+Deverbal Noun] + Noun+Deverbal Noun + Locative

k’alayup’alewines’aelehanehe 
k’a(la)+(yu)p’a-le+wi-ne+s’ae-le-ha-ne-(he) 
thing+high.up-STATiVE+go-NOM>earth-retum-pluraI.be.at-where 
‘thing that goes up in the air-where they land’
‘=where airplanes land’
‘=airport’

2.3 N o m in a liza tio n

Verbs can be m ade into nouns. This is called nominalization. The 

resulting noun is called either a  ‘deverbal noun’ or a  ‘nominalized verb.’ In 

Euchee, any verbal structure can become a  noun. In order to do this, the 

nominalizer (n o m ) -ne is suffixed to the verb. The nominalizer is derived from 

the habitual aspect suffix -ne on the verb (see Chapter 5, Section 4.2). Thus, 

there is the sense that a stable state of existence occurs when an action becomes 

habitual and this state is expressed in the form of nominalization. Nasalization is 

arbitrary on the nominalizer -ne.u Speakers of the Big Pond Dialect consistently 

pronounce the nominalizer -ni. In fact, this is one of the most distinguishing 

phonological characteristics of the dialect.

The nominalizer -ne is part of the noun stem onto which the inflectional 

morphology is suffixed or cliticized. Locatives such as -he or -fa are suffixed to 

the end of the noun stem (see Section 3.5), and class/determ iner (Section 3.2) 

and plural (Section 3.3) post-clitics can be attached as well.

In the majority of nominalizations, the suffix -ne is accompanied by the 

impersonal go- ‘one’ pronominal on the verb. W agner gives go- as the infinitive 

form of the verb and states nominalization in terms o f the infinitive form. 

However, this is not the infinitive, but an impersonal form (see Chapter 3,

Section 2). All verbs can use the impersonal 3rd person pronominal go -, meaning 

‘one’ and often translated as a  generic ‘you.’ Additional evidence that 

nominalization occurs on inflected verbs and not the infinitive is that deverbal
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nominate also occur with 3rd person pronouns other than go- and with no pronoun 

in cases where the subject is inanimate. Therefore, any verb inflected in the 3rd 

person can be nominalized, although the majority o f nominalizations occur with 

the impersonal pronoun go-.

(34) Basic Nominalization: go-VERB-ne

a. gok’aene 
go-k’ae-ne
3sG(iMP).PAT-gentle-NOM
‘pet’

b. go’w edene 
go-’w ede-ne 
3SG(IMP).ACT-talk-NOM 
‘language, word, speech’

c. ’igop’ene 
‘i-go-p’e-ne
tobacco-3sG(iMP).ACT-take in-NOM 
“smoking tobacco, c igarette’

Additional examples follow:

(35) gok’e’nene 
godzefane
gowaene
gokene
goshine
gokyowane/gokyo:ne
gothaeyune

Visitor’
“fever’
‘quilt’
‘livestock’
‘pity, poverty, state of being poor or pitiful’ 
‘thought’
‘love’

After go-, the 3rd person the non-Euchee pronouns we- (active di- series) 

and yo- (active do- series) are most commonly used, especially with nouns 

related to items adopted from white culture.
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(36) Non-Euchee pronouns in nominalized verbs

a. tsagaw efaene 
tsaga-we-fae-ne 
grass-3(NE).ACT-swing-NOM 
‘sy the’

b. p’ateyoshune 
p’ate-yo-shu-ne 
horse-3(NE).ACT/PLUS-tie-nom 
‘rope’

Verbs can be nominalized with the Euchee 3rd person pronouns as well.

In some cases, the verbs have two nominalized forms, one reflecting the male 

speech pronouns and the other reflecting the women’s speech. This can be seen 

in the title for on the official positions during the annual Green Com ceremony in 

(37a-b). The name for G reen Com is given in (37c). The parts of the word are 

no longer recognizable, but the reconstructed parts (given in the interlinear 

translation) contain the Euchee male pronoun in contrast to the word for ‘tobacco’ 

given above in (34c).

(37) Euchee pronouns in nominalized verbs

a. ho’yuthane 
ho-’yutha-ne 
3(EM).ACT-scratch-NOM 
‘he scratches (them )’
‘Scratcher’ (men’s speech)

b. ’oyuthane 
o-yutha-ne
3(EM).ACT-scratch-NOM 
‘Scratcher’ (w om en’s speech)

c. 'i’apane 
'i-ho-p’e -n e i:
tobacco-3( em ). ACT-take .in-NOM 
‘they use tobacco’
= "Green Com ’
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W hen the sole participant of an active verb is inanimate, the inanimate 

pronominal prefix hi- or ho- is not used (see Chapter 2, section 4.3). No 

pronominal is used in a  corresponding deverbal noun as well. Noun with ‘it’ as 

an actor in the verb can be seen in (38). Note that in (38c) the go- in ‘bladder’ is 

not the 3rd person impersonal pronoun for a  verb, but the required 3rd person 

impersonal possessive pronoun for the bodily fluid ‘urine.’

(38) a. s’ethl’ine
s’e-thl’i-ne 
metal-scratch-nom 
‘(it) scratches metal’
= ‘car brake’

b. cup’aetyone 
cup’ae-tyo-ne 
ear-hang-NOM
‘(it) hangs from the ear 
= ‘earring’

c. got’ihane 
go-t’i-ha-ne
3SG(iMP).POSS-urine-hold-NOM 
‘(it) holds urine 
= ‘b ladder’

All patterns for verbs can be nominalized. The examples in 36a-b) show 

nominalized Locative + Verb Constructions. Verbs that require the object k'a- or 

k'ala ‘thing’ are nominalized in (39c-d). There is no reduplication of nouns in 

Euchee. However, reduplicated verbs, used to show repeated distributed action, 

can be nominalized, as seen in (39e-f).

(39) a. yagokw ane
ya-go-kw a-ne
DlR-3SG(IMP).ACT-send*NOM
‘song’
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b. kegonone 
ke-go-no-ne
DIR-3SG(lMP).ACT-be-NOM
‘health’

c. k’agoth iane 
k’a-go-thlae-ne 
thing-3sG(iMP).ACT-eat-NOM 
‘food’

d. k’agop’ene 
k’a-go-p’e-ne
thing-3sG(iMP).ACT-drink-NOM 
‘(a) drink’

e. k’asoso 
k’a-soso
thing-mark-REDUP
book’

f. k’asogo th ri’th l’ine 
k’aso-go-thl’i’th l’i-ne 
paper-3sG(iMP).ACT-write-NOVt 
'writing paper’

The same nominalization strategy of addin -ne to a verb is used to form 

nouns that are translated as ‘-ing forms’ (or gerunds) in English, such as ‘whittling’ 

in 'Whittling is a  fun hobby.’

(40) *-ing’ verbs in English

a. Ne’igopene! 
ne-’i+go-p’e-ne
NEG-tobacco+3sG(lMP).ACT-drink-NOM 
'No sm oking!’
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b. shuwane 
shu-wa-ne 
fish-?bite-NOM 
‘fishing’

c. gothl’ithl’ine 
go-thl’i-thi’i-ne
3SG(IMP).ACT-SCratch-REDUP-N0M
‘writing’

The pattern for expressing ‘one who does X’ nominalizations, or ‘-er’ forms 

in English such as ‘baker,’ also does not differ from nominalization patterns given 

above.

(41) a. k’asogotane 
k’aso-go-ta-ne
book-3sG(iMP).ACT-teach-NOM 
‘one w ho teaches books’
= ’teach er’

b. go’w edeco’o 
go-’w ede+co’o
3sG(iMP).ACT-speak-“grandfather 
‘one who speaks like a  grandfather’
= ‘lawyer, judge’

c. ’yatikyzehane 
’yati-kyze-ha-ne 
fire+through-be.located-HAB 
‘fireman’

Many professions use the verb (k ’a)ko  ‘to do/make (something).’

(42) a. gok’one/gogone 
go-k’5-ne
3sG(iMP).ACT-make-NOM 
‘worker, laborer, sharecropper, slave’
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b. shak’ak’one 
sha-k’a-k’o-ne 
fie ld+thing-make-NOM 
‘farmer’

In Euchee, the meaning of ‘One who does X’ is restricted to types of 

professions, and does not normally apply to someone involved in daily human 

activities.’ For example, 'yagokwane has the nominal meaning ‘song’ but never 

‘singer.’ Instead, these concepts are expressed with complete clauses. Even so. 

some common professions in the Euchee community today, such as ‘truck driver,' 

‘cook,’ and ‘rancher’ are also expressed through a  clause, most often with the 

habitual aspect suffix -ne.

(43) a. Demi wedine wewahle ’ahe’o
Demi wedine we-waha-le ’a  he-’o
Demi cow 3 p l(n e ).PAT-many-STATIve  LOC 3sG(EM).PAT-have
‘Demi has a herd of cows.’
= ‘Demi is a  rancher.’ (m en’s speech)

b. Harrison ’yapithl’o ’ithle:leha ’wa hethlgchineje
H ’yapithl’o  ’ith le-:le-ha ’wa he-th lechi-ne je
H wagon long-very-PL/suB foc 3sG(EM).ACT-drive-HAB past

‘He used to drive trucks.’
= ‘Harrison used to be a  truck driver.’ (men’s speech)

c. di k’agothlaene dik’o-ne
di k’ag o th lan e  di-k’o-ne
Isg food 1 sg . ACT-make-HAB
‘1 m ake food.’
= ‘I’m a cook.’

Shortening Nouns

Nominalized verbs are commonly shortened. This is done by simply 

deleting one or more meaninginful pans (morphemes). The most commonly 

deleted morphemes are the nom inalizer -ne and the impersonal prefix go-. In 

addition to these, the commonly used heads, such as ya ‘tree’ and k ’a ‘thing’ can
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be dropped off. See exam ples (22-24) above for a  complete list o f the common 

head morphemes. All of these morphemes are predictable or redundant 

information. For example, the placem ent o f nouns before the verb can give a 

verb a  nou reading even without the nominalizer -ne.

(44) a. ’yapithl’o(ne)
’ya-pithro-(ne) 
wood-tum-(NOM) 
wood that turns 
‘wagon, car’

b. tak’etiyane (long form)
tak’e+ti-ya-ne 
ball+in-go-NOM 
‘goal posts’

ti’yane (short form)

Shortening nouns is not predictable. It is up to a  speaker's preference if 

and when to shorten a  word or not. A speaker might choose to shorten a  noun in 

discourse to ease the burden o f some long compounds. A speaker might also 

choose to shorten a noun for more aesthetic reasons, such as designing and 

keeping the rhythm or flow of a  narrative. In most cases, the morpheme is 

simply dropped off in discourse after the first full reference, but a  full form does 

not have ever be said at all.

Some nouns are clearly made from verbs, but they resist the nominalizer - 

ne today, having been lexicali2ed in the shortened form. The same is true for 

the impersonal go-. These words are not predictable and must be learned. A 

few examples of nouns that can not take the nominalizer or a pronominal prefix 

can be seen in (45).
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(45) Shortened nouns

a. wep’ade 
we-p’ade-(*ne)
3(NE).ACT-crazy
‘rabies’

b. tsagathl’ine 
tsaga-(*go/*we)-thl’i-ne 
grass-cut-NOM
‘lawn mower (both motorized and horse-drawn)’

c. (tse)fok’wene 
(tse)-fo-(*we/*go)-k’we-ne 
(water)-underwater-send-NOM 
‘Baptist’

Shortening should not be confused with contration. In shortening, a 

morpheme is deleted and there is no phonological change to signal that it has 

been dropped. In contraction, there a  morpheme is deleted and there is a regualr 

and predictable change in sound of the preceeding morpheme. See Chapter 2, 

Section 4.1 for a  full description of contraction.

2.4 Male, Female, and Diminutive Suffixes

Euchee has three suffixes to indicate the m ale, fem ale, and young of 

animals. The suffixes are -gane 'm ale of the species’, -hane ~ -hcene ’fem ale of 

the species’ and -ne ‘young, offspring’, i.e. the diminutive. The male and female 

forms are probably archaic nominalized verbs, since they have share -ne. It is 

interesting to note that ha is the stem ‘be old,’ and addition to the idea of male 

and female, these suffixes indicate reproductive age in contrast to the young. The 

verbs stem is clearly seen in the creation of the nominalized form for older 

humans.
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(46) a. gohane/gahane
go-ha-ne 
human-old-NOM 
‘old man’

b. washane 
ws-ha-ne 
woman-old-NOM 
‘old woman’

The step from gohane ~ gahane to -gane, and wiehane to -hane ~ -hiene is

clear.

The term for human baby is a  m ade with the ‘young, offspring’ morpheme. 

In addition, the word for human baby includes the offspring morpheme, which 

has the same phonological form as the non-nasal nominalizer.

(47) gone 
go-ne
human-offspring
‘baby’

The suffixes are attached to a  neutral species name. This is similar to 

English, where ‘pig’ or ‘hog is neutral, but separate words bear gender and age, 

such as boar (male), sow (female), and piglet (young). Although the suffixes can 

be applied to any animal, they are most commonly found with deer and 

dom esticated animals. The animate non-Euchee noun class post-clitic follows 

these suffixes. A list of some of the more common instances of the male, 

fem ale, and young suffixes follows:

(48) a. we’yo ‘deer’
we’yogane
we'yowae’nene
(we)’yone

‘buck’
‘doe’
‘fawn’
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b. wecha ‘chicken’
wechagane ‘rooster’
wechahane/wechaehsne ‘hen’
wechane ‘chick’

c. w edine13 ‘cow/cattle’
wedigane ‘bull’
wedihaene/wedynehane ‘cow, heifer’
wedinene ‘c a lf

d. wedza ‘pig, hog’
wedzagane ‘boar’
wedzahane/wedzaet’e ‘sow’
wedzahae’aene ‘old sow’
wedzane ‘piglet’

e. p’ate ‘horse’
p’ategane ‘stallion’
p’a teh sn e ‘m are’
p’atene ‘coif

The ‘young, offspring’ suffix -ne is not a  productive diminutive suffix; it is 

older found in lexiclaized forms. Instead, the adjective s i  ‘little’ is either 

compounded with a noun or used in an adjectival clause. However, it is likely 

that -ne was a  productive diminutive suffix outside of animal names at one time, 

as some other nouns still bear a  diminutive -ne as part of their stem today. A 

few of these are given in pairs below.

(49) a. s’aep’a 
s’ae-p’a 
earth-high 
‘hill’ ‘mound’

s’aep ane 
s’lE-p’a-ne 
earth-high-? dim

b. shac’wane 
shac’wa-ne 
rabbit-? dim 
‘rabbit’

shac’wa’ae 
shac’wa-’ae 
rabbit-big 
‘jack  rabbit’
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2 .5  D e c e s s iv e  S u f f ix

The suffix -she is used to indicate that a  person is deceased, and is best 

translated as *the late.’ The form of the suffix -she is derived from the past tense 

particle she which is used dependent clauses.14 As a  nominal suffix, it is 

attached to family relationship names in direct reference and proper nouns. The 

suffix bears the primary stress. The appropriate anim ate noun class post-clitic 

follows this suffix. It is not mandatory, but is used as additional information. It 

carries a  feeling of respect and importance of the person, and a  sense of loss of 

the person, rather as in the English phrase “the late Chief Brown.’

(50) a. di dzet’e heno
di dze-t’e hend
Isg  lSG.POSS-father cl(em)
“my father’ (men’s speech)

b. di dzet’e shd heno
di dze-t’e  she heno
1 lSG.POSS-father la te  CL(E)
'm y late  fa ther’ (m en’s speech)

c. Di dzet’s sh e  heno got’ehade yushe:le ’akehoneje.

di dze-t’je-she heno
Isg lSG(A).POSS-father-deceased cl(em )

got’e  hode-yushe:-le ’ake no-ne je
person 3sG.REFL-happy.very-STATiVE there be-HAB past

‘My father used to be a  real happy person.’

d. Di diy oshe heno nehedo’ada je.

di di-y’o-she heno
Isg lSG(i).POSS-uncle-deceased pl(em )

ne-hi-do-’ad a  je
NEG-3SG(INAN).PAT-lSG.ACT/DAT-know PAST

“I didn’t know my uncles.’
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The decessive suffix may be contracted with the class suffix, as seen below.

(51) a. Jerilyn set’s s h s n o  goshfishone
Jerilyn se-ta i-she-heno  goshfishone
Jerilyn 3(EF.i).POSS-father-decease-CL(EM) stickm an 
‘Jerilyn’s fa ther w as a  S tickm an.’

b. [khyae’aneshs:nq  hile hqk’a ’ane]

Khyaeleneshe:no hile hok’a ’ne. 
khyae-le-ne-she-:-no h ile ho-k’a-’ne
through-STATiVE-NOM-decease-CL all 3PL(E).ACT-RECiP-see 
T h o se  who have gone before, they will all see  each  o ther again .'

3 . T h e  N o u n  P h r a s e  ( I n f l e c t io n a l  M o r p h o l o g y )

3.1 Im p e f in it e  N o u n s

Singular indefinite nouns are unmarked in Euchee. The indefinite 

meanings include the bare form, such as ‘tree .’ the individual indefinite form, 

such as 'He’s sitting under a  tree ,’ and the attributive indefinite form, such as 

‘Post oak is a tree.’ There are no indefinite articles.

(52) Indefinite nouns

ti ‘rock, a  rock’
’ya ‘tree, a  tree’
sha ‘field, a  field’

3 .2  N o u n  C l a s s e s  (G e n d e r ) a n d  D e f in it e n e s s  

Overview

Euchee has a noun class system, also known as a gender or concordial 

classifier system. Every noun in the language is assigned to a  certain category, 

called its grammatical class. The class of the noun is marked by a  noun class 

clitic attached to or found at the end o f every definite noun phrase. The class of
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the noun is also seen on the pronominal agreem ent prefixes on verbs, and in the 

possessive pronominal prefixes on nouns. There are six noun classes, given in 

italics in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Noun Classes in Euchee

INANIMATE ANIMATE

itting Standing Lying Non-Euc Euchee

Maler>.emale

The primary distinction in all Euchee nouns is between inanimacy and 

animacy. If the named object does not have the ability to initiate action (does 

not have self-volition), it is classified as inanimate. Tables, trees, m eat, and 

computers are all examples of inanimate objects in Euchee. There are  three 

distinct inanimate classes based on the inherent position of the referent: sitting, 

standing, or lying position. Nouns which refer to something which is has self

volition (such as humans, anim als, and some natural phenomena) are classified 

as animate. Animate nouns are divided into two classes: those who are Euchee. 

and everything else (called ‘non-Euchee’). The Euchee class is divided by male 

and female.

In a true noun class system, a noun does not change its class once it has 

been assigned. This is the case with the classes given in Figure 6.1. The 

markers for the anim ate Euchee male class and anim ate Euchee fem ale class 

have variations. These variations are socially deictic: They change in discourse 

depending on the social/familial status o f the speaker in relation to the 

social/family status of the referent, and they include ideas of formality and 

informality. I analyze these variations as formal and informal speech styles, not 

as classes. I use the term ’honorifics’ for the formal speech variations. The 

honorifics, and their variations by men’s and women's speech, are described 

below. In the past, descriptions o f the noun class were erroneously complicated
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calling the honorifics and men’s and womem’s speech variations additional 

classes (W agner 1934; W olff 1948; Linn 1997). The anim ate noun class system 

and the social variations have undergone clear and rem arkable changes in the 

last 120 years. Noun class systems are  often dynamic systems where the 

interaction betw een the language system and o f a  culture a re  seen. Shifts and 

obsolescence of noun class systems is a  common symptom o f language decline, 

but also o f semantic shift, and family or dialect variation in usage. The 

mechanics of most o f these changes are rarely documented, but in Euchee they 

can be gleaned from earlier records. These changes are  noted below.

Noun classes are commonly fused with other gram m atical functions, and 

in the case o f Euchee, they show both noun class membership and definiteness. 

The class morphemes are cliticized to the end o f noun phrase in order to make 

the phrase definite. Thus, they are generally translated as ‘the’ or ‘that.’ Besides 

being used as the definite determiner, the noun class morpheme is obligatory in 

all operations of definiteness in the language: possessive phrases, demonstrative 

adjectives and pronouns, and the interrogative pronoun ‘which.’ Another 

characteristic of noun class systems is that they are often in agreem ent with 

other constituents o f the sentence. In Euchee, the noun class post-clitics must 

agree with the pronominal prefix on the verb.

Inanimate Class-Sitting, Standing, Lying Positions

Animacy in Euchee is based on the ability of the referent to have self

volition, or initiate movement. Thus, the inanimate class in Euchee includes all 

non-living things as well as some living beings such as trees, plants, and fungi. 

Inanimate nouns are further classified according to the inherent position of the 

referent. There are three positions: sitting, standing, and lying position. The class 

markers are created from the main verbs ‘sit,’ “stand’ and ‘lie,’ as shown in 50.
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(53) a. Main Verbs o f Position

ci ‘sit’
fa ‘stand’
’e ‘lie’

b. Inanimate Noun Class Clitics

-ci sitting position
-fa standing position
-’e lying position

The position verbs are used in locative expressions as well. Animate and 

inanimate referents are often located and pointed out by their position, as shown 

in (54) below. See Section 3.4 for location suffixes and 4.5 postposition for other 

location expressions.

The noun class post-clitics are  historically derived from these locative 

expressions. This is also plausible semantically. Once used to locate a  specific 

referent, such as ‘the rock that is sitting there,’ they still make the noun definite. 

W hen attached to the end of a  noun phrase, the class morpheme acts as a 

definite article, and often has the specificity of the demonstrative adjectives 'this' 

and 'that.'

ti ‘rock, a rock’
tici ‘the/this/that rock’

’ya ‘tree, a  tree’
'yafa ‘the/this/that tree’

sha 'field, a field’
sha'e ‘the/this/that field*

As locative position becam e gram m aticalized as noun classes, the notion 

of position naturally extended to include that of spatial position, or shape. Sitting 

is extended to compact, roundish, or no definite shape. Standing is naturally 

extended to vertical, thin/elongated shape (i.e. tall), and lying to horizontal and 

thin/elongated (i.e. long or flat). The features o f vertical-elongation (standing)
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and horizontal-elongation (lying) a re  clearly distinguished from the more neutral 

roundish/no definite (sitting) shape. Because of this, the sitting class is used as a 

default class in Euchee.15 Euchee does not have a  separate class for flexible 

m aterial such as cloth, leather, fiber, and sinew. This is in contrast to other 

Native American languages, particularly in the Siouian and Athapaskan families, 

which also gram m aticalize position, shape, and consistency.

Typical exam ples o f the nouns classes are given below:

(55) Typical -ci ‘sitting’ class

a. Sitting Position, Round Shape

dichichwaeci ‘my eyelid’
thlaci ‘the bullet’
thoci ‘the potato’

b. No Distinct Shape

k’asosoci ‘the book’
k’ondici ‘the m eat’
thosh’ineci *the hat’
gowaeneci ‘the shawl, the blanket’
pachaci ‘the sack, burlap bag’
nakhaci ‘the dress’

(56) Typical -fa class

Standing Position, Tall and Thin Shape 
yuhefa th e  house’
yadash’ifa ‘the door’
hesh’igaefa ‘the (deep) bowl, serving dish’ 
chyakafa ‘the can’
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(57) Typical - e class

a. Lying Position, Long and Thin Shape 

’ya’e “the fallen tree’
’yadaka’e  ‘the log’
’yas’i’e ‘the stick’
nsnae’e ‘the river’
gohi’e “the tendon, sinew’
gothi’e “the ribbon’
sh’une’e  ‘the vine’
thine’e *the string/the piece of string’

b. Horizontal and Spread Out Shape

dzocwae’e  ‘my skin’
’yafe’e ‘the prairie’
sha’e ‘the field’ 
s’s ’e *the ground’
shta’e  ‘the snow (on the ground)’
tsoga’e ‘the yard, the grass’
’yastabado’e ‘the fog’

In polysemy, where two words look the sam e but have different meanings 

(although the meanings may be similar and do have a related history), the noun 

class post-clitic is often different. When these words are given out of context, 

the noun class is the only defining characteristic between them.

a. chufa ‘the bed’
chu’e ‘the boat ‘

b. dowoneci ‘my spirit ‘
dowone^e ‘my shadow’

c. pad ‘grocery sack’
p ae ‘cotton picking sack’

d. tsethlaci ‘the block o f ice, ice
tsethla’e ‘the ice covering the
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e. tsep’enefa Ih e  glass’
tsep’ene^e ‘the dipper*

f. yadidafa Ih e  barrel, drum (container)’
yadidaci Ih e  drum (musical instrument)’

g- yastaeded ‘the (driveway) bridge over a  culvert’
yastaede]e Ih e  bridge’

h. yafa ‘the tree, alive and standing’
ya'e “the fallen tree’ (lexicalized with -’e)

Uncountable and mass nouns, such as liquids, meat, tobacco, are given 

only with the plural. The inanim ate plural morpheme -ha is neutral to class. 

However, some mass nouns are m ade singular or countable when they are put 

into a  container. The noun then takes the class of the container. The examples 

of 'tobacco’ in (59) illustrate this.

(59) ’i ‘tobacco’
di dzio’iha ‘my tobacco’
di dzio’id  ‘my tobacco (in a  sack, pouch)’
di dzio’i’e ‘my tobacco (in a  rolled form; not store cigarettes)’

Most liquids in everyday use are in containers, and such containers are generally 

classified as - fa ‘standing.’

(60) Liquids (in standing containers)

tsothifa 'the medicine (in the bottle)’
tsoshifa ‘the sofki (in the tupperware)’
kafifa ‘the coffee (in the mug)’

The ability of the mass and uncountable nouns to be singled out by the container 

they are found in, and not by a  perm anent class, is more like a  noun classifier 

system.

Abstract nouns are found in all three categories. Although many of the 

nouns associated with verbalization (e.g. language, song, story, a  lie) are
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classified as -e  ‘lying position’, motivation for classification o f abstract nouns into 

one o f the three positional categories is not transparent, having been obscured 

through time if indeed there ever was any.

(61) Abstract Nouns

a. -ci ‘sitting’ class

dzetapaci
nonaek’a ci
nehaeci

‘my strength’ 
Ih e  truth’ 
‘your life’

b. -fa ‘standing’ class

gowonefa
dzo’yafa
yoshze’aenefa
'agafa

‘the spirit’
‘my sweat’
‘Christmas, Christmas tim e’ 
‘the day’

c. -e  ‘lying’ class

k’alagoyune’e
dzodi’e

‘sickness’
‘my nam e’
‘(the name) Sue/John’ 
‘the Euchee language’

Sue’e, John’e 
’yuciha go’wedine’e 
k’ayule’e 
yagokwene’e

‘the fable’
‘the song’

There are three nouns that may be assigned to two different classes 

without changing the meaning of the word. These are ‘ladder’, ‘broom’, and ‘nail’.

(62) a. staekenefa 
s tsk en e ’e

‘the ladder, upright’
‘the ladder, on the ground’

b. s’aetetenefa 
s’aetetene’e

‘the broom, upright’
‘the broom, on the ground’

c. sek’achunefa 
sek’achune’e

‘the nail, sticking up in a  board or driven in’ 
‘the nail’

All have the salient feature of thin shape, either tall or long, and

therefore all these cases are assigned to both - fa and -<?. All have the ability to
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stand upright although they are not restricted to this position. Speakers do not 

have a  preferred class for these items when they are given out o f context, but 

the choice of noun class post-clitic for these three words depends on their 

position a t the time of the reference. Noun classes should not change like this. 

However, these three words are exceptions in Euchee. Other semantically 

possible candidates for being able to change category are ungrammatical if 

dually assigned. All of these words are relatively new in Euchee, so it is quite 

possible that they were assigned the two most likely noun class post-clitices by 

speakers indifferent areas, and both have become acceptable now, favoring the 

position they are found in.

There is room in the assignment o f inanimate class markers for verbal 

play. An unexpected noun class post-clitic may be used in order to accentuate or 

point out a  peculiar or odd shape. For exam ple, ‘nose’ is assigned to the -chi 

‘sitting’ class. However, in one instance speakers found it humorous to use -fa 

‘standing’ when referring to certain types o f noses.

Animate Class

The anim ate classes are used in the definite determ iner (the noun class 

post-clitics), the plural (post-clitics), and in the pronominal prefixes on verbs and 

nouns. Throughout the discussion o f anim ate noun class, examples are given 

with the noun class post-clitics and with pronominal prefixes. In some cases, the 

noun class post-clitics are rarely used, but the noun class is still active in the 

pronominal prefixes.

The first major division within the anim ate class is the differentiation 

betw een living beings who are members o f the Euchee Tribe and those who are 

not members of the Euchee Tribe. Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of 

Euchee noun classes is this distinction betw een Euchees and non-Euchees, as this 

distinction does not appear to be grammaticalized in any other known noun class 

system. The strong equation o f the classes with tribal membership is quite well-
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known within the tribe, even with people who have little other knowledge o f the 

language. It has become a  source of unity and pride for their uniqueness from 

other tribal people.

Classification as a  Euchee is restricted to people of Euchee ancestry. 

There are a  few symbolic exceptions to this that occur in traditional tales and in 

some references to God. Euchee classification may come from either parent or a 

grandparent from either the father or mother’s side. It does not m atter if this line 

comes from the mother or the father, or if one can claim only one Euchee great- 

grandparent. Generally, everyone is known in the Euchee community, and so the 

division between Euchee and non-Euchee is quite clear. However, with more 

and more publicity o f Euchee events, people o f Euchee descent but with no 

upbringing in the tribe have come back into the community. If the speakers 

today do not know the grandparent or great-grandparent in question, then the 

person is assigned the non-Euchee class. Vague or secondhand knowledge of the 

ancestor does not guarantee Euchee class membership. It is doubtful, then, that 

Euchee class membership would include people whose only Euchee ancestry is 

beyond the memory or knowledge of the oldest speakers.16

The category of Eucheeness based on bloodline is unalterable. People of 

mixed heritage, say Euchee and Creek, but who identifies with their Creek 

family and participates solely in their Creek community still bear the 

classification of Euchee. Conversely, people who marry into the Euchee Tribe 

will not assume Euchee classification, no m atter how long they have been 

married or the degree of participation in the community. Children adopted by 

Euchee families and raised in the community but who are not of Euchee descent 

are not classified as Euchee. W hereas the language does not allow change in 

category for Eucheeness. inclusion in the community is quite apparent in other 

social ways.

However, the equation o f the we class morpheme with tribal membership 

is probably an innovation that occurred in the late nineteenth to early twentieth
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centuries. Gatschet recorded in his field notes that inclusion in this class was 

restricted to full-blood Euchees, noting that ‘half-breed’ Euchees, including people 

of Euchee and other Indian descent, were referred to with the we morpheme 

(1885: 51). It is unclear whether these people were considered full members of 

the Euchee tribe or not as there are no ethnographic records on this topic. 

Probably, as more and more Euchees m arried outside of the tribe, class inclusion 

on such strict bloodline becam e impossible, so the we class would have been 

forced to shift or be abandoned.

Gatschet also recorded that the we- personal pronoun was used to refer to 

‘[Euchee] Indian man and woman, when not related .’17 If this were indeed the 

case, then the we classification had a much smaller, family scope, and not the 

larger tribal, or Euchee scope it has today. In this sense, the mc class could have 

been a  gram m atical device to remind people o f m arriagabilty, much in the same 

way as clans function. It may also have been a  formal anim ate marker, similar 

to the way some speakers use other Euchee classes today.

If animacy is divided into Euchees and non-Euchees, then such a division 

demands that all animals are non-Euchee, along with all people who are not 

Euchee. Thus, dogs, bears, chiggers, turtles, Creeks, Shawnees, whites, blacks 

and so on are all in the same non-Euchee class. Recently, some non-Euchees 

and Euchees alike have assumed the classification o f non-Euchees to mean a 

prejudice against other peoples. It should be stressed, however, that speakers do 

not interpret this class as being derogatory in any way.

Further Euchee Classification: Honorifics and Men's and W omen’s Speech

Informal speech is unmarked. Formality is m arked by honorifics. and 

different honorifics are used by men (men’s speech) and women (women's 

speech). Thus, the anim ate Euchee male and fem ale class suffixes have 

honorific variations and are subject to men’s and women’s speech variations.
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Members of the Euchee tribe are  further classified by the sex of the 

referent, so men and women are in separate classes. In addition, there is a  

gram m atical distinction betw een the way that men and women refer to men. In 

other words, Euchee has a  men’s and women’s speech, similar to that of Koasati 

(Haas 1944) and Yana (Hinton 1994: 139-143). Adopting the terminology 

preferred in the Euchee community, I use the terms ‘men’s speech’ and ‘women’s 

speech.’ However, this can sometimes be misleading because men can use 

women’s forms and women can use men’s forms in certain situations. It is the 

degree of formality towards the referrent that determines the form used. Formal 

relationships show more politeness and respect. However, formal and informal 

relationships are interpreted differently by different families. W agner (1934: 

326-7) shows that there was considerable dialect and family variation even then, 

although he does not give the variations in these terms.

To begin, the unmarked forms are used in informal relationships. The 

forms differ if a  man or woman is talking, and it is these forms that are generally 

referred to as men’s and women’s speech. These are given below:

(63) Informal Euchee Classes

-heno Euchee man (men’s speech)
-s’eno Euchee man (women’s speech)
-seno Euchee woman

Women can use the male form if the context is seen as informal. Mrs. 

M axine Wildcat Barnett and Mrs. Josephine W ildcat Bigler use the male form of 

the pronominal prefix when giving old sayings or proverbs that have the 

impersonl meaning ‘someone’ or referring to any Euchee. Since there is not a 

reference to a specific man, the male form used by women is neutral or informal 

in this situation.
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(64) ‘Men’s’ speech for general ‘Euchee’

a. Godap’i s’ahehe, gont’e  hodze’ne hothaego.

go-dap’i s’a-he-he
3s(iMP).POSS-nose itch-FREQ-FREQ 
‘W henever one’s nose itches,’

gont’e  ho-dze-’ne ho-thae-go
som eone 3PL(EM).ACT-ls.PAT-see 3s(EM).ACT-want-POT
‘som eone w ant to see  you, I guess.’

b. Wano ’i howaje? 
wano’i h5-wa-je
who tobacco 3sG(EM).PAT-give-PAST 
‘W ho gave him (or her) the tobacco?’

The women use another classifier for Euchee men in formal situations. 

Here, the notion of formality can be different. For some families, informal use 

stays with male family members, and formal use extends to men outside of the 

family. For others, informal use is with any man who is the same age or 

younger, and formal use extends to any man older than the speaker. For these 

same speakers, the class includes women who are older, regardless of their 

relationship. They interepret this form as showing respect. In both cases, the 

formal markers agree with the plural pronominal prefixes on the verb. Thus, the 

plural is used to mark formality, politeness, or respect.

(65) Formal Women’s Speech

a. Mrs. Maggie Cumpseh Marsey/Mrs. Josephine Keith/Mrs. Cahwee

-s’eno informal, any related Euchee man
-’ono formal, any unrelated Euchee man
-eno  formal, male or female grandchild to their grandmother
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b. Mrs. Josephine W ildcat Bigler/Mrs. Washburn

-s’eno informal, any sam e age or younger Euchee man
-’ono/-h6no formal (respect), any older Euchee man or woman

Both men and women show respect to their spouses by using the specific 

forms. The forms agree with the plural proniminal suffixes.

(66) Respect for Spouses

-hono my wife men’s speech
-’ono my husband women’s speech

A few exam ples are in (67).

(67) a. ’Yudihe ’ono.
’yudi-he ’6-no.
inside-LOC 3 PL(E).ACT-be. located
'He (my husband) is inside.’

b. Hotsa laete’e.
ho-tsa laete-’e
3PL(E).sleep PROB-ACTIVE 
‘She could be asleep .’

There is a specific form end- and e- for referring to one's grandmother. 

This, too, is a  respect form. W agner (1934: 326-7) gave this as being only for 

men in reference to their mother or grandmother. This is the case in the 

possessive and the noun class post-clitic, but both men and women may use it as 

the pronominal prefix. It should be noted, however, that this form is rarely used 

today. Only a  few speakers recognize it.
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(68) Unique respect form for Grandmothers (and mothers)

-’eno my grandm other, my m otherm ens’ and women’s speech

di dzehe’eno ‘my m other’
’eti’e ‘her (my m other’s) nam e’

And finally, W agner (1934: 326-7) recorded another respectful term -ino used by 

women to refer to any older m en, related or not. Mr. Henry Washburn 

remembers his mother using this form, but it is not used today. However, it is 

the plural Euchee form in wom en’s speech. It is the plural noun class post-cltic 

and the pronominal V- is the 3rd person plural Euchee of the alternative di- actor

set of pronominals. As a  plural form, it was probably used as repectful speech.

(69) Older unrelated male

-ino formal, unrelated older m ale (women’s speech)

Amos Tiger Tyaene 
Amos TigerVyaene 
Amos Tiger3PL(E).POSS-daughter 
T hat was Amos Tiger’s daughter.’

Like the inanimate classes, the anim ate Euchee classes are neutralized in 

the plural. The sex, age, and kinship o f the group is not relevant. Only the 

difference between men’s and wom en’s speech is retained.

(70) Plural Euchee class

-hono/'hino (BPD) Euchees (men’s speech)
-’ino Euchees (women’s speech)

Therefore, in mixed groups o f Euchees the significant feature is only their 

Eucheeness.

The animate Euchee noun class post-clitices, by nature, are restricted to 

vocabulary relating to humans, such as ‘man’ and ‘woman’ when they are Euchee, 

family relationships, proper nouns.
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(71) got’e ‘m an’
‘m en’
‘old m an’
‘old m an’
*the (Euchee) people’
*the (Euchee) people’
‘he (non-Euchee) people’

goheno
gohane

(m en’s speech)

gohanelno (women’s speech) 
(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

got’ehino
got’e’ind
got’eweno

Inclusions in the Non-Euchee Class

As described in compounding, the anim ate morpheme we is used as a 

compound elem ent to form some of the anim al names, a few anim al and human 

body parts, and some w eather phenomena. Despite the original compounding, 

only the weather phenomena (rainbow, winter, and lightening) take the anim ate 

class suffix and agree with anim ate pronominals; the others take an inanimate 

noun class post-clitic.

(72) wet’ae weno ‘the rainbow’
westv wend ‘the winter’
w ecs t’ae wend/wecaethl’aethl’je wend ‘the lightening’
wesop’i weno ‘the whirlwind’
tsond ‘the sun’ (contracted)
shafa wend the moon (full form)
’yo wend the star
gon’ash’a 'w eno  the doll18

Children: Animate + Inanimate

Children before the age o f puberty and toys such as dolls and teddy bears 

can be given a  hybrid classification o f anim ate and inanimate. This is formed by 

the first syllable o f the appropriate anim ate class, in other words, the gender- 

bearing morpheme. Instead of the -no ‘be’ morpheme, the last syllable is always 

the inanimate ‘sitting’ class -ci. On verbs, the anim ate pronominals are used.
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(73) a. Gones’eci sekhaju.
gone-s’e-ci se-khaju
baby-EM-sit 3sG(EF).ACT-hold
‘She’s holding the baby.’ (Euchee m ale baby)

b. Millieseci kede sek’sh a .
Millie-se-ci kede se-k’aeha.
Millie-EF-siT now 3sG(E).ACT-play
‘M illie’s playing.’ (Euchee girl)

c. Dzosageweci wedohv. 
dzo-sage-we-ci we-do-hv
1 PLOSS-bear-NE-srr 3sg(n e).pat- lSG.ACT-get 
‘I got my teddy bear.’ (non-Euchee, teddy bear)

Summary

The noun classes in Euchee are used to m ake a  noun definite. The are 

translated as Ih e ’ but often have the force o f ‘that’ or 'that there.’ They are also 

used to make a  noun plural. However, the classes are reduced to a general 

‘inaniamte’ ha and and the disctintion betw een Euchee and non-Euchee in the 

anim ate class.

The class of the noun must agree with the verb. Therefore, the 

pronominal prefixes on the verb must agree with the noun class of the noun. 

However, there is not always a one-to-one correspondance of form, due to 

historical contraction in the pronominals (see Chapter 3, Section 4.2), and to shift 

and loss o f the noun class post-clitics. Several exam ples o f ‘mismatch’ are below.

(74) a. M aggieseno sioka.
Maggie-seno sio-ka.
Maggie-CL(EF) 3sG(EF)ACT/PLUS-rest 
‘M aggie’s resting.’

b. Akiraweno k’aso yotata.
A kira-w eno k’aso yo-tata
Akira-CLASS(NE) book 3sG(NE).ACT+’YU-teach
'Akira is teaching them .’
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When the noun class post-clitic is used as the definite determ iner it is 

generally attached to the noun. However, the post-clitics must be placed at the 

end of the noun phrase. They are therefore a t the end of any modification, as 

will be seen below. Because they move to the end of the phrase, they are 

considered clitics.

Noun class interacts with politeness. Some of the noun class clitics have 

different depending on the degree o f formality. These are called honorifics.

This is usually interpreted as m en’s and women’s speech, with tending to womens 

use and retain more formality.

3 .3  Pl u r a l  N o u n s

Number, or plural, on nouns is shown with post-clitics that show noun 

class. Unlike the singular, definite noun class post-clitics, the plural post-clitics 

are almost always independent words.

Plurality is any number more than one; there is no dual suffix in Euchee. 

The meanings include the indefinite bare plural (e.g. ‘rocks’), the weak quantifier 

plural (e.g. “some rocks’), and the definite plural ( e.g. ‘the rocks'). The definite 

or indefinite readings are determ ined by context. The distinction between 

inanimate and anim ate nouns is retained in the plural. All inanimate nouns take 

the same plural post-clitic -ha. The classifications within the anim ate class each 

carry their own plural post-clitic.

There is one inanimate number suffix -ha. Thus, classification by position 

is neutralized in the plural.

(74) Inanimate plural ha

ti ha ‘rocks, some rocks, the rocks’
ya ha ‘trees, some trees, the trees’
sha ha ‘fields, some fields, the fields’
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Like the inanim ate noun class post-clitices/determiners in the singular, the 

inanimate plural is m ade from a  verb, the plural stem ha o f  the verb (go)nd ‘be 

located.’

(76) ’Yabo’ae ha neke ha.
'yabo’ae ha neke ha
apple pl  th e re  3sG(iNAN)-PL.be.located
T h e  apples a re  o v er there .’

The stem ha is also found in the quantifier ‘a  lot’ wahale, or shortened to hale.

The inanimate plural is used with mass nouns and objects which are 

always found in the plural, such as those below.

(77) wethosi ha ‘lye’

The plural m arker was apparently required on mass nouns during the 

nineteenth century (Gatschet 1888), yet today it may be dropped from these 

nouns. However, they still do not have an assigned singular noun class post

clitic. Liquids in a  container may be quantified in this way. Then, they take the 

noun class post-clitic of the container, which is generally -fa.

(78) toshi ha ‘milk, the milk’
toshifa ‘the milk (in a  glass)’

The inanimate plural is used in the creation of most names of tribes or 

peoples. However, the plural post-clitic is used to indicate both the plural and 

the singular when referring to a  person from that tribe. The tribe as a  whole will 

lake the appropriate anim ate plural post-clitic at the end o f the group name.

k’athlo ha 
’ya ha 
yash’ika ha 
thoshi ha 
tsokha(le) ha 
gotya ha 
di dziot’ot’one ha

‘b read ’
‘w ood’
‘ash/ashes’

‘my kidneys’
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(79) a. T uciha  
T uciha  
’Yuciha ’ayo 
T uciha  h lno

b. Tsalagiha 
Tsalagiha 
salagiha weno

‘a  Euchee person’
‘(a groups of) Euchees’ 
‘all you Euchees’
‘the Euchee people’

‘a  Cherokee’
‘(a group of) Cherokees’ 
“the Cherokee people’

Additional exam ples follow.

(80) Cathaha
Tsalagiha
Kasaha
shageha
shashiha
Spaniha
’yadaha/taha

‘Choctaw’
‘Cherokee’
‘Chickasaw’
‘Sac and Fox’
‘Osage’
‘Mexican, Spanish’ 
‘tribe, clan/clan’ (AG)

Other tribal names and names of people are not formed with the 

inanimate plural, but refere to plural entities. They are given below.

(81) .19

•20
Gop’a
Y5st’a/yost’as’i‘ 
Dzenegothla 
gotsyathla
go’ishpi/goshpi/gushpi 
goy’akha, gakha 
chispaspa

Creek
‘Shawnee’
‘Kiowa’
‘Indian/Native Am erican’ 
‘black people’ from 
‘white people’
‘Asian people’

=dog eater 
=person red 
=person black 
=person white 
=eyes pointed

The number suffixes for the anim ate are  identical to the class/definite 

suffix except for stress. The number suffixes have primary stress on the first 

syllable of the suffix; the class/definite suffixes have primary stress on the 

second (ultimate) syllable.
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(82) Plural Animate Suffixes

-h6no/-hino (BPD) Euchees (men’s speech)
-Ino Euchees (women’s speech)
-weno non-Euchees

‘Compound subjects’ have one plural post-clitic on the second noun. The 

plural post-clitic must agree with the 3rd person pronominal on the verb. Animate 

plural post-clitices on compound subjects may be dropped.

(83) Josephine Maxine heno hodzok’ala.
Josephine M axine hend ho-dzo-k’ala
Josephine M axine pl(E) 3PL(E).ACT-lSG.PAT-relative 
Josephine and M axine a re  m y re la tives, (m en’s speech)

There are a few irregular plural nouns, mainly in family relationship 

terms. Irregular plurals are formed by reduplication of the second syllable of the 

stem, the exception being the word for ‘women.’ Some reduplicated forms still 

take a regular plural post-clitic in addition to the reduplication. Those are given 

with the suffix.

(84) Irregular plurals

dzowaen’e ‘my sister’ (m.s.)
di dowae’ne ‘my sister’ (m.s.)
dzowren’esend ‘my sister’ (w.s.)

dzowaen’en’ehSno ‘my sisters’ (m.s.)
dzowaen’en’e ’ino ‘my sisters’ (w.s.)
di dzow xn’en’e ‘my sisters’
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di dziotanehend ‘my brother’ (m.s.)
di dzotanes’end ‘my brother’ (w.s.)
di dziotatane ‘my brothers’
di dzoda’ane ‘my brother’ (m.s.)
di dzodadane ‘my brothers’ (m.s.)
di dze’yaeneseno ‘my daughter’ (m.s./w.s)
di dze’yae’yaene ‘my daughters’
di tsiotsone ‘my daughter’ (w.s./?m.s.)
di tsiotsone’ino ‘my daughters’

di dzes’sneheno ‘my son’ (m.s.)
dzes’aene ‘my son’ (w.s.)
di dzes’aes’aeneheno ‘my sons’ (m.s.)
di dzes’aes’aene’ino ‘my sons’ (w.s.)

di dzogotho ‘my child’
di dziotho ‘my child’
hethothoheno/hothotho ‘little children, toddlers’

di dziojune’ino? ‘my grandchild (m.s.
dziojujunehlno ‘my grandchildren (m.s.
dziojujune’ino ‘my grandchildren’ (w.s.
hojine ‘his grandchildren’

waet’e ‘woman’
wae’aene ‘women’

dish’esh’e ‘my bones’

3.4 Po ss e ss iv e  P r o n o u n s

Possession is shown through a  pronominal prefix on the noun. In addition 

to the possessive pronominal prefix on the noun, the appropriate noun class clitic 

comes after the noun. It must agree with the class of the noun and the number 

(singular or plural). Two exam ples follow.
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(85) a. gothosh’ine ‘hat’

dithosh’ineci
di-thosh’ine-ci
lSG(i).POss-hat-CL(srr)
‘my hat’

b. tiki ‘track, footprints’ 

hetiki ha
he-tiki ha
3sG(EM.i).POSS-track p l
‘his tracks, his footprints’

Euchee also marks alienable and inalienable possession. Inalienable 

possession marks those things that inherently possessed. They can not be easily 

separated, lost, or given away. These generally include body parts and family 

members. They may also include other personal effects. Alienable possession 

includes things that can be gained and lost easily. They do not feel permanently 

possessable.

The possessive prefixes on the noun correspond to the pronominal 

agreem ent prefixes on the verb. Inalienable possession is shown with the active 

pronominal sets, the di- and less frequently, the do- actor [+participant] set. 

Alienable possession is shown with the stative series dzo- patient [+participant]. 

On the verb, this set is the patient o f a  stative verb (one-place), but more 

frequently it marks the recipient or beneficiary. Thus, the receiving and 

benefitting of the verbal use is carried over to the giving and receiving of 

objects. Euchee has a  third class o f possessed nouns. These noun use the dze- 

set of patient pronominals, that is, patients without an extra participant. These 

nouns are have a  close personal relationship with a  person, but are in fact, 

alienable. They include ‘shadow’ and ‘strength’ along with some body parts. The 

dzio- set, the patient [+participant] of two-place verbs, is also used for close yet 

alienable possession.
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In the example o f inalienable di- possession below, the noun class of 

‘head’ is -ci ‘sitting position.’ However, the singular changes to the plural 

inanimate noun class ha with the plural possession.

(86) Inalienable Possession di- actor set

dithoci ‘my head’
nethoci “your head’
hethoci ‘his (Euchee) head’ (men’s speech)
Method ‘his (Euchee) head’ (women’s speech)
sethoci ‘her (Euchee) head’
wethoci ‘his/her (non-Euchee) head’
]othoci

(ondi) ontho ha ‘our heads’ (inclusive)
(nodi) notho ha ‘our, not your, heads’ (exclusive)
atho ha ‘your heads’
hotho ha ‘their (Euchee) heads’ (men’s speech)
'otho ha ‘their (Euchee) heads’ (women’s speech)
wetho ha “their (non-Euchee) heads’

The di- set includes most body parts, most family relationship terms, and 

a  few other items that are felt to be essential or associated so closely with a 

person that they can not be separated. List of common words that use the 

inalienable di- set of possessive pronouns follows

(87) dichi
didithsha 
dide 
dithodze 
dip’s

dit’ihane 
digo’yush’ane 
di’odi
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‘my eye’
‘my feet’
‘my leg’
‘my hair
‘my butt/tail’ (also dziop'ie)

‘my bladder’
‘my uterus’
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dik’oci ‘my Stomp Ground, neighborhood, country’
ditsolefa ‘my house’ (also dzetsole)
dithosh’ineci ‘my hat’
dithotoneci ‘my scarf
ditikiha ‘my tracks’
diw’edene’e ‘my language’
dihae’e ‘my breathe, my life’
dikyane ‘my mind’
dik’ati ‘my friend’ (also dzek'ati)
dik’ata/dik’ato ‘my spouse’
didzene ‘my dog’ (also dzedzene and dzodzene)

The actor [^-participant] pronominal agreem ent set is also used for 

inalienable possession. The 2nd person singular possessive prefix is irregular 

from the actor pronominal agreem ent do- set. In the example below, the 

‘fingernails’ is plural, so the plural post-clitic ha is used throughout. Note that the 

2nd person singular possessive form is irregular. This is indicated with the 

shading.

(88) Inalienable possession, do- set

dosta ha ‘my fingernails’
nosta ha ‘your fingernails’
hosta ha ‘his fingernails’ (men’s speech)
s’yosta ha ‘his fingernails’ (women’s speech)
syosta ha 'he fingernails’
yosta ha ‘his/her non-Euchee fingernails’
|osta ha ‘his fingernails’

osta ha ‘our fingernails’ (INCLUSIVE)
nosta ha ‘our fingernails’ (EXCLUSIVE)
asosta ha

rtf
‘your alls fingernails’

or
andziosta ha ‘your alls fingernails’
hosta ha ‘their fingernails’ (men’s speech)
|osta ha ‘their fingernails’ (women's speech)
yosta ha ‘their non-Euchee fingernails’
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The do- set is aiso inalienable possession, but it is limited to a  very few 

family relationship terms and body parts.21

(89) do’othaeci ‘my hand’
dosh’itotsane ha ‘my pajam as’

Both ‘my hand’ may be given with the inalienable pronominals, such as d io tha  

‘my arm ’ dioke'e  ‘my arm.’ However, the base for ‘pajam as’ is ‘clothes,’ which 

uses the alieanable, or dzosh’iha.

Close, alienable possession is shown with the patient prefixes from the dze- 

set. An example o f the possessive dze- set is given below, where the noun class 

of ‘nam e’ is the lying position -e.

(90) Close, but alienable dze- set

tseti’e ‘my name’
nedzeti’e ‘your nam e’
heti’e  ‘his name’ (men’s speech)
s]eti’e  ‘his name’ (women’s speech)
seti’e  ‘her name’
weti’e ‘his/her non-Euchee nam e’
’jti’e ‘his (my husband’s) nam e’ (women’s speech)
’eti’e ‘his (not related to me) nam e’ (women's speech)

odzeti’e ‘our name’
nodzeti’e ‘our nam e’
‘andzeti’e ‘your nam e’
heti’e ‘their nam e’ (men’s speech)
'jti'e ‘their nam e’ (women’s speech)
weti’e ‘their non-Euchee nam e’

List of common words that use the dze- set o f possessive pronouns:

‘my bone’ (of my body)
‘my body’
‘my fat’ (on my body) (JC; also dzyo-)
‘my nipple, teat’

(91) di dzesh’e ’e 
di dzesho 
di dzedane 
di dzeto
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di dze’yada 
di dzedapa 
di dzew ane 
di dzew dne 
di dzedzew en5 
di dzes’ae

‘m y tribe/m y c lan ’ 
‘m y streng th ’
‘m y spirit, m y soul’ 
‘m y shadow ’
‘m y dog’
‘m y land’

Close yet alienable possession is also expressed with the patient 

[+participant] set that is used for the patient of two place verbs. In the example 

below, ‘coat’ requires the sitting noun class -ci.

(92) Close, alienable possession dzio-

di dziosh’i’aeci 
di nesh’i’aeci 
di hosh’i’aeci 
di s’yosh’i’aeci 
di syosh’i’aeci 
di yosh’i’aeci 
di ’osh’i’aeci

di ’osh’i’aeci 
di snosh’i’aeci 
di andzesh’i’aeci 
di hosh’i’aeci 
di ’osh’i’aeci 
di vosh’i’aeci

‘my coat’
‘your coat’
‘his coat’
‘his coat’
‘her coat’
‘his/her non-Euchee coat’

‘our coat’
‘our coat’
‘your coat’
‘their coat’
‘their coat’
‘their non-Euchee coat’

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

This set includes some, mainly soft tissue body parts, some family 

relationship terms, and some clothing. List of common words that use the dzyo- 

set of possessive pronouns:

(93) di dzyodane

di dzyok’agodek’waene’e 
di dzyotsodzeha 
di dzyoshu

‘my brother’

‘my belt’
‘my beads, my necklace’ 
‘my fish’
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di dzyothl'aha 
di dzyoy’opichi 
di dzyot’ot’oneha 
di dzyowe’i 
di dzyodaneha 
di dzyohi 
di dzyop’s

‘my lungs’
‘my liver’
‘my kidneys’ 
‘my blood’
‘my fat’
‘my vein’ (JC) 
‘my waist’ (JC)

Truly inalienable possession is shown with the patient [+participant] set 

dzo-. The noun class for ‘knife’ is also the lying position -e.

(94) Alienable possession, /dzo-/ set

dzoyothl’i’e
soyothl’i’e
hoyothl’i’e
s’yoyothl’i’e
syoyothl’i’e
yoyothl’i’e

’odzoyothl’i’e
nodzoyothl’i’e
’andzeyothl’i’e
hoyothl’i’e
’oyothl’i’e
yoyothl’i’e

‘my knife’
‘your knife’
‘his knife’
‘his knife’
‘her knife’
‘his/her non-Euchee knife’

‘our knife’
‘our knife’
‘your knife’
‘their knife’
‘their knife’
‘their non-Euchee knife’

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

By far, the majority of nouns fall into this alienable category. Most 

everyday items use this set of possessive prefixes. The list is endless, but a  feel 

o f the scope of the alienable dzo- set follows.
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(95) di dzo’yopi ‘my
di dzodane ‘my
di dzok’ala *my
di dzotho ‘my
di dzo’waet’eno ‘my
di dzo’yu ‘my
di dzos’ae ‘my
di dzo’yas’a ‘my
di dzo’yas’i ‘my
di dzop’atew eno ‘my
di dzowedza ‘my
di dzoshpine ‘my
di dzotaep’ae ‘my
di dzote’e ‘my
di dzo’yasta ‘my
di dzocokha ‘my
di dzodzot’ici ‘my
di dzodzodiha ‘my
di dzodzotha ‘my
di dzok’ddiha ‘my
di dzo’iha ‘my
di dzodabiha ‘my
di dzoyaboci ‘my
di dzoweyufa ‘my
di dzotse ‘my
di dzosh’iha ‘my
di dzodatane ‘my
di dzotak’e ‘my
di dzoyagok’waenej; ‘my
di dzodithla ‘my
di dzo’yadida ‘my
di dzo’wateshu ‘my
di dzochu ‘my
di dzok’asothl’ine]e ‘my
di dzok’asotichyaci ‘my

Some speakers regularly palatalize the dzo- pronominal possessive prefix 

to dzyo-. Unfortunately, this blurs the distinction betw een the alienable set dzo- 

and the close but alienable set dzyo-.
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Independent Possessive Pronouns

There is only one set o f independent possessive pronouns. The a re  the 

sam e as the independent pronouns.

(96) Independent possessive pronouns

di ‘m ine’
tse ‘yours’
hedi ‘his’ (men’s speech)
s’edi ‘his’ (women’s speech)
sedi ‘hers’
wedi ‘his/hers, non-Euchee’
’odi ‘his/hers, respectful’

’odi ‘ours (not yours)’ (INCLUSIVE)
nodi ‘ours, everybody’s’ (EXCLUSIVE)
adze ‘yours (you all’s)’
hodi Iheirs’ (men’s speech)
’odi ‘theirs’ (women’s speech)
wedi ‘theirs, non-Euchee’

When the possessed noun is followed by a  verb or adjective, it is the 

participant for the sentence. In these cases, the independent possessive pronoun 

must have the appropriate noun class clitic following it. The independent 

possessive pronouns are  given as the second utterance in the pairs below. The 

first utterance sets up the context w here the independent pronoun can be 

referential.

(97) a. N efa tsep’en e fa  hohse’e
ne-fa tsgp’ene-fa ho-hae-e
that-CL(STAND) CUp-CL(STAND) 3SG(INAN).PAT/PLUS-empty-ACTIVE 
T h a t cup is em pty .’

Difa hi’opale 
di-fa
lSG-CL(STAND)
‘Mine is full.’
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b. Di dzedzewenS we’ispi.
di dze-dze-wen& we-’ispi
lsg  lSG(A).POSS-dog-CL(NE) 3SG(NE).PAI-black
‘My dog is black.’

Sa hddiwend we’ispi. 
sa hodi-weno we-’ispi
also 3pl(e).poss-c l (ne) 3sG(NE).PAt-black
T heirs is black, too.’

When the independent possessive pronoun is the verb o f the utterance, the 

pronoun does not have the noun class post-clitic. It may stand by itself a t the 

end o f the utterance. This is the position for the verb, which keeps it from being 

mistaken for the independent actor or patient pronoun. However, in most cases, 

the irrealis mode particle go ‘potential’ functions as the verbalizer. Even when 

the possession is clear, as in 95b) below, the potential is used. This adds 

modesty to the claim of possession.

(98) a. ’Yufahe di. T h a t house there is mine.’
b. ’Yufahe di g5. T h a t house there is mine.’

3.5 Location  in Space  and T im e

Euchee has four location and direction suffixes which express general 

notions of location and direction in space and time. W hen they are suffixed to 

nouns they function as Location Case (Local Case). Most are also able to suffix 

to verbs, where they have a  variety of predictable aspectual meanings. They are 

also clearly distinct from the spatial relationships conveyed in the postpositions.

In fact, they can be suffixed to the location postpostions to give additional

location and direction information. The general location and direction suffixes

and their meanings on nouns are  given below:
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(99) General Location and Direction Noun Suffixes

a. Location/Direction in Space

-he location: at, in
-fa m ovem ent in a  direction: to, towards

source: from
-le m ovem ent on a  long object: down, along

m ovem ent back: back to, back from 
(-ke location: yonder, over there)

b. Location/Direction in Time 
-he future: next

tim e or period o f a  day: at, by 
-fa period o f time: at, in, during
-le past: last, ago, again

The m ajor distinction in location is betw een static location -he and 

direction towards a  location -fa.

(100) Location -he vs. Direction - fa

a. W ahe neji? ‘W here are  you going?’
W afa neji? ‘W hat direction are you going?’

‘W here are you going?’

b. Kellyhe ’yastabadole. ‘It’s foggy by/near/around Kellyville.’
Kellyfa ’yastabadole. ‘It’s foggy in the direction o f Kellyville.’

The location -he ‘at, in’ is used to indicate a  place other than the place where the 

speaker is located.

(101) Shaba tse’e. ‘It’s raining in Sapulpa.’ (spoken in Sapulpa)
Shabahe tse’e. ‘It’s raining in Sapulpa.’ (spoken in Tulsa)
Shabafa tse’e. ‘It’s raining towards Sapulpa.’ (spoken in Tulsa)

The following are  more exam ples o f the use o f -he and - fa.
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(102) a. Location: -he

Henry ndk’aju Bristowhe ndthlaje. 
K’ajinehe sewethla.
’Abe k’ak’Snehe hSnd 
Circle K-he k’ahdk’one 
Oklahoma City-he ’aedide.

b. Direction or Destination: -fa 

Tulsafa noji.
W eyuganefa Stroudfa wedaje. 
Califom iafa diji wae’naegatsefa

‘Henry and I went to Bristow.’ 
‘She’s gone to the store.’
‘He’s a t work today.’
‘He works a t Circle K.’
Tve been to Oklahoma City.’

‘W e’re going towards Tulsa.’
‘I went over to Stroud on Friday.’ 
‘I’m going to California in January.’

In addition to destination, - fa is used to indicate where something has come from, 

or its source.

(103) Source: - fa

a. Oklahomafa ’aedide. ‘I’m from Oklahoma.’
b. Daestiha Tahlequahfa ’adigo T hose baskets come from Tahlequah.’
c. Kafe Costa Ricafa ’aede ‘coffee from Costa Rica’

The location suffix -le indicates movement ‘down/along a  long object.’ In 

many cases, the location particle dishale  ‘along/alongside’ is preferred over the 

suffix to indicate this movement. This can be seen in (104b-d) below

(104) Movement along a  long object: -le

nekele ‘this side’
’afale ‘that side’

a. ’Ist’ele  dip’a je  ‘I looked down the road.’
b. *nanale nofeje ‘*We walked down/along the creek bank.’
c. Nana dishaele nofeje ‘W e walked alongside the creek.’
d. Sestu’e dishaele weda ‘I walked alongside the fence.’

The location suffix -le indicates ‘back to.’ It is a  homonym with -le 

'movement along a  long object.’ It has a  much more productive use, however.
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(105) Movment back to: -le

a. T u h a le  nofeje.
b. Chufale nSfejg
c. S’aele n5’5je
d. Tulsafale ndfejg
e. *Tulsale nOfejg

‘W e went back to the house.’ 
‘W e went back to the bed.’ 
*We laid back down.’
‘W e went back to Tulsa.’
‘W e went back to Tulsa.’

In addition to location in space, the suffixes -he and -fa and -le indicate 

general location in time. The suffix -he indicates the future when attached to 

words referring to time. The suffix -le, similar to its meaning ‘back’, indicates the 

past.

(106) Future -he vs. Past -le

w akestahe
wakestale
badod
badohe
badole
’aga
’abe
’agahe
lale
’yush’it’ehe 
’yushit’e le  
waehe 
w a  nowele

‘when, in the future’ 
“when, in the past’ 
‘tonight/this night’ 
‘tomorrow night’
‘last night’
‘day’
‘today’
‘tomorrow’
‘yesterday’
‘next week’
‘last week’
‘next summer’
‘two summers ago’

Also similar to its meaning o f ‘back again,’ the suffix -le is used to express the 

idea of ‘again.’

(107) Again: -le

a. leci 
lecile

b. ’yus’iganowecile 
’yus’iganowg ha

‘this’
‘the same (this again)’

‘on every Tuesday’ 
Tuesdays’
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c. hit’e  ‘one’ 
hit’eje ‘another (one)’

In addition to the future, -he is suffixed to numbers to indicate ‘a t’ or ‘by’ 

that time of day. In this usage, the -he is not sensitive to tense; ‘a t’ or ’by’ a  time 

can be in the past, future, o r habitual present.

(108) Period or time of day: -he

a. Lacuhe ke’5fe tego.
b. Thlap’6he adikae je .
c. ’Ishtuhe tat’ocine.
d. ’Ib a th lih e  anokae.

‘W e must leave by 7:00.’
‘I arrived at 10:00.’
‘I get up at 6:00.’
‘W e will be there a t noon.’

The suffix -fa is used with days of the week, months of the year, festivals, 

seasons and years to indicate ‘on,’ ‘a t’ or ‘in’ that that date or time. The date or 

time may be in the past, future, or habitual present.

(109) Period or time: - fa

a. ’Yus’iganowefa nedzedi’ne 
'Yush’ifa hedi’neje

b. Nowefa Cow etahe ahediji. 
W ae 1924-fa dip’aje

c. Arizonafa diji wae’naegatsefa 
tsothip’eni agafa hgp’aje 
’yoshx’ane agafa nok’aekada 
’yoshae’anefa nok’aekada

W eyuganefa k’ala  ke’e  gothlane dzono 
‘I have two things to do on/by Friday.’

‘I will see you on Tuesday.’
‘I saw him on Sunday.’

‘I’m going to Coweta on the 2nd.’ 
‘I was bom in 1924.’

‘I’m going to Arizona in January.’ 
‘He was bom at medicine time.’ 
‘W e’re gonna m eet on Christmas.’ 
‘W e’re gonna meet at Christmas.’

The general direction suffix - fa is homophonous with the noun class post

clitic -fa ‘inanimate, standing,’ so there is the possibility that the location in time 

-fa, given above, is actually the inanimate standing noun class post-clitic. That 

is, all of the dates, days o f the week, holidays and so on a re  definite, and 

definiteness is marked by the noun class post-clitic. It is possible that all these
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tim e words create a  a  semantic group, which takes the -fa  ‘inaniamte, standing’ 

class suffix. However, the phrase ‘on every Tuesday’ has the inanimate sitting 

suffix -ci followed by the suffix -le ‘again.’ Because of this, I am analyzing the - 

fa as the location in tim e suffix, not the noun class post-clitic.22

In addition to the location/direction suffixes -he, - fa, and -le, W agner 

(1934: 344) gave the location suffix -ke, meaning ‘location away from’ or 

‘yonder/over there.’ I have been unable to elicit W agner’s example (he only 

provided one) or find clear instances of this suffix on nouns. Like the other 

location/direction suffixes, ke is found on suffixed to location particles, with the 

meaning ‘X location over there,’ and it is used in the formation of ’ake, meaning 

‘there/over there’ along with the other three. It is also found suffixed to verbs, 

with the meaning ‘action is out there so that I can only hear it (see Chapter 5, 

Section 7). Unlike the other location/direction suffixes, however, it is a  common 

locative and directional prefix in Particle + Verb constructions. Here it also 

means ‘movement aw ay from the speaker actor’ (see C hapter 4, Section 2).

4. E xtending  the N oun  Phrase

In addition to inflectional morphology, the noun phrase may be extended 

and modified through the addition o f words and phrases. The first two given 

below are  demonstrative adjectives and possession with an  independent noun. 

Each of these is placed before the noun they modify. The formation o f the 

interrogative pronoun ‘which’ parallels that o f demonstratives, and its placement s 

are similar to other modifiers, so it is included here as well. The noun phrase

(110) ’yus’igan8wg T uesday’
Tuesday, on Tuesday’ 
‘on every Tuesday’ 
T uesdays’

’yus.’igandwgfa
’vus’iganSwgcile
’yus’igandwgha

may also be extended through numerals and postposition panic! 
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In singular definite and plural noun phrases, the noun class clitic is placed 

at the end o f  the com plete phrase.

4.1 Possession with an Impependent Noun

W hen the possessor is an independent noun, the word order is possessor 

possessed. Thus, the noun modifier is before the head noun. The possessee 

must also have possessive pronominal prefix. The prefix agrees with the 

possessor, and is chosen from the pronominal class the noun falls in.

(111) a. boshi yomp’ae
boshi yo-p’ae 
ca t 3NE(l).P0SS-tail 
‘ca t’s ta il’

b. ditsehae sionak’a 
di-tsehae
lSG(i).POSS-mother 
‘my mother’s dress’

Additional exam ples are  belo

(112) pat’e  wedithae 
dzene yo’aga 
cisha hot’o 
Sissy sioeodatane 
Josephine set’£ sh sn o  
dzet’e  KU’e

svo-nak’a
3sg(EF.A).POSS-dress

‘horse’s foot’
‘dog’s day’
‘watermelon seed’ =watermelon its seed 
‘Sissy’s apron’
‘Josephine’s father’
‘my father’s father’ (men’s speech)

4 .2  Dem onstrative Adjectives and Pronouns

Euchee demonstratives show two degrees o f distance in demonstratives. 

These two distances are  represented by three morphemes. Ne and a correspond 

to the English Ih is’ and ‘that’ respectively. The third morpheme, -le, can be 

interpreted as either ‘this’ or ‘that’. Speakers o f the Bigpond Dialect do not use 

‘a; instead, -le has the soie meaning in a f . Ail 'linguists who have worked on the
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language record only two distances. Therefore, it is not likely that /le 

represented a third interm ediate distance, o r that ’a  was a  further distance such 

as ‘that, way over there,’ in recent history.

Ne, 'a and -le are  must have the appropriate class post-clitic to refer to a  

singular noun or the appropriate plural post-clitic to refer to plural nouns. As the 

definite suffixes on the noun often carry the sam e weight as the demonstratives, 

the use o f a  demonstrative has a  clear pointing out, pointing to its location, or 

contrastive feeling. These same bound stem s are  used in the formation o f place 

deixis ‘here, there.’

The demonstrative adjectives are placed before the noun they modify. 

Euchee is basically a  head-first language; that is, modification tends to be after 

the noun. However, the demonstrative-noun word order appears to be an areal 

feature o f the Southeast, showing up in all the southeastern languages with the 

exception of Choctaw and Chickasaw. The class or plural post-clitic on the 

demonstrative adjectives must agree with the class assigned to the noun.

(113) a. neci k’as’aetichyaci ‘this car’
’afa yutigots’anefa ‘that bedroom’
le d  setibaneci ‘this stove’
le^e yasthsde^e ‘that bridge’

b. neha yapo’aetiti ha ‘these oranges’
leha de ha ‘these/those m ulberries’
’aha senetha ha *those forks’

In the demonstrative adjective construction, the class and the plural post

clitic may be dropped from the noun.
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(114) a. Lefa yafa w iks?  ‘W hat is that tree?’
Lefa ya wikae? “W hat is that tree?’

b. Neha yothl’i hisala dig6. 
ne-ha ydthl’i hisala di-gd
these knife all lSG.ACT-have
‘AH these knives are mine.’

In both dialects, the anim ate demonstrative pronouns are created from -le 

plus the appropriate anim ate noun class post-clitic. There is no differentiation 

betw een “this’ and *that’ in the anim ate. The inanimate noun class post-clitics in 

demonstrative pronouns do not overtly carry the ‘sit’ ‘stand’ ‘lie’ meaning; in other 

words, they are simple translated as “that rock’, not *that sitting rock.’ However, 

the anim ate noun class post-clitices in the demonstrative adjective are directly 

translated. So, for exam ple, le + send is translated as ‘this/that Euchee woman.’ 

The forms for ‘this/that Euchee man’ in men’s speech is irregular; ‘this/that non- 

Euchee’ is generally given in the contracted forms.

The anim ate demonstrative pronouns are often used as independent 

pronouns.23 For this reason, they are all lsited below.

(115) Animate Demonstrative Pronouns

a. Animate Singular

lend ‘this/that Euchee man (men’s speech)
*lehend/*lehono

les’enS ‘this/that Euchee man’ (women’s speech)
lesenS ‘this/that Euchee woman’
lewen6/lo:no/lono ‘this/that non-Euchee’
le’ono ‘this/that Euchee’ (respectful)

leseci ‘this/that Euchee girl’
les’eci ‘this/that Euchee boy’ (women’s speech)
leheci ‘this/that Euchee boy’ (men’s speech)
leweci/loci ‘his/that non-Euchee child’
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b. Animate Plural

lehdno Ihese/those Euchees’ (men’s speech)
leh ino  IheseAhose Euchees’ (men’s speech/BPD)
lelno  ‘theseAhose Euchees’ (women’s speech)
leweno IheseAhose non-Euchees’

All demonstrative forms above may stand alone without the referenced 

noun. In this usage they are anaphoric, and thus are best term ed demonstrative 

pronouns. N e d  and le d  and ’a d  are used in default when the noun class of the 

referent is not known. Examples o f both inanimate, in (1 16a), and animate, in 

116b-d), are given below. The examples in 109c-d) show the demonstrative 

pronoun being used as an  independent pronoun.

(116) a. Wikae neci? ‘W hat’s this?’
Nefa hi’naga T his (shirt) is new.’
Leci doho. ‘I’ll take this one (chair).’
Le’e  hothlo:le! T h a t’s real deep (the creek)!’
’Aci dothae. ‘I like that one (a nick-nack).’

b. Leno higehe khothla! (contracted form) 
leno higehe ke yo-thla
3SG(EM) aw ay DIR 2SG.ACT/PLUS-gO
T a k e  him aw ay!’ (men’s speech)

c. Leseno nok’aju tsothik’onehe neji.
le-seno no-k’aju tsothik’one-he ne-ji
that-CL(EM) lPL(EXCL)-together doctor-LOC lPL(EXCL).ACT-go 
‘He and I are going to the doctor.’

d. ’Agahe les’eno sen’e.
’aga-he le-s’eno se-n’e
day-LOC this-CL(EM) 3sG(EF).ACT-see.FUT
‘She will see him tomorrow.’ (women’s speech)

Some speakers prefer the demonstrative pronouns as independent pronouns over 

the actual 3rd person independent pronouns. See C hapter 3, Section 7 for the 

independent pronouns.
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4.3  ‘WHICH’

The pronoun ‘which’ always requires a  specific referent. Therefore, it is 

formed with questione pronoun wa + the noun class or plural clitic becomes 

‘which.’ Both its formation and its distribution is parallel o the demonstrative 

pronouns.

(117) a. Yafa wafa ’a  yogwa 
Ya wafa ’a  yogwa.

‘Which tree are  you talking about?’ 
‘Which tree are  you talking about?’

b. Got’e hond wahdnd hdnethae? ‘Which man do you want?’
Got’e  wahdnd hdnethae? ‘Which man do you want?’

Unlike the demonstrative, however, ‘which’ may also occur after the noun. 

If it occurs after the noun, it must be the last constituent in the noun phrase. 

Thus, if numerals or adjectives occur in the noun phrase, the interrogative 

pronoun is placed after these. This may be due to the fact that its formation 

carries the noun class post-clitic which must be the final elem ent in the noun 

phrase.

(118) a. Wawend
b. Boshiweno
c. Wawend
d. Boshi

boshiwend wenethae? Which cat do you want?
wawend wenethae? Which cat do you want?
boshi wenethae? Which cat do you want?
wawend wenethae? Which cat do you want?

4.4 N u m e r a l s

Euchee has a  decimal num eral system; that is, it is based on units of 10. 

The numerals follow the noun.
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Cardinal Numbers

Cardinal numbers are  counting words, such as ‘one, two, th ree ....’ They 

are also used for making precise plurals, such as ‘one dog, two dogs, three 

dogs....’ Cardinal numbers follow the noun. They also follow any adjectives 

modifying the noun. The noun class (if ‘one’) or plural m arker then follows the 

numeral. The cardinal numbers are  given below.

(119) a. Numbers 1-10

hit’e
nowS
nakx
dx th lx
c’wahe
’ishtu
lacu
bifae
t’ek x
thl’xpe

‘one’
‘two’
‘three’
‘four’
f iv e ’
‘six’
‘seven’
‘eight’
‘nine’
‘ten’

b. 10-19 ‘ten’ + ‘one’ + tawi ‘adds on’

thl’xpe  hit’e  tdwi ‘eleven’
thl’xpe nowe tawi ‘twelve’
thl’xpe  nakx tawi ‘thirteen’
thl’xpe d x th lx  tawi ‘fourteen’
thl’xpe  c’wahe tawi ‘fifteen’
thl’xpe  ’ishtu tdwi ‘sixteen’
thl’xpe  lacu tdwi ‘seventeen’
thl’xpe  bifx tawi ‘eighteen’
thl’xp e  t’ek x  tawi ‘nineteen’

c. 20-29 khota + ‘two’

khotanowS ‘twenty’
khotanowe hit’e  tawi ‘twenty-one’
khotanowe nowe tawi ‘twenty-two’
etc ...
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30-39 khota + ‘three’

khotanakae ‘thirty’
khotanakae hit’e  tawi ‘thirty-one’
khotanakae now6 tdwi ‘thirty-two’
e tc ...

40-90
khotadaethlae ‘forty’
khotac’wahe ‘fifty’
khota’ishtu ‘sixty’
khotalacu ‘seventy’
khotabife ‘eighty’
khotat’ekae ‘ninety’

100-900 Asht’s /

’ishfaefe ‘one hundred’
’isht’aenowg tw o  hundred’
Isht’aenakae th re e  hundred'
e tc ...

1,000-9,000 7sh t’a ’ce ‘big hundred’
’isht’x ’x t’e ‘one thousand’
’ishfae’aenowS tw o  thousand’
e tc ...

The cardinal number ‘one’ hit’e is often shortened to t'e. In the shortened 

form, it is attached to the noun, and may be followed by the location suffixes.

(120) dze ‘month’
dzet’e  ‘one month’
dzet’ehe ‘next month’

Ordinals

Ordinal numbers indicate position in a  series, such as ‘first, second, and 

third’ in English. The ordinal numbers are  identical to the cardinal numbers, 

except for the cardinal numeral h it’e ‘one’ which has a  suppletive form stahae  ‘the
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first.’ As ordinals are inherently definite, an  ordinal must follow a  singular noun 

and then be suffixed with the agreeing noun class post-clitic. The noun class 

post-clitic, then, distinguishes ordinal numbers from cardinal numbers. Ordinals, 

like cardinals, follow the noun and any adjectives. The class suffix is the last 

constituent in the phrase.

(121) a. dzoyuhe shtaha’Sci
dzo-yuhe shtaha’e-ci
lSG(A).POSS-house first-CL 
‘my first house’

b. ’yudas’i tsyathla ndwgfa 
’yudas’i tsyathla nowS-fa 
door red two-CL
Ih e second red door’

Numeral Adverbs

Numeral adverbs indicate the numbers o f times and action is done, such 

as ‘one tim e’ or *twice’ in English. The quantifier hale -  ha ‘many’ is cliticized to 

the cardinal numbers to form the numeral adverbs showing repetition o f action. 

Again, the form for ‘one’ is suppletive. The forms are  given in (122a), followed 

by two examples.

(122) a. saha/sahale ‘once, one time ‘
noweha, nohale/nahale ‘twice, two tim es’ 
nakxha/nakxhale ‘three times’
e tc ...

b. nohale golaha ‘great grandmother = twice grandmother’

c. Hafa ndkyxhale shabahe widane!
hafa nokx-hale shaba-he weda-ne
sometimes three-tim es Sapulpa-LOC lSG.ACT.go-HAB
‘Sometimes I go to Sapulpa 3 times (in a  day)!’
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4.5 Po stpo sitio n s

Euchee has a  num ber o f locative particles which express location and 

spatial concepts such as ‘inside,’ ‘out,’ ‘on,’ Through,’ Tip,’ and ‘over,’ and two 

which specify location in water. They are  like ‘preposition’ in English, but 

inEuche word order they go after the noun, so they are called ‘postpositions.’ 

However, the noun class or plural clitic comes after the postposition, as seen in 

(119).

(123) daesti ‘basket’
dastifa  The basket’
daesti ti fa ‘in the basket’

Some of the most frequently used postpositions are  given again here

below.

(124) Common Postpositions

khae ‘through’
las ‘around (not encircling)’
thla ‘out’
ta ‘on’
ti ‘in, inside o f
pho ‘under and thing or ground’
s’ae ‘down’
cha ‘on, not completely submerged in water’
fo ‘in, com pletely submerged in w ater’

The postposition particles may be suffixed with one o f the location and 

direction suffixes. This adds movem ent or clarification to the location.

(125) a. Keifer khae nofe.
Keifer khae no-fe
Keifer through lPL(EXCL).ACT-go
‘W e’re going through Keifer.’
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b. Keifer ls h e  nSfejS.
Keifer lae-he nS-fe-j£
Keifer around-LOC lPL(EXCL).ACT-go-PAST 
‘W e went around Keifer.’

c. Y asha’yaewa phohe hSha.
’yasha’yaewa pho-he he-ha
arbor under-LOC 3sG(EM).PAT-PL.be.located
T h e y ’re  under the arbor.’

d. kyxgoha weno chahe w efa
kyxgoha weno cha-he w e-fa
crane cl(ne) in.water-LOC 3sG(NE).ACT-stand
T h e  crane’s standing in the w ater.’

W hen used in complete sentences and clauses, the postpositions generally 

occur with one of the general location/direction suffixes and are independent 

particles. However, when a  postposition phrase is given by itself, they can be 

independent word, and therefore stressed. Or, they can be unstressed and 

cliticize to the noun. However, the end of the noun gets primary stress, so the 

difference is a  m atter of emphasis by the speaker. Some phrases tend to always 

be cliticized, as a re  the examples in (126).

(126) hSthope ‘over his head’
hddethxta ‘on his feet’
hddethxpho ‘under his feet’

4.6. Verbal Modifiers

Adjectives and quantifiers, such as ‘m any’ or ‘few ’ are verbal structures. 

The follow the noun that they modify. However, they are always clauses. 

Adjectives and quantifiers are found in Chapter 7: Verbal Structures.

Adjective and quantifiers are dependent clauses. As such they must have 

a  dependent clause marker. These are the noun class and plural post-clitics. 

Dependent clauses are  treated in Chapter 8.
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A few adjectives can appear non-verbal after a  noun. These are 

restricted to common adjectives such as 'ce ‘big’ and s ’i ‘small’ and a  few others. 

W hen these occur, the noun class or plural follows the adjective. These 

structures are most likely on their way to being compounds. A few exam ples 

follow. The second in each pair is the verbal adjective with the active verbalizer 

-e  or the stative verbalizer -le.

a. ’yo ft ‘a  shining star’
’yo fifi’e ‘a  shining star/The star is shining.’

b. ’ya ’ae ‘a  big tree’
ya ’aele ‘a  big tree/The tree is big.’

c. shu s’i ‘a  little fish’
shus’i ‘a  minnow’

Euchee can have recursive adjectival modification, although speakers 

prefer to have no more than two adjectives in a  phrase. If the string contains a  

color term, the color term  will alw ays be the closest to the noun; numerals are 

always last. The noun class/determ iner post-clitic attaches to the end o f the noun 

phrase.

(128) a. h o s tan e ’yakari ‘the white box’
hostane ’yaka hohae’eci ‘the empty white box’
hostane ’yaka ’aele hohae’e d  “the big empty white box’

b. k’asothl’ine titiha ‘yellow pencils'
k’asothl’ine titi hinegaha ‘new yellow pencils’
k’asothl’ine titi hinegaha nowa “two new yellow pencils’

As can be seen above, the noun class/determ iner post-clitic or the plural post

clitic follows the noun and its adjective(s). Although it follows the last modifier, 

the numarals are outside o f the noun ph rase .24 They may have once been verbal 

structures.
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N o t e s  

C h a p t e r  S

1 The word for blujay tse  is probably onomatopoeic.
2 The meaning ‘human’ is for the most part ‘Euchee,’ although the meaning has 
expanded in recent times. Gatschet recorded it as explicitly Euchee, but 
speakers today insist on got'e being all humans, not just Euchees. The possessive 
pronominal we- versus go- on body parts definitely divides Euchee body parts 
from non-Euchee human body parts, and the pronominals we- versus go- in 
deverbal nouns also distinguish Euchee from non-Euchee human activities.
There is no word *wet'e meaning non-Euchee human, implying that humaness 
was restricted to Euchees. This is not an uncommon separation in languages.
On the other hand, the human m arker is used to describe non-Euchees for the 
names o f races and some other Tribes:

(i) gotsyathla human-red ‘Native Americans’
go’ispi human-black ‘African, African-Americans’
go’yaka human-white ‘Caucasians’
gop’a ‘Creek’

3 This is the expected order in an  APV (SOV) language. However, the head in 
the left position runs contrary (Williams and DiSciullo 1987), who argued that 
compound heads are  universally the right stem. On a  descriptive level, this is 
not upheld with quick perusal o f grammars o f most Native (SOV) languages. 
However, Williams and DiSciullo argue on theoretical grounds that the heads of 
all words are the right-most elem ent, including derivational suffixes. Thus, the 
nominalizer (derivation) could be the head in Euchee. The nominalizer -ne is the 
same as the habitual aspect -ne on verbs (inflection). Noun and verb stems, as 
argued in the text, have little distinction. If they are indeed simply [+stem] 
underlyingly, and not specified for noun or verb, then the -ne is for all stems.
The habitual suffix gives the verb a  non-event reading, and non-events can be 
used in the syntax as nominals. Although the habitual is integrated more fully 
into the noun stem (it gets the primary stress for the noun) than on the noun (it is 
unstressed), it is still an inflectional affix. Thus, the heads in Euchee can still be 
argued to be the left stem, contrary to the universal right-head hypothesis.
4 The word ‘sword’ ’ydthl'ige is no longer attested by speakers. They agree that 
this is a  probable word for ‘sword’, but they have never heard the word used 
before. However, assuming that they would use this word for ‘sword’, they agree 
with the analvsis differing ‘sword’ from ‘a  lone knife’.
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5 W agner (1934: 317-18) also considered all two syllable stems to be compounds. 
He presented the bisyllabic compounds in three categories, combining the degree 
o f interpretability o f the head and modifying stem:

(ii) W agner’s Bisyllabic Compound Categories

Noun+Adjective both independent words
Noun+Specifying Element independent + bound and obscure
Them e Element+Specifying Elem ent both bound and obscure

W agner’s first two fall under my first group, and his last falls into my third group. 
The problem with W agner’s presentation is his wording and the amount o f data 
that he gave to support these categories. The term  ‘them e elem ent’ is 
misleading; it sounds as if the first syllable were a  classificatory morpheme. 
However, the first syllables are not classificatory morphemes, they are the heads 
o f the compounds. Then, W agner gave only a  few exam ples of each of his 
categories and m ade no comments on the productivity o f the stems as compound 
heads. He did not show the relationship o f the arguably older bisyllabic 
compounds to noun modification and compounding in the language
6 Rankin uses only heads we, go, and da as an ancient classificatory system. He 
compares these with phonetically and semantically sim ilar classification 
morphemes in Proto-Siouan. The resem blance betw een these morphemes are 
striking and deserve continued attention, but the gram m atical basis for their 
comparision— a classification system— is tenable.
7 The word for ‘face’ is commonly given with the noun class post-clitic -ci today. 
This is clearly the noun class post-clitic, however, and not a  modifier as the 
possessive forms shoe: didaci ‘my face’ and 'odaha ‘our faces.’

There is a good possiblity that the stem of these nouns comes from the 
adjective tsoldzo (today dzv or hidzv) m eaning ‘green/blue.’
9 It is easy to confuse words which are  formed with the we- as part of the stem 
and those which are we- given with the anim ate non-Euchee possessive prefix. 
Each must be tested by eliciting other possessive forms o f the word. By this 
method I have elim inate some words commonly found in comparative literature 
as including we- as part o f the stem. A few of these are  given examples below 
so that the status o f we- as the possessive prefix can be seen. The classifier or 
plural is given in parentheses:

(iii) sh"i ‘bone’
wesh’i’ha ‘Its/His bones (non-Euchee) //  anim al bones’
gosh’i’ha ‘someone’s bones//human bones’
dish’iTia ‘my bones’
gosha ‘louse, lice’
wesna 'his (non-Euchee) liee/ He has lice.’
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di dzyogosha ‘my lice’

10 ‘Big House’ is a  figurative usage for the clean ground or cerem onial ground.
11 Crawford consistently records the nasal variation -ne in his Held notes with 
Mrs. Nancy W ildcat. However, the -ne and -ne occur in free variation with 
speakers today, with a  propensity towards the non-nasal variation. This is 
expected as there is denasalization a t the end o f words and phrases (see C hapter 
2). Nasalization o f this morpheme was not recorded before Crawford.
12 This reconstruction was given by Mr. William Cahwee.
13 The word for ‘cow’ is most probably derived from wedi ‘buffalo’ and the -ne 
diminutive. Today, speakers are not able to assign meaning to wedi by itself. 
However, Gatschet recorded it alone meaning ‘buffalo’ (1885) The m odem  term 
for buffalo, then, has been lexicalized from wedi and ga ‘old m an’.
14 This is expected if all independent noun phrases are adjuncts, as proposed by 
both Jelinek (1983) and Baker (1996) for polysynthetic languages.
15 For some speakers who are  not as fluent socially, the inanim ate classes have 
merged into one definite morpheme, similar to the English ‘the.’ The default 
class -ci ‘sitting’ is the definite morpheme.
16 There is also some question o f several families in Georgia who claim Euchee 
heritage as well. One speaker, who told of m eeting one o f these extended 
families, did not use the Euchee class with them. I do not know if this is 
because they were outwardly more clearly of African descent than of Euchee 
descent and thus did not seem  Euchee to this speaker, or because there were no 
clear family ties.
17 In his ‘Some Grammatic Elements o f the Yuchi Language,’ Gatschet (1905) re
worded ‘not related’ to read ‘not o f the same totem.’ Although some Euchee 
elders refer to clans, m any others do not rem ember a  clan system growing up. 
Instead, they refer to a  person’s lineage association through their k ’u, the tribal 
town or stomp ground.
18 G on’ash’aweno is also the word for ‘picture’ and ‘photo’. With this meaning, it 
always takes the inanimate noun class post-clitic -ci.
19 Gatschet and W agner recorded the word for’ Creek’ as gopa. G atschet’s 
consultant, Mr. David Barnett, gives the translation as ‘people burner’ from when 
the Euchees were a t w ar with the Creeks. This is a  plausible etymoloy, with go
pa  being ‘human-bum.’ However, I (as did Crawford) get a  clearly glottalized 
gop’a for ‘Creek’. Mr. Henry W ashburn stated that his mother thought it was 
because the Creeks stare a t people. In this case, the etymology would be go-p'a 
‘human-Iook at.’
20 The Euchee have been friends with the Shawnee since before removal. See 
Jackson (1998) for details o f this ongoing relationship. This variation o f the word 
‘Shawnee’ translates as ‘little Shaw nee’. It does not refer to the current split in 
the Absentee Shawnee Tribe betw een North and South Little Axe Ceremonial
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Ground. Speakers do not think that the two words refer to the different Shawnee 
Tribes in Oklahoma, the Absentee, the Loyal and the Eastern Bands. Thus, it 
may have referred to pre-rem oval relationships.
21 One of my fem ale consultants reports that the possessive do- series is used 
mainly in men’s speech for family terms. However, W agner gives the opposite. 
He gives the do- set is used mainly in women’s speech. The speaker today is 
from Polecat area, and W agner worked mainly with speakers from Sand Creek 
and Big Pond areas. The speakers today from Big Pond Dialect do not use the 
do- for men’s speech. So, the difference could be one o f dialect variation.
22 It was impossible to elicit a  clearly definite *the Tuesday’ without the meaning 
‘on’ because phrases such as Ih e  Tuesday before last’ or Ih e  Tuesday when 
Richard was here’ still contain the meaning ‘on the Tuesday.’
23 Both Gatschet and Speck recorded the demonstrative pronouns as the only 
independent pronouns.
24 This is contrary to what I have proposed earlier. In Linn (1996) I asserted that 
the classifiers (and plural) morphemes must be the left-most constituent in a 
definite noun phrase.
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C h a p t e r  7 : V e r b a l  Str u c t u r e s

Verbs have been treated extensively throughout this work. This chapter 

looks a t other parts o f speech which can be m ade into verbs. The process is 

quite productive in Euchee. Most parts o f speech can be interpreted as a  verb 

simply by adding a  verbalizer (active and stative aspect), tense, or mode particle. 

This underscores the notion that stems a re  not m arked for category but are 

interpreted as a  noun or a  verb in the syntax. If a  stem  is followed by verbal 

inflection, then it is a  verb.

This chapter covers verbal nouns (predicate nominals), verbal adjectives 

(predicate adjectives), quantifiers, and location and position constructions.

1. V e r b a l  N o u n s

Verbal nouns (predicate nominals) are  sentences where a  noun carries the 

main information. Verbal nouns convey different types o f information. One is 

identity, where the person or thing is a  m em ber of a  class given in the verbal 

noun. Another is equative, where the person or thing is simply renam ed with the 

verbal noun. And finally, descriptions o f w eather and color are  verbal nouns in 

Euchee.

1.1 Id e n t ity

Identity relationships are  shown with two nouns and toa ‘be.’ The first 

noun names the person or thing and the second noun gives the identity. The 

identity noun is the verbal noun. The particle Wa ‘be’ is called a  copula because 

it ‘couples’ the two nouns. The copula Wa im m ediately precedes the verbal 

noun.1 It is never inflected for agreem ent. See Chapter 5, Section 5.1. Tense
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and mode may follow the verbal noun. Exam ples o f  identity verbal nouns are 

given in (1).

(1) a. Simon ’wa p’athl’S.
Simon ’w a p’athl’g
Simon cop ch ief
‘Simon is chief.’

b. Jim sheno ’wa p’athl’g jS.
Jim shen5 ’wa p’athl’g je
Jim cl(dec) cop Chief past

‘Jim was Chief.’

c. Newman ’w a go’wedene g5 
Newman ’w a go’w edene gd
Newman cop Speaker prob

Newman is the Speaker, I think.

d. ’Waet’e  ’wa.
’waet’e  ’wa
woman cop

‘She’s a woman.’

The copula Wa can be replaced by the go ‘probability.’ This serves to 

soften a  direction assertion about someone. W hen go is used in the 1st person, it 

m akes the assertion about oneself more modest. Both cases are indirect and 

more polite. The modest assertion can be seen in (2a), compared to (2b) which 

is stating a  fact about the speakers earlier years. The copula is not necessary 

when the identity relationship is clear. However, in most o f these cases, the 

verbal noun is marked as verbal by the probability mode go. In (2c) the copula 

is not used, but the modal go still appears after the verbal noun.
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(2) a. Di g5 k’asotane gd.
di go k’asotane gd
Isg prob teacher prob

‘I am a teacher.’

b. Di ’wa k’asotane jd.
di \y a  k’asotane je
Isg cop teacher past

‘I was a teacher.’

c. Linda k’asogotane go 
Linda k’asogotane gd 
Linda teacher prob 
‘Linda is a  teacher.’

1.2 Equative

Equative relationships are contain two nouns. The first noun names a  

person or thing. This is followed by the verbal noun, which renam es or clarifies 

the first noun. Equative relationships do not use the copula Wa. However, tense 

and/or mode particles may follow the verbal noun.

Giving family and other human relationships are equative structures. The 

first noun is the person’s name, such as Josephine in (3a). The person’s nam e is 

generally followed by their noun class, such as send in (3a). Then their 

relationship to another person is given in the verbal noun, such as selaga ‘her 

grandmother’ in (3a). The verbal noun always has a  possessive prefix since 

relationships are inalienable. Tense and mode may follow the verbal noun.

(3) a. Jospehine send selaga.
Jospehine send se-laga
Josephine CL(EF) 3(EF/l).POSS-grandmother
‘Josephine is her grandmother.’
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b. Eliza Bighead shend selaga jS.
Eliza Bighead shend se-laga je
Eliza Bighead cl(dec) 3(EF/l).POSS-grandmother past

‘Eliza Bighead was her grandmother.’

c. Maxine dzok’a la  gd.
M axine dzo-k’a la  gd
M axine lSG(A).POSS-relative prob

‘M axine is probably m y re la tive .’

d. Akira wend nok’atsogotane.
Akira w end no-k’atsogo tane
Akira CL(NE) 2PL(EXCl/A)-teacher
‘Akira is ou r teach er.’

e. Lend het’e  gd.
lend he-t’d gd
lo c-3 sg (em ) 3sG(EMA)-father prob

T h a t’s his fa ther.’ (m en’s speech)

Another type o f equative relationship points out a  person. In English, the 

subject is the impersonal ‘it.’ In Euchee, no pronoun is necessary. The person’s 

name is given. The nam e is then followed mode, as can be seen in (4a-b). The 

copula Wa is not used by itself in these structures, but must be used in order to 

use the past tense je . This is shown in 4c).

(4) a. Wano’e? ‘Who is that?’

Lilian gd 
Lilian gd 
Lilian prob 
‘She’s Lilian.’
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b. W ano ne hothli? ‘Who’s arriving?’

Henry ’ya.
Henry ’ya
Henry ex pec t

‘It’s Henry ./It’s Henry, I expect.’

H onx, ne-Henry ‘No, it’s not Henry.’

c. Henry ’wa je  ‘It was Henry’
♦Henry ’wa ‘It is Henry.’

Other exam ples of equative verbal nouns follow.

(5) a. W ano ’i howaje?
wano ’i ho-wS-je
who tobacco 3SG(E).REC-give-PAST
‘Who gave him (or her) the tobacco?’

Jim ’wa je  ‘It was Jim.’ (GB)

b. Kede gotsane ’agx . 
kede gotsane 'agx
now sleep time
‘It’s bedtime now.’ (GB)

c S’x  ’yushuci hogwa.
s’x  ’yushu-ci ho-gwa
earth shake-suB/CL(srr) 3PL(E).ACT-say
T hey  say it was an earthquake.’ (JC)

1.3 W eather

W eather descriptions are verbal nouns in Euchee. The weather noun 

requires the active verbalizer -e  for a  present progressive reading and for adding 

the past tense je.
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(6) Weather Verbs with -e

a. Tse’S. 
tsg-’e
water-ACTiVE
‘It is raining.’ (also ‘rain’)

Lale tse’e  je.
lale ts6-’g je
yesterday water-ACTiVE past

‘It rained yesterday.’

b. tse’e  hoda k’aju
tse-’e  hoda k’aju
water-ACTiVE wind together
‘It is storming.’ (also storm)

c. Shtae’e. 
shtae-’e  
snow-AcnvE  
‘It is snowing.’

Tulsa kodofale sta’e g ie .
Tulsa kod5fale sta-’e  gi’e
Tulsa east snow-active believe
‘I believe it’s snowing west o f Tulsa.’

d. Shtashtas’i’e. 
shta-shta-s’i-’e  
snow-REDUP-little-ACTIVE 
‘It’s sleeting.’

e. Shtat’ot’ohe’e . 
shta-t’o-t’o-he-’e  
snow-egg-REDUP-LOC-AcnvE 
‘It’s hailing.’

f. Bado’e. 
bado-’e 
night-AcnvE
‘It is night./It is dark outside’

The stative verbalizer -le is used when the w eather is more state-like.
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6) Weather Verbs with -le

a. Tsekhale 
tse-kha-le 
water-fine-STATiVE
‘It is misty.’ (also ‘mist5)

b. Keli-he ’yastabadole 
Keli-he ’yastabado-le 
Kellyville-LOC fog-STATiVE 
‘It’s foggy by Kellyville.’ (GB)

c. Kede hop’ole. 
kede hop’5-le
now cloud-STATTVE 
‘It’s cloudy.’

d. Hodale. 
hoda-le 
wind-STATIVE 
‘It’s windy’

Hoda dabale.
hoda daba-le
cloud strong-STATlVE
‘It’s very windy/it’s stormy/It’s storming’

The examples above are not strictly divided betw een e and le. In most 

cases, speakers have a  choice depending on what they wish to express. This is 

seen in (7).

(7) a. T sekhale 
tse-kha-le 
water-fine-STATiVE 
‘It is m isty.’

T sekha’e  
tse -k h a -e  
water-fine-ACTlVE 
‘It is m isting now.’
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b. K ede hop’dle. 
kede hop’6-le  
now Cloud-STATIVE 
‘It’s cloudy.’

Kede hop’6’6.
kede hop’o-^e
now cloud-ACTiVE
‘It’s clouding up/it’s getting cloudy.’

The other mode particles may be used instead o f the verbalizers -e  and - 

le to give the noun a  verbal reading. This includes the adverbial clitic -he 

‘whenever’ used in complex sentences.

(8) a. ’Y astabadohe...
’yastabado-he
fog-FREQ
‘W henever it is foggy...’

b. ’Yastabado go 
’yastabado go
fog POT
‘It’s probably foggy./It seem s foggy.’

c. Y astabado:le!
’yastabado-:le
fog-EMPH
‘It’s really foggy!’

1.4 C olors

Like the w eather expression, the names for colors can be m ade into verbs. 

The color terms are given below in (9). In a  few cases, the 3rd inanimate 

pronominal hi- and the anim ate non-Euchee 'yd- can be used. These are in 

parenthesis.
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(9) Color Terms

’ispi ‘black’
’yaka *white, light’
tshyathla ‘red’
chyala “pink’
(hi)dz62 ‘green, blue’
ti ‘brown, tan, (yellow, orange)’
ti’yaka ‘yellow’
titi ‘orange’
(’yo)dzo, (hi)fa ‘purple’
yasl/yash’ae ‘gray’
’ispfspf ‘maroon’

Color terms can be followed by any of verbalizers or mode particles, 

depending on the aspect or mode the speaker wishes to convey. However, there 

is often no discem able difference in meaning. This can be seen in (10a). 

However, the active verbalizer -e  can have the reading ‘to becom e’ (inchoative) 

as seen in (10b), but is not necessary to get this reading, as seen in (10c).

(10) a. tshvathla ’wa 
tshyathla ’va 
’yakale 
’yaka go 
’yaka wa je

b. Tshyathla]e

‘It is red.’
‘It is red.’
‘It is white.’
‘It is white.’
‘It was white.’

‘It becam e red’

c. Sedaci tsyathla seje.
se-da-ci tsyathla se
3sG(EF/i).POSS-face-CL(siT) red good
‘Her face, it was good (and) red’
= ‘Her face becam e red./She got real red.’

(JC)

je
PAST

d. Dici sa ’ispi ’wa. 
di-ci sa
I sg-c l (s it ) also 
‘Mine is also black.’

ispi
black

wa
COP
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The color tshyathla ‘red’ is used to express *to paint/color ones face.’ The 

anim ate actor pronominal prefixes indicate this readings. No other copular mode 

or verbalizer is needed to indicate that the color term is a  verb.

(11) a. ’Otshyathla.
’o-tshyathla
3PL(E).ACT-red
T hey  colored/painted (their faces)’ (women’s speech)

b. hedaci hotshyathla je
he-da-ci ho-tshyathla je
3sG(EM/i).POSS-face-CL(srr) 3PL(EM).ACT-red pa st  
T h e y  colored/reddened  his face.’ (m en’s speech)

2. V e r b a l  A d j e c t iv e s

Adjectives are  verbs in Euchee. They must be inflected for person 

agreem ent. Nearly all adjectives are states in Euchee, and therefore require 

patient pronominal agreem ent. See Chapter 3, Section 3 for states and patient 

pronominal prefixes. They can take aspect suffixes, and they may have tense 

and mode phrases following them. However, they require either the verbalizer 

-e  or the -le (or the em phatic -:le, see below) in order to function as a  clause. 

These endings set them apart from other verbs. Because o f this, it is convenient 

and appropriate to refer to them as adjectives and a  separate part o f speech from 

verbs.

2.1 Stem  A djectives

Like verbs and nouns, there is a  core vocabulary o f basic stem adjectives. 

Basic stems are stems which have not undergone any other morphological 

process, such as compounding. The stem adjectives are given below in (12).
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(12) Basic Stem Adjectives

'x ‘big’
cha/chya ‘hard’
fi(fi) ‘shiny’
ga ‘cold’
ge ‘long’
ha ‘old’
kha *6 0 6 , ground up’
s7 ‘small, little, light’
s’u ‘naked, bare’
se /s s ‘good, nice, pretty, beautiful’
sh’ye ‘bad, ugly’
sh’ae ‘skinny’
shpi wet, moist
sta ‘spread, flared’
sho ‘soft, ripe, ready, tender, sore’
thl’a ‘slow, slowly’
tho ‘short’ (in time)
ts’o/ts’yo ‘short, low’ (in space)
tswa(tswa) ‘easy’
tsya ‘dry’
’yae ‘thin, sickly’
’yu ‘spread out’

These basic stems and compound adjective stems (see Section 2.2 below) 

can be stems for other parts of speech as well. A few exam ples are given in

Adiective Noun Postposition Verb

’yu
’yup’a
dapi/tapi
bithlo

‘be spread out’ 
‘be high up’
‘be salty’
‘be round’

‘sky’
‘salt’

*UP’
‘up high’

‘turn’

2.2 C o m po u n d  A d jec tiv es

Adjectives can also be m ade out of two or more stems, called a  

compound. Unlike nouns, compounding is not productive in adjectives. Because
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of this, most compound adjectives are historical forms and their parts can not be 

easily determ ined today. Only a  few lend to analysis. These are  given in (14).

(14) a. tapis*
ta p i-s i
salty-good
‘be sweet/sugar’

b. haphas’i 
hapha-s’i 
extended-sm all 
‘narrow’

c. hapha’x  
hapha-’ae 
extended-big 
‘wide’

d. shpathla 
shpa-thla 
spread-go 
‘spread out’

The following is a  list o f compound adjective stems.

(15) Compound Adjective Stems

’ishpi
’opa
baka
bithlo
cuge

‘bitter, spicy’ 
‘round’
‘sour, soured’
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(15) Compound Adjective Stems (continued)

daba ‘difficult’
daba ‘strong, hard’
dashe ‘ripe’
data ‘folded’
desa ‘clean’
gega ta l l ’
hathli ‘heavy’
hapha’ae/haep’ae ‘wide’
haphas’T/hap’s ‘narrow’
paka/baka ‘bitter, spicy’
safi ‘fast, swift’
saga ‘light o f weight’
sapa ‘thin’
tapi/dabi ‘sour, salty’
thochu ‘thick’
’yup’a ‘high up’

; adjectives require the 3rd inanim ate patient agreem ent prefix hi- or

ho- patient [+participant] when referring to an  inanim ate. Otherwise, like verbs, 

adjectives do not show 3rd inanimate agreem ent. Because many refers to non

human states, and they are  always given with the 3rd person inanimate when 

other adjectives do not, the hi- and ho- prefixes seem  like they are part o f the 

stem. However, those that can refer to human states, show that the inanimate 

prefixes are separate from the stem (See C hapter 3, Section 4.3). They are not 

listed among the basic stems in (12) because speakers do not recognize them as 

stems (without pronominal agreement).
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(16) Adjectives that require 3rd person inanimate patient agreement

hibo
hish’o
hishahi
hista
hithli
hogae
hohae

‘bent’
‘w ithered’
‘hot (weather)’ 
‘shallow’
‘smooth, slippery’ 
‘healed’
‘empty’
‘wide’
‘deep (water)’ 
‘short’
‘left over’

hopha’ae
hothlo
hotho
howae

2.3 T he D ifference betw een  - e  a n d  -le A djectives

All adjectives must have a  verbalizer, a  mode particle, or the excessive or 

emphatic suffixes in order to be read as a  verb. In addition, verbal adjectives 

are stative in Euchee. They require the stative pronominal agreem ent prefixes. 

There are a  few exceptions, and these are  given in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. 

Adjectives generally describe the qualities or properties o f a  noun, and properties 

are state-like.

Because adjectives are stative verbs, it is natural that most adjectives will 

use the stative verbalizer -le. However, the active verbalizer e can be used on 

adjectives. Even when the active verbalizer is used, the verb is still considered a  

state. The pronominal prefixes do not change from patient to actor pronominals. 

The active verbalizer 'e is used to express a  change of state (inchoatve), or a 

temporary state when the speaker wishes to emphasis that the state is worthy of 

notice at the time of the utterance. Properties that are inherently enduring or 

permanent will be never have the active verbalizer. Examples of these contrasts 

follow.
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(17) Stative verbalizer -le

a. pithlole ‘It is round, curvy’ permanent
b. ’aele ‘It is big.’ permanent
c. sapale ‘It is thin’ permanent
d. dze’nagale Tm  rich.’ enduring
e. saele ‘It’s good.’ enduring
f. hi’opdle ‘It is full.’ (vessels only) completed

g- tsyale ‘It is dry, dried up.’ completed
h. hogaele ‘It is healed.’ completed
i. datale ‘It is folded.’ completed

(18) Active Verbalizer 'e

a. spi’e ‘It is wet’ temporary
b. disha’e ‘It is clean’ temporary
c. dzesapa’e ‘I am thin’ temporary
d. chuge’e ‘It is getting sour.’ change o f state
e. su’e ‘It is bare (now.’ change o f state

Some of the contrasts are better understood in context.

(19) Permanent versus Temporary

a. ’Yusht’ae’e  hithlile.
’yusht’ae-’e hithli-le
road-CL(LlE) slick-STATlVE
T h e  road is slick./It is (always) a  slick road.’

’Yusht’ae’e  hithli’e.
’yusht’ae-’e hithli-’e
road-CL(LiE) slick-ACTlVE
‘Hey, that road is slick.’
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b. D zesafile. 
dze-safi-le 
1 SG.PAT-fast-STATIVE 
T m  fast/I run fast.’

D zesafi’e.
dze-safi-’g
1 SG.PAT-fast-ACTIVE
‘I am  fast (I did tha t in record  tim e.)’

(20) Permanent/Expected versus Surprise

a. Kodale. 
koda-le 
COld-STATlVE 
‘It’s cold out.’

Koda’e.
koda-’e
cold-ACTiVE
‘Oh man, it’s cold out!’

b. Hisosxle 
hi-sosie-le
3SG(INAN).PAT-Strong.flaVOr-STATIVE 
‘It (M exican food) is strong flavored .’

H iso si’e
hi-soss-’e
3sG(iNAN).PAT-strong.flavor-AcnvE 
‘(W atch out!) T hat is strong flavored .’

Below is a  summary o f the effects of -le and -e  on adjectives and also of 

verbal nouns.
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(20) Summary of -le and ‘e

-le (relatively) perm anent properties 
enduring properties 
completed states

‘be tall’
‘be a  happy person' 
‘be folded’

-e temporary states 
change o f state 
unexpected quality

‘be wet’
‘becam e hard’
‘be cold (to touch)’

A few notable exceptions occur. For example, scele ‘it is good’ can not 

have the active verbalizer, and sh 'ie  ‘it is bad’ can not have the stative 

verbalizer. In addition, sh ’i'e ‘it is broken’ always has the active verbalizer even 

though it is a completed state.

2.4 A djective Ex trem es: -:le and  -ga

Both the verbalizer e and the permanent state le can  be replaced by the 

emphatic -:le Very, really’ The emphatic suffix also lengthens the vowel o f the 

adjective stem. The length of the vowel indicates the intensity of the emphasis.

The vowel may also be nasalized for emphasis. See also C hapter 2, Section 3.2

for vowel lengthening em phatic structures. The nasal m ay also  extend to the 

emphatic -:le, creating [-:le] -  [-:lae]. The emphatic suffix -:le is not the 

perm anent state -le with vowel lengthening because verbs m ay also be suffixed 

with the emphatic -:le ‘very.’ See Chapter 5, Section 6.1. Examples of the 

emphatic -:le follow.

(21) a. Dzenono wesh’a t l i
dzene weno we-sh’ae-:ls
dog det/c l(ne) 3sG(NE).PAT-skinny-very
‘That dog’s really skinny!’

The vowel lengthening in -:le ‘very, really’ is argued to be different from 

the perm anent state -le. This can be seen in the fact that adjectives and other
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parts o f speech with verbalizer -e  can show emphasis by simply lengthening of 

the vowel o f the stem. This can bee seen in (22a). In some cases, the emphatic 

-:le can be added, and then it comes after the verbalizer 'e. The vowel 

lengthening remains on the stem, not with the suffix -le ‘emphatic.’ This can be 

seen in (22b).

(22) a. Yash’aha shpi:’6!
’yash’a-ha shpi-:-’6 
leaf-PL(INAN) wet-EMPH-ACTIVE 
Those leaves are very wet.’

b. ’Yo fi:’ele  [’yqfi:’?lae]
’yo fi-:’e-le
star shiny-ACTivE.very-very 
The stars are really bright!’

The verbalizer 'e and the perm anent state le can also be replaced by the 

excessive suffix -ga. The pronunciation o f the excessive -ga [ga] should not be 

confused with the probability mode go [go]. Both are  often pronounced [gv] -  

[gv].

(23) ho’aele ‘He is big.’ (men’s speech)
ho’aega ‘He is too big.’
ho’ae]e go ‘He is probably big.’
ho’aega go ‘He is probably too big.’
ho’aega laetehego ‘He is probably too big.’

More exam ples of the excessive -ga ‘too’ follow.

(24) a. ’Ahende haetsihaega.
’ahende haetsihae-ga 
and.then quiet-too 
T hen  it was too quiet.’
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b. Tats’aga. 
tats’a-gS 
loud-too
‘It’s too loud!’

c. Hothoga. 
ho-tho-ga
3SG(lNAN).ACT-short-too 
‘It’s too short.’

d. Nehothoga. 
ne-ho-tho-ga4
neg-3sG(iNAN).Acr-short-too 
‘It’s not short enough.’

3. Q u a n tifier s

Quantifiers are words which give a  relative or indefinite expression of 

quantity. Numbers give a  definite quantity, such as ‘five of them’, but quantifiers 

such as ‘many of them’ or ‘a  few of them’ give only an indefinite quantity. 

Quantifiers must have patient pronominal agreem ent. Most require the stative 

verbalizer -le. Only the emphatic -:le Very’ and the excessive -ga ‘too’ can be 

used in place of the stative verbalizer.

The quantifier wahale m eans ‘many,’ much,’ a  lot of,’ ‘a bunch of,’ a  ton o f  

and so on. When the quantifier modifies a  noun, the noun must be plural, having 

either the inanimate or the appropriate anim ate plural. Because it always refers 

to a  plural entity, only the plural pronominal prefixes are appropriate. The 

quantifier wahale is the probable source for the inanimate plural noun -ha; the 

stem ha is also the plural stem of the verb (go)nd ‘be, be located, and be located 

with.’ The quantifier wahale is given below.
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(25) wah£le ‘many’

how ahdle
’ow ahdle
w ew ahdle
’ow ahdle
now ahdle
’aw ahale

wahdle/hdle ‘many things’
‘m any Euchees’ 
‘many Euchees’ 
‘m any non-Euchees’

(men’s speech)
(women’s speech)

‘many of us’ 
‘many of us’ 
‘many of you’

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

Examples of the quantifier wahale follow in (26). In (26a) the noun ‘fire’ 

is a  mass noun and so does not require the plural -ha. In (26b) the copular Wa is 

a  place-holder for the past tense; the verb is wahale. In (26c) the sentence is 

exaggerated with the reduplication o f the noun (an irregular plural form of 

‘bones’) along with the quantifier.

(26) a. Bristow agafa ’yaste wahale.
Bristow agafa ’yaste wahale
Bristow east fire many
T here’s a huge fire east o f Bristow.’ (GB)

b. ’Yuciha heno howahale ’wa je
’yuciha heno ho-w ahale ’w a je
Euchee pl(e) 3PL(E).PAT-many cop past
T h e re  w ere  m any Euchees.’ (m en’s speech)

’Yuciha’ino ’owahale ’wa je.
T here  were many Euchees.’ (women’s speech)

c. Dish’esh’e hale dze’yu.
di-sh’e-sh’e hale dze-’yu
lSG(i).POSS-bone-REDUP many lSG.PAT-hurt
‘My bones hurt!’

When used with animals, wewahale is translated as ‘flock’, ‘herd’, ‘swarm’ 

and so forth.
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(27) a . w edine w dno w ew ahale
w edine wdnd w e-w ahale
cow pl(ne) 3sG(NE).PAT-many
‘a  lot of cows, a  herd o f cows/There’s a  herd o f cows’

b. Dzene w ethx weno wewahale.
dzene we-thae w eno w e-w ahale
dog 3sG(NE).ACT-wild pl(ne) 3sG(NE).PAT-many
T h e re ’s a  pack o f wild dogs.’

c. Ke le d e  nechespi?
ke ’le-de ne-chespi
there q-cplt 2sG.ACT-full
‘Are you fu ll?’

’Awahale how s.
’a -w ahale  ho-wae
2PL.PAT-many 3PL(lNAN).PAT-be.left
T here’s plenty left (for you all/everyone).’ (GB)

d. ’Owale ’o’ne’ne go
’o-w ale ’o-’ne’ne go
3PL(E).PAT-many 3PL(E).ACT-see.REDUP prob
T hey  saw just a few of them ’ (women’s speech) (LB C: 26)

The emphatic -:le can substitute for the stative -le . The last vowel o f the 

stem is lengthened and nasalized in order to intensify the quantifier.

(28) ’Ake wend sene wewaharle!
’ak e  weno sene w e-w aha:le
there  pl(ne) bird 3sG(NE).PAT-many.EMPH
‘There’s a  whole lot of birds over there!’

The excessive -ga, meaning ‘too’ or Very,’ can substitute for the stative 

-le in order to indicate ‘too much.’

(29) Kede wahaga tse’e  ondzond.
kede waha-ga tse’e odzo-no
now many-too rain lPL(tNCL).PAT/PLUS-be.located
‘W e have too much rain now.’
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The quantifier sala m eans ‘a ll o f (a group).’ Like wahale ‘many,’ if the 

quantifier follows a  noun, the noun must be in the plural. The quantifier sala is 

also used to express the indefinite pronouns ‘everything’ and ‘everybody.’ The 

forms o f sala follow in (30).

(30) sala ‘all o f (a group)’ ‘everyone’

hisala ‘all o f them , everything’
hesala ‘all o f  them ’ everyone’
’isala ‘all o f them ’ everyone’
w esala ‘all o f them  (non-Euchee)’
’odzesala ‘all o f us, everyone’
nodzesala ‘all o f us, everyone’
’andzesala ‘all o f you all’

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

The adverb htle also expresses ‘all, ‘ but it is not verbal, and so it does not 

change form.

The negative quantification ‘most o f  or ‘much o f  is formed by adding the 

negative pre-clitic ne- to ‘a ll.’ Thus, ‘most o f  and ‘a  few o f  is literally ‘not all of.’ 

The negative form are nehisala, newesala e tc ...

The quantifier dzalale means ‘both o f (a plural).’ It can also mean ‘those 

two.’ The quantifier often appears in a  short form dzale. The long forms are 

provided in (31).

(31) dzalale ~ dzale ‘both o f

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

dzalale ‘both of them /those things’
hodzalale ‘both of them /those Euchees’
'odzalale ‘both of them/those Euchees’
wedzalale ‘both of them/those (non-Euchees)’

’odzalale ‘both o f us’
nodzalale ‘both o f us’
’andzalale ‘both o f you two’

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

The concept of ‘both’ can also be expressed with the k ’aju ‘together, two in 

a reciprocating or accompanying situation’. See Chapter 4, Section 3.3 for more
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discussion and exam ples o f k'aju. The reciprocal k ’aju ‘together’ also has 

pronominal agreem ent. W hen it refers to inanimates, it has the meaning ‘both’ 

and generally has the stative -le, as seen in (32).

(32) G akale ’yuciha k’ajule hg’wede je.
gakale ’yuciha k’ajule hS-’wede je
English Euchee both 3sG(EM).ACT-speak past
‘He spoke both Euchee and English.’

The quantifier w ale  refers to the rest of or the rem ainder of a  group. It is 

also used for ‘a  few o f  or ‘a  little of.’ It is the same stem as the adjective w a  ‘be 

left, be left behind.’

(33) /waele/ *the rest o f  ‘a  few o f  a  group

howaele ‘the rest of/a few of them (inanimate)’
howaele ‘the rest of/a few o f them (Euchee)’
’o waele ‘the rest of/a few of them (Euchee)’
yowaele ‘the rest of/a few of them (non-Euchee)’

’ddzowaele ‘the rest of/a few of us all’
nodzowaele ‘the rest of/a few of us’
’adzewaele The rest of/a few of you all’

(men’s speech) 
(women’s speech)

(INCLUSIVE)
(EXCLUSIVE)

The quantifier (h i)t’ele ‘more’ is created from the numeral h it’e ‘one.’ 

When it follows a  noun, the noun must be plural, as seen in (34a). The 

quantifier ‘more’ is only appropriate in Euchee when used with inanimate 

references.
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(34) a. K’ondi h a  hit’e le  dithae.
k’ondi ha hit’e le  di-thae
m eat pl( inan) m ore lSG.ACT-want
‘I w ant som e m ore m eat.’

b. T 6 le  l e  nethae? [t’elel^thae]
t’e le  l e  ne-thae 
m ore Q 2sG.ACT-want 
‘Do you w ant m ore (food)?’

The stress on the first syllable is important so that the quantifier t'ele 

‘more’ is not confused with t'ele ‘another/the other.’ This is created with the 

numeral ‘one’ and the location -le ‘back to,’ which is also the verbal aspect suffix 

‘repeat.’ The noun is always in the singular, either indefinite (‘another) or with 

the definite noun class ( th e  other’). The adjective ‘another/the other’ is seen in 

(35a), compared to the quantifier in (35b).

(35) a. Stine t’eld dzowa.
stine t’e-le  dzo-wa
spoon one-back lSG.PAT/PLUS-give
‘Give me another spoon.’

b. Stine t’e le  dzowa.
stine ha t’ele  dzo-wa
spoon PL(INAN) m ore lSG.PAT/PLUS-give
‘Give me some more spoons.’

Since ‘another/the other’ are more referential than the other quantifiers, 

and they can be pronouns, as in th e  other one,’ they are more fully described in 

Chapter 6 Noun and Noun phrase.

Singular quantifiers refer to a  all or part o f a  singular object. They are 

formed with a  singular noun. In Euchee, there is only one singular quantifier.

The quantifier jobi refers to all of a  singular object. When the quantifier 

job i follows a  noun, the noun must be in the singular, and the pronominal 

prefixes refer to singular entities.
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(36) job i ‘all of (a singular thing)’ 

hijobi ‘all o f it’
wejobi ‘all o f  it (anim ate, non-Euchee)’

The quantifier ‘most of (a singular thing)’ is created by the negative pre

clitic on the inflected jo b i or on the noun.

(37) nejobi ‘most of (a singular thing)’

nehijobi
newejobi

4. E xistence, Location , and  Possession

4.1 The way rr IS ’ake’e -  k e ’e

The expression ’ake’e often shortened to ke ’e has a variety of different 

meanings and uses. The phrase is the verbalized location 'ake There.’ And 

although it may at one tim e have been purely existential ‘there is,’ the phrase has 

the more emphatic feeling today. It can m ean ‘that’s the way it is’ or ‘it is that 

way.’ It can m ean ‘(to do something) in this manner.’ It can be the comparative 

‘to be like (something else).’ And it can m ean ‘to seem , feel like.’ The phrase is 

essential to everyday Euchee. Some speakers pepper their speech with the 

phrase, and nearly all recall it as being something that they always used to hear 

the old people using.

The most common use o f ’ake’e is ‘that’s the way it is.’ It can also m ean 

T h a t’s right.’ The phrase is often given by itself. It can take all tense, aspect, 

and mode. When the phrase is the complete sentence, it requires fa ‘perfective’ 

in the simple present tense because the way something is can only be seen as a  

whole. However, the perfective in the present tense is irregular. A few 

exam ples are given below. The te rse  or mode particles are  underlined. The
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stress is always on the last syllable of the stem ’ake and so the particles are 

written as cliticized.

’Ake’e

’Ake’efa ‘It is that way.’ perfective
’Ake’egS ‘It is that way’ potential, deference
’ake’ete ‘It can be that way.’ ability
’Ake’enejg ‘It used to be that way.’ past habitual
Ake’efSno ‘It will be that way’ perfective, intentive
’Ake’ejefa ‘It was that way.’ past perfective
’Ake’elae ‘Yes, it is that way!’ empathy
’Ake:’eie ‘It is that way?!’ em phatic (shows surprise)
Nake’e ’va ‘No it isn’t (the way you expect)’ negative, expect

The phrase can be more fully integrated into discourse, as seen below. In (38a) 

the present tense fa is not required.

(39) a. ’Abeci ’ake’e k’a la  hogwa’eci
’abeci ’ake’e  k’ala  h6-gwa-’e-ci
today  way-ACTiVE thing 3PL(EM).ACT-say-[UN]-suB.CL(srr)
T oday  it’s the way they said (it would be).’ (JC)

b. ’Ake’efa  ’ne?
’ake’e-fa ’ne
way-ACTivE-PERF see 
T h a t’s the way it is, see?’

c. ’Ake ’wa’e ’a  go’e.
’ake ’wa’e  ’a  go’e
there cop’active there believe
T h a t’s what I think.’

The phrase ’ake’e can also m ean ‘in a  certain m anner.’ This meaning is 

seen below.
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(40) ’Ake l e ’6 nesha?
’ake le - ’e  ne-sha
way Q-AcnvE 2sG .A cr-d o  
‘Are you gonna d o  it this way?’

The phrase can also m ean 1o be like.’ It is often shortened to ke ’e in this 

usage. This is a  comparative structure and so is also seen in Chapter 8.

However, a  few examples are given here.

(41) a. Shu ke’e  hestone.
shu ke’e  he-sto-ne
fish way-ACTiVE 3sG(EM).ACT-swim-HAB
‘He swims like a  fish.’ (men’s speech)

b. Het’e ’wa ’ake’Swaje
he-t’e  ’w a ’ak e ’e  ’w a-je
3sG(EM.A).POSS-father foc way-ACTiVE cop-past
‘He is like his fa ther w as.’

Finally, ’ake’e can be used to m ean ‘seem  like’ or ‘feel like.’

(42) a. kede wedza tsash’e  di’ne ke’e!
kede w edza tsash’e  di’ne k e’e
now pig rib lSG.ACT-see w ay -active

‘Seem s like I can just see  those hog ribs now !’

b. diha’e  ke’e
di-ha-’e ke-’e
lSG.ACT-be.old-active way-ACTIVE
‘I feel old.’

4 .2  Po sit io n  V er b s

The position verbs ci ‘sit,’ fa ‘stand,’ and 'e ‘lie’ are used in the construction 

of location expressions. The position verbs are existential, such as T h e re ’s a 

snake,’ although they may be translated with the position verb, such as, T h e re ’s a 

snake lying there.’ With inanimate noun, the position verb must agree with the 

noun class, which is its inherent position. This can be as seen in (43).
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’yafa ’ahe fa
tree-DET/CL(STAND) over there stand
T h ere ’s that tree over there (that I was telling you about).’

b. Ditsolefa yuhe fa.
di-tsole-fa yuhe fa
lSG(i).POSS-house-CL(STAND) over.there stand
‘My house is over there.’

c. Thl’ostane tihe ci le ?  
thl'ostane tihe ci ’le
box inside sit Q
‘Is it (the new fan) in the box?’

d. S’ae ke ci.
s’ae ke ci
grave there sit 
T here’s a  grave over there.’

The position verbs are the most common way of asking where somethin 

is located. In the exam ples below, the verb ‘put’ is in (44a), but the more 

commonly used position verbs follow in (44b).

(44) a. W ahe yot’e?
wahe yo-t’e
where 2sG.ACT/PLUS-put
‘W ere did you put it?’

b. W ahe ne’e? 
wahe ne-’e 
where 2SG.ACT-lie 
‘W here did you lay it?’
-  ‘W here did you put it (a long object)?’

W ahe ne’ci? ‘W here did you put it (a roundish object)?’
W ahe nefa? ‘W here did you put it (a tall object)?’

With anim ate nouns, the position verb agrees with the position o f the 

referent a t the time o f utterance. This can be seen in (45).
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(45) a. Sha ’akoci. (contracted form)
sha ’ake we-cj (full form)
snake there 3sG(NE).ACT-sit
T h ere ’s a  snake (coiled).’

b. Sha ’ako’e. (contracted form)
sha ’ake we-^e (full form)
snake there 3sG(NE).ACT-lie
T h ere ’s a  snake (uncoiled/slithering).’

c. Got’e  ’akofa. (contracted form)
gdt’e  ’ake  w e-fa (full form)
m an th ere  3sG(NE).ACT-stand 
T h e re ’s a  (non-Euchee) m an there .’

The use o f the position verbs for locating humans is used to further clarify 

the referent or to specifically point out the referent’s position. The verb (go)nd 

‘to be located’ is neutral to position and is more commonly used with human 

referents.

(46) Got’e ’a  weno.
got’e  ’a  w e-no
m an th ere  3sG(NE).ACT-be.located
T h ere ’s a  man (non-Euchee) there.’

In addition to pointing out, the position verbs are  used in other existential 

constructions. A few exam ples follow.

(47) a. GoshTne: heno ’ahe ci! [gQshjn]: h?nq ’ahe ci] (BPD)
g o sh ln e : he-no ’ah e  ci
pitiful.EMPH 3sg(EM).PAT there  sit 
‘H e’s sitting th ere  really  pitiful.’
‘He’s really down and out/He’s poverty stricken’

Louannie sedile ’a  seci je  lale?
L ouannie sed i-le  ’a  se-ci je  lale
L ouannie 3(EF)-only loc 2sG(EF).ACT-sit past yesterday
‘W as L ouannie by h erse lf y esterday?’ (LB F: 13)
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4 .3  P o sse s s io n  t h r o u g h  lo c a t i o n

The notion o f ownership, or *to have something,’ is expressed through 

location. The verb (go)no ‘be located’ requires pronominal prefixes from the 

patient prefix dze- set. W hen the patient [+partipant] prefixes (from the dzo- set) 

a re used the meaning becomes *to be located with’ or *to have.’ The verb (go)nd 

‘to be located with/to have’ is given in C hapter 3, exam ple (56).

(48) a. Chyaso wat’e  sono?
chyaso wat’e  so-n8
m oney how.m uch 2sG.PAT/PLUS-be.located
‘How much money do you have?’
= all the money you have

b. K’alaha w ahale sion5.
k’ala-h a  w ahale sio-no
thing-PL/CL(iNAN) m any 3sG(EF).PAT/PLUS-be.located 
‘She has a  lot o f stuff.’

c. k’a  s’aethechya now e dzono 
k’as’aethechya now e dzo-no
car two lSG.PAT/PLUS-be.located
‘I have two cars.’ (JC V-97)

d. Dadaha ke ’iha ’odi’nene je . [dadaha ke ’i’q ’odi’nqne j4]

dada-ha ke ’i-ha
com.crib-PL(iNAN) there 3PL(E)PAT-PL.be.with

’o-di-’nene je
3PL(E).PAT-lSG.ACT-see-HAB PASt

‘We used to have corns cribs, I used to see them 
(the women using them).’ (LB F:16)

Speakers can use (go)no ‘be located’ with the dze- patient set and not the 

dzo- patient [^participant] set. The sentences are  still interpreted as ‘to be 

located with/to have.’ The 1st singular and 2nd singular and plural forms are
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irregular. See Chapter 3, exam ple (108), for the complete irregular verb. 

However, speakers generally add the accompaniment prefix k ’a ‘with.’ This 

changes the meaning from ownership to having the thing with them  a t the time 

of speaking. Compare (48a) above with (49a) below. It can also m ean a  

temporary ownership or guardianship, as seen in (49b).

(49) a. Chyaso wat’e  ’ak’ayb?
chyaso w at’e  ’a-k’a-yo
m oney how .m uch LOC-COM-2sG.be.located
‘How much m oney do you have?’
= ‘How much m oney do you have with you right now?’

b. Sok’asoci ke k’ad5
so-k’aso-ci ke k’a-do
2sG(A).POSS-book-CL(siT) here  coM -lSG .A cr.be.located
‘I have your book’
= ‘I have your book with me (in order to return it).’
= ‘I have your book (and I do not regard  it as m ine).’

In addition, the regular verb go ’e lo  be with/to accompany’ can be used. 

It requires the dzo- patient [^participant] set of pronominal prefixes.

(50) N echyaso dzogo’e. 
ne-chyaso dzo-go’e
NEG-money lSG.PAT/PLUS-be.with
‘I don’t have any  m oney (with m e).’

The verb g o ’e is derived from it’a ‘to accompany’ and the verbalizer 'e?
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Notes 

Chapter  7

1 This order is a  little odd for an A-P-V (SOV) language. One expects to find 
the copula immediately following the verbal noun. This order is also inconsistent 
with the rest o f verbalization in the language, which is found after the verbalized 
part o f speech.
* An alternative word for ‘green, blue’ is hi fa. However, it does not seem to be 
in widespread usage.
3 W agner (ca. 1935: 47) gives ‘have’ as k ’a 1o be with.’ See Chapter 4, Section 
3.3 for the stem uses o f k ’a.
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C h a p t e r  8 :  S e n t e n c e s  S t r u c t u r e s

This chapter describes how noun phrases, verb phrases (including the 

verbals structures), and particles are  put together to form longer utterances. 

People do many things with language. W e m ake statem ents concerning the 

world around us (declarative sentences). W e ask  questions, and sometimes 

command someone to do or not to do something. Each o f these kinds of 

utterances has one (or more) specific constructions. Statem ent, question, and 

command forms can then be used for a  variety o f other functions. For example, 

questions can be used to m ake requests or invitations. Statem ents can also show 

empathy, expectation, or obligation. These functions are  shown through the 

mode particles and auxiliaries following verbs and are  found in Chapter 5. The 

first three sections of this chapter describes the construction (syntax) of utterance 

types.

In addition to types of utterances, an utterance may be simple or complex. 

A simple sentence has one clause. A clause has one main verb which shows 

agreem ent and may show tense, aspect and mode. Chapters 3 and 4 developed 

the verb phrase with pronominal agreem ent. The inflected verb phrase is the 

simplest complete clause in Euchee. A complex sentence has more than one 

clause. The second clause may be em bedded within the m ain clause, or the two 

clauses may be joined one after the other with a  coordinating conjunction.

Sentences that are manipulated to focus the most important information in 

the sentence are given in the section 7.
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1. B a s ic  D e c l a r a t iv e  W o r d  O r d e r

This section describes the basic word order for Euchee. Although the 

noun phrase is free to move into many places, the word order in daily usage is 

fairly constant. Changes in word order generally create a  change in focus and or 

for topicalization.1

The basic word order in a  one-place declarative sentence is Actor (A) or 

Patient (P), then Verb (V). In a  two-place verb, the order is Actor (A) then 

Patient (P), then Verb (V). These orders a re  illustrated below.

Since the participants are  m arked on the verb, they can be left out of 

sentences.

(1) a. ’Ahogwa.
’a-ho-gwa 
LOC-3PL(E).Acr-say 
T hey  say’

b. Wethyaeyu. 
we-thyaeyu
3sG(NE).ACT-be.stingy 
T h ey  restric ted  it (w ater).’ (JC)

c. Dzoshifa k’a  se ’yushi.
dzoshi-fa k’a  se -’yushi
sofki-CL/DET(STAND) thing 3SG(EF)-stir
‘She’s stirring up the  sofki.’

d. Sedo’aene je
se-do-’aene je
3SG(EF).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-ask PAST
‘I asked  h er (a lready).’

Because the information on the participants is marked on the verbs, it also 

allows the noun phrases to move. Speakers can still undertand who is doing 

what to whom because that pronominal prefixes m ake it clear, even if the Agent 

and/or Patient is not in their usual places. In the sentence below ‘Sissy loves
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Sonny,’ the pronominal agreem ent on the verb is sio-. This informs the hearer 

that the actor is fem ale, so ‘Sissy’ must be the actor (the person doing the loving, 

not receiving the love). The possible word orders are shown in (2a-c). The basic 

word order (APV) is given first. The exam ples in (2d-f) have an asterix (*) 

because they are impossible word orders.

(2) Word Orders ‘Sissy loves Sonny.’

a. Sissy Sonny siothaeshane. APV
b. Sissy siothaeshane Sonny. AVP
c. Sonny siothaeshane Sissy. PVA

d. ♦Sonny Sissy siothaeshane. ♦PAV
e. ♦Siothaeshane Sonny Sissy. ♦VPA
f. ♦Siothaeshane Sissy Sonny. ♦VAP

As can be seen, The actor or patient can be behind the verb. This is

ususally done to emphasize the one that is remaining in front of the verb. An 

example is in (3a) where the speaker was emphasizing that the man in the 

pronominal prefix ‘he’ did not give up, rather than who he did not give up on. In 

(3b), the speaker is focuing on whether or not W illiam was visited, not that 

Henry was the visiter. In (3c), the word order PAV is shown. That is because 

the Yes/No question m arker gives Henry a  verbal reading and puts him in focus, 

as seen in the gloss.

(3) a. Nehehoje ’waete seno. [nae hfhqje ’waete senq]
ne-he-ho-je ’waete seno
NEG-3SG(EM).ACT-give.up-PAST women pl(EF)
‘He didn’t give up on the women.’

b. William le  ho’ne’ne je  Henry.
William ’le ho-’ne’ne je  Henry
William Q 3SG(EM)ACT.visit past Henry
‘Did Henry see W illiam?’
= ‘Was William visited (by Henry)?’
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c. H enryle W illiam hO’ne’nejS
‘W as it Henry that visited W illiam?’

Even though noun phrases have the freedom  to move when their 

information is m arked on the verb, Euchee is an APV word order language. This 

order has far-reaching consequences on the rest o f the language. One of the 

consequences is that all the modifiers follow the phrase they modify (their head). 

This is true of the noun phrase, where numbers and adjectives follow the noun, 

as seeen in (4a-b). It is also true o f the verb phrase, where mode and tense 

follow the verb, as seen in (4c).

(4) a. shaya nowe 
squirrel two 
“two squirrels’

b. Nvnv hap’a’aele. 
nvnv hap’a’ae-le 
river wide-STATiVE 
‘(It’s) a wide river’

c. W eda telaeho
weda te-lae-ho
lSG.ACT.gO.FUT ABLE-ENC-AFFIRM 
‘I guess I can go.’

Some verbs require three participants. In three-place verbs, the patient is 

not m arked on the verb so it must be stated as a  noun phrase, unless the hearer 

already knows what the patient is. However, if they are, the order is Actor (A), 

Patient (P), and the third participant Recipient (R) or Beneficiery (B), and then 

the verb (V). Generally, all three participants are  not stated. Again, this is 

because the verb carries the information. Generally, the actor is known and not 

state. The recipient/benefaciery is focused and placed before the patient. The 

typical order is illustrated below.
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(5) a. Mary saethl’Scine sendk’d jS. (BPV)
Mary saethl’gcine se-n6-k’5 je .
Mary service 3sG(EF).BEN-2PL(EXCL).ACT-make past
‘W e had services for M ary.’

For an example o f the possible three-place verb orders, see Chapter 3, exam ple 

(77b).

Some verbs require a  location, such as the verb ‘put’ or ‘go to.’ Required 

location phrases are always before the verb, and before the Patient.

(6) a. Tsyasotithlanefa diji.
tsyasotithlane-fa di-ji 
Califomia-DIR lSG.ACT-be.going 
‘I’m going to California.’

b. D idzehe tiyoheni tse  ta se ’o. [didzehae tiyqheni dze tse ’̂ J
di-dzehe tiyoheni tse  ta -se -’d
lSG(iNA).POSS-mother bath tub  w ate r in-3sG(EF).ACT-put 
‘M other put the w a te r in the bath tub .’
‘Mother filled the bathtub with w ater.’

When time phrases, adverbs or noun are  added, they are more free to 

move location and times

(7) a. Tsyasotithlanefa diji wae’naegatsefa.
tsyasotithlane-fa di-ji wae’naegatse-fa
Califomia-DIR lSG.ACT-be.going January-LOC
‘I’m going to California in January.’

Califomia-fa wae’naegatsefa diji.
Wae’naegatsefa Califom iafa diji.

b. Wikae’e  neshaje lale?
wikae-’e ne-sha-je lale
what-AcriVE 2sG.ACT-do-PAST yesterday 
What did you do yesterday?’
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c. ’A bend de Bosniafa gotsyaha.
’ab en d  de Bosnia-fa gotsyaha
now and Bosnia-Loc w ar
‘And now there’s a  w ar in Bosnia.’

Euchee can have discontinuous constituents. That is, a  noun and its 

demonstrative pronoun, as in “this m an’ can be separated from each other. When 

this happens, the demonstrative pronoun *this, that, these, those’ is placed after 

the verb. The exam ple in (8) gives the noun phrase constituents Ihis cake’ 

together in (8a) and as discontinuous constituents in (8b).

(8) a. W ano neci k’athl’odapisae hok’oje?
w ano fneci k’a th l’odapisael h5-k’o-je
who [this-CL(srr) cake] 3sG(E).ACT/PLUS-make-PAST
‘Who m ade this cake?’

b. Wano k’athl’odapisae hok’Oje neci?
wano [k’a th l’odapisael h6-k’o-je fnecil
who cak e  3sG(E).ACT/PLUS-make*PASTthis-CL(srr)
‘Who m ade this cake?’

Discontuous constituents are rare, but the word order is possible.

2. Com mands

Giving a command to a  hearer (‘you’ 2nd person singular or plural) is 

marked in two ways. First, since commands are always addressed to the 2nd 

person, the pronominal agreem ent does not have to appear on the verb. They 

may be used for extrem e emphasis, but are  generally not necessary. In addition, 

a command has emphatic stress on the last syllable o f the verb stem.
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(9) a. Dzety5! [dzetyq]
dze-ty6. 
lSG.PAT-help 
‘Help me!’

b. S’ae ci! [s’̂ cf]
s’ae cf
down sit 
‘Sit down!’

c. Hodi! [hodf]
ho-df
3SG(INAN).PAT-Wash 
‘Wash up!’

W agner (1934: 353-4) gives an imperative suffix -no. This suffix is indeed 

used in some commands, but it not exclusively a  command suffix. Instead, -no is 

the mode particle of intent, which can be translated as ‘intend to’ or ‘be fixin’ to.’ 

It is commonly found on commands, but it can not be used when the speaker 

needs an immediate response.

(10) a. Dzekyo! ‘Help m e!’ (‘Quickly, fm  in trouble!1)
Dzekyono! ‘Help m e!’ (‘Hey, give me a  hand over here!’)

The addition of -no also m akes the command more polite. The command 

form dzekyono is less of a  order than a  request. For exam ple, there is no need 

for a  mother to express ‘intend to’ or be polite when getting her child out o f  bed. 

Polite commands with intentive post-clitic -no are used at the Ceremonial 

Grounds in the pre-dance Calls and during dances to encourage people to come 

out and dance. They are also used in public gathering to call people to the table. 

Some of these are given below in (11). The 1st plural inclusive pronoun is used 

in formal commands in order to express ‘everyone.’ This can be seen in ( l ib ) .
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( I I )  a. ’AetyonS! 
Hxgonb!

*Get out and help!’ 
‘Hurry up!’

b. K’a  lothlaeno! 
Sae ]6thr6cine!

‘Everybody eat!’
‘Pray for everyone.’ (used by preachers)

When the relationship betw een the speaker and the hearer is formal, such 

as the hearer is much older than the person giving the command or is an elder in 

their own family, or distant, the speaker will continue to use the polite form even 

in immediate situations.

(12) a. K’aehano! ‘W atch out!’ (a male elder to an unrelated fem ale elder)
b. Hoshino! ‘H ave pity on him.’

In statements, the intent post-clitic -no is used to express the immediate

future as well as intent. However, commands with -no do not express a  differing

degree of future tense than commands without -no, such as ‘Get up (now)’ 

compared to ‘Get up (early tomorrow).’

3. Q uestion s

3.1 Yes/No Questions: Ye and ’y a

Yes/No questions a re  a  type o f question where the expected answ er is 

‘yes’ or ‘no.’ Yes/No questions are formed with the irrealis mode particle 'le,2 

although ya can be used in the conditions described below. In addition to a 

mode particle, Yes/No questions are signaled by rising intonation.

W agner (1934: 357) called the particle ’le a  suffix and described the 

placement as verb final, except for the attachm ent to the negative pre-clitic ne-. 

This overlooks two importatn facts about "le. First, it can be found at the end of 

most complete phrases (noun phrase, postposition phrase, verb phrase). Second, 

it has a  propensity to be found in the second position (in the position a fte r the
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first phrase o f a  sentence). These facts m ake it a  likely candidate for a  clitic (or 

bound word). However, there is evidence that the morpheme is an independent 

word. First, le  is not reduced phonologically but alw ays bears the most 

prominent stress o f the utterance and is generally accom panied by high pitch. 

Second, like other irrealis particles, le  can be the verbalizer for verbal nouns.

The Yes/No question m arker 'le prefers to be in the second position, that 

is, after the end of the first phrase. W hen there is an independent noun phrase, 

the particle can be in second positon (after the noun phrase) or after the verb 

phrase. In these positions, the question m arker has scope over the whole 

sentence. If the particle comes after any other phrase, it changes the focus to 

that phrase.

Because the Yes/No question m arker le  must appear a t the end o f a 

phrase, it can be used as a  test to determ ine the boundaries of phrases 

(constituents). The end of phrases often coincides with the end of words, and as 

such, it has been helpful in determining suffixes from clitics. Therefore, most of 

the patterns are  given below to amply illustrate its placement. Although not all 

the possible sentence patterns are given in the sections below, the rule that the 

Yes/No question particle must be a t the end of a  complete phrase and its 

preference for second position is illustrated in the common sentence patterns 

below. These are followed by the exceptions.

Regular Positions o f l e

*

Verb Phrases

The Yes/No question particle is placed at the end o f the complete verb 

phrase for a  sentential reading of the question. The verb phrase is as follows.

1) If the question is comprised of only an inflected verb, and the verb 

requires no pre-pronominal information, then le comes a fte r the verb. This is the 

second position.
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(13) Net’5 le ?  ‘Are you angry?’
Nek’ocha le ?  ‘Are you thirsty?’
N eth s le ?  ‘Do you w ant som e?’
Neky8w31e le ?  ‘Do you rem ember?
How® le ?  ‘Is there any left?’
Nega le ?  ‘Is that right?!’

The fact that this is second position and not simply word final shows up 

when a tense or mode phrase occurs after the verb phrase.

(14) a. S’eyo’x n e  l e  je?
s’e-yo-’®ne l e  je
3SG(EM).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-ask Q PAST
‘Did you ask  h im ?’ (w om en’s speech)

b. Nedzedito l e  te?
nedze-di-to  l e  te
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-gO.with Q ABLE
‘Can I go w ith you?’

2) If the question contains is comprised of only an inflected verb and  that 

verb requires pre-pronominal lexical information k ’ala ‘thing’ or a  location 

particle, then 'le comes imm ediately a fter the required k ’ala noun phrase and 

location phrase. This shows that although the required noun and location phrases 

are a  (idiomatic) lexical unit, they are treated in the syntax as separate units.3 

Thus, le  is after the first phrase. The exam ples in (15a) show the noun phrase 

k ’ala or k'a, and (15b) show a  typical variety of questions in Location Particle + 

Verb idioms.

(15) Verb with Pre-Pronomonal Lexical Information: Idioms

a. k ’ala + Verb Constructions
K’ala l e  ’a sh sd e?  
K’ala l e  hok’o?

‘Have you all eaten  already?’ 
‘Is he working?’
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b. Location Particle + Verb Constructions
Ke le  seyo’wdde jS? 
Ki’ le ’wgde jg?
S’ae l e  newi 
Y uti l e  wethla je?  
’Ahe l e  neji?
Ke l e  d5wa?

‘Did you call her?’
‘Did you call (me)?
‘Did you fall down?’
‘Did he (non-Euchee) go inside?’ 
‘Are you going there?’
‘Is that right?’

In Particle + Verb constructions ’le must come im m ediately after the 

location particle phrase. Speakers find 'le a t the end o f the verb either 

ungrammatical or very awkward, as seen in the exam les in (16a) that have an 

asterix. The reading for le  after a  verb requiring k ’ala is a  little better, but 

speakers still prefer the second position, as in (16b).

(16) a. ’A l e n e j a j e ?
*’A neja l e  je?

Ke l e  seyo’wede je? 
??Ke seyo’wede le  je?

b. K’ala  l e ’ashaede? 
*K’ala ’ashaede le?

K’ala l e  hok’o?
??K’ala  hok’o le*?

‘Did you say that?’

‘Did you call her?’

‘Have you all eaten  already?’ 
‘Have you all eaten  already?’

‘Is he working?’
‘Is he working?’

The question below in (17a) gives a  reduplicated location particle and 

verb stem. Interestingly, the particle le must go in betw een the stem location ke 

and the reduplicated location. And in ( L7b), the exam ple shows two coordinated 

clauses, where the second clause is the question. The Yes/No question particle 

le  is still second position in the question clause.
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(17) a. Distributive Reduplication

KeTeke cici? [keTeke CiCt]
ke-Te-ke ci-ci 
there-Q-REDUP sit-REDUP 
‘Do you know  w here h e ’s at?’

b. In 2nd position of the question clause 

’Ahe do deso ’a le  yo
’ahe do de so ’a  Te yo
here lSG.PAT.be.located and  also  here Q 2sG.PAT.be.located
‘I’m here, are you?’ (JC VI-36)

See Chapter 4, Section 2 for pre-pronominal lexical information.

Negative Phrase

The sentential negative phrase is a  pre-clitic on the verb phrase. The 

Yes/No question particle comes after the negative phrase, and so negative 

cliticizes to the Yes/No question particle.

(18) a. NeTe k’ashae?
NeTe k’aethle’elae? 
NeTe ’yo’oda?

b. NeTe k’ala  hok’o? 
*Nek’ala  Te hok’o? 
?Nek’ala  hok’o Te?

‘Aren’t you eating?
T h ere ’s nothing wrong, is there? 
‘Don’t you know?’

‘He isn’t working?/Is he not working?

Although the Yes/No question particle is in second position, its placement with 

the negative pre-clitic can also be due to the focus on the negative in negative 

questions.

Noun Phrases

When the question contains an independent noun phrase, 'le generally 

comes at the end of the complete noun phrase. This is the second position. 

However, speakers can (and do) put the Yes/No question m arker after the verb
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phrase when noun phrases are  present, apparently without awkwardness and 

without a  change in focus.

The examples in (19) show ’le after noun phrases which contain only one 

noun with no modifiers.

(19) T e  l e  nethae? ‘Do you want one?’ [t’e l?n thae]
T a d i’ le nethae? ‘Do you need a  light?’
’Igop’ene l e  nethae? ‘Do you want a  cigarette?’
Neci l e  ’ayogwa je? ‘Is that what you m eant?’
Gop’a  l e  nedzeyogwane? ‘Do you call yourself Creek?’ (JC)

The examples in (20) show 'le a t the end of larger noun phrases.

(20) a. Tulsahe l e  neji? [thAlsahe l e  neji]
Tulsa-he l e  ne-ji
Tulsa-LOC Q 2SG.ACT*gO
‘Are you going to Tulsa?’

b. T a b a ’ae ha l e  siodi di?
’y aba’ae-ha l e  sio-di-di
apple-CL/PL(INAN) Q 3SG(E).ACT/PLUS-wash-REDUP
‘Is she w ashing the  ap p les?’

c. K’ote howahale l e  ’ahokaeje?
k’ote ho-waha-le l e  ’a  ho-kae-je
person 3PL(E).PAT-many-STATlVE Q here 3PL(E).ACT-arrive-PAST
‘Did a lot o f people com e?’ (men’s speech) (GB)

d. Chyaso ’a te le  hono?
chyaso ’ate l e  ho-no
m oney enough Q 3sG(EM).PAT/DAT-be.located
‘Does he have enough money?’ (men’s speech) (JC VI-39)

The examples in (21) show sentences with a  noun phrase, but ’le is not in second 

position but comes after the verb phrase.
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(21) a. K’agoyutsole sa weshane le ?
k’agoyutsole sa w esha-ne l e
hospital still 2SG.ACT.gO-HAB Q
‘Are you still going to the hospital?’ (GB)

b. Y a b a ’aeha l e  siodidi?
’y ab a’« -h a  l e  sio-di-di
apple-CL/PL(lNAN) Q 3SG(EF).ACT/PLUS-wash-REDUP
‘Is she w ashing th e  ap p les?’

Y ab a’aeha siodidi le ?
‘Is she washing the apples?’

Because noun phrases can be expanded, and because !le can come at the 

end of the noun phrase or the verb phrase for sentential reading, the placement 

of 'le can look rather haphaizard to learners. However, the exam ple sentence in

(22) show that in all the placements, the rule that ‘le must occur a t the end of a 

complete phrase is upheld. The phrases are marked with brackets [ ] in the 

interlinear translation.

(22) a. Millie l e  se’ayush’e?
[Millie] l e  se-’a-yush’e
M illie Q 3SG.PAT-2PL.ACT-wait.for
‘Are you all waiting for Millie?’

b. Millie seno l e  se’ayush’e?
[Millie seno] l e  se-’a-yush’e
M illie CL/DET(EF) Q 3SG.PAT-2PL.ACT-wait.for
‘Are you all waiting for M illie?’

c. Millie send se ’ayush’e  le ?
Millie send  [se-’a-yush’e] l e
Millie CL/DET(EF) 3SG.PAT-2PL.ACT-wait.for Q
‘A re you a ll w aiting for M illie?’
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Independent Pronouns

A noun phrase may be an  independent pronoun. In general independent 

pronouns are only used for emphasis, contrast, or clarification. When they do 

occur, they are almost always in sentence initial position. So, when a  question 

has an independent pronoun, ’le follows the independent pronoun.

(23) a. D fle dzeyosh’e?
di l e  dze-yo-sh’e
lSG Q lSG.PAT-2SG.ACT+’YU-wait
‘Are you waiting for me?

b. ’O dfle s’edzio’aene?
’odi l e  s’e-dzio-’aene
we Q 3SG(EM). ACT-1SG. PAT/PLUS-ask
‘Did he ask usT

c. T se le  ke’e  nesha? [dze’le ke’s-nSa]
tse l e  ke-’e  ne-sha
you Q way-ACTiVE 2sG.ACT-do
‘Did you do that?’

d. Di’le ’adzegwa?
di l e  ’adze-gwa 
I Q 2PL.PAT-say 
‘Do you mean m eT

Postposition Phrases

The Yes/No question particle can appear after a  postposition phrase. This 

can have very little change in scope, as shown in the (24a). However, in general 

the 'le on a  postposition particle em phasizes the exact placement, and thus 

changes the scope from sentential to the location phrase.
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(24) a. Thl’ostane tihe Te ci?
thl’ostane ti-he Te ci
box in-LOC Q sit
‘Is it in the box?

Thl’ostane Te tihe ci? ‘Is it in the box?

Thl’ostane tihe ci Te? ‘Is it in the box?

b. W almart yutihe Te sion5?
Walmart yutihe Te sio-no
W alm art inside Q 3sG(EF).PAT/PLUS-be.located
‘Is she inside W alm art (or waiting in the car)?

Exceptional 'le Position: Kede

A notable exception to the end o f phrase rule is with the adverb kede 

‘now.’ W henever kede is used, the Yes/No question particle is placed between

the two syllables, resulting in ke’lede. This apparent infixation is exceptional in

all of Euchee morphology. However, the irrealis modes, including le, are 

verbalizers. And -de is the completed aspect suffix. Therefore, the likely form 

of ke’lede is not infixation, but the apsect suffixing to the verbal elem ent 'le. This 

is illustrated below.

(25) ke Tede
ke Te-de 
there q-cplt 
‘now?’

Although this is the probable structure, speakers treat the phrase as one word 

(indicating that 'le cliticizqd t<? ke). The question particle with the adverb kede 

‘now’ is treated here as a  whole, and is glossed ‘now.Q’ for convenience.

If kede is present, the Yes/No question prefers to attach to this adverb, 

with very few exceptions for extrem e emphasis elsewhere in the question. The 

Yes/No question particle can be moved after the verb phrase, but speakers rarely
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do this outside o f elicited forms. The adverb and Yes/No particle ke'lede is 

translated as “yet’ or ‘now.’ Examples are  given in (26).

(26) a. Ke’lede khaenewi?
k e’led e  khae-ne-wi 
now.Q th rough-1 pl . ACT-pass
‘A re w e fin ished?’

b. 'Yuciha go’wedene’e ke’lede ’yo’oda? [’iyohAnda]
’yuciha go’w edene’e  ke’lede ’yo-’oda
E uchee language now.Q 2SG.ACT+’YU-know
‘H ave you learned  to speak  the  E uchee language ?’ (WC)

c. Ke’lede hishehe sono lae?
ke’led e  hishehe so-n5 lae
now.Q b ette r 2.PAT/DAT-be enc

‘Are you feeling b e tte r ye t? ’

d Ke’lede nedzesh’o? 
ke’lede nedze-sh’o 
now.Q 2sG.PAT-be.tired 
‘Are you tired (yet/now)?’

e . ke’led e  ’ad e  sono [ke’leda de sonq]
k e’led e  ’ad e  so-no
now.Q enough 2SG.PAT-have
‘Do you have enough?’

No other adverbs work this way, as can be seen in (27).

(27) a. ’Ade ’le? ‘Is that enough?’

b. Hile ’le? ‘Is that all?’

c. Sa ’le hosto?
sa l e  ho-sto
Still Q 3SG(lNAN).PAT/DAT-cl0Sed
‘Is it still closed?’
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d. Sa hostd le ?
sa  ho-std l e
Still 3SG(lNAN).PAT/DAT-closed Q
‘Is it still c losed?’

Exceptional ’le Position : Tense and Mode

The Yes/No question particle can never be placed after the tense or mode 

phrase. The questions in (14) are repeated  in (28) below, with the addition of 

the ungrammatical placement word finally after a  tense or mode phrase.

(28) a. S’eyo’aene l e  je?
s’e-yo-’aene l e  je
3SG(EM).PAT-2SG.ACT/PLUS-ask Q PAST
‘Did you ask him?’ (women’s speech)

♦S’eyo’aene je  le?

b. Nedzedito l e  te?
nedze-di-to  l e  te
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-gO.with Q ABLE
‘Can I go with you?’

♦Nedzedito te le?

Changing ‘le Position: Focus

When le  is not in the 2nd position, it changes the focus of the question 

from the whole sentence to the phrase that it is imm ediatley following. The 

difference can be seen in the meeting questioned in (29) below. Tuesday is the 

usual meeting day for this group. In (29a) the question is sentence-level scope. 

The question particle comes after the verb phrase and the verb ‘see each other’ is

in question. However, in (29b) the verb is ‘m eet’, but question does not focus on

whether or not they will meet. Rather, the question particle comes after the 

noun phrase ‘Monday’ because it is different from the usual. So, ‘Monday’ is the 

focus o f the question in (29b).
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(29) a. Sentence-Level Scope

Y ush’igowefa nedzedi’ne le?
’yush’igow e-fa nedze-d i-’ne ’le
Tuesday-on 2sG.PAT-lSG.ACT-see Q
‘W ill I see  you on T uesday?’

b. W ord-Level Scope: Focus

Y u sh i’aga lew ifa  l e  k’Sle neha?
’yushi’aga lew i-fa  l e  k’a -le  ne-ha
M onday-on Q together-m any lPL.ACT-PL.be.located
‘A re w e gonna m ee t on M onday?’

Another example o f change in focus by the placement o f le  is in (30).

(30) a. Maxine gowaene seyoki l e  jg.
M axine gowaene se-yo-ki l e  je
M axine quilt 3sG(EF).DAT-2sG/PLUS-receive Q past

‘Did you get the quilt from  M axine?’

b. Maxine gowaene l e  seyoki je.
M axine gowaene l e  se-yo-ki je
M axine quilt Q 3sG(EF).DAT-2SG/PLUS-receive past  
‘Did you get a  quilt from  M axine?’

c. Maxine l e  gowaene seyoki je.
Maxine l e  gowaene se-yo-ki je
Maxine Q quilt 3SG(EF).DAT-2sG/PLUS-receive past  
‘Did you get a  quilt from M axineT

d. Maxine gowaene se le  yoki je.
M axine gowaene s e - le  yo-ki je
M axine quilt 3sg(ef)-Q  2sG/PLUS-receive Past

‘Did you get a  quilt from her, M axineT  (=How w onderful!)

Ya YesINo Questions

The mode particle ’ya  can also be used to ask Yes/No questions. The 

precise nature of the question varies, but all reflect the future and tentative 

nature o f the copular use o f  'ya. W agner (1934: 357) gave a  [-ya] as a  suffix for
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all Yes/No questions concerning the future, but this comprehensive usage does 

not exist today. In all instances, the question is short (noun) and the 'ya still 

functions as the predicate. The position o f ’ya  is sentence initial. These Yes/No 

questions are translated as ‘how about.’

(31) a. Y a  weyugone? ‘How about Friday?

b. Y a  ’agahe? ‘How about tomorrow?
?’Agahe ]ya?

c. Y a  tse? ‘How about you?/Are you?’

Another use o f 'ya is to ask for a  favor. The tentative 'ya adds deference,

or politeness, to the request.

(32) a. Hok’we ’ya?
ho-k’we ’ya
3sG(iNAN).PAT/DAT-send expect
‘Will you send it?’ (= please send it) (JC:V-118)

b. K’aehafa ’ya? 
k’aeha-fa ’ya 
watch-UN ex p ect
‘Will you watch them ?’ (JC:V-114)

Yes/No Questions with Only Intonation

Yes/No questions can be performed without ’le. In these questions, the 

rising intonation of the Yes/No question is exaggerated. In (33), the Yes/No 

particle is used, but in (33b), the same question is given with just the rising 

intonation. (33c) is another example of rising intonation.

(33) a. M axine l e  sio’yothl’i? [M axine ’le sho’y q l’i / ]
M axine l e  sio-’yothl’i
M axine Q 3sG(EF).POSS-knife
‘Is that M axine’s kn ife?’
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b. M axine ’ydthl’ine g6? [M axine ’yqf’ine kq'*]
M axine ’ySthl’ine g5
M axine knife be.POT
T h at is M axine’s knife?’

H5, Maxine sedi. 
ho Maxine sedi
yes Maxine 3sg (ef).poss

‘Yes, it’s hers.’

c. Kede howethla? [kede hAwethla/ ]
kede hd-wethla
now 3SG(EM).ACT-go
‘Should he be going now ?’

3.2 Information  Q uestions: Wa

Information (or content) questions are questions in which the response 

contains information beyond ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ Information questions contain a  

question word (interrogative pronoun). The question words not only signal that 

the clause is a question, but they indicate what kind o f information is being 

asked. With the exception o f wikce *what,’ all the question words are formed with 

the question stem wa. The question word has rising pitch (indicated with a  [a]), 

but the end of question has falling intonation. With only a  few exceptions, the 

rising pitch is on the second syllable of the information word. The list of 

question words is in (34).

wan6 ‘who’
wikx ‘what’
wahe ‘where’
wafa ‘where to’
wahe’ede ‘why’
wakeshta ‘when’
w at’e ‘how much’
wat’ehe ‘what tim e’
wakhe ‘how’
waci ‘which (round one)’
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The question word is generally found a t the beginning o f the sentence, as 

in (35a). However, when the question word refers to the actor o f two-place verb, 

it can also be immediately before the verb phrase (in situ), as in (35b).

(35) a. Wano neci h5k’8je?
wano ne-ci ho-k’o-jg
w ho this-CL(srr) 3sG(EM).ACT/PLUS-make-PAST
‘W ho m ade th is?’

b. Neci wano hok’oje
ne-ci wand ho-k’o-je
this-CL(srr) who 3sG(EM).Acr/PLUS-make-PAST
‘Who m ade this?’

When the question word asks for information beyond the actor or patient 

roles, the question word stays immediately before the verb phrase, as in (36a). It

can move to the beginning o f the clause, but it must take the verb phrase with it,

as in (36b. The information word can not move without the verb phrase, as seen 

in the ungrammatical question in (36c).

(36) a. William w akestale ho’ne?
William [wakesta-le ho-’ne]
W illiam  when-PAST 3sG(EM).PAT.see
‘W hen did you see  W illiam ?’

b. W akeshtale hS’ne William?
[w akesta-le ho-’ne] W illiam
when-PAST 3sG(EM).PAT.see W illiam
‘W hen did you see  W illiam ?’

c. *W akeshtale William ho’ne?
[w akesta-le] W illiam  [ho-’ne] 
when-PAST W illiam  3SG(EM).PAT.see
‘W hen did you see  W illiam ?’

The verbalizer - e  can be used to make simple, impersonal information 

questions.
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(37) a. wahe
W ahe’g?

‘where’ 
‘W here is it?

b. wikae 
Wikae’g?

‘what’
‘W hat is it?’

These verbalized question words are  often used as the main clause in 

specific information questions. This causes the content verb to be an embedded 

clause. Thus, questions such as ‘W here did you go?’ or ‘W hat is this called?’ are 

literally ‘W here is it that you have been?’ and ‘How is it that you call this thing?’ 

Several exam ples o f this construction a re  given in (38). In (38a) the content verb 

‘do’ in the em bedded clause is in the past tense. It is m arked with je  ‘past 

imperfective’, but (38b) shows that the older past imperfective she used for 

em bedded clauses is also possible. The exam ple in (38c) also shows that the 

content verb ‘ea t’ is embedded since it has requires the begative pre-clitic 

which also marks negative embedded clauses.

(40) a. Wikae’g nesha je  ’ahe?
wikae-’g ne-sha je  ’ahe
what-ACTivE 2sG.ACT-do pa st  there
‘W hat is it that you did th e re? ’
=W hat did you do there?’

b. Wikae’e  nesha she ’ahe?
wikae-’g ne-sha she ’ah e
what-ACTivE 2sG.ACT-do pa st /su b  there
‘W hat is it that you did th e re? ’
=W hat did you do there?’

c. W ahe’gde haek’ashae? 
wahe’gde hae-k’a-shae
why NEG/suB-thing-2sG.ACT.eat
‘Why a ren ’t you eating?’

It is possible that this focus structure was used as a  device to emphasize the type 

o f information question but has now become standard usage.
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The question word wand ‘who’ is form ed with the question stem  wa and 

the anim ate classifier -no. The anim ate classifier is derived from the root no ‘be 

located.' Notice in (39a) that the Euchee m ale men’s speech pronominal ho- is 

used by women as well because the gender, age and family relationship o f the 

referent is known to the speaker.

(39) Actor ‘who’

a. Wano hok’oje? 
wano ho-k’o-je
who 3SG(E)ACT/DAT-make-PAST 
‘Who m ade it?’

b. Wano ’i howaje?
wano ’i ho-w a-je
who tobacco 3sG(E).PAT-give-PAST
‘Who gave him (or her) the tobacco?’

W hen the person in question is the patient, and the actor is another 3rd person,

then the actor is stated. The actor may come after the verb, as seen in (40a).

(40) Patient ‘who’

a. W ano s’iok’o Julia?
wano sio-k’o Julia
who 3SG(EF).ACT/PLUS-make Julia
‘Who did Julia m ake it for?’

b. Wano ne’ne? 
wano ne-’ne
who 2sG.ACT-see 
‘Who did you se e ? ’

The question word wikce (-  [wigae]) is used for non-humans. Used by 

itself, it can have three different stress and intonation patterns which signal 

different questions.
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(41) a. Wikae? [wika£/J ‘W hat is that?’ (seeking information)

b. Wikae? [w ikae/] ‘W hat? (didn’t understand or heair)

c. Wikae?! [wikaS \ ]  W hat is thatT  (disbelief, disgust)

The information word wikce does not change if the predicate is in the past or 

future. Examples of wikce in full clauses follow in (42).

(42) Wikce ‘W hat’

a. Wikae segwa? 
wikae se-gwa
what 3sG(EF).ACT-say 
‘W hat did she say ?’

b. Wikae’e nesha? 
wikae-’e ne-sha
w hat-A cnvE  2sG.ACT-do.FUT
‘W hat a re  you going to do today?’

c. Wikae’e  neshaje lale?
wikae-’e  ne-sha-je  lale
what-ACTiVE 2sG.ACT-do-PAST yesterday
‘W hat did you do y esterd ay ?’

d. Wikae ne’aene nethae?
wikae ne-’aene ne-thae
what 2sG.ACT-ask 2sG.ACT-want
‘W hat do you w ant to  ask ?’

For some speakers, the question wikcehe ‘W hat is it?’ can be interchanged with 

wikce e ‘W hat is it?’ with no change in meaning.

(43) Wikaehe nesha? 
wikae-he ne-sha
what-LOC 2sG.ACT-do
‘W hat a re  you doing?’

The location question word wahe is composed o f the question stem  wa 

and the general location suffix -ke. The parts can be seen in (44a); however, it
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is glossed simply as ‘where,’ as in 44b). The question 44c) gives a  frequently 

used question.

(44) Wahe ‘W here’

a. W ahe’6? 
wa-he-’e 
wa-LOC-ACTIVE 
‘W here is it?’

b. Vi wahe seno.
Vi wahe se-no
Vi w here 3sG(EF).PAT-be.located
‘W here is Vi?’

c. W ahe’gde? [wahende] 
wahe-’e-de
where-ACTiVE-CMPLT 
‘W here have you b een?’

The question word wafa implies movement ‘to where’ or ‘in what 

direction.’ It is composed o f the question stem  wa and the general direction 

suffix -fa. The composition can be seen in (45a); however, it is glossed as 

‘where to,’ as in (45b).

(45) Wafa ‘W here to’

a. W afa neji? [woftj nji] 
wa-fa ne-ji
wa-DlR 2SG.ACT-gO
‘Where are you going? = W hat direction are you going?’

b. W afa weshaje? [wafq shaj4]
wafa wesha-je
w here.to  2sG.ACT.go-PAST
‘Where did you go? = W hat direction did you go?’
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In most situations, however, wahe and wafa are used interchangeably. 

This can be seen in the (46a-b) below, where wahe is used with the same 

frequency and meaning as wafa  in (45a-b) above.

(46) a. W ahe neji? [woh^ nji]
wahe ne-ji 
where 2sG.ACT-go 
‘W here are you going?’

b. W ahe nesha je?  [wohs-nshajs]
wahe wesha-je 
where 2sG.ACT.go-PAST 
‘W here did you go?
= W here were you?’

The commonly asked questions in (47) are always contracted in normal 

speech. The contractions are  given above in the phonetic transcriptions and 

below using the spelling system.

(47) a. W ahenji? contracted form
W ahe neji? full form

b. W afanji? contracted form
W afa neji? full form

The verbalizer 'e is not acceptable with wafa.

(48) a. wahe’e ‘W here is it?’
b. *wafa’e ‘W here is it (going)?

In addition, the verbal W ahe’e? ‘W here is it?’ (presented in (37) above) 

can not be embedded in another clause for the reading ‘where is it th a t . . .? ’ An 

embedded question wahee  is ungrammatical, as seen in (49b) below. The reason 

for this is not clear.
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(49) a. W ahe neji? [wah^ nji]
w ahe ne-ji 
where 2sG.ACT-go 
‘W here are  you going?’

b. *W ahe’S neji? 
w ahe-’6 ne-ji
where-AcnvE 2sG.ACT-go 
‘Where are you going?’

The question word ‘why’ appears to be a  combination of wahe ‘w here’ with 

the completive verbal ending 'ede.

(50) W ahe’ede ‘why’

a. W ahe’ede siothla je? 
w ahe’ede sio-thla je  
why 3SG(EF).ACT/PLUS-gO PAST 
‘Why did she go there?’

b. W ahe’ede hiyo’oda nethae? 
wahe’ede hi-yo-’oda
why 3sG(iNAN).PAT-2sG.ACT+’YU-know
‘Why do you w ant to  know ?’

Dakede hido’dda dithae. 
dakede hi-do-’oda
just 3 sg (in a n ) .p a t-  1 s g .a c t +’YU-know
‘I just w anted  to know .’

The question word for m anner is always in the verbal form wakhee  ‘how.’

(51) a. W akhe’e ’a  gogene
w akhe-’e  ’a  go-ge-ne
how-ACTiVE loc 3sG.iMP-say-HAB
‘How is th a t said?/H ow  do you s a y  ? ’
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b. M aggie tsothok’athl’o wakhe’6 sek’6?
M aggie tsothok’athl’o wakhe’S se-k’o
M aggie com .bread how 3sG(EF).ACT*make
‘How does M aggie m ake (her) com bread?’

There is a  specific question word wakesta ‘how far.’ It appears to be 

m ade o f the stem  wa and keshta ‘distance.’ If  the expected response is Tar aw ay’ 

the question may be nasalized wakhesta. The typical question is given in (52a), 

followed by several appropriate responses in (52b).

(52) Wakesta ‘How far’

a. W akesh ta’e  ’ahe? 
w akesh ta-’e  ’ahe 
how .far-A cnvE  there 
‘How fa r is it (over there)?

b. ’Yukho::le ’ahe! ‘A long ways off!’
’Akeshtahe! ‘A long way!’
N edese ’yukho ’ahe ‘Not too far*
Keshta’e  ‘It’s near.’

The question word wakeshta ‘how far’ is modified with the general

location suffixes -he ‘here, in the future’ and -le ‘back again, past.’ This creates

wakeshtahe literally ‘how far in the future’ or ‘when (future),’ and wakeshtale 

literally ‘how far in the past’ or ‘when (past).’

The future sense o f ‘when’ is given in (53) below.

(53) Wakeshtahe ‘W hen, in the future’

a. W akeshtahe depule nedzedin’e?
w akesh ta-he depule nedze-di-n’e  
when-FUT again  2sG.PAT-lSG.ACT-see
‘W hen will I see  you ag a in ? ’

b w akesh tahe nile sh l
w akesh ta-he ni-le sh l 
w hen-Firr here-back  2sG.arrive.FUT
‘W hen a re  you com ing back?’
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c. W akeshtahe sxchine ’ok’6?
w akeshta-he sx ch in e  ’o-k’6
when-FUT serv ice  3PL(E).ACT-make
‘W hen a re  th ey  going to  have the (funeral) serv ice?’
(women’s speech) (GB)

The past sense of wakeshtale is seen in (54) below.

(54) wakeshtale ‘W hen, in the  p ast’

a. W akeshtale how ile? 
w akeshta-le ho-w ile 
when-PAST 3sG(EM).ACT-pass.on 
‘W hen did he  d ie?’ (GB)

b. W akeshtale h e ’ne Sim on? 
w akeshta-le he-’ne Simon
when-PAST 3sG(EM).PAT-see Sim on
W hen did you see  Sim on?

The question word ‘how much’ wat'e asks about a  number or quantity, and 

so it is with wa and the number t'e ‘one.’ The information question wat’e stays 

immediately before the verb instead o f moving to the beginning of the sentence.4

(55) Wat’e ‘How m uch’

a. W echa:no w at’e  wethae? [wi£ha:nq w at’e  w e thae]
w echa-w eno w at’e  we-thae
chicken-CL(NE) how .m uch 3PL(NE).ACT-want
‘How much do they (non-Euchee) want for that chicken?’

b. Chyaso wat’e  ’atho? 
chyaso wa-t’e ’a-tho
money how.much 2PL.ACT-go.with 
‘How much are you asking?’

c. Chyaso wat’e ’ak’ayo? 
chyaso wat’e  ’a-k’5-yo
money how.much LOC-coLL-2sG.ACT/PLUS-go 
‘How much money do you have?’ (=with you right now)
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The question word w at’e ‘how much’ can be suffixed with the general 

location suffixes -he to  create the question word w at’ehe ‘what tim e.’ The answer 

must be a  specific time, or number. The question word wat’ehe is used for both 

future tim e and past time. It does not have a  past time variation *wat'ele, like 

wakhestahe ‘when, in the future’ and wakhstale ‘when, in the past.’ The example 

in (56a) gives a  typical w at’ehe question and specific time response.

(56) W at’ehe ‘W hat tim e’

a. W at’ehe nele shl?
w at’eh e  n e-le  sh l
w hat.tim e h ere-back  2sG.arrive.FUT 
‘W hat tim e a re  you com ing back?’

Tsebithli nowe. *2 o’clock’

b. W at’eh e  he le  h6thli? 
w at’eh e  ne-le  ho-thli
w hat.tim e here-back  3SG(EM).ACT-arrive 
‘W hat tim e did he  get here?’ (m en’s speech)

The question ‘which’ is referential— it refers to a specific entity, one out of 

many in a  group. Because.it refers to a definite object, it requires the 

appropriate singular or plural noun class post-clitic. It is never verbal.

(57) Wa + noun class/plural ‘which’

a. Inanim ate, Singular and Plural

wac'i ‘which (sitting thing)’
wafa ‘which (standing thing)’
wa’e  ‘which (lying thing)

w aha ‘which ones’
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b. Animate, Singular

wahdnd ‘which, Euchee man’ (men’s speech, BPD)
wahdnd ‘which, Euchee man’ (men’s speech)

*which, Euchee (gender non-known)’ 
was’end “which, Euchee man’ (women’s speech)
wasend ‘which, Euchee fem ale’
wa’ond “which, Euchee man/woman’
wawend or wa:n6 “which, non-Euchee’

c. Animate, Plural
wahino ‘which, Euchee m en’ (men’s speech, BPD)
wahdnd “which, Euchee m en’ (men’s speech)
w alno  “which, Euchee men’ (women’s speech)
wawend “which, non-Euchees’

The interrogative wa has two possible placements. It most often occurs 

immediately before the noun it is individualizing. This is also the initial position

of the sentence. In addition, it can rem ain imm ediately preceding the verb

phrase. The exam ples in (58) show the different placements.

(58) a. W awend boshi wenethae?
wa-weno boshi we-ne-thae
Which-CL(NE) cat 3SG(NE).PAT-2SG.ACT-want
‘Which cat would you like?’

Boshi wawend wenethae?
boshi wa-wend we-ne-thae
ca t which-CL(NE) 3SG(NE).PAT-2SG.ACT-want
‘W hich cat would you like?’

b. W ahdnd got’e  nowe hdno honethae?
w a-hdno got’e  now d hdno ho-ne-thae
which-PL(E) m an tw o pl 3PL(E).PAT-2sG.ACT-want
W hich tw o m en do you w ant (m e to  call o v er here)?

Got’e nowe hdno wahdnd honethae?
got’e nowe hdnd wa-hdno ho-ne-thae
m an tw o PL which-PL(E) 3PL(E).PAT-2sG.ACT-want
Which two men do you want (me to call over here)?
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More examples of ‘which’ follow in (59).

(59) a. Waci hiydrnda thae?
wa-ci hi-y5-’6n d a  thae
which-CL(srr) 3sG(iNAN).PAT-2sG.ACT-know 2sG.ACT-want
‘W hat part do you w an t to  know  abou t?’

b. Wafa ’yafa yo’aene?
w a-fa ’y a-fa  yo-’aene
which-CL(STAND) tree-CL(STAND) 2sG.ACr/DAT-ask
‘W hich tree  a re  you ask ing  ab o u t?’

c. Waha ne’ne?
w a-ha ne-’ne
which-PL(iNAN) 2sG.ACT-see
‘Which ones (museums in the South) did you see?’

4. N eg a tio n

Euchee has two negative pre-clitics ne- and hce-. The negative pre-clitic 

ne- is the most productive today.

4.1 IMPEPENDENT CLAUSE: Ne-

The negative pre-clitic ne- can be stressed or unstressed. W hen it is 

stressed, it has high pitch. The pronunciation o f ne- is often /nae-/.5 The negative 

pre-clitic ne- can be attached to the verb or a  noun. In both cases, it is the 

outermost clitic. A ttached to the verb, it has scope over the verb and therefore 

the sentence, as in (60a-b), or clause, as seen in (60c-d).

(60) a. Di dziosh’i'xci ’ahe nedzo hetede.
di dzio-sh’i’ae-ci ’ahe ne-dzo hetede
Isg lsG(A).poss-coat-CL(srr) there NEG-lSG.bring warn

‘I had better not bring my coat.’
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b. Y udash’ifa nSkhotha!
’yudash’i-fa nae-khotha
door-CL(STAND) NEG-open
‘D on’t open th e  door!’

c. K’a la  nSs’egw a jg  ngsaele.
k’a la  nS-s’e-g w a je  sae-Ie
thing NEG-3sG(EF).act-say past good-STATiVE
‘H e didn’t  say  som ething good.’ (w om en’s speech)

d. W e’wede des6 ngke’g te
w e-’w ede deso ne-ke-’g te
3PL(NE).ACT-talk but NEG-way-ACTIVE ABLE.FUT
T h e y  (non-Euchee) talk  about it, but it w on’t b e  done.’ (JC VII-78)

Attached to the noun, the negative pre-clitic has scope over the noun

phrase.

(61) a. Ne’yopane dzogo’e.
ne-’yopane dzo-go’e 
NEG-pocket lSG.PAT/PLUS-have 
‘I have not pockets.’

b. Ne’yuciha se’w ede ke’e.
ne-’yuciha se-’w ede ke-’e
NEG-Euchee 3sG(EF).ACT-talk way-ACTiVE
‘She doesn’t ta lk  like a  E uchee.’

When Yes/No Questions are negative, the question post-clitic is almost 

always attached to the negative pre-clitic.

(62) a. N e le  k’a la  hok’o?
n e-le  k’ala  ho-k’o
neg-q thing 3sG(EM)ACT/PLUS-make
‘Isn’t he working?’

When the negative pre-clitic ne- is accompanied by the habitual suffix -ne on the 

verb, the negative is ‘never’ or ‘not ever.’
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(63) ne- V /-ne/ ‘Never, Not Ever’

a. NSsedik’a ’wedene. [nssedik’q’wedene] 
ne-se-di-k’5-’wede-ne
NEG-3SG(EF).PAT-1 SG.ACT-COLL-talk-HAB 
‘I never ta lk  with her.’

b. Tholeshpeneha nekew ahene. [tho lsshp?neha n^qkew ahqne]
tholeshp€ne-ha ne-ke-w ahe-ne
indian.tumip-PL(lNAN) NEG-DlR-play-HAB
‘Don’t ever be playing with Indian turnips!’

c. N es’aesecine. [n^s’asec ine] 
ne-s’a -se-c i-n e  
NEG-down-3SG(EF).ACT-sit
‘She never sits down.’
= ‘She is always busy.’

d. Nehdtsane hot h a .
ne-ho-tsa-ne h o -th a
NEG-3SG(EM).ACT-sleep-HAB 3SG(EM).ACT-want 
‘He never w ants to sleep .’

The negative pre-clitic ne- and the adverb deso or so ‘also’ is translated as 

‘yet.’ This is seen in (64a). It can also m ean ‘not either,’ as seen in (64b).

(64) a. Sa nek’as’ek ’o. [sq na?k’a s ’ek ’q]
sa ne-k’a-s’e-k’o 
also  NEG-thing-3sG(EM).ACT-make 
‘He isn’t working yet.’ (w om en’s speech)

b. ’Asegwahe desoho nes’eyu’onda.
’a-se-gw a-he deso-ho ne-s’e-yu’onda
LOC-3SG(EM).ACT-say-SUB also-AFFIRM NEG-3SG(EM).ACT-know
‘She says he doesn’t know either.’

The negative pre-clitic ne- rarely contracts. (65) is an example o f the 

negative pre-clitic contracting with the non-Euchee pronominal we-.
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(65) Di sedzek’i ’w ede i s ,  ndn5. [di sedzek’Q’w ede I s  nqnA]
di se-dze-k’S-’w ede I s  nS-wenS
lSG 3SG(EF).ACT-1 SG.PAT-COM-talk but NEG-3SG(NE).PAT.be 
‘She ta lked  to m e, but no t him .’

4.2 D epen d en t  C l a u s e : H d-

The negative pre-clitic h d -  is used in dependent clauses.6 However, to 

some speakers the difference betw een ne- and hd-  has been lost. They use only 

ne- productively, while hd -  has been retained in some fixed phrases.

The example in (66) shows a  dependent clause with all the dependent 

markers: The dependent negative precltic hce-, the depedent past imperfective 

she- and the dependent clause m arker -ci ‘that.’

(66) H sd ith s  sheci hi’yo’oda’6
h s-d i- th s  she-ti
NEG-SUB-1SG. ACT-want pa st-s u b .c l(sit)

hi-’yo-’oda’e
3SG(lNAN).PAT-2SG.ACT+’YU-know
‘You know I didn’t want it.’

In some cases, the English translation hides the dependent nature o f the 

clause. In (67a) below, the active verbalizer -e  is used with the question word 

‘why.’ Making a qustion word a  verb is common in Euchee. The literal 

translation is given first with the dependent clause underlined. In (67b) both the 

adverb ‘long time’ and the noun ‘rain’ are verbal structures.
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(67) a. W ahe’S h x  k’ashae?
w ahe-’S h x -k ’a  shae
w hy-A cnvE  NEG.suB-thing lSG.ACT.eat
‘W hy is it th a t you a ren ’t ea tin g ?’
= ‘Why aren’t you eating?’

b. kasta:le h i t s e ’S
kasta-:le h i- ts e - ’e
long.time-very NEG-rain-ACTiVE 
‘It’s been a  long time since it hase rained.’
= ‘It hasn’t rained for a  long tim e.’

In addition to marking dependent clauses, the negative pre-clitic hce- is 

the preferred negative pre-clitic for verbalized nouns. These nouns retain their 

verbal structures when used in longer sentences. It is due to this fact that they 

have the dependent m arker even when they are  the com plete sentence.7

(68) a. got’e haehok’a to  h5n5
got’e hae-ho-k’at5 ho-no
m an NEG.DEP-spouse 3sG(EM).PAT-be
‘He’s an unm arried man/the unmarried m an’

b. hae’yu’ebathl’ele 
hae-’yu’ebathl’e-le 
NEG-noon-STATIVE 
‘before noon, no yet noon’

c. k’a la  haesS’Sci 
k’ala hae-se-’e-ci
thing NEG.suB-good-active-suB.CL(srr)
Things that are  bad/bad things’

d. hzek’a la  go’yu’oda ha
h x -k ’a  la go-’yu’oda ha
NEG.DEP-thing 3(iMP)-know pl(inan)
‘unknown things’

5 . D e p e n d e n t  C l a u s e s
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This section describes complex sentences which have two clauses: an 

independent (main) clause and a  dependent (em bedded) clause. An independent 

clause is fully inflected with agreem ent, and can be inflected for aspect, tense, 

and mode. It can be a  complete sentence by itself. A dependent clause relies 

on another clause for part o f its inflection or meaning, or both.

Euchee has two types o f dependent clauses. Small clauses (non-finite 

complements) are characteristically different from the other dependent clauses 

(finite complements). Causative verbs, the verb ‘want’ and sensory verbs require 

small clause complements. The other dependent clauses include noun clauses 

(complements), adjective clauses (relative clauses), and adverb clauses.

5.1 S m a ll  C lauses

The small clause in Euchee is completely dependent on the main clause. 

The main clause carries actor agreem ent and can show aspect, tense, and mode. 

The verb in the small clause can never show aspect, tense or mode (non-finite).

It is inflected only for the affected participant. However, the affected participant 

does not necessarily have patient marking. Instead, the affected participant has 

the role which the embedded verb requires, whether it is actor or patient.

Causative Constructions

In causative constructions the main clause contains a  verb of cause and 

the small clause contains a verb which shows the effect. The causative (main) 

clause follows the effect (em bedded) clause. This clause order is fixed.

The causative verbs are (go)thla ‘m ake, cause’ and (go)k’d ‘make, do.’ The 

verb (go)thla has an irregular stem in the Is* and 2nd person singular; it is 

discussed in Chapter 4, Section 1.4, but repeated in (69) for convenience.
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(69) (go)thla ‘make, cause’

Sineular Plural

1 disha ’dth la (INCL)
ndthla (EXCL)

2 nesha ’a sh a /a th la

3 (EM) m.s. h€thla hethla (E) m.s.
(EM) W.S s’e th la ’othla (E) W.S.
(EF) seth la
(NE) w eth la w ethla (NE)

The example in (70a) below shows the effect verb wee ‘save, leave behind’ 

followed by the causative verb (go)thla ‘to make, cause.’ The effect verb is the 

embedded small clause, and the cause verb is the main clause. The past tense je  

follows the main verb. It cannot follow the embedded verb. The main verb 

always has actor marking, because the causer initiates and controls the action. 

The cause verb also always requires a  patient— the affected participant. The 

affected participant is the patient o f the cause verb, but it is also the patient or 

actor of the embedded clause. In Euchee, the embedded effect verb will 

determine the role marking o f the affected patient. So, in (70a) below, the 

embedded verb wee requires patien t marking, in this case dzio-. However, (70b), 

the embedded verb tyo ‘be angry’ requires actor marking, in this case  di-.

(70) a. Dziowsle wethla je
dzio-waele w e-th la je
lSG.PAT/DAT-save 3sG(NE).ACT-make past

‘He left m e behind.’

b. Dityo wethla je.
dj-tyo w e-th la  je
ISG.ACT-angry 3sG(NE).ACT-make past
‘He m ade m e m ad.’
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Speakers do not confuse the causer the affected participant because o f the 

ridgid clause order. The first pronominal participant is always interpreted as the 

affected patient because the effect clause always comes first.

The exam ple in (71a) below shows an effect on an inanim ate object. The 

effect verb does not have 3rd person inanim ate agreem ent. In (71b), the 

causative verb is reflexive.

(71) a. Di’umpaci pha disha.
di-’opa-ci
1 SG(iNA).P0ss-finger-CL(srr)
‘I cut off my finger.’

b. Dzes’aedi’S dzedisha. 
dze-s’aedi’e dzedi-sha 
lSG.PAT-kneel lSG.REFL-make 
‘I made myself kneel.
= I humbled myself.’

At first reference, or when the particpants are  not otherwise known to the 

hearer, the speaker may state the participants in noun phrases instead just the 

pronominal agreem ent on the verb. This is often necessary when both the actor 

and the affected participant are 3rd person. W hen both participants are given in 

noun phrases, the word order is C auser [Affected V(Effect)] V(Cause). The 

brackets [ ] indicate the em bedded clause. The surface order is the basic Actor 

Patient order, but importantly the affected participant is in the em bedded clause 

with the effect verb. This is shown in (74a), again with brackets [ ] around the 

em bedded clause. The first noun phrase is always the actor, as seen in (72b).

(72) a. Staci Am anda se’a  sethla.
Staci [Amanda se-’a] se-thla
Staci [Amanda 3sG(E).ACT-cry] 3sG(EF).ACT-make
‘Staci, Am anda cry, she m ade.’
= “Staci m ade Amanda cry.’

pha disha
off lSG.Acr-make
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b. Amanda Staci se’a  sethla. 
‘Amanda m ade Staci cry.’ 
*’Staci m ade Am anda cry.’

A third participant is present when the em bedded effect verb requires a  

patient. The word order is Causer [Affected Patient V(Effect)] V(Cause). This 

basic word order is shown in (73a). However, the em bedded clause can act like 

an  independent clause in regards to word order. So, when the participants’ roles 

in the embedded clause are  clear, as they are  in (73b) with ‘Amanda’ and ‘bread,’ 

the orders inside the em bedded clause can be reversed.

(73) a. Staci Amanda k’athl’o sethlae sethla.
Staci [Amanda k’athl’o se-thlae] se-thla
Staci [A m anda b read  3sG(E).ACT-eat] 3sG(EF).ACT-make
‘Staci m ade Amanda ea t the bread.’

b. Staci Amanda k’athl’o sethlae sethla.
Staci [k’athl’o Am anda se-thlae] se-thla
Staci [bread  A m anda 3sG(E).ACT-eat] 3sG(EF).ACT-make
‘Staci m ade Amanda ea t the bread.’

In addition, the affected participant can be a t the end of the entire 

sentence. In (74a) below, the basic word order with the affected participant in 

the effect clause is given again in order to compare it with the affected 

participant a t the end o f the sentence in (74b). The causer can never be 

sentence final. Any participant in word final position must be the affected 

patient, as can be seen by comparing (74b) and (74c).

(74) a. Staci Am anda k’athl’o s e th ls  sethla.
Staci [Amanda k’athl’o se-thlae] se-thla
Staci [A m anda b read  3SG(E).ACT-eat] 3sG(EF).ACT-make
‘Staci m ade Amanda ea t the bread.’
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b. Staci k’athl’o sethlae sethla Amanda.
Staci [k’athl'o se-thlae] se-thla Amanda
Staci [bread 3SG(E).ACT-eat] 3SG(EF).ACT-make Amanda
‘Staci made Amanda eat the bread.’

c. Amanda k’athl’o sethlae sethla Staci.
Amanda [k’athl’o se-thlae] se-thla Staci
Amanda [bread 3sG(E).ACT-eat] 3sG(EF).ACT-make Staci
‘Amanda made Staci eat the bread.’
"“Staci m ade Am anda ea t the bread.’

Euchee does m ake distinctions for the force o f the causer. The sam e verb 

(go)thla is used ‘m ake’ as well as for ‘let’ (permission), ‘had,’ and forced.’

Lexical Causation

Causation in Euchee is a  construction of two clauses (called analytic or

periphrastic causation). As described above, the main clause shows the cause

and the embedded small clause shows the effect. This structure often ends up 

creating a  word or phrase (called lexical causation).8 The new meanings are 

often idiomatic and so they can not be understood from the two original parts. 

For example, in (75a), the translation is that of an analytic causative 

construction. The two parts can be analyzed as ‘m ake’ and ‘something happen’ 

(in this case ‘me mad’). However, in (70b), the two parts can not be analyzed 

separately as ‘m ake me save.’ Instead, it has a  new meaning o f ‘leave behind.’

(75) a. Analytic Causation 

Dityo wethla je.
di-tyo w e-th la  je
lSG.ACT-angrv 3sG(NE).ACT-make past 
‘He m ade m e m ad.’
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b. Lexical Causation

Dziowaele w ethla je
ozio-waele w e-th la je
lSG.PAT/DAT-save 3sG(NE).ACT-make past

‘He left m e behind.’

The verb (go)thla *to m ake or cause’ is the most frequent causative verb. 

As described above the causative verb (go)thla can be used in combination with 

any verb in order to ‘m ake someone to do something’ or ‘m ake something 

happen.’ The verb (go)thla ‘m ake’ is also the most frequent in the creation of 

new and idiomatic verbs. A list o f these lexical causatives is given in (76).

(76) Lexical Causation with (go)thla

ba disha ‘I set afire.’ (JC III-103)
cha/chya disha ‘I dry (something)’
daba(le) disha ‘I tighten’ or ‘I m ake (something) strong’
dab€ disha ‘I finish doing (something).’ (JC III-104)
dephole disha ‘I repeat’ (JC III-104)
desa(le) disha ‘I clean (something)’
dihibadae disha ‘I locked (it)’
gaege disha ‘I rattle’ (JC III-104)
gese disha ‘I sharpen’9
hash’e disha ‘I bum (something) up’ (JC III-103)
hic’o disha ‘I bend’ (JC III-103)
hik’athole disha ‘I get revenge’
hile sh’ye disha ‘I w ear (something) out’
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(76) Lexical Causation with (go)thla (Continued)

hin5 disha 
hito disha 
hohx(le) disha 
hohd disha 
hoju disha 
hoti disha 
h o w s disha 
ke s s t i  disha 
khasa disha 
’opale disha 
pha disha 
pihe disha 
sh’ye disha 
w s le  disha 
s’s  wethl’i disha 
yd disha 
'yushu disha 
’yugothla disha

‘I grease (something)’
‘I wrap (something) up’
‘I empty (something)’
‘I hook, fasten, join together1 
‘I burn (something)’
‘I pay for (something)’
‘I save (something)’
‘I start (a car/a  m achine)’
‘I crumble (bread)’
‘I refill’
‘I cut off (something)’
‘I shout’

(JC m -103) 
(JC ID-103)

(jc m-104)

(jc in-103)

(JC 111-106) 
(JC III-102)

(jc m-104)
‘I spoil (a child)/I make (a child) bad’ 
‘I leave behind’
‘I plow’10
‘I boil’ (JC III-102) 

(JC III-102) 
(irregular)

‘I shake (something) once’
‘I raise or grow (something)’

The causative verb (go)thla is often in combined a  with location particle. 

This is a  Particle + Verb Construction, am d the resulting form is always a 

causative verb. A few exam ples are  given in (77).

The verb (go)k'd *to m ake, do, or build’ is also used in causative 

constructions. Also like (go)thla, some clausal combination create new causative 

verbs. The verbs created with (go)lc'd a re  slightly less idiomatic than those with 

(go)thla. The verb (go)k’o is regular, and it requires the do- actor [+ participant] 

pronominal prefix set.

(77) tahe disha
la fa /lx fx  disha

‘I unlock’

thaehe disha 
thsele disha

‘I break (something) open’
‘I uncover.’ (JC III-105)
‘I turn (something) over.’ (JC III-105)
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(78) Lexical Causation with (go)k’o

cha dok’o 
gosh’o dok’o 
hageshe dok’o 
hitone dok’o

‘I dry’
‘I am  getting tired’
‘I play a  joke.’
‘I wrap something up.’

The verb (go)k’o is often in combination with a  noun. The created verb is 

always causative. A few are  given in (80).

(79) gothlaene dok’o ‘I cook.’ [food I make]
heti dok’o ‘I nam e him.’ [his name I make] (JC V-21)
hoshu dok’o ‘I tie something.’ [string I use]
ndsho dok’6 ‘I draw a  picture.’ [picture I make]
webane dok’o ‘I paint (something).’ [paint I use]
weyu dok’5 ‘I fry something.’ [lard I use]
’yashta dok’5 ‘I cam p.’ [camp I make]

The Verb (Go)thie W ant, Need, W ish’

The verb (go)thce ‘want, need, wish’ requires a  small clause complement. 

In many cases, ‘want’ functions as a  causative. For exam ple, in a  sentence such 

as ‘I want you to go hom e’ the speaker is attempting to cause the listener to go 

home. When the verb (go)thte ‘want, need’ functions as a  causative, it employs 

the same syntax as described above in Causative Constructions. Causative uses 

of ‘want’ follow in (80).

(80) a. K’asoci dothl’i wethae.
k’aso-ci do-thl’i we-thae
paper-CL/DET(siT) lSG.ACT/PLUS-write 3sg(ne). a c t - w ant 
T h e y  w ant m e to  sign the  paper.’

b. K’a la  ’aso ’aene dithae.
k’a la  ’aso -’aene di-thae
thing lSG.ACT/2SG.PAT-ask lSG.ACT-want
‘I w ant to ask  you som ething.’
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The verb (go)thce ‘want, need, wish’ can also show desire (desiderative).

In this sense, it also requires a  small clause complement. However, unlike the 

causative construction, the actor (the wisher) can be the sam e person as the 

patient without requiring a  reflexive verb in the main clause. Instead, the main 

clause (want) requires an actor, and the em bedded clause (what is wanted) 

agrees with the person in the main clause. The em bedded clause must have 

person agreem ent with the main clause. The role marking (actor or patient) in 

the em bedded clause, like all small clauses in Euchee, is determ ined by the 

lexical aspect o f that verb. Several examples o f the desiderative ‘w ant’ follows in 

(81).

(81) a. tse dip’e  dithae
tse di-p’e di-thae
water lSG.ACT-drink lSG.ACT-want
‘I want to drink water./I want some water.’

b. Wikae s’ep’e s’ethae?’
wikae s’e-p’e  s’e-thae
w hat 3sG(EM).ACT-drink 3sG(EM).ACT-want
‘W hat does he want to drink?’ (women’s speech)

c. K e’lede acuda  athae? 
ke’lede a-cuda Sl-thae
now.Q 2PL.ACT-listen 2PL.ACT-want
‘Do you all w ant to listen now ?’
= ‘Are you all ready to listen?’

d. Pickett-he w eda dithae.
Pickett-he weda di-thae
Pickett-Loc lSG.Acr.go lSG.ACT-want
‘I need to go to Pickett’

e. K’onvsha kes’aeteneci dikyae’aha dithae.
k’onvsha kes’aetene-ci di-kys’aha di-thae
picture move-CL/DET(srr) lSG.ACT-watch lSG.ACT-want
‘I want to watch TV.’
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Although the verb in the em bedded clause must agree in person and 

number with the actor in the main clause, the verb (go)thce ‘want’ may not have

pronominal agreem ent if the actor is understood. This can be seen in (82).

(82) a. Nedzedito 1e t5?
nedze-di-to  l e  te
2SG.PAT-lSG.ACT-gO.with Q ABLE
‘Can I go w ith you?’

b. Dzeto l e  thae?
dze-to 1e thae
1 SG.PAT-go.wth Q w ant 
‘Do you w ant to  go w ith m e?’

Perception Verbs

Perception verbs also require a  small clause in Euchee. Perception verbs 

include (go)ch’w a  ‘hear,’ (go)’ne ‘see,’ and (go)ha: ‘smell.’ Examples are in (83).

(83) a. Williams’eno s’e ’yagwa doch’wae jS
W illiam -s’eno  s’e-’yagw a do-ch’wae je
William-CL(EM) 3sG(EM).ACT-tell lSG.ACT/PLUS-hear pa st  
‘I heard  it from W illiam .’ (w om en’s speech)
=‘William told it and I heard it.’

b. ’Ahe ’igo doch’we. [’ahe ’igQ doch’w^]
’ah e  ’i-go do-ch’w6
here 3PL(E).PAT-come lSG.ACT/DAT-hear 
‘I h ea r them  com ing.’ (w om en’s speech)

5.2 Complement Clauses

Complement clauses (finite clauses) are  embedded clauses that are much 

less dependent than the small clauses. The verb in the complement clause can
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have its own aspect, tense and mode. In addition, the pronominal agreem ent is 

not dependent on the m ain clause. As such, they can stand alone as a  sentence.

However, complement clauses have markers that flag them as dependent 

clauses. These are  subordinators. There are  two (non-aspect) subordinators.

The sitting noun class ci marks subordinate clauses where the actor or the patient

o f a  stative verb is singular. The plural inanim ate ha is used when the actors or

patients of a  staive verb are  plural. These are translated as ‘that.’ In addition, 

dependent clauses are  marked with the dependent past imperfective tense she 

and the dpendent negative pre-clitic hce-. A  dependent clause, in the second line 

o f the gloss, is shown below with all of its dependent markers.

(84) W ahe’e hi’yo’oda haesyothla sheci?

W ahe-’e  hi-’yo-’oda
Why-ACTIVE 3SG(lNAN)PAT-2SG.ACT+’YU-knOW

hae-syo-thla she-ci
NEG.SUB-3SG(EF).ACT/PLUS-gO PAST.SUB-SUB.CL(SIT)

*

‘How do you know that she didn’t go?’

This fully developed system of dependent marking is not regularly used 

today. To speakers who do not use the small clause markers, dependency is 

determined by a  rigid word order. Then, the em bedded complement clause 

always precedes the main clause.

Noun Clauses

A dependent clause can fill the slot where a  patient noun should be. This 

clause is called a  noun clause. For exam ple, in (85a) the patient noun slot o f ‘I

know ______ ’ is the noun Ih e  man.’ Yet in (85b), the same patient noun slot is

filled woth a  clause Ih a t he was here.’
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(85) a. Lend hido’dda.
lend hi*do-’dda
that/(EM) 3 sg (in am ).p a t- 1 sg. ACT/’YU-know
‘I know the man.’

b. K eheci hido’dda.
ke-hd-ci hi-do’dda
LOC-3SG(EM).PAT-sit 3 sg (in am ).p a t- 1 sg. ACT/Vu-know
‘I know that he w as here .’

In Euchee, a  clause can only fill the required patient role o f a two-place 

verb ." A noun clause is the patient (complement) o f verbs o f cognition and of 

utterance, generally known as reported speech.

Cognition Verbs

The common cognitive verbs are  listed below in (85). They are given in 

1st person singular so that the verb class can be seen.

(86) Cogintive Verbs

hido’yu’oda(’e) ‘I know’ ’yu  stem verb
hido’neshe ‘I expect, I trust’ ’yu stem verb
do’nega ‘I believe’
dikydwa ‘I think’
dikyowale i  rem ember’
’a  didzae ‘I think, find’ irregular 1/2 verb

These verbs require a  noun clause complement. The noun clause 

precedes the main clause. The noun clause can be signaled by the singular 

inanimate sitting noun class post-clitic -ci a ttached to the end o f the dependent 

clause. O r the past perfective je fa  can be used in the dependent clause. This is 

read as the past pefect ‘had’ and signals that the dependent clause is in a  earlier 

relationship to the main clause. The subordinate clitic -ci and the past perfect 

je fa  can not co-occur.12
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(87) Noun Clause Markers

-c i

jefa
singular inanimate sitting noun class 
past perfective/past perfect

Examples of noun clauses follow in (88).

(88) a. Agahe doda nehethlici do’ngga.le.

agahe do-’oda
tomorrow lsG.ACT+’YU-know

nehe thli-ci do-’nSga-:le
here amve-CL/suB(srr) ISG.ACT/PLUS-believe-really

Tomorrow, I know, I really believe it will come.’
= ‘I firmly believe that tomorrow will come.’

b. Hetishx jefa  hidzxle je
he-tishae je-fa  hi-dzae-le je
3SG(EM).ACT-lie PAST-PERF 3SG(lNAN).PAT-think-REPEAT PAST 
‘I found out that he had lied to me. (men’s speech/BPD)

c. W e’yo he’yada ’wa he’yu’oda.
w eyo he-’yada ’wa h e-’yu’oda
d ee r 3sG(EM).ACT.clan cop 3sG(EM).ACT-know
‘He knows that he is d ee r c lan .’ (m en’s speech)

The verb ‘know’ in the negative gives the meaning ‘if, whether,’ as seen in (89).

(89) a. Se’yagwateci neho’yu’oda je .
se-’yagw a-te-cj ne-ho-’yu’oda je
3SG(EF).ACT-tell-ABLE-CL/SUB(Srr) NEG-3SG(EM).ACT-kn0W PAST 
‘He did not know w hether she would tell.’ (m en’s speech)

b. Hoyu’onda’eci nehido’oda
ho-yu’onda’e-ci ne-hi-do-’onda
3SG.(EM).ACT-knOW-CL/SUB(SIT) NEG-3SG(INAN).PAT-1 SG.ACT+’YU-know 
I don’t know if he knows.
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The verb ‘doubt’ is also a  cognition verb, but the expression o f outright 

doubt is avoided in Euchee.13 W hen it occurs, it is given as an impersonal verb, 

as in (90).

(90) N8ke’e thla is d e ’ggd [naek’e ’sthlalaede’sngA]
ne-ke-’S thla laede-’e-go
NEG-way-ACTIVE do PROB-ACITVE-POT
‘It is possible that he didn’t do it that way.’
‘I doubt if he did it.’ (JC IV-56)

Reported Speech

Reported speech refers to noun clauses that give what someone said.

Like other noun clauses, they immediately precede the main clause. The verb in 

the main clause is a  verb of utterance. The most common verbs o f utterance 

used in reported speech are given below in (91). The stems are similar to each 

other, but they require different pronominal prefixe sets. The pronominal 

prefixes for the utterance verbs are given to the right o f the English translation.

(91) Utterance Verbs used in Reported Speech

’a(go)gwa ‘say (something)’ do-
’a(go)gwa ‘say (something)’ irregular 1/2 stem
’a(go)ge ‘say (something)’ do-
’a(go)’yagwa ‘tell about/tell a  story/explain’ di-
’a(go)’yugwa ‘tell/relate to someone’ 'yu stem verb

(go)’s n e  ‘ask’ di-

The following are exam ples o f reported speech. They use a  variety of 

tense, aspect and mode within the complement clause.

(92) a. ’Agahe noci ’ogwa.
’aga-he no-ci ’o-gwa
day-LOC be-suB.CL(srr) 3PL(E).Acr/PLUS-say
‘They say it will be tomorrow, (women’s speech)
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b. K’ala  nendzeyu jg  hoqgwa jg.
k’a la  nedze-yu  jg  ho-gw a jg
thing 2sG.PAT-sick past 3sG.ACT/PLUS-say past 
‘H e said  you w ere sick (but a re  not now ).’ (m en’s speech)

c. ’Ahdgwa shafvnd bado thla. (contracted form)
’a-ho-gw a shafa-w en6  bado  th la
LOC-2sG(E).ACT-see moon-CL(NE) dark  go
T h e y  say  it w as a  m oon eclipse .’ (m en’s speech)

d. K’ala hido’dda d ith sha  hijobi sedzogwa je.

k’ala hi-do-’oda di-thae-ha hijobi
thing 3SG(iNAN).PAT*2sG.ACT+’YU-know ISG.ACT-want-suB.PL everything

se-dzo-gw a jg
3SG(EF).ACT-lSG.PAT-Say PAST

‘She told me everything I wanted to know.’

e. k’a k’aethlg’gde ’anogwa nothae
k’a k’aethlg’gde ’a-no-gwa no-thae
thing w hatever LOC-2PL(EXCL).ACT/PLUS-say 2PL(EXCL).ACT-want
‘W e say w hatever we like.’

f. Ng’ikhoga keyoci hoqgwa.
ng-’ikhoga ke yo-ci ho-gw a
NEG-place th ere  2sG.be.located-suB.CL(siT) 3sG(EM)ACT-say 
‘H e said  for you not to stay  here  any  longer.’ (w om en’s speech)

g. Wet’aefa ng’op’aso gothlane ’wa, [wet’aefo mj’qmp’aso goiani ’wa] 
wet’ae-fa nae-’5p’aso go-thla-ne wa
rainbow-CL(STAND) NEG-point lSG(iMP).ACT-go.HAB fo c

‘Don’t go pointing at a  rainbow,’

hggwaneje. [hsgwonij i ]
hg-gwa-ne-jg
3sG(EM).ACT-Say-HAB-PAST 
‘they used to say’
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Adjective Clauses

An adjective clause is a  dependent clause that modifies a noun phrase. 

Unlike noun clauses, an adjective clause does not stand for one o f the 

participants in the sentence. Instead, they a re  additional information. Adjectives 

are  verbal in Euchee. Because o f this, nearly a ll adjectives are clausal 

structures. A few adjectives can modify a  noun without verbal endings, but these 

generally have become compounds or are  in the process. See Chapter 5 Noun 

Phrase , Section 5, and Chapter 7 Verbal Structures, Section 2 for adjectives.

Adjective clauses immediately follow the noun that they modify. The end 

of the adjective clause is signaled by the appropriate noun class or plural clitic. 

The noun class clitic must agree with the noun the adjective is modifying. 

However, more than complement clauses, speakers tend to drop the dependent 

m arkers in long utterances.

(93) a. Thlostane ’yaka ’aeleci hohai’e.
thlostane ’yaka ’ae-le-ci ho-hse-’e
box White big-STATIVE-SUB.CL(SIT) 3SG(INAN)PAT.empty-ACTlVE
‘It’s the empty big white box./the big empty white box’

b. Dzene w eth s  wend wew ahale.’
dzene w e-th* wend we-waha-le
dog 3SG.ACT-wild SUB.pl(NE) 3SG.PAT-many-stative
T here’s that pack o f wild dogs.’

c. K’odi tsyatsya hdthlae je.
k’odi tsya-tsya ho-thlae je
m eat dry-REDUP 3sG(EM).ACT-eat past
‘He’s eating the m eat that was fried./He’s eating the fired m eat.’

d. Got’e we’othaeha ’ispi:le newethlaje.
got’e we-’othae-ha ’ispi-:le ne-we-thla-je
m an 3sG(NE).poss-hand-PL(iNAN) b lack-very  LOC-3sG(NE).ACT-go-PAST
‘A (non-Euchee) man with really dirty hands came by.’
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e. Waet’e  wae ’yusht’aet’e  sethla senO’ngje.
waet’e  wae ’yusht’ae-t’e  se-th la  se-n6-’n6-je
wom an y ea r hundred-one 3sG(EF).ACT-go 3sG(EF).PAT-see-PAST 
‘W e saw  a  w om an w ho is one hundred years old.’

f. Dzotigotsane disa’Sha tidifa. [dzotikotsoni diso’̂ ha didifa]
dzo-tigotsane disa-’S-ha ti di-fa
lSG(i).POSS-pajama clean-ACnvE-suB.PL(iNAN) in lSG.ACT-stand
‘I put on pajam as that are c le a n /I  put on my clean pajam as”

g. Harrison ’yapithl’o  ’ithle:leha ’wa h€thlechineje
H ’yapith l’o  ’ith le-:le-ha ’w a hS-thl6chi-ne je
H w agon long-very-suB.PL(iNAN) foc 3sG(EM).ACT-drive-HAB past 
‘He used to  drive cars that a re  long.’
= ‘Harrison used to be a  truck driver.’

Adverb Clauses

Adverb clauses are clauses that modify a verb or a  whole clause. Adverb 

clauses give information about time, purpose and reason, and conditions on the 

action. Like adjective clauses, adverb clauses do not fulfill one o f the required 

participants for the sentence but provide additional information. An overview of 

adverb clauses is given in (94). Adverb clauses can be signaled by a particles -ci 

or -he which are cliticized to the end o f the dependent clause. This can be seen 

in (94a-d) below. The particle informs the speaker what kind of adverb clause it 

is. The adverb particle -he flags a  habitual or *whenever’ relationship between 

the two clauses, and -ci indicates all other types of adverb clauses. Compare 

exam ples (94c) and (94d) below. Time adverb clauses may also use independent 

adverbs to signal the dependent clause, as in (94e), or may be determined by 

sequence and inference.
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(94) a. Nile hSthlici dzedoshS hSthlajS.

nile hg-thli-ri
back 3sG(EM).ACT-arrive-CL/SUB(siT)

dzedo-she hg-thla-jg
1 SG.REFL+’YU-happy 3sg(em ). ACT-make-PAST

‘He m ade m e happy w hen /that he re tu rned .’

b. ’Yas’egwaci ’aele k’adita je.
’ya-s’e-gw a-ci
dir-3sg(em ).act-sing-cl/sub(sit)

’ae-le k’a-di-ta je
big-STATivE thing-lSG.ACT-pride past
‘It m ade me proud that he sang.’ (women’s speech)

c. Kiki he’w edeci dzedoshe heth la  je . 
ki-ki he-’w ede-ci 
away-REDUP 3sG(EM)-speak-CL/suB(srr)

dze-doshe he-th la  je
lSG.PAT-happy 3sG(EM).ACT-make past

‘He m ade m e happy w hen h e  ca lled .’

d. Ki he’w edehe dzedoshele heth lane. 
ki he-’w ede-he
aw ay  3sG(EM)-speak-LOC/suB

dze-doshe-Ie hg-th la-ne
1 SG.PAT-happy-STATIVE 3SG(EM).ACT-make-HAB 
‘He m akes m e happy w h enever he calls m e.’

e. ’Agahele hende ’oyu’onda tego
’agahe-le hende ’o-yu’onda tego
tomorrow and.then lPL(lNCL)-know can
‘W e (incl) won’t know until tomorrow.’
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Time Clauses

Time adverb clauses give information about the time of one event or the 

time relationship between two events.

Something that happens frequently or habitually is shown by clitic -he. 

This is usually translated in English as ‘w henever’ or ‘when.’ The -he ‘frequent’ is

not aspect because it can not go on a  single m ain clause. It always signals a

dependent clause.

(95) Frequent -he ‘whenever’

a. Di’onthae s’ahe
di-’onthae s’a -h e
lSG.POSS(lNAN)-hand itch-FREQ 
‘W henever m y hand itches,

b. Sene wechyathla go’nehe,
sene we-chyathla go-’ne-he
bird 3sG(NE).ACT?-red 3sG(iMP).ACT-see-FREQ
‘W henever you see a  red bird,’

c. Kwane goc’wahe, 
kwane go-c’wa-he
hoot.owl 3SG(IMP).ACT/DAT-hear-FREQ
‘W henever you h e a r  a  hoot owl,

d. Yuciha howilehe,
Yuciha h6-wile-he
Euchee 3sG(EM).ACT-die-FREQ 
‘W henever a  E uchee person dies,

tse’ene.
tse-’e-ne
water-ACTiVE-HAB 
‘It always rains.’
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e. Tapi nS-hi-do-k’S k’adaene.
tapi ng-hi-do-k’5 k’a  daene
sa lt NEG-3SG(INAN).PAT-1SG.ACT/DAT-Use thing 1SG.ACT.eat-HAB
‘I don’t use sa lt w hen I e a t.’

Sometimes ‘when’ can m ean ‘after.’ In these cases, -he is also used.

(96) a. K’a  daedehe s’aedi’eje.
k’a  daedehe s’ae di’eje
thing 1 sg .ACT.eat-CMPLT-FREQ dow n lSG.ACT-lie-PAST
‘W hen I had eaten , I went to bed.’ (JC IV-71)
‘After I had finished eating, I went to bed.’

b. W edzadaneha hSthlaedehe, hodane thla.
w edzadane-ha  he-thlae-de-he ho-dane thla
pOrk.fat-CL/PL(lNAN) 3SG.ACT.eat-CMPLT-FREQ 3SG.PAT-fat go 
‘A fter he a te  the salt m eat, he got fa t.’

And action which happens before another action is signaled with the 

dependent negative particle h a  a t the beginning of the dependent verb phrase 

and -le is cliticized to the end of the verb. The negative particle is always 

stressed.

(97) hue V -le ‘before’

a. Hae hoda dabaile hddik’i ’ne’ne je.
hae hoda daba-:-Je ho-di-k’a -’ne’ne  je
n ot w ind strong-very-BEFORE 3sG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT-C0LL-visit past 
‘I visited him  before the storm .’

b. Sonny hae nehethlile kenofe je.
S hae ne-he-th li-]e ke-no-fe je
S NEG here-3SG(EM).ACT-arrive-BEFORE LOC-lPL(EXCL).ACT-gOPAST 
‘W e left befo re  Sonny got here.’
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c. Hae k’a  thlaele s’ae’e  jg
hae k’a  thlae-le s’ae-’e  ’g
neg thing 3SG.ACT.eat-BEF0RE dow n-lie past
‘He w ent to  bed before  he a te .’ (JC IV-77)

d. Hae s’aedi’e le  s i  dothlSci.
hae s’ae-di-’e - le  s i  do-thlaci
before down-1 sg .ACT-lie-BEFORE good 1 SG.ACT/DAT-pray
‘Before I lie down, I pray.’

Purpose and Reason

The expression of purpose, such as ‘in order to’ and reason, such as 

‘because,’ is indicated by the order o f clauses only. Listeners must infer from the 

m eaning of the clauses the relationship betw een them.

(98) ‘Because’

a. Leno hedigo Sonny k’ahek’one sae:lene.

le-no he-di-go
that-CL(EM) 3sg(em).pat- 1 SG.act-hire

Sonny k’a-hg-k’5-ne s i-:-le -n e
Sonny thing-3sG(EM).act-make-NOM good-really-ACTivE-HAB

‘I hired him because Sonny is a  good worker.’

b. NehS’yu’ondateje nehgdogwa jg ho.

Ne-ho-’yu’onda-te-je
NEG-3SG(EM).ACT-kn0W-ABLE-PAST

ne-he-do-gwa je ho
neg-3sg(em).pat- 1 sg.ACT+’yu-tell past emph

‘He could not have known about it because I didn’t tell him.’)
(JC IV-56
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M anner

The the manner that someone does something or is, in English ‘to do like’

or 1o be like’ someone or something, is expressed with ’ake’e “the way it is.’ The

m anner 'ake’e ‘be like’ is often shortened to ke’e. The expression generally comes 

a t the end o f the dependent clause, as in (99a), but it can come at the end o f the 

whole utterance, as in (99b).

(99) ’Yuciha ke’e  se’wedene. ‘She talks like a  Euchee.’
T uciha  se’wede ke’e . ‘She talks like a  Euchee.’

More examples follow. Exam ple 108d) shows that the phrase ’ake’e ‘be 

like’ must have the copula Wa before the past tense je  can follow it.

(100) ke ’e ‘be like’

a. Shachwane ke’e  kes’aehethe je! 
shachwane ke’e  ke s’ae he-the je
rabbit be.like th e re  down 3sG(EM).ACT-run past
‘He ran like a  rabbit!’

b. Setap’ish’a  ke’e  se’wedede.
se-tap’ish’a  k e ’e  se-’w ede-de
3sG(EF).PAT.have.cold be.like 3sG(EF).ACT-talk-REDUP
‘She talks like she has a  cold.’

c. Di difafane ke’6 hefafane.
di di-fafa-ne ke’e  he-fa-fa-ne
lSG lSG.ACT-walk-hab be.like 3sG(EM).ACT-walk-HAB
‘He walks like m e.’

d. het’e ’wa ’ake’e  ’w a je
he-t’e  ’w a ’ak e ’e  ’w a je
3sG(EM.i).POSS-father cop be.like cop past

‘He is like his fa th er w as.’

The expression 1o be different from’ is expressed with deke. It can have 

pronominal agreement.
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(101) Hodane ’w a hedeke ’wane.
ho-dane ’w a he-d ek e  ’w a-ne
3sG(EM.A)-brother cop 3sG(EM).PAT-differ cop-hab
‘He is d ifferen t than his brother.’

Conditionals

Conditionals state that ‘i f  one thing happens (the condition), a  certain 

result is expected to follow. In addition, speakers can talk about past 

expectations with conditions, ‘if this had happened, th en ....’ Conditional clauses 

are signaled with the irrealis particle 'ya ‘expect.’ The particle comes at the end 

of the condition (dependent) clause.

(102) ya ‘if

a. ’Abeci nep’e ’ya nedzoju tego
’abeci ne-p ’e  ’y a  nedzo-ju tego
now 2sG.ACT-drink expect 2sG.PAT-bum able-pot

‘If you drink that [hot coffee] now, you m ight bum  yourself.’

b. ’Agahe shta’e’ya ’yutihede adoci
’aga-he shta-’e ’ya ’yuti he-de ’ado-ci
day-LOC snow-ACTTVE expect inside loc-cplt here lSG.ACT/PLUS-sit
‘If it rains tomorrow, I’ll stay inside.’

c. Andrew ’ahe hegae’ya, hedik’a’w edete jefa.

Andrew ’ahe he-ga  ’ya,
Andrew here 3sG(EM).ACT-arrive EXPECT

he-di-k’a ’w ede te  je -fa
3SG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT-COM-talk ABLE PAST-PERF

‘If Andrew had come, I would have talked with him.’
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d. Chyaso hek’aju ’ya, nehe hSthli tegd lae.

chyaso  he-k’aju ’ya
m oney 3sG(EM).ACT-be.together expect

nehe he-thli te-g8  1$
here  3sG(EM).ACT-arrive able-pot enc

‘If he has money, he would probably come here.’

The conditional can  also  be signaled by 'neha.

(103) 'neha'iV

a. ’Ake’e  gothla’nehS godzafa. [’ake’s  go la’nihA godzafa]
’ake-’e  gothla-’neha go-dzafa
way-ACTiVE 3sG(iMP).go-iF fever
‘If you do, you will get a fev er’

b. ’Ake’e  gothla’neha go’op’ifa ’awine.
[’a k e ’̂ q g o Ia ’nehA go’qm p’ifa ’aewini]

aTce’e  go-thla-’neha 
way-ACTiVE 3(iMP).ACT-go-iF

go-’op’i-fa ’a-w i-ne
3SG(IMP).POSS-fmger-CL(STAND) LOC-fall-HAB

‘If you do, your finger will fall o ff

6 . C o o r d in a t io n

When two (or more) independent clauses are  combined, and they are 

called ‘coordinated.’ Dependent clauses are signaled by marker following the 

clause. In contrast, coordinated clause markers come at the beginninf of the 

second complete clause.
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6.1 T ime Sequences ‘a n d  th en ’

There are several adverbs which indicate a  sequence in time ‘and then.’ 

Although some can be used interchangeably, there are individual nuances in 

eaning. The time adverbs a re  listed below in (104).

(104) ’ahende -  hede ‘and then’
nande ‘an d  then im m ediately’
hade ‘an d  w hile, during’

The word 'ahede, often shortened to de signals an added clause ‘and’ but 

most often with the sequence ‘and then’ being implied. It can also indicate ‘after,

as in (105b-d). The past sequence can be translated as ‘and then before this’ as

seen in (105d).

(105) 'ahede ‘and then’

a. Dzothoha neshahetego ’aga hedi shatego.

dzotho-ha ne-sha-hetego  
COm-PL(lNAN) NEG-2SG.ACT.eat-ADMON

’ag a  h€di sha-te-g5
tom orrow then 2sG.ACT.eat-ABLE-POT

‘You can’t eat com  until tomorrow.’

b. Hoda dabale kewi hede hodik’i ’ng’nejg.

hoda dabale ke-wi
wind strong LOC-pass

hede ho-di-k’a-’ne’ne je
and.then 3sG(EM).PAT-lsG.ACT-C0LL-visit past

T h e  storm passed and then I visited him.’
= ‘I visited him after the storm.’
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c. Sonny neh£thlide hgde kendfe j£

Sonny ne-he-thli-dS
Sonny here-3sG(EM).Acr-arrive-CMPLT

hgde ke-n5-fe j6
and .then  LOC-lPL(EXCL).ACT-canPAST

‘W e left after Sonny got here.’

d. Dzedzafade hede ’aedokwg ’ahede h ish sle  dzono je.

dze-dzafa-de hed e  ’ae-do-kwae 
lSG.PAT-fever- and  LOC-lSG.ACT/PLUS-vomit

’ah ed e  hishaele dzo-nd je
and .then  b e tte r 1 SG.PAT/DAT-be past

‘I was fevering and vomiting before I got better.’ (GB)

e. Nek’a la  hewaji de kele hew ethla je.
ne-k’a la  he-w aji de  ke le  he-w eth la
NEG-thing 3sG(EM).ACT-buy and  back  3sG(EM).ACT-go 
‘He didn’t buy anything and  cam e back  (hom e).’

The imm ediate sequence of tim e is expressed with nM e.

(106) nade ‘and imm ediately’

a. Sonny nehethli na:de ken5feje 
Sonny ne-he-thli
Sonny here-3SG(EM).ACT-arrive

na:de ke no-fe je
and.then dir lPL(EXCL).ACT-go past

‘W e left when Sonny got here.’
‘W e left as soon as Sonny got here.’
‘W e left as quick as Sonny got here.’

b. Nade k’ak’one keci.
nade k’a-k ’5-ne ke-ci
and  thing-make-NOM there-sit
‘A nd th ere’s w ork to be done here .’
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The adverb hade implies two events a t the sam e time, such as ‘during’ or 

‘while’ in English.

(107) hade ‘and while’

Hoda daba keg5 hade hodik’i ’ne’ne jg.

hoda daba ke go
wind strong here come

hade ho-di-k’a -’ne’ne je
w hile 3SG(EM).PAT-lSG.ACT-COM-visit past

‘I visited while a  storm was headed this way.’
‘I visited him during the storm.’

Two nouns coordinated are  usually simply put together in a  sequence, but 

the short de can be used.

(108) a. Millie Sagie ‘Millie and Sagie’
b. Millie de Sagie ‘Millie and Sagie’

6.2 C ontrary  ‘but’

The contrary coordination ‘but’ is expressed with Id. The nasalization of 

Id  is often dropped ([lae]). It is the sam e as the encouragement irrealis particle 

Id. Encouragement and the contrary seem  like an  odd union. It may have 

developed from politeness with the contrary. In (109a), the difference is 

negligible. However, in (109b), Id  is more clearly a  coordinator, being placed at 

the beginning of the clause instead o f a t the end.

(109) Id  ‘but’

a. Dzes’i:’e  ke difa je  golae.
dze-s’i-:-’e ke di-fa je go lae
lSG.PAT-small-very-ACTiVE dir lSG.ACT-stand past pot but 
‘I was very small, but I stood here.’
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b. Kafi ngdip’g jg , I s  ’abehS dip’e.
kafi ng-di-p’g jg lae ’abe-h8 di-p’g
coffee NEG-lSG.ACT-drink past but today-affirm lSG.ACT-drink 
‘I didn’t used to drink coffee, but now I do.’ (JC IV-21)

6.3 In addition : Deso

Two sentences can be coordinated with deso or so ‘and also, also, too.’

(110) deso ~ so ‘and also’

a. Di deso hodi k’i’ya’a:le.
di des5 h5di k’i’ya’a-:le
Isg and.also 3sg  care-very
‘He takes care o f me, too!’

b. Tse desa neji? 
tse desa ne-ji
you also 2sG.ACT-go
‘Are you going, too?’

c. Maxineso
‘Maxine, too./M axine is also.’

6.4 Alternative ‘or’ ‘either/o r’

The alternative ‘either, or’ is expressed with neele.

( I l l )  neele  ‘either, or’

a. Maggie k’athl’o sek’o ng’gle Josephine sek’d.
Maggie k’athl’o se-k’5 ng’ele Jo se-k’6
Maggie bread 3sG(EF).ACT-make or Jo 3sG(EF).ACT-make
‘Either Maggie or Josephine will m ake the bread.’

b. Kafi nethae’le ne’elae toshiha’le?
kafi n e - th s  l e  ng’glae toshi-ha l e
coffee 2sG.ACT-want Q or milk-PL(iNAN) Q
‘Do you w ant co ffee  o r milk?’ (JC)
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7 . Focus S t r u c t u r e s

The realis mode particle Wa ‘be/be certain’ is used to focus information in 

the utterance. It is placed immediately after the information in order to show 

that it is the most important information in the sentence. The sentences are best 

translated as ‘It was X th a t...’ Several examples follow.

(112) a. Di’wa hodik’ada je.
di-’w a ho-di-k’ad a  je
I sg-foc 3pl(em ).pat- lSG.ACT-PL.be.together past 
‘It w as m e, I w as w ith them .’ (m en’s speech) (JC VII-113)

b. K’ath l’odapise d ithx . 
k ’a th l’odapise ’w a d i-thx
cake foc lSG.ACT-want
‘It is cake that I w ant (not the  pudding).’

c. Waedefa ’wa hep’a  je.
w xde-fa ’wa he-p’a  je
summer-at foc 3sG(EM).ACT-be.bom past
‘It was in Big Summer that he was bom .’

The active verbalizer and -le ‘only’ is also used to focus information. The 

sequence is attached to the end of a  verb. These are  best translated as ‘All (I) 

did w as....’ The difference in focus can be seen in (113a) compared to (1 13b).

(113) a. ’Ahe digogo ’e:leje [’ahe d igxgx  ’e:leje]
’ah e  di-go-go ’e-:-le-je
there  1 sg . ACT-arrive-REDUP be. incho-em ph-repeat? -past

‘All I did was travel around (when I was younger).’

b. ’Ahe digogoje.
’ah e  di-go-go-je
there  lSG.ACT-arrive-REDUP-PAST
‘I traveled around (when I was younger).’
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c. Kediji ’S:le j6 [kediji’e:leje]
ke-di-ji ’6-:-le je
DIR-1 SG.ACT-gO be.INCHO-EMPH-REPEAT? PAST

•  •

‘All I did was move around!’

The impersonal pronominal prefix go- is used to take focus away from the 

actor. They de-emphasize who does something. The actor m ay be unknown, or 

the speaker may not wish to cast blam e or doubt on the actor. These are 

impersonal sentences, and are best translated as the passive.

(114) a. Go’yushe disha.
go-’yushe di-sha
3sG(iMP).ACT-hurt lSG .A cr-m ake 
‘I got hurt/I w as m ade to  hurt.’

b. Go’nagane. 
go-’naga-ne
3sG(iMP).ACT-believe-HAB 
‘It is believed’

c. Sewilg goch’wae.
se-w ile go-ch’wae
3sG(EF).ACT-die 3sG(iMP).ACT-hear 
‘It is heard  that she d ied .’
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Notes 

Chapter  8

1 The influence o f pragm atic forces, such as topic and comment, is outside o f the 
scope of this work. However, it should be noted that even in longer discourse, 
the word order A P V is consistent.

Euchee has probably become more ridgid in word order as speakers are 
more influenced from English. This is especially true with dependent clauses, 
which have lost some of their dependent clause marking in favor of a  ridgid word 
order. This is discussed under Dependent Clauses in the text.
2 W agner (1934: 357) gave the morpheme as the unglottalized [-la] not 'le.
3 Idioms often have an  open position in them or are  treated as syntactically 
separate. For exam ple, the English ‘kick the bucket’ is an idiomatic phrase, but 
the verb ‘kick’ m ay change tense, as in ‘He kicked the bucket’ and ‘She will kick 
the bucket soon.’ In addition, the genetive Case is an open position in T h e  cat 
got his tongue/Joe’s tongue/my tongue...’ and idioms can passivize, such as ‘Joe 
took advantage o f  and ‘Joe was taken advantage of b y ...’ In Euchee, the open 
position in the k'ala and Location Particle + Verb idioms is the Yes/No question. 
The idioms can change tense and mode, but these phrases are outside of the verb 
phrase.

The information question w at’e probably stays im m ediately before the verb 
because of the inclusion o f the numeral t'e in its formation. Numerals, like most 
modifiers in Euchee, follow the head noun. In a  sentence with one independent 
noun phrase, the end o f the noun phrase immediately precedes the verb phrase.
5 W agner (1934: 361-2) gave the pronunciation /na-/. The phones /a/ and /ae/ are 
often interchangeable, probably from dialect variation and the phone /ae/ can also 
be an Englishization o f /S/. (See Chapter 2, Section for a  discussion on /ae/ and its 
relationship to /a / and /e/.) Given that W agner posited /a/, it is probable that the 
morpheme is /nae-/ -  /na-/. However, I have never heard the /na-/ pronunciation 
today. In addition, some speakers do clearly use ne-. The phone /ae/ does not 
raise to /e/. It is because o f this that I give the morpheme as ne- with the 
variation /nae-/.
6 W agner reported that it was in free variation with the negative pre-clitic ne-. 
Benveniste (1956) analyzed the two morphemes using texts from W agner (1930). 
He determined that the pre-clitic hce- is used in dependent clauses while ne- is 
used in main clauses. Most data  upholds Beneveniste’s analysis. However, some 
speakers can use the two interchangeably, preferring to use only the independent 
ne- in all cases. These speakers have also dropped the other dependent markers.
7 Syntactic theory today says that noun phrases in polysynthetic languages are 
adjuncts (Baker 1996; Jelinek 1984). As adjuncts, they are embedded in the 
main clause, or they may occur adjoined in other places (depending on the 
freedom of word order in a  specific language). This may be another reason why
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the nouns have the depedent marking. However, the non-verbaiized noun 
phrases in Euchee consistently require the negative pre-clitic ne-.

Because the combination can be treated as a  lexical unit, W agner called all 
causative constructions ‘compound verbs.’ I use the term  ‘compound verbs’ to 
refer to two adjecent stems creating a  new word.
9 The word /ggsS gothla/ *to sharpen’ provides interesting historical information.
It is literally *to m ake good teeth,’ which refers to the historical practice of filing 
one’s teeth  to achieve the aesthetic quality o f pointed teeth. The analysis of the 
word is below:

i) ge-se  go-thla 
teeth-good 3SG.iMP-make 
‘to  m ake good tee th ’
= *to sharpen’

10 The word can include /p’a te / and (for some speakers /w ate/) ‘horse.’ The effect
clause is always inflected for the non-Euchee (referring to ‘horse’). The analysis
is given below:

ii) P’a te  s’ae w ethl’i disha. 
p’a te  s’s  w e-thl’i
horse ground 3sG(NE).act-cut
‘I m ake the horse cut the earth .’
= ‘I plow’

11 In many languages, English included, a  noun complement may function as the 
actor or subject as well. However, this is near impossible to elicit in an SOV 
language.
12 The past perfective/past perfect jefa  is argued to be the past tense je  and the 
subordinate post-clitic - fa from the singular inanim ate standing noun class clitic.
13 There is no verb ‘doubt’ for sentences such as ‘I doubt about him’ either.
Instead the verb (go)go’e “think, find’ is used.

iii) Hedze’e. 
he-dze’e
3sg(em ).dat- 1 SG.PAT.think
‘I’m thinking about him/i’m finding out about him.’
= ‘I doubt him.’

di-sha
lSG.ACT-make
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Appendix I: Texts

1. D a n c e  C a l l s

1.1 Chief Jim Brown, Sr.

Recorded on videotape, 1994, by his family and Euchee Tribe of Indians, Inc. 
The recording was made during a  teaching session for the men o f Polecat 
Ceremonial Ground. Chief Brown did not give the fourth call during this session.

First Call

(1) Nande gowaha ’ayo, [nande gowqha ’aiyqj
nade gowa-ha ’ayo
and member-PL 2pl .act 
‘A ll you m em bers,’

(2) kede yu’aele ’agono! [kede yu’aele ’agon^]
kede yu-’ae-le ’a-go-n5
now.iNCHO house-big-DiR LOC-come-lMP
‘you all com e back into the Big H ouse!’

(2a) kede yufale ’agono! [kede yufale ’agon^]
kede yu-fa-le ’a-go-no
nOW.INCHO h0USe-CL(STAND)-DIR LOC-come-lMP 
*you all com e back to  the  house.’

(2b) kede s’aesaele ’agono! [kede s’aesaele ’agon^]
kede s’ae-sae-le ’a-go-no
now.iNCHO. ground-good-DiR LOC-come-lMP 
‘you all com e back to  the  C lean  G round.’

Second Call

(3) Nande k’akone keci. [nande k’ak’oni kefii]
nade k’a-k’o-ne ke-ci
and thing-make-NOM there.is-CL(siT)
T here’s work to be done here.’
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(4) K ele hd th la  yu’aele ’agond! [ke le  h q io  yu’aele agon^]
kele  hd-th la  yu-’ae-le ’a-go-n5
now.iNCHO 3PL(Y).ACT-go house-big-DiR LOC-come-lMP 
‘Hurry up th e re  and  com e into the Big H ouse!’

(4a) K ele hdthla h ifa le  ’agond! [kele  h q ia  h ifa le  ’agon/i]
ke le  hd-thla h ifa-le  ’a-go-no
now.iNCHO 3PL(Y).ACT-go inside-DiR LOC-come-lMP 
‘Hurry up and  com e back  inside (the house)!’

(4b) K ele hdthla ’agono! [kele h q ia  ’agon^j
kele  hd-thla ’a-go-no
now.iNCHO 3PL.ACT(E)-gO 2PL.ACT-COme-IMP 
‘Hurry up and  com e back!’

Third Call

(5) Nande p’athl’eno go’w edene hodzowa [nande p’a i ’qna? go’wedeni ha?dzowq] 
nade p’a4’e-heno go-’wede-ne ho-dzo-wa
and chief-CL(EM) human-talk-NOM 3s(EM).ACT-ls.PAT/DAT-give
T h e  ch ie f has g iven m e these  words’ [why not he-dzo?]

(6) ’A ndesala  ’ad i chudagow a! [’an d asa la  ’ad i Chudagow q]
’ad ze-sa la  ’a-d i chuda-go-w a
2PL.PAT-all 2pl-em ph listen-must-EXHORT 
‘for a ll o f  you, listen!’

1.2 Mr. William Cahwee (in the style of orator Mr. Jimmie Skeeter)

Recorded in 1995 by Jason Jackson during an ethnographic interview. Mr. 
Cahw ee was not a  caller, but he rem em bered Mr. Skeeter’s style o f calling. Mr. 
Skeeter was Speaker at Duck Creek Ceremonial Ground. Mr. C ahw ee had been 
impressed by Mr. Skeeter’s orator abilities and had m ade a  conscious effort to be 
able recreate his performance. These Dance Calls are specific to the annual 
Green Com Ceremony.
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First Call (for campers)

(1) Y ash ta’a y a g o n e ’ayo [’yaSta’ayagoni ’aiyq]
’yashta’ayagone ’5yo
camper 2pl.act
‘All you campers,’

(2 ) k’alaha kede hele ’a ’e ’ae ’an5! [k’alaha kede hele ’a le ’s  ’qnq]
k’ala-ha kede hele ’ale-te ’a-no
thing-PL now all there-put 2 p l.a c t- im p
‘put your things away now!’

Second Call

(3) K’alaha hele ’a le ’s  ’a  [k’alaha hele ’a la’s  ’a]
k’ala-ha hele ’ale-tS ’a
thing-PL all there-put 2pl .act

‘Put all your things aw ay ,’

(4) kede  gostaneci ’andzesheshe ’an d za  ’a sh a  ’a.
[kede gostaniCi ’qndzeS^Sq ’qndzq ’q5a ’q]
k ede gostane-ci ’adze-sheshe ’ad ze -’a  ’a-sha ’a
now dance-CL(siT) 2PL.PAT-ready 2p l .pat-reflex  2PL.ACT-make 2pl .act

‘get yourself ready  for the dance now.’

(5) Gostaneci gothla hegwa! [gostaniCi go la  hegwa]
gostane-ci go-thla he-gwa
dance-CL(srr) 3s.iMPERS-start 3s(YM ).Acr-speak
T h e  dance is going to  start, he says!’

Third Call (for men who have taken medicine)

(6 ) Go’yathlane ’ayo [go’yaelsni ’diyqj 
go’yathlasne ’ayo
poleboy 2pl.act 
‘All you poleboys,’

(7) Tsothi ’ayo, hoshti ’ayo [dzothi ’aiyq, hqSti ’aiyq]
tsothi ’ayo ho-shti ’ayo
m edicine 2pl .act 3PL.ACT(Y)-dance 2pl .a ct .emph

‘a ll you who have taken  m edicine, a ll you dancers,’
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(8 ) kede hele yufale ’5sha ’5! [kede hele yufale ’qSa’4]
kede hele yu-fa-le ’5-sha ’a
now all house-CL(STAND)-DiR 2PL.ACT-make 2pl .act

‘com e to the house now!’

(9) Gostaneci gothla hegwa! [gostaniCi goia hqqgwa]
gostane-ci go-thla hg-gwa
dance-CL(srr) 3s.iMPERS-start 3s(YM).ACT-speak 
T h e  dance is going to start, he says!’

Fourth Call (for the women shell shakers)

(10) ’Wae’nene ’ayo  [’wae’nini ’diyq]
’wae’nene ’ayo
women 2pl.act.emph 
‘All you women,’

(11) D zdtha ’ay5  k’one ’ayo  [dzQntha  ’aiyq, k’qne(?) ’aiyq]
dzotha ’ayo  k’5-ne(?) ’ay6
turtle 2 p l .a c t  use-HAB(?) 2 p l.a c t.e m p h
‘all you shell shakers, all you that use them,’

(12) Kede hele dzotha weda wesheshe ’asha!
[kede he le  dzotha  w eda(?) weSqSq ’<$n§q]
kede h ele  dzotha w eda(?) w e-sheshe 'a-sha.EMPH
now all turtle go(?) 3PL(NE).ACT-ready 2PL.ACT-make
‘get the turtles ready  now!’

(13) G ostaneci kede gothla hggwa! [gostaniCi kede goJa hqgwa]
gostane-ci kede go-thla hg-gw a
dance-CL(srr) now 3s.iMPERS-start 3s(YM).ACT-speak
T h e  dance is going to start now, he says!’

2. A fter S inging  E uchee H ymns

Mr. Jess Long recorded him self in the late 1980’s in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
The tape, which includes several Euchee hymns, was recorded for Mr. Henry 
W ashburn. Mrs. Josephine Bigler, Mrs. M axine Bamett, and Mr. Henry 
W ashburn provided the free translation. The text begins as discourse into his 
feelings towards the Euchee hymns. His style changes into preaching around . 
This is marked by more exaggerated intonation. By line the discourse is a
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prayer. Note his use o f  the 3rd person Euchee plural for God and Jesus. This is 
the honorific usage in men’s speech.

The text is given in block format in Euchee and then English first, followed by 
the interlinear translation format.

2.1 Euchee Block Text

(I)  Y a  gwaneha ’yadzogwa kedochihe, dzedo (yu)shze:le. (2) T agw ane 
dabisae:leha, ke’e. (3) Doch’wae kedochi (ke)’e. (4) Enda nek’aethle’e.

(5) Sae:le gohxtone. (6 ) Gohane hodzowa.

(7) Aga waha:le neke s’aeta kedifa. (8) ’Adi’nS kedijihe, ’nega:le. (9) Hidzo’ene.
(10) Hido’n e s h i:’6 !

( I I )  K’aethlaehe weda-falae, sa ’ahe hofa. (12) K’ae4ae:he kedijifalae, de sa: ’ahe 
hofa! (13) Ditsa kedi’e, dzodi shade kehofa. (14) K’aethlaehe w edahe, hodzeto.
(15) K’ala  tidocineci jg fala hok’i’ya’ade. (16) H8k’i’ya’a:le!

(17) Didzesa hddik’i’ya’a:le. (18) K’agothlaneha hile kehe dzo’e, kigotenaha jefala 
so. (19) Kedociteha dehade k’ala  hddzothla.

(20) ’Aga waha:le dziothole, hodzioho. (21) ’Aga hodzowaje.
(22) Dzes’i:’e ked ifa jlgo ls . (23) ’Abe neke’echi, tsebithli ’ahediga kedifahe.
(24) Goshine waha:Ie h5dzowa, (25) de dzosh’ae’e [ho-dzo-(ya)] k’adi’ne kedifahe.
(26) N g g a le li, hididz’e.

(27) Hishaer’e  t’e le  k’alak’one. (28) Kehodothlateci dithae kedifa. (29) T a taba le  
ke’e  godaten5ci

(30) Hodzeki’ya’a:le, tse, dzesa:, ’o:dzeki’ya’ale. (31) ’(3dzethae:yu::’e ’ake’eda 
(32) ’£he howethla: ho’i s’acstu hothlajefa. (33) De didze hodzethae:yuci, ’ahe 
howethla. (34) Howadeje go:la. (35) ’Aga nok’yae watalehocije. (36) Hohaele 
t’ele  h5k’o.

(37) Khyaeleneshe:no hile hok’a ’ne. (38) Hok’a ’ne ke’iha hok’a ’wedejefa. (39) 
Do’nego:lelae.

(40) Kede sa ke’e  kenefate’e. (41) Neke nosecine k’aneke dota.
(42) Emen!
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2.2 English Block Text

(I)  As I sit here singing these songs, I am  very happy. (2) These songs are  very 
sw eet, it seems. (3) The way I hear it sitting here. (4) Oh, and that’s all right.

(5) The Lord is very good. (6) He gives m e life.

(7) I have been on this earth many days. (8 ) I see as I walk, it’s very true.
(9) That’s what I think. (10) I trust him very much.

( I I )  W here ever I will go, He’s still there. (12) W here ever I am going, and still 
He is there! (13) As I lay sleeping. He is standing close by me. (14) W here ever 
I go. He goes with me. (15) He takes care o f m e in my car. (16) He cares.

(17) He really takes care about me, too. (18) All the food, he gives me, where I 
live, also. (19) And the place for me to live, he m akes those for me.

(20) Years ago when I was little, He took me. (21) He gave me this day.
(22) Although I was very small, I (stood) was there. (23) On this day, I arrived 
here a t the appointed time. (24) He gives m e a  lot o f pity. (25) And I am very 
happy as I see things (from where I stand). (26) It is true, I believe.

(27) The work should go forward in a  better way. (28) I want to do this for them.
(29) (I want the work) to go forward like a  fireball.

(30) He takes care of me, you and me, He takes care of all o f us. (31) He even 
takes care about you. (32) Alas, he (went and) shed his blood. (33) And because 
he cares for me, He went away. (34) He m ay have died. (35) On the third day, 
he arose. (36) He cam e back to life again.’

(37) Those who have gone before, they will all see each other again. (38) As 
they m eet and talk to one another. (39) I believe it is very true.

(40) So, as you stand there now. (41) Be strong in the church.
(42) Amen.

2.3 Interlinear Translation

( 1) [’yagwaneha ’yadzokwa? kedoCihe"]
’Ya gwaneha ’yadzogwa kedocihe,
’ya-gw a-ne-ha ’ya-dzo-gw a ke-do-ci-he
LOC-sing-NOM-PL(INANIM) LOC-1 SG.REFL? -sing LOC-1 SG.ACT-sit-FREQ 
‘As I sit here  singing these songs,’
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[tsedoSae.ie]
Dzedo-Cyu)shae:le.
dzedo-(’y u )sh s-:-le
loc- 1 SG.REFLEX-happy-very-ST ative

‘I am very happy.'

(2) [’yagw ane dabisae::leha ke'?]
'Yagwane dabiss-:-le-ha, ke’g.
'ya-gw a-ne dabisae-:-le-ha ke-’e
LOC-sing-NOM sweet-very-FREQ-PL(iNANiM) way-ACTiVE 
‘T hese songs a re  very sw ee t, it seem s.'

(3) [doC’wa: kedoCi’q]
Doch’wae kedochi (ke)’S. 
do-ch’wae ke-do-chi (ke)’e 
lSG.Acr-hear LOC-ls.ACT-sit way-AcnvE 
The way I hear it sitting here.’

(4) [’qndax n^k'sels's]
'finda nek’aethle’e .
'enda nek’aethle-’e
oh all.right-ACTiVE 
‘Oh, and  that’s a ll right.’

(5) [sae::le gohqntone]
Sae:le gohaetone.
sae-:-le go-hae-to-ne
good-very-STATiVE 3sG(iMP)-breath-rule-NOM 
T h e  Lord is very good.’

(6 ) [gohqne hqdzowq]
Gohane hodzowa.
go-ha-ne ho-dzo-w a
3sG(iMP)-breath-NOM 3sg .act-  1 s.PAT/DAT-give 
‘He gives m e life.’

(7) [’ago waha::le neke stata kejifwa]
’Aga waha:le neke s’aeta kedifa.
’ag a  w aha-:-le n eke s’ae-ta ke-di-fa
day m any .(inanim)-emph-stative this earth-on LOC-lSG.ACT-stand
‘I have been on this earth  m any days.’

(8 ) [odi’nqqkedijirhq]
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’Adi’nS kedijihS,
’a-di-’ng
Loc-lSG.ACT-see 
‘I see as I walk,’

[nqga:le] 
nega:le. 
nega-:-le 
truth-very-STATiVE 
‘it’s very true.’

(9) [hedzo’qne]
Hidzo’ene.
hi-dzo-’g-ne
3sg(INANIM).PAT- 1 SG.PAT/DAT-think-HAB 
T h a t’s w hat I think.’

(10) [hqdo’ne §a?::’?]
Hido’nesh£:’e.
hi-di-yu’n esh £ -:-’e
3SG(INANIM).PAT-1 SG. ACT-trust-EMPH-ACTIVE 
‘I trust him  very  m uch.’

( 11) [’x lx :h i widq $ale]
K’x th lxhe  w eda falx  
k’x th lxhe  weda falx
everyw here lSG.ACT.go.FUT 
‘W here ever I will go,’

[sq ’ah e  hQfa]
sa ’ah e  h5-fa
sa  ’ah e  ho-fa
still there 3SG(EH).ACT-stand
‘He’s still there.’

(12) [k’x4x:hq kidiji^ale]
K’x th lx :h e  ked ijifa lx ,
k’x th lx :h e  ke-di-ji fa lx
everywhere.EMPH DlR-ls.ACT-go 
‘W hereever I am  going,’

[de sq: ’a h e  hqfa] 
de sa: ’ah e  ho-fa!
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d e  sa-: ’ah e  h5-fa
and  still-EMPH there  3PL(EH).ACT-stand
‘and  still he  is there!’

(13) [ditsa: kedi’e]
D itsa kedi’e, 
d i-tsa ke-di-’e
lSG.ACT-sleep LOC-lSG.ACT-lie 
‘As I lay sleeping,’

[tsoduSa:’?  kehqfa] 
dzodishafe kehofa. 
dzo-disha-:-’e
1 SG.PAT/DAT-close-very-ACTIVE 
‘He is standing close by me.’

(14) [k’aelaehe wedahe]
K’x th lx h e  wedahe, 
k’x th lx h e  weda-he 
everywhere 1 sg. ACT.go-FREQ
‘W here ever I go,’

[hqdzeto] 
hodzeto. 
ho-dze-to
3PL(EH). ACT-1 SG.PAT-gO 
‘He goes with me.’

(15) [k’ala  di dofiineSijifala hok’i’ya’ade]
K’ala  tidocineci jfifala hdk’i’ya’ade.
k’ala ti-do-ci-ne-ci je-fala
thing in-lSG.ACT/DAT-sit-HAB-SUB past-PERF

ho-k’i’ya’a-de
3PL(EH).ACT-take.care.of-coMP

‘He takes care of me in my car.’ [in that which I ride inj

(16) [hqk’i’ya’arle] 
ho-k’i’ya’a-:-le
3PL(EH).ACT-take.care.of-EMPH 
‘He ca res.’

(17) [didzesQ hqdik’i’ya’orle]
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Didzet’ae h6dik’i’ya’a:le.
di-dzet’ae h6 -di-k’i’ya’a-:-le
lSG(lNALIEN).P0SS-father3SG.ACT(EM)-lSG.ACT-take.Care.0f-EMPH-STATIVE 
‘My Father, he really  tak es  ca re  o f  m e.’

(18) [k’a::go4aneha hile kehe dzo’5 ]
K’agothlaneha hile kehe dzo’S, 
k’agothlane-ha hile kehe
food-PL(iNANiM) all here
‘All the food, he gives m e,’

[kegotonaha jin fa la  s q w :] 

kigotenaha je fa la  s6. 
ki-go-te-na-ha jS fala  so 
live
‘where I live, also.’

(19) [kedoditeha deh ad e  k’a ’a  hqdzo laj 
K edociteha dehade k’a la  hodzothla, 
ke-do-ci-te-ha dehade 
LOC-1 SG.ACT/DAT-live-ABLE-PL(INANIM) and

k’a la  ho-dzo-thla 
thing 3PL(EH).ACT-ls.PAT/DAT-make

‘And the place for me to live, he makes those for me.’

(20) [ w aha:le  dziothole]
’Aga waha:le dzio-thole,
’ag a  w aha-:-le dzio-tho-le
day many.(iNANiM)-emph-STATiVE lSG.PAT/DAT-small-really
‘Y ears ago  when I w as little ,’

[hodziohq] 
ho-dzio-ho. 
ho-dzio-ho
3PL(EH).ACT-1 SG.PAT/DAT-take 
‘He took m e.’

dzo-’S
1 SG.PAT/DAT-be. with

also
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(21) [’ago hqdzowqjjn]
’Aga hSdzowdjg.
’ag a  ho-dzo-w a-je
day 3PL(EH).ACT- lSG.PAT/DAT-give-PAST 
‘He g av e  m e this day .’

(22) [dzes’i:’s  kedifaji gola?] 
dzes’i:’e  ked ifa ji golaj
dze-s’i-:-’e  k e -d i-fa -jl go-lae
lSG.PAT-small-EMPH-ACTIVE LOC-lSG.ACT-Stand-PAST POT-but 
‘Although I w as very  sm all, I (stood) w as th e re .’

(23) [’aba neki’̂ Ci]
’Abe neke’gci 
’abe neke-’eci 
day this-daytime 
‘On this day,’

[tsqbili’ahedigya: kejifahe]
Tsebithli ’ahediga kedifahe.
tse-bithli ’ah e  di-ga ke-d i-fa-he
w ater-tum  here  lSG.ACT-arrive LOC-lSG.ACT-stand-[suB?]
‘I arrived here at the appointed tim e.’

(24) [go:Sine w aha:le hqdzowq]
Goshine w aha:le hodzowa,
go-shi-ne waha:le h5-dzo-wa
3SG(lMP)-pity-NOM much. very.(INANIM) 3PL(EH).ACT-lSG.PAT/DAT-give 
‘He gives me a lot of pity,’

(25) [de dzoS’ae’e  hodzya]
De dzosh’ae’e  ho-dzo-ya
de dze-’yush’as-’e  ho-dzo-ya
and 1 S.PAT/DAT-happy-ACTIVE 3PL(EH).ACT-lSG.PAT/DAT-[un]
‘And I am  very happy’

[k’aji’n? kejifahe]
k’adi’ne kedifahe.
k’a-d i-’n e  ke-di-fa-he
th ing-1 sg . ACT-see loc- 1 sg . ACT-stand-now
‘as I see things (from where I stand).’

(26) [ksgga:lela h^jido’q]
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N g g a le li ,  hididz’6. 
n £gale-l£  hi-di-dz’6
true-ENC 3sg(iNANiM).PAT-lsg.ACT-believe 
‘It is true, I believe .’

(27) [he§$:tele k’alago’ni] 
hish£:’£ t’e le  k’alak’5ne 
hish£:’€ t’ele  k’alak’dne 
better.very next work
T h e  work should go forward in a  better way.’

(28) [kehqdo4ate£i dithqi kedio$a]
K ehodothlateci dithae kedifa. 
ke-h5-do-thla-te-ci di-thse
LOC-3pl.PAT-ls.ACT/DAT-do-ABLE-SUB lSG.ACT-want 
‘I w ant to do this for them .’

(29) [’yatabalq  ki’q kodatinQnCi]
’yatabale ke’e  godatendci 
’yata-bale ke’e  go-daten5ci 
fire-ball be.like to.go.forward
‘(I want the work) to go forward like a  fireball.’

(30) [hqdzeki’yo’a:lqn]
Hodzeki’ya’a:le
ho-dze-ki’ya’a-:-le
3PL(EH).ACT-ls.PAT-care.for-EMPH-STATIVE 
‘He takes ca re  o f  m e ...’

[tse dze tsq: ’q:ndzeki’ya’al$i]]
tse, dzesa:, ’5:dzeki’ya’aI6.
tse dze'-sa: ’o:dze-ki’ya’ale
you me-also lPL(iNCL).PAT-care.for
‘you and me, He takes care o f all o f us.'

(31) [’Qndzeths:yu::’q ’akentq]
’(3dzetha::yu::’e ’ake’eda 
’o-dze-thae:yu::-’e ’ake’eda
lpl(iNCL)-PAT-care.about even 
‘He even cares about you.’

(32) [’qhe hq’wela: hq’is’astu hqi’ajifan]
’£he ho-wethla: ho-’i s’aestu hd-thlajefa.
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’ehe2 h5-w ethla: h6-’i s’ae-stu
alas 3PL(EH).ACT-go.PAST 3(EH).POSS(ALffiN)-blood dow n-drop

ho-thla-je-fa
3PL(EH).ACT-make-PAST-PERF 

‘Alas, he (went and) shed his blood.’

(33) [tejidze hqdzethqi:yqn£i]
De didze hodzethae:yuci.
De didze ho-dze-thae:yu-ci
and m e 3PL(EH).ACT-ls.PAT-care.about-suB
‘And because he cares for m e,’

[’ahe hqwela]:
’ahe ho-w ethla 
’ahe ho-w ethla 
there 3sG.ACT(EM)-go.past 
‘He w ent aw ay .’

(34) [hqwadji go:la]
H ow adeje go: la 
ho-w ade-je go:la
3SG.ACT(EM)-die-PAST POT-COMP 
‘He m ay have d ied .’

(35) [’ago nqk’yae w qt’a le  hqCiji]
’Aga nok’yae watale-ho-ci-je
’aga nok’yae w a ta-le  ho-ci-je
day th ree foc up-again 3PL(EH).ACT-sit-PAST
‘On the third day, he  arose ,’

(36) [hqhaelq:ntele hqqk’q]
Hohaele t’ele hok’5.
ho-hae-le t’e le  ho-k’5
3sG.ACT(EM)-breath-REPEAT again  3PL(EH).ACT-make 
‘He cam e back to life aga in .’

(37) [khyae’ane§?:nq hile hqk’a ’ane]
Khyaelenesherno hile hok’a ’ne. 
khyaelene-she-:-no h ile  ho-k’a -’ne
passed.by-DEC-EMPH all 3PL(EH).ACT-REClP-see
Those who have gone before, they will all see each other again.’
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(38) [hqk’a ’nq:qke’qha hok’o’w ede jifq n ]
Hdk’a’ng ke’iha hSk’a’wede jSfS.
hd-k’a -’ne [ke’iha] hd-k’a -’w ede jg -fa
3PL(EH).ACT-RECIP-see.FUT [UN] 3PL(E).ACT-REClP-talk PAST-PERF 
‘As they  m eet and  talk  to  one another.’

(39) [do’nqqgq:lelx]
Do’nego:lelae.
do-’nega-:le-lae
lSG.ACT/DAT-believe'really-ENC 
I believe it is very true.’

(40) [kede sqqke’q kenefq te ’q] 
kede sa  k e ’e  k en e fa  te ’g
k ede sa ke-’e  ke-ne-fa  te -’e
now so way-ACTiVE LOC-2sG.ACT-stand ab le-active  
‘So, as you stand  there now,’

(41) [neke nosqnfiini k’an e  kedotqn]
Neke nosecine k’aneke dota.
neke no-secine k’a-neke do-ta
this lPL.POSS-church thing-this I sg .act/dat-w ant
‘Be strong in the church.’ or 
T h is  our church, 1 charge.’

(42) [e::mqn]
‘Amen’

3. Som e  E uchee P roverbs

M axine Wildcat Barnett, Josephine Wildcat Bigler, William Cahwee recorded 
these proverbs in the summer of 1995.

(1) Ts’a ’iweno kede yawekwe, tsotiha kede sheshego. (Maxine Barnett)

T h e  locusts are saying that the green beans are ready.’

T s’a ’iw eno kede yaw ekw e, [ts’o ’iwenQ kede yaw ekw q]
ts’a ’i-w en5 kede ya-w e-kw e 
cicada-PL(NE) now LOC-3s(NE).ACT-sing 
T h e  locusts a re  singing
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tso tiha k ede shdshdgo. [dzotiha kede 5s§sgq]
tsoti-ha k ede sh6she-g6 
green.bean-PL(iNANiM) now  ready-POT 
th a t the g reen  beans m ust be read y  now.

(2) Di’onthae s’ahe, chaso doklgd. (M axine Bam ett)

‘W henever my hand itches. I’m going to get some money.

Di’onthae s’ahe , [di’qnthae s’ahe]
di-’dnthae s’a-he,
ls.POSS(!NALIEN)-hand itch-FREQ 
‘W henever my hand itches,

chaso dok’Tgo. [Chaso  dok’igq]
chaso do-k l-go
m oney 1 s . act/d AT-get-POT
‘I’m going to get money.’

(3) Di’onthae s’ahe, gok’ae’nene nehethligo. (William Cahwee) 

‘W henever my hand itches, visitors are  coming.’

Di’onthae s’ahe , [di’qnthae s’ahe]
di-’dnthae s’a-he
ls.POSS(iNALiEN)-hand itch-FREQ

gok’ae’nene nehethligo. [gok’ae’nene neh^Iigq]
gok’ae’n ene ne-he-thli-go
visiter here-3pl.ACT-come-POT
‘visitors are coming.’

(4) Dichup’ae’e  ko, gont’e  go’w edede k ede hedzothlago.

‘W henever m y e a r  rings, som eone is talk ing abou t m e, I guess.’

Dichup’ae’e  ko, [diChup’ae’e  ko]
di-chup’ae-’e  ko
ls.poss(lNALlEN)-ear-CL(L!E) ring 
‘W hen m y e a r  rings,’

r » o \ i r o ^ A ^ a  l ^ A ^ a  T o o N i / a H c H c  I 'o H og \ j ill W gu wwmwww i\wuw> uwutiOUtmgwt w. »»
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gont’e  go-’w edede k ede he-dzo-thla-go
som eone gossip now 3s(EM).ACT-ls.PAT/DAT-make-POT
‘someone is talking about me, I guess.’

(S) Godap’i s’ahehe, gont’e  hddze’ne hothaegS. (Maxine Bamett) 

‘W henever your nose itches, som eone wants to see you, I guess.’

G odap’i s’ahehe, [godqm p’i s’ahehe]
go-dap’i s’a-he-he
3s(iMP).POSS-nose itch-FREQ-FREQ
‘W henever one’s nose itches,’

gont’e  hodze’ne hothaegd. [gont’e  hqndze’ne hqthaegp]
gont’e  ho-dze-’ne h6-thae-g8
som eone 3pl(EM).ACT-ls.PAT-see 3s(em).act-want-POT
‘som eone w ant to  se see  you, I guess.’

(6) Sene wechyathla go’nehe, k’a la  sae:le gono. (Jospehine Bigler) 

‘W henever you see a  redbird, something good happens.’

Sene wechyathla go’nehe, [sdne weCyaid go'nehe]
sene we-chyathla go-’ne-he
bird 3s(NE).ACT?-red 3s(iMP).ACT-see-FREQ
“W henever you see a  red bird,’

k’ala sae:le gono. [g’ald sae:le gonq]
k’ala  sae:le go-no
thing good 3s(lMP).PAT-be
‘som ething good happens.’

(7) K w ane goc’w ahe, naek’asae:le goch’wae.

‘W henever you hear a  hoot owl, you will hear bad news.’

K w ane goc’w ahe, [kwane kod’waheh]
kw ane go-c’w a-he
hoot.owl 3s(iMP).ACT/DAT-hear-FREQ
‘W henever you h ea r a  hoot ow l,
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n £k ’a s s : le  goch’w g. 
na£-k’a-sae-:-le go-ch’w g

[n^k’asaede goC’w ^]

NEG-thing-good-very-VRBLZR 3s(iMP).ACT/DAT-hear.FUT 
‘you w ill g e t bad  new s.’

(8) Golaha ’a’ogwa ’yastabado-he, n£k’aethlaehe fafSnd.

‘Grandma said whenever it is foggy, don’t go out walking!’

G olaha ’a ’ogw a, 
go laha ’a -’o-gw a 
grandm a LOC-3s(EH).ACT/DAT-say 
‘G randm a said,

[golaha ’a ’ogwa]

’yastabadohe,
’yastabadohe
fbg-FREQ
‘w henever it is foggy,’

[’yastabadoheh]

nxk’aethlaehe fafano. [nqg’ae4aeheh fqfqnq]
nae-k’aethlae-he fafa-no
neg-Qutside-LOC walk-lMP
‘don’t go outside walking!’

(9) W et’aefa n s ’op’aso gothlanewa, hegwaneje.
’Ake’e  gothla’nehv go’dp’ifa ‘aewine wa hdgwaneje.

‘Don’t point a t a  rainbow, they used to say.
If you do, you’re finger will fall off, they used to say.’

W et’aefa nae’dp’aso  goth lane wa, [w et’aefa nq’qm p’aso  go ianf wa]
w et’ae-fa nae-’op’aso  go-thla-ne wa
rainbow-CL(STAND) NEG-point ls(IMP).ACT-gO.HAB FOC 
‘Don’t go pointing a t a  rainbow ,’

hegwaneje. [hqgwaniji]
he-gwa-ne-je
3s(EM).ACT-say-HAB-PAST
‘they used to say’

’Ake’e gothla’neha go’dp’ifa ’awine [’ake’?qgo4a’nehA go’qmp’ifa ’aewini]
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aTce’e  go-thla-’nehd go-’6p’i-fa  ’a-w i-ne
that.w ay 3(iMP).ACT-go-iF 3s(iMP).P0SS-finger-CL(STAND) LOC-fall-HAB 
‘If you do, your finger will fall o f f

wa hggwanejg. [wa hqgwaniji]
w a hg-gw a-ne-jg
FOC 3pl(EM).ACT-say-HAB-PAST
T hat’s what they used to say.’

(10) Tholeshpgneha naekewahone wa, hggwanejg, dze’g hoda k’aju, hggwanejg. 
Leha tholeshpgneha hiki:le wa hggwanejg.

‘Don’t be playing with Indian turnips, they said. It will storm, they said. 
These Indian tumips are really dangerous, they used to say.’

Tholgshpgneha naekewahone w a, [th61qSpqnihd na*kewqhqni wa] 
tholgshpgne-ha n s-k e -w ah o -n e  w a
indian.tumip-PL(iNANiM) NEG-DiR-play-HAB foc

‘Don’t be playing with Indian turnips,’

hggwanejg. [hqqgwaniji]
hq-gw a-ne-jq
3s(EM).ACT-say-HAB-PAST
‘they used to say’

tsg’g hoda k’aju , [tsq’q hoda k’aju]
tsg’g hoda k’aju 
rain wind together 
‘it will storm ’

hggw anejg. [hqqgwaniji]
hg-gwa-ne-jg
3s(EM).ACT-say-HAB-PAST
‘they used to say’

Leha tholgshpgneha hikirle [leha tholqSpqhd hiki:le]
leha tholgshpgne-ha hiki-:-le
these indian.tumip-PL(iNANiM) dangerous-very-VRBLZR
‘these Indian tum ips are  very dangerous’

w a hggwanejg. [wa hqqgwaniji]
w a hg-gw a-ne-jg
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FOC 3s(EM).ACT-say-HAB-PAST 
th a t ’s w hat they  used to  say .’

(11) Gont’e  hgdikiha n£kele  gochane, wa hggwanejg.
’Ake’g gothla’nehv godzafa hggwanejg.

‘Don’t put your foot inside another m an’s track.
If you do, you’ll get a  fever, they used to say.’

Got’e  hgdikiha nxkele  gochane, [gqnt’e h£ndikihd naekele g o ihanf]
got’e hg-diki-ha
m an 3SG(EM).POSS(lNALIEN)-track-PL(lNANIM)

nae-kele go-cha-ne
NEG-there-back 3sG(iMP).ACT-step-HAB 
‘Don’t step  in an o th er m an’s track ,’

w a hggw anejg. 
w a hg-gw a-ne-jg 
FOC 3SG(EM).ACT-say-HAB-PAST 
‘th a t’s w hat they  used to  say .’

’Ake’g gothla’nehv godzafa 
’ake’g gothla-’nehv go-dzafa 
that.way 3s(iMP).go-COND fever 
‘if you do, you will get a  fever’

hggw anejg. 
hg-gw a-ne-jg 
3s(EM).ACT-Say-HAB-PAST 
‘they  used to say’

(12) Yuciha howilehe dze’ene, k’ethlaehae hofafajg s’aefa tesalethla.

‘W henever a  Yuchi person dies, it always rains, and washes his 
tracks aw ay.’

Yuciha howilehe [yuCiha hcjnwilehe]
Yucihaho-wile-he 
Euchee 3s(EM).ACT-die-FREQ
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‘Whenever a  Euchee person dies,

tse ’e-ne
rain-HAB
‘It alw ays rains.’

k 'e th l$ h £  hSfafaje [check w herever] 
k’e th l s h s  h5-fafa-jg
w herever 3s(EM).ACT/DAT-walk-PAST
‘w herever he w alked,’

s’aefa tesa le th la
s ’as-fa tesa -le  th la
ground*CL(ST a nd) clean-STATi ve  m ake 
‘th e  ground is m ade c lean ed .’

[ts^’snae]

[k’e4a?ha? hqnfqfqji]

[s’aefa te sa le la ]
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Notes 
Appendix I

1 Speakers feel that the proper form for the independent pronoun ‘me’ should be di instead of die. 
See Chapter 3, Section 7 for discussion of the independent pronouns.
2 This is a Creek exclamation.
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Appendix II: Pronunciation Guide

The following list indicates the pronunciation o f the Euchee orthography 

in relation to English sounds. W henever possible, an  English word with an  

equivalent sound is given. The sound is underlined. If not English equivalent 

exists, then a  brief description is given. The linguistic description o f the sounds 

and exam ples o f Euchee word containing the sounds are  found in Chapter 2: The 

Sound System, Section 1.

The orthography used throughout this work was developed in 1995 by the 

Euchee Language Class o f Sapulpa. The history o f this orthography is found in 

Chapter 1: Introduction, Section 5.

Vowels

a talk a fawn (lips are unrounded)

e hey, or bet e Ben

i machine, or bit I pin

0 open 5 dawn (lips are rounded)

u flute

ae bat ae man

Vowel Combinations

ao about (used in contractions only)

ai T  (used in contractions only)

Additional vowel
v husk V bundle

(used when the underlying vowel is unknown and in contractions)
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Consonants 

b bet

ph get; with a  puff o f air

p apt, spin; without a  puff o f air

p’ glottal p; no English equivalent.

The glottal consonants are m ade by closing the mouth a t the ‘p’ or 
V or ‘k’ e tc .... The a ir is allowed to build up before releasing the 
sound. This gives the p’ t’ k’ and so on a  slightly explosive quality.

d  dye
th tie; with a  puff o f air
t itsy; stiff; no puff of air
t’ glottal t

g game

kh cat, Korea; with a puff o f air

k skirt, asked; no puff of a ir

k’ glottal k

dz ads

tsh  tsetse fly; with a  puff o f air

ts cats; no puff o f air

ts’ glottal ts

j  judge

ch church

c inch; no puff of a ir

c’ glottal c

h happy

’ uh-uh (catch in throat)
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f  fun

f  glottal f

s sister

s ' glottal s

sh shine

sh ' glottal sh

th l No English equivalent, but is the sam e as the Y in the Creek language. It

is roughly equivalent to the ‘thl’ ‘fifthly.’ To m ake the sound, the tongue is 

in the position for the ‘1’ but then air is pushed voicelessly but with friction 

along the sides of the tongue, 

th l’ glottal thl

I land

1 glottal 1; the glottal sound is creaky and starts before the 1

n name

’n glottal n; the glottal sound is creaky and starts before the n

w weave

'w glottal w; the glottal is creaky and starts before the w

y yes

'y glottal y; the glottal is creaky and starts before the y
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